READER SWIFT
MEITNER SYSTEM
VENDETTA RESEAROI PREAMP
ROM» VANDERSTEUI INTERVIEWED
--LOUDSPEAKERION-TEST:
MAGNEPAN, EPOS, SNELL, DCM, RAMA
SOUND LAR, MONITOR AUDIO, ORPHEUS

SONOGRAPHE" SYSTEMS:

For Those Whose Discriminating Taste Exceeds Their Means
Whether your preference is for the warm glow of astring quartet, or the driving rhythm
of hard rock. SONOGRAPHE will recreate the mood of live performance. Conceived and
engineered by conrad-johnson design to achieve sonic excellence far exceeding their
moderate prices. each SONOGRAPHE component offers commendable performance
in systems of the highest quality. Together they constitute acomplete system of near
reference quality at an affordable price—less than $3000 for cd player preamplifier
amplifier and monitor speakers.
the conrad-johnson group •2800R Dorr Ave •Fairfax, VA 22031 •703-698-8581
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
First an apology: last month Ipromised that
Dick Olsher's survey of loudspeaker cables

CS5000 turntable.
In the Music Section, Mortimer H. Frank
goes into detail describing his system and his

ly, afamily illness meant that Dick could not

preferences in sound quality; Robert Deutsch
will look at the Broadway musical on record;

finish the manuscript before the June copy

and Christopher Breunig recommends which

date. However, it did arrive in time for the July

versions of Beethoven's Symphony 7 are
worth listening to.

would finally appear in this issue. Unfortunate-

issue, and Ican tell you that it looks like it will
upset quite afew applecarts. Among the brands
covered in the survey are Kimber 'Cable, van

And please, we need your help: this issue
contains areadership survey form, bound be-

den Hul, MIT, Monster Cable, Siltech, Vampire

tween pages 162 and 163. Stereophile has

Wire, DNM, Madrigal, Discrete Technology,

grown so fast in the last five years that we

Straight Wire, Live Wire, Cardas, The Absolute

would like to know what you think of our efforts. Please fill the form in, place it in the
envelope provided, and mail it to us (a 25c

Reference Audio Labs, and Hitachi, as well as
solid-core housing wire.
Elsewhere in Vol.11 No.7, the Audio Cheap-

stamp is necessary). All respondents who in-

skate listens to affordable pickup cartridges;
Lewis Lipnick auditions the fully balanced ver-

clude their name and address will have their
subscriptions extended by one issue, or, if the

sion of Rowland Research's Model 7 power
amplifier; Thomas J. Norton continues his
search for budget loudspeakers possessing a

reader is not asubscriber, we will send him or
her the next issue free! All forms with aname
and address will also be entered in adrawing

hint of high-end sound quality by reviewing

to win afree trip to visit Stereopbile in Santa

three UK models, from British Fidelity, Good-

Fe! Thank you for your help.

Harold Lynn

mans, and Heybrook; Ken Kessler talks to
David Berning about his new TF -12 remote-

As we go to press, we have just learned that

control preamplifier, reviewed in the same

record reviewer Harold Lynn, of Santa Fe, New

Mexico, is dead at the age of 58. We at Stereoissue by). Gordon Holt; Peter Mitchell reports
that poor set-up, as well as poor design, is a phile extend our sympathies and condolences
major factor behind poor CD sound; our

to his family. Iwill miss his concise, acerbic

Dutch correspondent Peter van Willenswaard

reviews of vocal music, and meeting him at our
favorite used-record shop every Saturday.
—RI.

gives ashort report on R-DAT performance;
and new reviewer Gary Galo examines Dual's
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AS WE SEE IT

J. Gordon Holt

A

letter in the April issue (Vol.11 No.4)
from reader Harold Goldman, MD.
decried the seemingly appalling failure rate of high-end products, citing a$10,0001
pair power amplifier, an $11,000 turntable, and
a$1500 CD player which had all been reported
in recent issues as having failed during or
shortly after testing by Stereopbile And Dr.
Goldman's list was far from complete We have
also experienced during the past couple of
years the failure, or inoperation upon delivery,
of two $2500 solid-state power amplifiers, a
$1700 subwoofer, a$5000 hybrid amplifier,
two pairs of $1200 loudspeakers, several pairs
of under-$1000 loudspeakers, and many CD
players costing over $1000 each, mainly those
based on Philips transports.
Scandalous, right? When you pay apremium price for something that is supposed to
be better than most of its competition, you
should not expect this to happen, right? It
rarely happens with Sony or JVC or TEAC
mainstream products costing athird as much,
so why should higher price mean lower reliability? Because priciness tends to count against
reliability, not for it.
Normally, anew product goes through three
testing stages, called Alpha, Beta, and Gamma
testing. Alpha testing is the performance and
reliability testing of aprototype unit in the factory, prior to initial production. Beta testing
is pre-production field-testing—usually by
persons not employed by the manufacturer,

The more costly aproduct and the more

often by dealers. Gamma testing is letting the

tightly strapped its manufacturer, the fewer

customers do the reliability testing. By buy-

pre-production prototypes can be made for
Beta testing. Typically, only one or two samples will be made for Alpha testing, and some

ing it, they get the privilege of testing it at no
cost to the manufacturer except for free repairs. Gamma testing is not considered good
business practice, but often it's all ahigh-end
manufacturer can afford.
Stereophile, June 1988

high-end manufacturers don't feel they can afford to do any Beta testing at all. It isn't usually
until the product starts coming off the produc5

THE SHAPE
OF THINGS TO COME

Products recognized for their ability to
reproduce music and to advance our
perception of high fidelity emerge from
unique companies. The community of
individuals dedicated to the production
of Mark Levinson components has established an unequalled tradition of excellence and accomplishment, while
accepting the responsibility for refining
the state of the art in music reproduction
within the boundaries technology and
imagination allow.
The No. 26 Dual Monaural Preamplifier
introduces anew level of performance in
audio system control. Until now, the
most musically accurate preamplifiers
have had limited control flexibility due to
the sonic advantages of direct signal
paths. The new generation of circuitry
developed for the No. 26 provides full
control flexibility, for six audio sources
with two tape loops, and such refinements as absolute phase selection, all
with greater sonic purity than even the
minimalist preamps of the past.
The No. 26 offers two optional phono input sections for precise matching with
any phonograph cartridge. Either of
these circuits can be factory installed at
the time of purchase. or added later by
your dealer.
The No. 26 also offers the option of true
differential balanced connection to associated equipment. While this superior
interconnection technique has been
taken advantage of in professional
equipment for many years. only recently
have domestic products offered it as an
option. The No. 26 will allow you to
achieve the maximum performance
from Mark Levinson amplifiers and other
products offering balanced connection
capability.
All Mark Levinson products are handcrafted in limited quantities to ensure
their high standards. Visit your Mark
Levinson dealer to hear how good music
can sound in your home.

Mark Levinson products are designed and manufactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457 ITT T1_X 4942158

tion line (early Gamma), or even some weeks
or months after it's been in use in consumers'
homes, that problems start to show up. By that
time some of the audio magazines have already
been sent samples for review, and there are lots
of the new product in listening rooms all over
the country.
High-end products are also often designed
right on the hairy edge of materials technology
—another way of saying that they work just
below the point of active-device or dielectric
breakdown. Frequently, the edge is closer than

Such is the pressure of the marketplace,
every company feels obliged to unveil anew
model every six months or sa A small highend firm trying to keep up with this rat race
may have anew product out before it has even
completely debugged its last one. Four such
products in simultaneous manufacture can
give any small firm adevastating reputation as
apurveyor of junk. (Word travels fast in highend audio circles—particularly bad words.)
On the other hand, the buyer has aright to
know that aparticular manufacturer's products

the designer thinks, and then aweek's worth

are dying like mayflies when that is the case,

of production goes out in the field and topples

which is why we report in our equipment
reviews any defects, breakdowns, and out-ofthe-box failures that occur, as well as publishing

like arow of dominos. Other times, amanufacturer who assiduously paid his Alpha and Beta
dues still gets sandbagged.
Parts suppliers have ahabit of pulling an
OEM version of the ol' switcheroo, making a
"small and insignificant" change in an already

letters from readers who've had troubles with
specific products. ,
A few high-end manufacturers do go for
absolute reliability, but few audiophiles are very

approved part which results in the unit becom-

happy with aconcomitant factor: astronomical

ing unreliable It takes avery sharp QC department to catch such changes, but occasionally

prices. Cello and Mark Levinson Audio Systems
are examples of this no-holds-barred ap-

there is no way of knowing acomponent has
been changed until it's too late This happened
to one of the oldest loudspeaker manufac-

proach, clubbing the reliability issue into sub-

turers some years aga Asupplier made an S&I
change in asingle part, and although it in-

mission by throwing in the most expensive
parts money can buy and backing this with a
100% QC philosophy to eliminate any "infant
mortalities." They then demonstrate their confidence in this approach by tacking afive-year

creased the part's vulnerability to aging, the
manufacturer had no way of detecting the

warranty on their line But few audiophiles see

change. The weakened part took almost five

their products as representing good value for

years to fail, during which time thousands of
speakers had been sold with that part in it.
Then they started to break down, and eventually, all the speakers made in the intervening
period failed. Even though it wasn't his fault,
the manufacturer conscientiously repaired
every one without charge, but it nearly put

money, whining that "They don't sound that
much better than products costing half as
much." That isn't all that the extra cost is buying; it's buying stringent Alpha and Beta testing, in order to avoid the kind of tarnished image seen by Dr. Goldman.

him out of business. Fortunately, most parts

Some others have devised, through years of
unhappy experience with such matters, ways

weaknesses don't take that long to show up.
Nonetheless, the fewer samples of aproduct

of reliability-testing every part that comes into
their factory—another expedient that greatly

in the field, the longer it takes for it to reveal

increases cost, but not as much as the Levin-

its weaknesses. A huge firm like Panasonic, for
example, may turn out 1000 of anew midpriced
receiver in aweek. If one out of 200 has the

son/Cello-style overkill approach. Threshold,
for example, has agadget which torture-tests
transistors to the point of breakdown—

same hitherto-undetected design weakness,
they'll know about it in aweek or so and can

without damaging them! But such measures
are not available to the smaller, newer high-end

correct the problem immediately. But asmall

firms, which must ultimately rely pretty much
on the assurances of their parts suppliers that

high-ender making an expensive product may
produce only 10 of them in aweek, and if the
same one out of 20 is going to break down in
the same way, the manufacturer may not be
able to see apattern emerging until after many
months of production.
Stereophile, June 1988

IYou will see from the survey form in this issue that we arc
polling our readers on the reliability and satisfaction offered
by their equipment: this will give us alarge enough sample
to generate some statistically nibble data We intend to publish
the results of that survey later this year

MATRIX
801
WE'LL CHANGE YOU

SERIFS

2

B&W's Model 801 — the recording industry's Reference Standard Monitor — was
the inspiration for innovation. Dramatic
developments in technology and enclosure
design have lit the fuse. B&W's Matrix 801
Series 2personifies the state-of-the-art ten
years on. This magnificent successor sets
the new standard for professional and
home user alike. With no commercial
compromise. Rich in Matrix technology,
801 Series 2registers accurately even
beyond audibility. Phenomenal sound.
Clean and utterly uncoloured. Outstanding
imagery with tight unbooming bass.
An instrument destined to occupy aspecial
place in world esteem.
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this or that will take a15% overload "with-

to ship the failed product back to the factory

out batting an eye" When apart's eye does bat,

for "free" warranty repair, especially when the

the manufacturer's eye gets blackened and

product in question is a150-lb amplifier. The

Stereophile receives another angry letter about

customer purchased the component in good

the unreliability of overpriced high-end
equipment.

thing blew up five minutes after it was switched

faith, and it is not his fault that the damned

So, while you don't have to feel sorry for the

on: he should not be responsible for any part

maker of your brand-new $3000 preamplifier

of the cost of repair. In an ideal world, if you
buy from alocal dealer, you should be able to

when it fails at 6pm on Friday, don't be too
hard on him, either. Believe it or not, most
high-end manufacturers are very conscien-

persuade him to swap your dud for another if
it fails. But if you buy by the FOB, you must

tious about product reliability, and get as upset

return by the FOB, and then you're at the

about failures as you do. They do the best they

mercy of the pounds-times-miles tables. It
shouldn't be.

can under difficult circumstances, while resisting as best they can the urge to raise their

Everything considered, though, most high-

prices to the point where their stuff could be

end equipment is really pretty rugged. If

very reliable but unaffordable. , What is,

you've purchased anew product recently, con-

however, quite unfair, in my eyes, is the almost

sider this: Barring catastrophic "user error"—

universal practice of making the customer pay

like touching your pickup stylus to the rough
edge of arotating disc—the chances that a

2 Gordon, you are too kind here. No matter how hard a
manufacturer finds it to make aliving, there is still no excuse
for using its customers as the final stage in its QC/debugging
procedures (something endemic among computer software
"manufacturers"). When compiling Stereophile's "Recommended Components" listing, we do take notice of such matters as long-term reliability (when we have evidence), and
whether aproduct is mature (le, "debugged" or not). —JA

product will break down spontaneously
diminish with time. If yours makes it through
the first week of daily use, it will probably see
at least five years before it needs repair. A Sony
receiver may outlast it, but which would you
rather listen to during those five years?

S

Introduced in 1983, the conrad-johnson
model PV5 preamplifier set anew standard of performance among preamplifiers
under two thousand dollars. It so
dominated that field that three years
later when amajor high-end
journal listed the reference

aprea nip
under $2000 systems
of four of its
new reviewers, three
that outperforins After
owned PV5s.
nearly
the conrad- fivefinally
years, someone has
surpassed the PV5.
Announcing the conradjohnson PV5 johnson
PV8 all vacuumtube preamplifier Setting anew standard
of performance at $1685.

(.._

the conrad-johnson group •2800 RDo rr Ave •Fairfax. VA 22031 •703-698-8581
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Reserved for purists,
At this level, beyond mere commercial practicalities,
Infinity seeks to find its own: The few for whom
music is an obsession, for whom price is no object in
attaining the absolute perfect re-creation of sound.
The speaker system we've named the Infinity
Reference Standard Beta was really built to prove
to ourselves, after building the legendary $45,000
Infinity Reference Standard V, that lightning could
strike twice in the same place.
We designed the IRS Beta as atrue point source,
capable of generating an incredible 15Hz to 45kHz
response with effortless (and seamless) musicality.
Four 12-inch injection-molded polypropylene/
graphite woofers are servo-controlled for state-of-theart bass reproduction.

A new lower-midrange driver, the Large-EMIM, was
created. This push-pull planar driver reproduces the
critical frequencies from 70 to 700Hz—that vital area
containing most of the musical fundamentals (an area
ill-served by virtually all speaker designs, with attendant loss of the natural warmth of instrumental voices).
Two L-EMIMs optimally cross over to an improved
EMIM with new high-gauss neodymium magnets and
lighter diaphragm, for impeccable midrange transient
response and detail.
And an EMIT and SEMIT (Super EMIT) produce
the upper octaves and overtones to 45kHz with
atransparency and openness that is airy and "live:'
In total—a speaker of unprecedented overall musical
accuracy.The IRS Beta. A speaker whose performance

extremists, and the obsessed.

t

e
canItsleave
breathless.
cost you
is under
$11,000.

We also offer the equally incomparable IRS Gamma
and IRS Delta, at about $7,000 and $5,500 respectively. Both are two-speaker versions of the Beta,
although the Delta does not include aservo-control
unit, which can be added later to upgrade the Delta
into aGamma.
We encourage you to audition the remarkable IRS
Beta (as well as the Gamma and Delta) at any one
of aselect group of Infinity dealers catering exclusively
to the audiophile.
To the dedicated—even obsessed—lover of music,
it is the stuff dreams are made of.
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LETTERS
We regret that time does not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

Stupefied

due to the valiant instrumentalist for only

Editor:

drowning out the flute and not obliterating the

Iwas stupefied by WACF's review of KiniSings
Gershwin in the April issue of Stereophile. I

entire orchestra. Also, we must acknowledge
the magnificent job the recording engineers

cannot believe that anyone familiar with the

did in filtering out the anguished screams of

style and intentions of these songs would find

that intrepid instrumentalist attempting to play

her renditions even listenable, much less feel

an English-horn part on an oboe.

that they were performed with "appropriate

Joseph Compelo

sensitivity and conviction." Appropriate to
what? Ira Gershwin wrote particular words to

Glen Arm, MD

those songs; if asinger can't sing them prop-

A question of veracity

erly, then perhaps she should defer to those

Editor:
My letter in Stereophile Vol.11 No.2 discussed

who can. This record is utterly loathsome.
P. King
No address supplied

the Greenspun-Stromeyer article (Von() No.8)
comparing the Eminent Technology and
Graham tonearms. In that letter, Isaid that the

Bernstein and Mahler's 10th

article had been returned twice by another

Editor:
A correction: RL's review of Mahler 9 and

audio publication.
The Greenspun-Stromeyer letter publish-

10 in the March 1988 issue asserts that Bern-

ed in Vo1.11 No.3 asserts that these returns did

stein, among others, has stayed away from the

not occur, casting doubt on my information
and my veracity.

10th's Adagio.
Not on the Columbia CD collection (M3K
42200, 3CDs), which has Symphonies 7, 9,

The former TAS staffer who had informed
me of the return unequivocally confirms that

and the Adagio. And it's an older recording,

he personally returned the article twice for

too-1966 or 1975.

rewriting, followed by an ultimate rejection.

Roderick Speer
Alexandria, VA

Edison Price
Edison Price Incorporated, New York, NY

A magnificent job
Editor:
JGH's quip (March '88, p.5) that Stereo Review
will publish conclusive proof that it is im-

As Mr Pricg the unnamed 'former TAS staff-

possible to distinguish an oboe from an English horn under blind conditions reminded

article's genesis, Iwill leave it up to you,

me of areview of Rossini's William Tell Over-

question. As for myself, apart from pointing

ture which appeared in Digital Audio (June
'86, p.49).

lished concerning Greenspun's and Stromeyer's

er;' and Messrs. Greenspun and Stromeyer
can't all be right about the history of ibis
dear readers, to decide whose veracity is in
out that much of the critical comment pub-

The reviewer, Tom Vernier, complains that

tests bears aresemblance to the sound of axes

"The bouncing, bird-like flute solo in the

grinding Idon't actually care what the minu-

pastoral section. ..
is mostly drowned out by
the oboe . ."
For those few who don't know the passage

tiae of the article's birth pangs were. TAS is not
Stereophile; much of what is published there
Ido not feel suitable to appear in these pages,

in question, Rossini scored it for flute and

and Iam sure that Harry Pearson has similar

English horn, but lest one is inclined to be too

feelings about agood deal of this magazine's

critical of the review, there is always the

content. As published in Stereophile, the

possibility that the passage was performed on
an oboe, in which case aresounding bravo is

and well-organized experiments which in-

12

article presented the results of some serious

Stereophile, June 1988

dicated that two tonearms could be identified

fine detail."

under blind conditions by ear alone 'felt that
fact important enough to publish. If anyone

"The AC does agood job in its reproduction
of midrange timbre and transparency. If the
Aria bests it in this region, the Audio Concepts,

else still has apoint to raise about this article, then please do not write: (bis correspondence is formally declared closed.

—JA

Faith, science, feelings,
and facts

while boasting no striking characteristics to
match the Aria's liveliness and expansiveness,
is still convincing."
Ifind it particularly disturbing that some
people notice these kinds of differences be-

Editor:

tween products that are as inherently accurate

After reading Mr. Alan Pugmire's letter "Belt &

as top-quality CD players. Ireally believe most
of these characteristics are just imagined. How

belief systems" (Vol.11 No.3), it's obvious that
Mr. Pugmire has trouble making aclear distinction between faith and science. Ialso doubt
that he realizes the difference between feelings
and facts. It's no wonder he felt that "it takes
alot of faith to believe in evolution."
Tom Wong
Alhambra, CA

can components as accurate as these be measured by the human ear when the transducers
which reproduce their signals are far more inaccurate than even the most needy example
of the high-end breed of these particular
species.
?
If your 24k ears can really discern these differences, let's see some honest blind testing

An excellent idea

included in your reviews! Come on! This is

Editor:

what everybody definitely does or definitely

In reference to Mr. Robert Wilson's letter to the

does not want to see. Are you (or your 24k

editor, Vol.11 No.3, March 1988, we think the

egos) afraid to do it? Just select "reference"

idea of thin solid-core wires suspended from
the ceiling, spaced 3. apart, wrapped with
polyethylene, is an excellent one. Our chief

components in each category and compare
reviewed products with them in a"blind test"
fashion. At least one "brand x" component

engineer informs me that this method will also
serve to ward off flying saucers. However! The

would have to be unknown to the reviewer. If

addition of thin stranded wire will also keep

tested products could be consistently iden-

werewolves away.

tified, it would certainly give alot of validity
to the $50 adjectives used so freely to describe

Sal Demlcco
Discrete Technology

would have to be included also, whose identity

Prove Julian Hirsch wrong!

their sonic characteristics. This is the only way
you can truly fulfill your obligation to your

Editor:

readers.

Iam a very new subscriber to Stereophile
(about three issues now) and Imust say Iam
enjoying it very much. It is very refreshing to

Don't just badmouth Julian Hirsch, prove
him wrong!

Dayton, Ohio

open an audio magazine and find that the relevant reading material is actually more prolific
than advertisements. Ireally do enjoy your articles on the more expensive equipment. For
myself, it serves as aguide as to how Ican
spend my audio dollars alittle more sensibly.
Ido, however, have aquestion or two regarding the lack of objectivity concerning pream
. p,
amplifier, and CD player testing procedures
and subsequent reviews. When Iread areview
concerning arelatively expensive component
of these types, and phrases such as the following are expressed, Ihave to chuckle abit:
"The Tandberg is sonically alittle better than
the Denon 3300—in low-end authority, overall neutrality, listening ease and resolution of
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Forge on!
Editor
Ihave just read through the extraordinary potpourri of letters in the latest Stereopbik (March
'88), and I'm so delighted that Ijust have to
add my voice to the happy melee.
First of all, committed skeptics among your
readers (and Isuspect they are asilent legion)
take great heart from the Belt/Lumley/Reilly
"controversies." Finally, the deluded, the overly suggestible, and the just-plain-nutso are
coming out of the closet (although Fanfare's
Neil Levenson, whose opinions are often as
wondrously dizzy as can be found anywhere
in print, has been out in the weather for a
13

HPC
HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

CPC
CO-PLANAR COPPER

WNW

Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do abetter job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed. high-purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted in the new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.
Visit your Madngal deer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.
s--PCcable 5

ir

jesIgned b.Y and manufacture exclustvelY for

while now). We now have solid evidence for
what many of us have suspected all along: that

of industry megabucks, and 35 years of simi-

"great sound" is as much amatter of psychology as physics—and that many audiophiles are

and brilliant engineers (probably much less),
we will not learn how to extract sound from

irredeemable compulsives, sometimes even
full-blown crackpot eccentrics.
That said, I'd like to take this opportunity

possible from LP? That hardly seems credible
to me. Already, the best-sounding system I

to air afew observations, as well as some rather
dearly held prejudices of my own.
First of all, aword about how gratifying it
is to be on the digital side of the black-disc/silver-disc debate. We may be lowly rodents
watching grand dinosaurs die, but die they
will, while we prosper. Personally, Inever collected classical music seriously until the advent
of the CD: no matter how carefully Istored
and cared for my precious piano records, pops

larly concentrated development by committed

aCD that is at least as good as the best now

have ever heard (consisting of C-J tube electronics, Celestion SL600s w/subwoofers, and
aCalifornia Audio Labs Aria) was playing aCD.
But that may have partly been my own positive prejudice at work. In any event, Iwish the
analog crowd would settle down and give the
high-end industry afew more years to adjust
before inflicting on us hapless mid -fi buffs any
more of their shrill, desperate-sounding, and

and ticks would accrue to the microgrooves
like lines of age on an old man's face: that is to

increasingly retrogressive screeds.
Third, Iwonder if Iam completely alone in
arather novel predicament: sorry though I

say, absolutely inevitably. Istill recall the

am to say this, many of the high-end systems

anguish of listening to the inexorable degradation of my copy of Gilds' "Waldstein."

Ihave heard in my life just don't sound very

The first "audiophile" system Iever heard,

good to me The most expensive one ($50,000,
allegedly) was positively bad, all boom and

in about 1976, was an astonishing complexity
that took up half of an acquaintance's living

sizzle, but, more generally, what Ithink Imean
is that Iwasn't sufficiently adjusted to the char-

space; it took him 30 minutes to explain all the

acteristics of these systems to be able to listen

tweaks and mods that had been made to the
S10,000 worth of equipment, as well as to recount the six months of experimentation required to position the speakers just so (the
speakers were top-of-the-line Magneplanars,
hung from the ceiling with high-test fishing
line. The ceiling was pockmarked with holes.
'Palk about compulsive.) But there were those
same pops and ticks, in sparkling, clear,
transparent sound, spoiling my enjoyment just
as surely as they did on my own system. When

through them to the music. In other words,
they stand in the way of my imagination. TAS
and Mr. Levenson aside, imagination is the only
equipment that will allow arecording to approximate live sound. Given amonth in my
home, Ilearn to accept the sound of the system
Ihave, and the system becomes—to me—
nearly inaudible, allowing me to concentrate
my mind on the music, which is (I hope Idon't
have to mention) what Ialways aim to do.
Another outsider observation: with most

asked about the problem, the audiophile
begged the obvious: "Oh," he said, "you just

products, increasing price is thought to bring
increasing quality and hence prestige, up to a

have to learn to listen through that kind of
thing." Well, no longer.

certain point, after which nosediving value
begins to invite ridicule upon the heads of the
fools who fall for the shill. This natural law is

Second, why hasn't it occurred to audiophiles yet that 95% of all the thought, effort,

demonstrably not applicable to high-end

and intelligence that has gone into the devel-

audio, where prices are limited only, one feels,

opment of audiophile sound equipment over
the last 35 years has been specifically targeted

by the size of the equity loan the reckless audio-

toward extracting the optimum sound from

phile can secure on his house Thus areviewer
can report on things like a$22,000 turntable

vinyl records? What do they think all th :se
fancy systems arefor? Saying that aCD cannot sound as good as an LP is like putting afat

sure sign that these almost surreal prices aren't
buying real value, only prestige and exclusiv-

man's suit on athin man and concluding that
the thin man cannot ever be properly outfitted. Does anyone really imagine that, given the
zeal of high-enders, the copious application
Stereophile, June 1988

with astraight face. To me, however, this is a

ity—the audio equivalent of a$400 pair of
socks. Ifeel certain that if aJapanese electronics firm were to build an exact replica of
afancy preamp and sell it for athird of the
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More and more sound engineers are taking our Professional Series
equipment out of their homes and into sound studios, night clubs, even
concert halls. Because, right out of the box, our top-of-the-line
audiophile gear meets the specs of these demanding applications.
Take our Professional Series Alpha-650 power amplifier. It delivers
300 watts per channel (650 watts mono) through rock-stable hybrid
Class AB circuits. Input is via balanced-line XLR or RCA-type connectors. There's electronic protection against shorts, overheating, and
stray DC. And our Professional Series EQ-30M Mono Equalizer and
CO-23 Active Crossover Network add 32 bands of equalization, plus
22-point crossover capability, for taming virtually any listening space.
For athorough demonstration of our Professional Series line,
simply visit your local Nikko dealer.
Or, better yet, just take in aconcert.

NIKKO. AU

0

The Power of Technology

Asti Nikko Technology Corporation of America
5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA
(213) 721-1168

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio Dealers.

price, its reputation wouldn't be nearly so

equipment that just passes through). I'm sure

glowing as that of the higher-priced original.

the Cheapskate's rating soars into double
figures!
—JA

Even the car magazines admit that their exotica are more interesting in the speculative
realm than as serious considerations for purchase, and represent miserable value for
money. The only justification for such ostentation is research: the technology wouldn't
trickle down to "real" components if it didn't
have astarting point to trickle down from. But

Sommerwerck &
surround sound
Editor:
My friends at Shure Brothers, Inc. showed me
acopy of Bill Sommerwerck's review of decoders for "Surround Sound" (Vol.11 No.3).

really. Some of the ultra-high-end is nothing

They hoped Iwould comment as afounder of

but spectacularly conspicuous consumption,
and any idiot who buys a$17,000 pair of amps,

surround sound rather than try to express

in my opinion, deserves resounding contempt.

views at Shure. My comments cannot be very
technical because Ido not know what technical point is being made.

Can anyone say "sense of proportion"? For
that matter, can anyone say "racket"?
This brings me in aroundabout way to a

the Sorcerer's Apprentice—whose side is he

personal rule of thumb Ithought Imight share
with other readers: If aperson doesn't have a

on, anyway, and who's on first? Did Walt
Disney do all that? Pretty wild stuff.

Apparently, we have David vs Goliath, and

collection of music that is at least twice as cost-

Then there is Ambisonics, whose good name

ly as all the audio equipment in the house,

is on the edge, it seems, of being stolen. Ambisonics is striving to place sonic images else-

don't trust 'en. This is aremarkably revealing
test by which to separate the marksmen, so to
speak, from the gun nuts. In fact, Ithink every
"audiophile" ought to be assigned anumber
corresponding to the ratio of the cost of his
music to the cost of his equipment. Call it the
Johnston Rating. Anyone with arating below
1would be banished from serious discussions,
and certainly from writing reviews. Ihave a
feeling such asystem would send alot of the
nutcases scurrying off to Tower Records.
Finally, thank you—no, bless you—for the
Audio Cheapskate. Ienjoy reading about all the
esoterica (although not as much, Imust admit,
as Ienjoy reading about equipment at least
remotely within my potential price range), and
Iam often amused by the characters Imeet in
your pages, and the various controversies certainly serve to keep things animated. But in the
end Iwant to listen to my recordings (my own
Johnston Rating is arespectable 2.8), and I've
gotten more good advice from Sam lèlfig than
Ihave from 10 times his weight in other audio
magazines. Thanks to him, Ienjoy Stereophile.
Forge on!

Michael CollettJohnston

where than loudspeaker locations. We are not
just talking ambience here, and none of your
wimpy phantom stuff, either. On the other
hand, Dolby Stereo absolutely must have one
sonic image firmly at the screen loudspeaker,
the dialog channel. It's kinds tough on Dolby—
only one channel left over. It's kinds tough on
Ambisonics, too—sonic images tend to cling
to loudspeakers. Each may be a"worst possible" approach to the goals of the other, but
each seems to do quite well with its own. Both
decoders might, one day, appear in the same
package. It is no secret that Nimbus has been
releasing Ambisonic recordings for many
years. All this is supposed to do with some big
battle over "surround sound."
Ican remember atime when "surround" was
supposed to mean persuading images not to
cling to loudspeakers, and that this was supposed to be different from quadraphonics
where images did cling, and "logic" seemed
to help them do that. Ialso remember "discrete"
and the panpots that never worked right—no

Washington, DC

one even guessed that they actually had to vary
the frequency response (differently) in each

A quick survey of our equipment reviewers'

did anything about it, and panpots still don't

of the two outputs as they panned. So nobody
'Johnston Ratings" revealed them to be all
well above 1, mine being around 2-3000

work right. Images still cling to loudspeakers.

LPs, 400 CDs, many cassettes and open-reel

Then "quadraphonics" became a dirty
word, and the ad men grabbed for ahigh-class

tapes vs a system that costs approximately
$13,000 at todays' prices (not counting review

substitute, "surround." Never mind what it
used to mean. Iremember that my pet rabbit
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At last, high-performance audio
comes down to earth.
High-performance audio by Rotel has arrived With remarkable sonic quality you've previously associated only with
esoteric equipment selling at other-worldly prices. Now,
however, at prices you'll find very down-to-earth.
At Rotel, our engineers avoid gimmicks and flashing
lights. Instead, they concentrate on audible performance.
All critical parts are carefully hand selected on the basis
of how they sound when producing music. Direct signal
paths -from inputs to outputs -assure highest accuracy
and resolution. And our renowned amplifiers, for example,
use massive power supplies, along with discrete output
transistors rated many times their actual load. As a result,
they can produce high-current output continuously -not
just for afew milliseconds. Our 50-watt amplifier actually
plays louder and sounds better than many with 100-watt
specs -and 100-watt prices.
This pursuit of affordable sonic perfection may explain
why Rotel outsells most other specialty hi-fi brands in
Great Britain. And why hard-to-please British audio critics
consistently give Rotel components rave reviews.
For reprints of these reviews, and abrochure on our receivers, Compact Disc players, tuners, integrated amplifiers,
power amplifiers, preamps, cassette decks and turntables,
just send your name and address to Rotel Audio of America
Inc., Department ST, PO. Box 653, Buffalo, NY 14240
Or call us at 14161 751-4525

RCIMEL.
High performance. Down to earth.

never acted surrounded by four naked comer

unit made the sound Ihad paid so much to get

posts. The ad men seem to tell me that the

where Iwanted it harsh and edgy; and if you

blurring of engineering distinctions prevents
consumer confusion. Does that prove that
consumers are not dumb bunnies? There must

attempted to bypass the front channels anyway
it became absolutely impossible to match front

be abetter way of putting that.

fects were spectacular, but it was all abit like
the talking dog: at first the fact that he can talk

Ialso remember the RMS watt, but that is
another story.
What all this seems to mean is that people
who are tired of images clinging to loudspeakers can't speak of the alternatives as "surround" anymore. We need to invent anew

and back levels. It is true that the ambience ef-

at all is so extraordinary that you don't pay any
attention to what he is saying, but after living
with him for afew days all you want is silence.
Mr. 'Casson doggedly refused to give up on

generic term, and Ido not like the way Mr.

the Yamaha. Iam not made of such stern stuff.
My solution was to return the unit and try a

Sommerwerck is putting the eye on "ambisonics." There is plenty of prestige there, but

Sony SDB-505ES, which Ifound easily the
best and most realistic ambience unit Ihave

Iknow where it will end.
Is it really images not clinging to loudspeak-

ever heard, which is extraordinarily convin-

ers vs images that are required to cling? Is that

and which easily allows bypassing of the front

cing and both simple and extremely flexible,

the "versus" in Mr. Sommerwerck's dramatic

channels. Iam happy Mr. Sommerwerck gave

effort? Did this all happen because somebody

this product its due at last in his March review

stole "surround"?

of surround-sound units.

Maybe somebody better give it back!
Duane H. Cooper
Champaign, IL

At the same time, however, Ifeel that his uncritical original review of the Yamaha was an
enormous disservice to your magazine's readers.
It would have been fine for Stereo Review or

Sommerwerck &
the Yamaha DSP-1

Higb Fidelity, but not for those of us who
Stereopbile has clearly targeted as its real audi-

Editor

ence. In contrast, for example, Inote that in
the March 1987 issue of HFN/RR, Martin Col-

James M. Kasson's excellent letter about the
Yamaha DSP-1 ambience synthesizer in the

loms's otherwise favorable review of the Ya-

March Stereopbile shamed me by reminding

maha stated: "Islet up as instructed with all
signals passed via the DSP, an immediate loss

me that Ihad always intended to write just
such aletter, but had never done so. Before 20

in sound quality was heard in the main front

people write in screaming that the Yamaha is

stereo channels. While this is probably irrele-

the second coming of Carnegie Hall, that Mr.

vant in the context of agood quality midi

Kasson is alunatic, and that he should get his

system, it was quite destructive of my upmarket audio set-up." Exactly. Did Mr. Sommerwerck not hear this? Did he find an alter-

ears and head checked (all of which Ihave
been told), let me say that my experience was
precisely the same as his, it happened prior to

nate hookup which Icould not, Mr. 'Casson for

Bill Sommerwerck's review, and that Iwish
Ihad written then to warn others of your read-

all his tinkering did not, and neither my dealer
nor Yamaha's technical people could articulate

ers, including Mr. Kasson.
Since 1977 Ihave had one or another delay

at the time? Yamaha's telephone response to

device in my system, generally aSound Con-

my questions was: "Vie, this thing is obviously
not for you, mister." They were right, and it

cepts SD550 or Benchmark ARU, and Iswear

is probably not for most of Stereopbfle's readers

by them. As my system improved Istarted

either. Ido not expect Julian Hirsch to realize

bypassing the front channels of these devices

this, but Ido expect Bill Sommerwerck to.

in order to avoid degradation of the main
signal. When the Yamaha DSP-1 appeared, I
ran to afavorite dealer for ahome trial—which
turned out to be adisaster. Ihad precisely the
same experience as Mr. 'Casson: the unit is not

Manuel W. Gottlieb
New York, NY

Sommerwerck &
test procedure

designed to allow bypassing the front chan-

Editor:

nels; passing the front channels through the

Having read Bill Sommerwerck's muddled ar-
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NEW KID IN TOWN
One Look Grabs Your Attention

One Listen Captures You ... Heart & Mind.

AMRITA AUDIO

Davenport, Iowa

(800) 4-AMRITA

tick on Dolby surround processors and Jim
Fosgate's revealing "Manufacturer's Comment"

digitally processed laserdisks.
Ralph A. Mazzeo, Jr.

letter in your March 1988 issue, Ican only pro-

Port Chester, NY

claim that you have done your loyal readership
agrave injustice.

Sommerwerck & headphones

The basic fact that he "dubbed" laserdisks
onto videotape has created ablack hole in his

Just anote to tell you how much 1enjoyed

ultimate findings.

"The Stereopbile Headphone Survey" in Vol.

When Ientered into Dolby surround, I
decided that a"purist" approach (je, sans EQ

heard, Ibought the Stax SR-34 headphones for

Editor:

10 No.9. Based on the article, and sound un-

and auxiliary forms of noise reduction such

$109 (total delivered mail-order price), and

as Burwen's 1201A processor) was not in my

the pleasure they have already given me has

best interest. Not only are movie soundtracks,

made the price of your subscription areal

especially vintage ones, poorly recorded and

bargain. Please— more articles on affordable

hissy (sic the EQs and Burwens), but when they

components.

are stunningly replicated, as in digital soundtracks, Ihave the option of bypassing them.

Robert A. Ward
Cleveland Heights, OH

1have 10 speakers in my video room, eight
bookshelf types and an active and passive subwoofer. Utilizing the Fosgate DSM-3204 high-

Problems, problems

separation pure class-A (which Sornrnerwerck

The January issue of Stereopbile has come and

Editor:

also fails to mention) surround processor, Ican

gone, brushing by, as it passed, two of the big-

only report that the separation and surround

gest problems in quality audio today.

effects, not to mention the clarity in front and

Regarding Mark Weaver's letter (p.27): Yes,
recording engineers are amess. Most of them

rear, are astounding. His summary dismissal
of the front dialog speakers as fluff is utter

don't know how to record accurately, and they

hogwash, as they are indeed as paramount to

don't want to know. Why should they? Imag-

Dolby surround's desired effect as the rear

ine being in abusiness where you can charge

channels. Dialog remains locked dead-center
and sounds move freely, as they should, from

big money to tear your clients' work into little

right to left and front to rear. What Sommer-

pieces. And then charge even bigger money
to use fabulous toys (p.71) trying to glue it back

werck failed to address is the motion-picture

together. And they're grateful!

releasing company's wholesale panning and

Secondly, on pages 47-48, DO mentions the

scanning of its motion pictures' video incar-

tendency of many audiophiles to aim for an

nations, which render the high separation
non-obsequious, to say the least.

overly toppy tonal balance.

The letterboxed version of both The Color
Purple and Criterion's version of Blade Run-

store here in town that runs their systems so

ner clearly point to the future of fulfilling

Well, Jesus, no foolin'! There's ayup hi-fi
bright they could use their sound rooms for
tanning booths. Ionce saw these guys serious-

Dolby surround's ultimate promise; Sommer-

ly demonstrating one of their rigs, while in the

werck failed to "hint" at this shortcoming
when deriding the failure of Dolby surround
to succeed in ahome environment.

back of the room abig-screen TV's scan frequency was pushing me out to the street. I
mean, it was loud.

Until we are blessed with true High-Defini-

And then they're popping in CDs of synth-

tion televisions incorporating afull wide-screen

dance music. What are you supposed to say?

ratio in our homes, we will be missing the true

"Gee, that sounds so real!"

benefits of Dr. Ray Dolby's labors.

Ireally want to know what these people

Ican only hope that Stereopbile, in the interests of its readers, will conduct atruly sub-

hear when they're walking around. Can they
still hear their Rice Krispies? What are they

jective assessment of Dolby surround pro-

spending all this money for?
Hilary Paprocki

cessors utilizing a10-15' projection screen using Pioneer's state-of-the-art LS-1D laserdisk

Rochester, NY

player, employing as software one of the many
available domestic or foreign letterboxed,

PS: Dick Olsher's writing has really come along,
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Disgusted
Editor:

in concert and on records. Mrs. Olsher's voice
is unknown to me.

Iam still disgusted with Dick Olsher's interconnect review in Volt° No.4 for not including

Complementing the source material which
cannot be heard by anyone other than Mr. and

the MITs, the acknowledged industry leader,

Mrs. Olsher and their house guests, we have

just because they did not send the reviewer a

Dick's speakers. One, apair of modified Quad

"free" set for the test! Unbelievable! And avery
incomplete article and test as aresult!

ESLs (ESLs are no longer available new, and
how are they modified, and to what subjective

George Morrison
Columbus, OH

effect?); the other, apair of homemade speakers,
the Dick-designed, rakishly tilted, Dahlia-

The interconnect survey was carried out be-

Sorry, Dick, Iknow it's your attempt at time-

fore we formulated our policy of purchasing
components for review that we could not obtain through the regular channels. In fact, it

alignment, but the piston motion is oblique to
the listening axis.

was the impossibility of obtaining products

about Olsher's test set-up, and so cannot know

Debras (talk about going for off-axis response).

Lacking ESP, Icannot replicate anything

for review from companies such as MIT that

whether apiece of equipment sounds good

forced us to reevaluate our position on this.

to him because it is truly superb, or because

Regarding Dick's forthcoming review of loudspeaker cables, we have purchased aset of the

it synergistically fits in with all of his other

latest Music Hoses to ensure MIT's inclusion.
—

JA

Reviews & bias
Editor:
Iread Stereopbile to find out what's new in

possible system deficiencies. How are we
know? Mr. Olsher has flunked so much equipment that I've listened to and liked, and that
are liked by others Iconsider to be "golden
ears," that Ifeel that if Dick pans it, no sweat!,
it's very likely in good company.

equipment and accessories, understanding that

He panned the Radford amplifier in Von()
No.6, but spent most of the review carping

the reviewer can be just as biased as Iam. To
know whether the reviewer's biases coincide

about the problems he had with a30-year-old
Radford. Aside from how Mrs. Olsher sounded,

with mine, Ineed to know more about the

Idon't know what turntable, tape deck, pre-

conditions under which the piece of equipment has been reviewed, and compare his

amp, CD player (?), or speakers he used. The
review was little more than alitany of dissatis-

findings to mine under similar circumstances.
Most of your reviewers state their source

faction with a30-year-old product. As the new
Radford amplifier has had universally glowing
reports in the international press and from

material, album title and cut, and the particular
aspect of the music they find satisfying or not.
Often, they mention the other equipment in
the chain. Given enough information about

"golden ears" here and abroad, Itook the
trouble to hear it myself. Why the interest? I,
too, have an ancient Radford STA25 Series 3

the way in which the equipment was reviewed,

(hardly decrepit by Webster's definition), and

Ican usually duplicate the review situation, ex-

for the years that Ihad used it, it gave me
remarkably fine and trouble-free service, and

cept for the room, and decide whether the
reviewer's opinion coincides with mine, and

was sonically in the class of such audio greats

whether the reviewer and his work have any
relevance for me.

as the Marantz tube amplifiers. Well, the Rad-

All of this brings me to Dick Olsher, whom

ford amplifier is everything that Olsher said it
wasn't. Ibought it; I'm happy with it; those

Isee, with alarm, is about to do the "Definitive
Speaker Cable Test." Sorry, but Olsher and his

who have heard it think the amplifier the equal
of the Jadis 30 at half the price.

reviews are irrelevant. His reviews are undup-

If your reviews are to be relevant, then equip
ment and accessories must be evaluated in a
manner that can be duplicated by the public.

licable anywhere in the world. His main test
criteria involve ahomemade recording of his
wife's singing voice. This recording, not com-

Otherwise, if reviews are self-serving and can-

mercially available and produced under unknown circumstances, seems to be Dick's hall-

not be duplicated by the reader, why do we

mark. Beats me! Ihave heard Marilyn Horne

Nanuet, NY
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It Starts With Thi
It starts with acommitment to excellence.
Boffi Vidikron has taken the best of Italian
design to produce the TGS-100, avideo
projection system with no equal. Utilizing
American, European and Japanese
technology, high performance and reliability
are the standard.
Its fully modular construction uses professional
quality components. The Vidikron TGS-100
has aremote control that is full-function. It
also features S-VFIC, input and arelay trigger
to lower and raise the optional electronic
screen.
The TGS-100 is the first video projector to
have akeystone correction circuit that allo
for a20 degree tilt adjustment.
The unique design of the Vidikron system
features asleek, compact projector with an
invisible support for the ceiling mount which
results in adrop of just 11 inches.
Projection screens to complete the system
are available from Boffi Vidikron. They range
from high-gain curved screens to
electronically controlled flat screens.
Measured on adiagonal, screen size varies
from 65 inches to 10 feet.
The Both Vidikron TGS-100 is being exported
to key dealers in 18 countries worldwide. It is
now available through aselect group of U.S.
dealers whose commitment to excellence is
as strong as that of Boffi Vidikron.

trOm-vmncron U.3.A. MC.

AC de,gr,

Burs, r °es

ASSL,dtUS

NYC

928 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010
212-529-3300

Mr Mazzucca touches on some important

his tests precludes the spotting of synergistic

topics in his letter; ones which are well worth

combinations. lam confident, however, that

airing. Ido feel it important that reviewers
make available to our readers all the details

Dick's rankings of the equipment be reviews
are accurate in absolute terms, and that when

of equipment and test recordings used in their

be points out aproduct's deficiencies, it does

evaluations of equipment, not so much that

have problems in the areas be mentions. If I

the test can be duplicated exactly—room dif-

agreed with Mr Mazzucca, Dick would not be

ferences will make that impossible—but in

reviewing for the magazine.

order for the reviewer's prejudices and biases

Regarding the specific instance of DO 's
Radford review, portions of two paragraphs

to be laid out for inspection. If this is done,
readers should become familiar enough over

referred to the sound of Dick's vintage STA25,

time with any one writer's tastes that they will

in order to set the stage for his auditioning of

be able to interpret whether the performance

the reintroduced version. The bulk of the

of components under test will align with their

review referred to his experiences with two

own needs. It bears repeating that reviews in
any magazine, not just Stereophile, are not

samples of the STA25 Renaissance and was
as thorough and fair as any of the reviews

to be blindly followed as received opinion.

published in this magazine.

Rather they are offered as informed opinion

Finally, the fact that aloudspeaker's front
baffle is sloped has no effect on a drive-unit 's

to be used in conjunction with areader's own
feelings and experience to reach a buying

behavior, or lack of behavior, as a true pis-

decision. For example, a reviewer may feel

ton. It will effect the vertical dispersion offrequencies toward the top of its operating range

that accurate soundstaging is the most important parameter ofperformance and accord-

where the wavelengths become smaller than

ingly rank components on whether they perform well in this area. However, if you feel

its diameter; but this is something that designers account for in their crossover voicings, viz

that soundstaging is irrelevant to your musi-

models from Thiel, Synthesis, and the Spica

cal enjoyment, you will be making a big mis-

TC50 and Angelus, as well as the DahliaDebra.

take by following this writer's rankings as
gospel. It is incumbent upon the reviewer
therefore to make such biases absolutely clear
in his writings.
In addition to the writer's leanings revealed

Thoughts
Editor:
Thoughts:

in any one reviere the Matter of Taste" series,
published in Vol 10 Nos. I, 2, and 3, examined

Don Scott on tuners continues to be superb.
Glenn Martin's letter [on FM stations] in the De-

Stereophile writers' rooms, systems, and tastes

cember '87 issue summarized my feeling exactly.

in a more exhaustive manner iintend to

How about areview of outdoor FM antennas?

regularly update this series.
Regarding the more specific criticisms, the

The Cheapskate is good, too (except for
tuna).

recording of Mrs. Olsher's voice may be unavailable to readers, but the fact remains that

Luna to review equipment? Hallelujah! More

John Atkinson used Ruben Blades's Agua de

it is a sound with which Dick is intimately

please, as salsa is my favorite form of pop

familiar it was also recorded by him, so be

music. Willie Colon's projects are usually well

knows the effect on that sound of the record-

engineered also. Doug Sax did an excellent job

ing process. It thus provides him with an ab-

of mastering Linda Ronstadt's Canciones de

solute benchmark that enables him to come

Mi Padre.

to an accurate value judgment, and Ifeel that

Thanks for the entertainment.

in addition to musical enjoyment, "accuracy"

Ruben Sandoval

is what we should all be striving for That that

San Gabriel, CA

accuracy may or may not be the most appropriate choice in a real-world system is an un-

Sour grapes & hybrids

fortunate fact of life.

Editor:

Mr Mazzucca is right on the button when

JGH's report on the 1988 WCES (Vol.11 No.3)

be states that the fact that Dick uses two

repeats David Beming's sour-grapes complaint
that the Audio Research SPI 1uses technology

loudspeakers of very limited availability for
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Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.

VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth Street
Hanford, California 93230
(209) 582-0324
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stolen from the Beming TF10. While the JFET/
tube hybrid amplifier circuits do bear asuperficial similarity, they are not at all the same.
The Beming circuit described in US Patent
4,163,198 is adifferential amplifier using a
P-channel JFET and atriode vacuum tube The
input may be applied to either the gate of the
FET for non-inverting amplification, or to the
grid of the tube for an inverting amplifier. In
either configuration, the unused input is
shorted to ground.
The hybrid stage in the SPI lisa relatively
conventional circuit when compared with the
Beming: it is ahybrid cascode amplifier using
aP-channel JFET coupled to the cathode of
acommon-grid tube, which in turn is DCcoupled to aMOSFET source-follower. The input is applied only to the gate of the FET, and
the whole stage is non-inverting.
So it appears to me that Mr. Berning has absolutely no justification for accusing Audio
Research of circuit theft.
While on the subject of tube-FET hybrids
and theft, I'm surprised that in the litany of
complaints against Harvey Rosenberg and his
various enterprises, no one has mentioned his

never able to hear the music for the BS.
About nine months ago afriend invited me
to alistening session, suggesting Ibring some
of my favorite records. Iaccepted and the rest
is atale many of you will identify with.
We began the session by cleaning my
records with aNitty Gritty cleaning machine.
(A devoted lover of useful gadgets, Iremain impressed.) That night alove affair with my own
taste in music was renewed and Iknew Iwas
hooked on hi-fi. My home, my life, and my
savings account will never be the same.
Ibegan my quest almost immediately. Iread
every back issue of Stereopbffe Icould borrow.
My reading convinced me that the preamplifier
is the cornerstone of agood system and that
no system can sound transparent if the preamplifier clips, distorts, or otherwise colors
the sound.
Ibegan with Audio Research because my
friend's preamplifier was an SP6. The SPIO was
out of my price range, so Ibegan looking at the
SP9. The SP9 was in full force in the stores.
After some listening in the stores, Icame to
several conclusions:
I. SP9s did not always sound the same! Ilis-

ventures into publishing. In the fall of 1981 he

tened to SP9s attached to avariety of other

began publishing The New Testament, alittle
rag aimed at vacuum-tube do-it-yourself

My original conclusion was that the SP9 was

types, the sort of person Harvey now dismisses
as "audio nerds." Subscribers were lured in
with promises of aFutterman OTL construction project which never materialized. Only
five issues of the promised six were published.
Subscribers who complained for not receiving
the sixth issue were offered afree copy of the
"Ibbe God Tithe Bible, which was just acatalog
of "'Jibe God/NYAL products. Following this
fiasco, Harvey started the Quad Owners Club
for enthusiasts of those electronic speakers.
Six bimonthly issues of the Quad Owners
Club Newsletter were promised, two were
published. Although Ihave used Quad ESLs
for years, Ididn't dare join the QOC after being
burned by TNT.

David Barnett
Little Rock, AR

The SP9 revisited

equipment and in several listening rooms.
overly sensitive to its environment. Ilater discarded that theory when, in asecond audition
two weeks later, the same SP9 did not sound
the same.
2. Icould find no signs of ARC discontinuing the SP8. Why would amanufacturer have
two models so close in price? Why continue
to manufacture an older model for $300 more?
Icould never have known that my personal
dilemma was about to parallel aheated controversy: so many people so sensitive to the
review in Vol.10 No.8. Controversy prevents
complacency in consumen and manufacturers.
J. Gordon Holt and John Atkinson must have
known that abad review for amanufacturer
with the track record of ARC would not set
well with many audiophiles. After all, if you
can't blindly trust Audio Research, who can

Iconfess that until about six months ago Iwas

you trust? Obviously—trust your own ears,
not areview, not amanufacturer.
Imust applaud the printing of this review.

the proud owner of an integrated amplifier. I

Audio Research will, Iam sure, correct the SP9

had on numerous occasions been exposed to

and it will be the preamplifier it has the poten-

hi-fi, but was always so turned off by the arrogance of the owners and clerks that Iwas

tial to be Ialso applaud Audio Research for being gentlemen and continuing to advertise in

Editor:
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Sensitivity and
cam, when applied to audio design,
should channel lee rather than
merely reproduce sound.

Model 7Differential Mode m
Mono Power Amplifier

The potential of balanced interface technology can now be fully realized. Jeff Rowland's Differential Mode" technology,
achieved with asingle direct-coupled gain stage and no negative feedback, reduces
significant types of noise and distortion by greater than 100 dB. Hear music
reproduction without boundaries at select dealers worldwide.

ROWLAND
CRAFTED

TO

20-C Mountview Lane

RECOGNIZE

RESEARCH
MUSICAL

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80907

SUBTLETY
719-528-8388

Stereopbile. Audio Research, you are gentlemen and professionals.
Bill Austin

The Beatles may sound great on CD, but
they're alive on MFSL's collection.

Atlanta, GA
PS: My current system is an Audio Research
SP8, Counterpoint SA20, Sumiko Virtuoso
DTI, SME III, Thorens TD 126, Magneplanar
MGIA Improveds, and aVP! HW-17.

Gary Nemetz

The SP9 Rerevisited
Editor:
After reading the SP9 review in Von() No.8 I
was tempted to write, but now after reading
the decidedly negative letters in response to
that review, Ifeel Imust add my comments.
The letters varied from "You must be deaf'
to "You must be politically motivated," which
in sum really mean that you must not criticize
the sacred cow even if it gives sour milk every
once in awhile. I, for one, would like to congratulate Mr. Holt and Mr. Atkinson for their
courage and integrity in printing "How You
Hear It."
Ifound Von() No.8 both stimulating and
rewarding in terms of variety and quality of
reviews and subjects of interest. It gets my vote
for the best Stereophile ever!
Thom Fleming
Yorktown Heights, NY

The Beatles & MFSL
Editor:
Ican appreciate Richard Lehnert's review of
four of the Beatles CDs in the February issue

Norwalk, CA
You're right— I haven't beard the MFSL
Beatles Box (I can't afford it, even at half
price!). Perhaps! should bave made clearer
in my review the fact that Iwas comparing
only the recent US Capitol CDs and the US
Capitol/Apple LPs, and that Idraw no conclusions re. the ultimate superiority of LP or
CD. Iwouldn't touch that controversy with a
ten-foot Liverpudlian! As for making "those
kind of statements regarding any 20-year-old
or so LP vs the digital art of aCD of the same
recording" you've obviously never spoken to
acollector of vintage RCA Shaded Dogs. —FtL

Credit where credit is due
Editor:
Giving credit where credit is due, I'd like to
share two pleasant experiences with your
readers.
I. The voice-coil of my Infinity 6 Kappa
midrange unit had somehow become partially
detached from the inside of the Polydome.
Hoping to avoid two round trips of 80 miles
each to my dealer, Icalled Infinity's customer
service department to ask what type of adhesive had been used during manufacture, so that
Icould repair the dome myself. The service

of your magazine. The interesting part was his
statements about the impressive improvements
over the original LPs. The truth is you could

technician told me not to bother trying to
do it, that he would send out anew dome
mounted on aflange which would make for
aquick, easy repair.

make those kind of statements regarding any
20-year-old or so LP vs the digital art of aCD
of the same recording.

within 10 minutes Ionce again had ahealthy
loudspeaker.

Apparently Mr. Lehnert has never had the
opportunity to listen to Mobile Fidelity Sound
Labs' The Beatles— The Collection issued as
a15-LP album set cut from the master tapes
and released in 1983. Once again, the CDs
were a tremendous improvement over the
original albums, but MFSL's collection has better audible quality than the CDs he reviewed.
My personal feelings of Mr. Lehnert's review

One week later the dome arrived, and

2. After learning that NYAL was no more, I
became alittle concerned about the future of
my Moscode 300 amplifier. Shortly thereafter
Murphy's Law prevailed. All the wonderful attributes that the amp once possessed had all
but disappeared from the right channel, leaving behind asound quality similar to that of
a$30 clock radio.
Recalling that Stereophile had published a

in no way have anything to do with the ongoing battle of LPs vs CDs, but in the opinion of

letter from Harvey Rosenberg concerning war-

this so-called Beatle fanatic, the ultimate listening experience for any Beatle fan is hear-

gave Mr. Hammond acall requesting information so as to allow me to troubleshoot and re-

ing MFSL's collection. Ifeel very fortunate to
own it.

complied and in about 10 days Ireceived the
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ranty repairs by Ted Hammond (fan. '88), I

pair the amp myself. Mr. Hammond graciously
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Threshold
model Si500
class AiAB
STASIS power amplifier

ofecaibl
ias

The Threshold models S/200, S/300 and S/500 now
employ aproprietary optical bias system. The isolation and tracking accuracy of this system allows idling
bias at levels significantly greater than so-called
"high" bias class AB designs.
For example, the S/500 now idles at 320 watts
allowing pure class A operation well into its rated
power of 250 watts/channel. The S/300 and Si200
maintain pure class A operation that extends to
corresponding ratios of their rated power.
Your Authorized Threshold Dealer will be pleased to
provide full information and an audition of these new
optically biased designs.

1945 industrial drive
auburn california 95603

repair information needed to restore the amp
to its former state. (Actually, the amp is now

(the world's foremost expert in these matters),

"better than new"; with everything being
spec'ed out properly, it runs cooler than before)

station error and half tuner error. (Under some
circumstances it can be 100% one or the

My special thanks go out to the people at In-

other.) It turns out that in all probability the

finity and to Ted Hammond for their helpfulness and service; without their assistance this

sidebands of this digital-data SCA subcarrier,

aspiring audiophile would be most unhappy.
Curt L. Diesner
Waukegan, IL

Crows & the Marantz 10B

Ilearned that the problem is half broadcast-

station(s) are not properly filtering out the
and consequently these sidebands are
bleeding down into the L-R main subcarrier.
No tuner on earth could ever be made or
designed that could eliminate the problem.

Editor:

What is needed, of course, is to have (paçsible although unlikely) the FCC come down

This letter is directed to Don Scott. It concerns
birds—specifically, crows—ie: How to prepare
and dine on same. Iowe Mr. Scott 11
2 apol/

proper and adequate filters at the exciter to at
least minimize this problem. In some cases, it

ogies: as he rightly pointed out in his most recent rebuttal (Vol .11 No.3), Ihave committed
the same error that Iaccused him of in my previous letter, ie, Ye olde footte in mouth disease
He is absolutely correct when he states that I
did not read and/or correctly interpret his
footnotes in his original re-review of the 10B.
Indeed, all those tube-change recommenda-

hard on these stations, forcing them to install

might even be aquestion of whether the law
is being complied with. Iknow for afact that
Dick Sequerra has successfully solved this problem for amajor network station in NYC; any
interested station should contact him for help.
Regarding the 10B (and, for that matter, alot
of others), what is involved is asacrifice or
tradeoff in some performance areas in order

tions were for the Scott and the Mac, not for
the 10B. Iwould like to point out, however,
that not only myself, but Sid Smith and many,

ly stated, post-filtering isn't going to do squat
because the problem occursprior to the filters,

many others also misread this situation.
Imight offer asuggestion that in future,

ie, in the same demodulator. A redesign of the
quasi-vestigial sideband filter is in order, and

when you use afootnote to refer to aproduct
other than the one being reviewed, you should

one must accept a loss in high-frequency
separation in order to get rid of the problem.

clearly denote this in the footnote. This would
go along way toward lessening such confusion
as we have had here. This concludes the full
apology. One crow down and ahalf to go.
The half apology concerns this SCA interference situation. Under "normal," ie, nondigital SCA interference conditions (music), the
10B, when properly aligned, should have no

to alleviate the problem. As Ihave previous-

This is no easy task, as that filter is extremely complex. And, as stated earlier, it may only be half of the problem. There are many
more aspects to this situation, but Ithink this
letter is long enough.
Finally, regarding DAS's modification to the
output cathode followers, he is dead wrong

problems whatsoever. However, concerning

about this. The grid of the tube in the self-bias
mode sits on ground; assuming that the tube

these newer digital (data) SCA.s (FSK modulation, etc.), there is indeed aproblem. Due to

is OK, there will be no grid voltage developed

the quasi-rectangular nature of these digital
data streams, sidebands are created that theo-

there can be no DC current or voltage through

retically extend from DC to light. (Of course,
this is aslight exaggeration, as there is no such
infinitely perfect rectangular waveform.)
Any multiplex decoder that performs nonlinear multiplying or performs aperture peak
detection (such as the 10B) can suffer some
serious problems. In the 10B it is an aperture
problem; in most other tuners it is non-linear
mixing.
After many discussions with Dick Sequerra
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nor any grid current flowing. Consequently,
the level control at all under any circumstances.
How he can continue to insist on modifying
an already perfectly correct circuit is beyond
both Sid Smith and myself. An old saying comes
to mind: If it ain't broke—don't fix it.
Well, this concludes my main course of
"Crow ala Scott." Even with the butter, cream,
white wine, and dijon, I'm afraid Istill prefer
duck. (And not Donald or Daffy, either.)
James Bongiorno
Santa Barbara, CA
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The reason LUXMAN home audio components are
so popular is revealed in recent test reports:
"The R-115 (receiver) is one of
those too-rare products that looks
good, feels good, and sounds good."
Stereo Review (Februaty 1988)

"The D-117 (is) among the most enjoyable of compact disc players: logical, capable,
handsome, and sonically impressive."
High Fidelity (April 1988)

With aworldwide reputation for sonic excellence, the new
LUXMAN home audio components add superb styling
and ease of operation to deliver...total satisfaction!

LUXM AN
For your authorized dealer, call:

1-800-4 LI TXMAN

Please help
Editor:
Ihad ordered anumber of back issues of SIereophile to learn of opinions of several components to make abuying decision, but haven't
been completely successful—in part because
the issues sent to me didn't cover some of the
equipment Iexpected them to, and didn't include "Recommended Components."
Iwish to select apair of headphones that
will enhance listening to binaural recordings.

Lastly, Inow have an NAD 7155 receiver, but
may find Ilater need to upgrade to more power
or better electronics for high-end speakers.
have considered the NAD 7600 receiver, Adcorn components, or the Luxman LV-105 integrated amp. Another interesting possibility
is adigital 100Wpc "distortionless" amplifier
featured in the December 1987 issue of Modern
Electronics which Ican buy or build. Someone has told me that Adcom components prove
to have ahard edge or brittleness to the sound,

Because the commercial Sennheiser MKE 2002

and recommended instead B&K electronics.

binaural mikeset is prohibitively expensive, I
plan to construct abinaural mikeset using elec-

George Graves recommends the Luxman LV105 hybrid integrated amp with Magneplanars,

tret elements in adummy head, or aheadband
salvaged from aheadphone. Headphones I

but others have cautioned me that it doesn't
have very much dynamic headroom for lowimpedance speakers or simultaneously powered

wish included in the comparison are: Signet
TK44 (but no one seems willing to discount),
Stax SR34, Stax SR-5NB, Sennheiser HD540
(possibly also lower-cost models such as the
HD420, HD425, HD430, or HD220, HD225),
and Beyer DT990.
Would you also offer suggestions for recom-

sets of speakers. A plus with the NAD and Adcorn components is wireless remote control.
Ifeel that Ishould not be annoying you with
your busy schedule, but if you would offer
your advice to help me get off my indecision
concerning the purchase of these headphones,

mended microphones as to the best perfor-

microphones, and speakers—even simply by

mance for the least money within the various
classes (electret condenser, dynamic, etc.)?

aranking of recommendation—I would be

Some models Ihave noticed in various publications, and which may be worth considering, include: AKG 1360, 1380, 414, D 244E
dynamic; Audio Technica Pro 4L; Beyer M101;
B&K; B&O; Crown PZM; Nalcamichi 700;
Neumann um 170; Schoeps CMC 341 w/omni
capsules; Sennheiser 421 cardioid dynamic,
MKH 121; Sony ECM 929LT, ECM 23FM, ECM
28, ECM 270, C37P or C500 cardioid (I'm not
really aware of the price or availability of some
of these).
I'm sure that although Inow have only a
Sony MX100 mixer, which doesn't include

grateful.

Name and address
supplied

This letter is a little deferent from letters
usually published in (be magazine, but I
selected it because it illustrates, in an exaggerated manner; aproblem of continuing concern. In many ways, letters from readers are
the lifeblood of a magazine; bow else can we
learn what you think of our efforts.? However;
in addition to sucb feedback and to letters of
wide enougb interest that they are suitable for
publication, we receive asteady stream of letters asking for specific buying advicg ranging

balanced (XLR or Cannon) inputs, low-impedance and balanced microphones would offer

from "1 have $2000 to spend and would like
you to recommend 10 different systems at this

the best performance (I would use matching
transformers). Or, even though most recording
initially may be done at home, do you think

price point - to ones such as the one above that

aused TEAC AN-300 "semiprofessional" mixer would offer better or quieter performance
than the MX100?

ask, in effect, for alarge number ofpersonalized mini reviews.
WE DO NOT HAVE THE TIME OR
RESOURCES TO ANSWER LETTERS LIKE
THESE.'

Would you offer your opinion of several

This not to say that I don't want to.

speakers? These would include: Magneplanar
MGIIC, MG2.5/R, MGIIIA, SMGa; Vandersteen

However; Stereophile is put together editorial-

2C (but Iwonder if they still sound more like

ly by just two people, Richard Lehnert and
myself, and we each bave more than afull-

abox speaker than Magneplanars); Ohm Walsh
(any models, or any models other than the
most expensive recommended).
Stereophile, June 1988

I Ireters asking for addresses or telephone numbers of
manufacturen will he answered as promptly as time allows.
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© 1987 Museatex

•

The Meitner ST 50 amplifier
and PA 6pre-amplifier.
Musical. Transparent.
Powerful.
Together they promise flawless
music reproduction.
A Total System Approach:
Meitner Electronics, CD Players,
the AT 2Turntable and
Museatex Accessories.
Museatex Audio Inc. (514) 333-666/.

MUSEATEX

time job ensuring both that the magazine ap-

less, agood retailer should be able to let you

pears every month and is of a high-enough

audition anumber of the possibles in his store

standard that we would want to read it our-

narrowing the list down to one or two models

selves. For either of us to answer all letters

to be auditioned in your own system.

such as the one above in the length they would

A different route is to make use of the ser-

require would affect both the magazine's

vices of aprofessional audio consultant to

publication schedule and its quality

help put together asystem using some or none

But, Iam sure some readers would add, if

ofyour existing components. This is undoubt-

Richard and Iare too busy to answer these let-

edly an efficient method of getting exactly
what you want, but remember that the con-

ters. why don't we forward them to Stereophile's team of reviewers to reply? There are
two reasons why this is not feasible. With the

sultant, who nearly always doesn't actually
sell you the recommended components, will

exception off Gordon Holt, Martin Colloms,

charge afee for bis or ber services, either on

and Ken Kessler our reviewers do not earn

an hourly basis or as aperrentage of the final

their livings from writing about hi-fi, having

system cost, 10% for example.

to fit it in with their lives only as far as their

Afinal option is to put yourself in the bands

professional obligations allow They, too, do

of a competent and responsible retailer He

not have the time to answer letters like these.
Regarding the professional writers, Iwould

should be sufficiently concerned to have you
as acustomer over the long term that be only

feel obliged to pay them at their standard

allows you to leave bis store fully satisfied

rate to answer letters, this perhaps running
as high as $75/hour Icertainly would not

with what you have bought. Ifyou find adealer like that, tell your friends, but also tell us

want to pass on the entire cost to the cor-

so that we can pass on the recommendation.

respondent, but even if we were to make a

Ob, and one final thing as Peter Falk used

standard charge of, say, $50 for answering

to say: UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL

a letter that asked for specific advice, 1am

WE OR ANY OF OUR WRITERS ANSWER
TELEPHONE CALLS ASKING FOR SPECI-

sure this would be unacceptable.
What are readers in need of help to do,
then? If the published reviews provide insuf-

FIC ADVICE ON BUYING HI-FI EQUIPMENT! Sorry

—JA

ficient information, or do not cover specific
models that a reader is interested in, where

"audiophile" means ...

can he or she turn? First, you should spend

Editor:

some time accurately defining your own

Having just purchased apair of Apogee Cali-

needs and tastes. (From the letters we receive, it is apparent that many people do

pers along with anew Conrad-Johnson preamp,

not do this.) Second, read Stereophile's 'Rec-

phile means. The Ramones never sounded so

ommended Components' 'feature, published

good! Agood CD recording to test any speaker

twice a year—it last appeared in Vol. 11
No.4— to get an idea of what is available,

system would be "Hot Love" on CD by

at what price, and at what level of performance. Then, read the original reviews
thoroughly, as much of the information re-

Ican now appreciate what the word audio-

'Rvisted Sister. That's exactly what Idid when
Iwent shopping for speakers and fell in love
with the Apogees. Ifinally found equipment

quired has been provided by the reviewer

that will do great music justice! Keep up the
good work.

(Back issues of the magazine are easily

Chuck Coronato

available; we also regularly publish acumu-

Paterson, NJ

lative review index, the next will appear in
thejuly 1988 issue) l'ou should now have sufficient data to put together asbortlist ofpossible contenders.
Now comes the hardest part: Visit the specialist retailers in your area to try to audition
your sbortlist. 1use the word "hardest" because not all the models will be available and
certainly not all in the same store. NevertbeStereophile, June 1988
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Technology you can hear.
Introducing the Monster Cable »Series
A New Generation of Audio Cable Performance.
Nothing we encounter in everyday life, including radio frequencies, TV frequencies, X-rays, or light frequencies, spans
such abroad range as the audio spectrum. The complexity of
10-octave, 20-20,000 Hz music signals passing through awire,
each creating their own varying electromagnetic fields superimposed on each other, causes audible "time phase" and
amplitude errors. And makes life difficult for an audio signal.
We'd like to introduce you to the M•Series solution, the ultimate expression of Monster Cables "Bandwidth Balancee"
technology. Combined with our latest "MicroFiber — dielectric,
the »Series controls these distortion-producing electromagnetic fields with exacting precision. And provides you with two
cables of unprecedented sonic performance: The M1000
Audio Interconnect Cable and M1 Speaker Cable.
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Monster M1
Speaker Cable

Monster Cable. Advancing the Art of Listening.
101 Emceed Street San Franci4co. CA 94107

N5TWORK

MteRORIDER—li
'21E-44:1121c

Quite simply, the finest cable available.
The advanced technologies of Monster M•Series, as heard
in M1000 and M1 Cable, represent state-of-the-art cable. No
other single technology, no matter how expensive or sophisticated—including linear crystal, long-crystal silver, or solid-core
wire—accomplishes this task like the Monster M•Series.
Listen to your favorite albums, tapes, or CDs with the
M-Series and the true sound of vocals and instruments will be
revealed with newfound richness and depth.
We invite you to audition the M•Series in your system. It's
atechnology you'll not only hear, but love to listen to.

MONSTER CRBLE '
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»Series Technology:
Engineered to
Accurately Transfer
Complex Music Signals.
First, Monster M-Series
incorporates "Bandwidth
Balanced" multiple-gauge
"wire networks" and
innovative cable winding
techniques to selectively
control electromagnetic
fields and reduce "phase
distortions" and "time
smear." Accuracy, depth,
and power are restored
to the original signal.
There's greater clarity
and realism. And abalanced, coherent sound throughout
the entire audio spectrum that is unlike any you've ever experienced from an audio cable.
Add to that Monster's latest innovation, "MicroFiber"
dielectric, the insulating material that immediately surrounds
the conductor. Precision-wrapped around selected conductors,
"MicroFiber" lessens the dielectric distortions that produce
audible "harshness" and signal loss. "lntertransient noise" is
now virtually eliminated. Highs become open and extended,
with clearer midrange and deeper, tighter bass. Transient
response and dynamic range are improved.
Your recordings are reproduced with amusicality and transparency only the M•Series can provide.
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Monster M100i
Interconnect Cab

INDUSTRY

USA: PETER W. MITCHELL
As you know, the National Bureau of Standards
shot down the CBS Copycode system in
March, but—note carefully—not mainly for
sonic reasons. As we predicted in this space in
Vol.11 No.3, the NBS found that the Copycode
system's notch filter was audible in some
music, some of the time, to some listeners.' If
that were its only fault, it might still be athreat.
Copycode failed on more fundamental
grounds: it didn't prevent the copying of encoded (notched) recordings, it sometimes produced "false positives" (improperly blocking
the recording of unnotched music), and pirates
could bypass it easily and cheaply. Amusingly,
one of the recordings that the Copycode
system choked on was the popular Wedding
March from Mendelssohn's A Midsummer
Night's Dream
Better specs
As Alvin Gold pointed out (Vol.10 No.8,
pp.80-81), the perpetual debate between
measurement-oriented reviewers and goldeneared subjectivists is misconceived. The problem, in Alvin's phrase, is "crummy science"
that fails to properly explore the correlation
between measurements and the brain's perception of sound. What we need is not less science
but better science. The meter-readers in the
audio profession have an old slogan: if

IFor the record, Stereopbile's Lewis Lipnick was one of the
listeners drafted by the NBS

When yoiido something this well
ybu r,an't-clo it for e‘;eryope..

Look closely. This is an audio cabinet
unlike any other. Handcrafted from solid
wood and gleaming marble. Accented
by the glint of solid brass hardware and
beveled glass. Hand rubbed to adeep
gloss. Elegant. Timeless. A Talwar cabinet. Individually crafted to your exacting
specifications.
Now look inside. At joints reinforced
for rigidity. A shelf support system that
provides proper air flow on all sides. Features such as an 8-outlet power strip, concealed wire management system, heavy
duty casters, and removable back. Plus
sophisticated options. Like equipment
cooling, vibration isolation, power filtering, electrostatic control, time delay
power-up, and grounding bus bar.

Talwar cabinetry. An elegant home for
your equipment. An elegant addition to
your home.
For more information, write the
Talwar Company, 75 Peters Rd,
Bloomfield, CT 06002. (203) 242-2433

TALWAR

Music to your eyes.

something measures good but sounds bad,
we're measuring the wrong thing. In this vein,

weighted to reflect the greater audibility of
high-order harmonics. It will take afew years

we have long been frustrated by the audio industry's reluctance to adopt measurements

for this proposal to be formally adopted, first
by the IEC and then by the EIA (Electronics In-

that really correlate with what people hear.
Better measurements may be standardized

dustry Association) in the US and Japan. When
it finally becomes the standard, the THD rating

eventually, but the process is exceedingly slow.
The problem is that new specification stan-

could become auseful indicator of sonic differences, not the meaningless number it is

dards must be adopted not only by engineers

now. But manufacturers won't want to adopt

but also by marketing departments; nobody

the new measurement, because the numbers

wants to publish specifications that make his

won't look as good as they do now.

product look bad. According to Mitchell's Rule
of Specifications (published several years ago),

The Bass Problem

by the time the audio industry adopts anew

Martin Colloms's elegant defense of the bass

and more informative way of measuring some

response of small speakers (Vol.10 No.5) omit-

aspect of product performance, all new products have been redesigned to eliminate the

simplify the discourse. First, aroom's boun-

problem that the new spec was intended to

dary surfaces (floor, ceiling, walls) are not in-

ted two important factors, presumably to

reveal. Consequently, by the time new measure-

finitely stiff. Their rigidity, or lack of it, deter-

ments reach consumers, either in product

mines how much of the bass energy stays in

brochures or in magazine reviews, they disclose no significant differences.

midrange and treble frequencies, but flexure

the room. Any wall is reasonably solid for

Consider, for example, the measurement of

causes many walls to become semitransparent

THD (total harmonic distortion), which bears

at low frequencies; bass energy goes right
through. Second, standing-wave patterns in-

no clear relationship to sound quality. To
measure the THD of aproduct, apure tone is
fed in, and ameter registers the cumulative

fluence the distribution of the bass energy,
weakening it at some locations and strengthen-

strength of all of the false tones generated by
the device (plus any residual noise). But to the

listening positions, the combined effect of

ear, the audibility of distortion depends on its
frequency.
"Low-order" harmonic distortion, occurring at double or triple the frequency of the
original tone, is seldom bothersome; it is usual-

ing it at others. In many rooms, and at typical
these factors is to weaken the bass.
I've been conscious of the effects of boundary flexure ever since Alvin Foster and Icofounded the Boston Audio Society 16 years
ago. In the early days of the BAS, one of the

ly buried under the natural harmonic over-

most common topics of conversation was the

tones in musical sound, and it also tends to be
"masked" by the strength of the fundamen-

overwhelming bass power that Al's system

tal tone itself. "High-order" harmonic distortion, occurring at higher multiples of the

generated. 1, using the same power amplifier
and similar loudspeakers, had to struggle to
achieve satisfying low-end impact. (1 was, and

original frequency, is much more audibly

to some extent still am, a"bass freak" in love

destructive to the timbre of musical sound.
Thus arelatively small amount of crossover

with bigger-than-life bass.)

(high-order) distortion in abadly designed
transistor amplifier can add an irritating edge
to the sound, while the much larger amount

was installed underground, in the cellar of his
house, surrounded by aconcrete floor, con-

The essential difference was that Al's system

crete walls, and solid earth. Ihad aground-

of low-order distortion in analog tape just

level apartment in Charlestown, across the

makes the sound abit fuller.

street from the Bunker Hill monument, an

This is not news; it has been well known for

obelisk that is avirtual twin of the Washington

decades. What is news is that the audio industry, moving at its usual glacial pace, is final-

Monument. My floor was concrete, but my
walls and ceiling were rather cheap plaster-

ly beginning to recognize it. At arecent Lon-

board-on-wood-stud construction.

don meeting, the IEC (International Electro technical Committee) agreed to consider apro-

vibrated freely in sympathy with sound-pressure fluctuations, allowing much of the bass

posal that THD measurements should be

energy to pass through to neighboring rooms
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MCGEE FICOUSTICS
DIVA VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE NEW YORK STEREOPHILE HIGH END HI-FI SHOW

DUETTA SIGNATURE VOTED "BEST SOUND"
AT THE 1988 SANTA MONICA STEREOPHILE HIGH END
HI-FI SHOW

Audition Apogee's
New Signature Series
at your Authorized Apogee Dealer.
The DIVA will be exhibited at the Milwaukee Art Museum in

The World of Art Today" from May 4

through August 28, 1988

35 York Industrial Park, Randolf, MA 02368

TEL 617-963-0124

TELEX 928121 APOGEE RAND

and hallways.
In 1975, speaker designer Roy Allison

faces keeps most of the bass energy in the
room. In this room, as Idiscovered to my

measured the real in-room performance of a
12" woofer whose response was precisely

astonishment, the little ITCs provide remarkably satisfying bass response down to about

known. He made measurements at actual

40Hz—so satisfying that Ihaven't even hooked

listening positions in several typical rooms
around Boston, including my Charlestown
apartment. His curves, analyzed in the January

up my subwoofer yet. As Martin Colloms
suggested, with such strong boundary rein-

1976 issue of the Journal of the AES, showed
how dramatically the response at the listener's

like the Celestion SL600 might be effective
to even lower frequencies.

forcement asmall acoustic-suspension system

position is altered by woofer placement and

The transition from the "leaky" Massachu-

orientation, boundary reinforcement, and

setts house to the "tight" California apartment
was aprofoundly educational experience. I

standing waves. Instead of the strong bass
boost shown in Colloms's theoretical graph,
Allison's measurements showed consistent
"room gain" only below 40Hz. Across the rest
of the bass range, losses from cancellations and
standing waves often exceeded gains.

wouldn't have believed that the subjective effect would be so dramatic if Ihadn't heard it
myself.
Why is the effect so great? After all, as Mar-

A year later Imoved to awood-frame two-

tin's article showed, the maximum difference
between no boundary reinforcement and

family house which, lacking aconcrete floor,

perfect reinforcement is no more than 9dB.

was even more "leaky" in the bass. All six of
my living room's boundary surfaces were

frequencies the average listener requires a10dB

Psychoacoustics provides an answer. At middle

wood or plaster, mounted on widely spaced

increase in sound-pressure level in order to

joists. In that house Ifound that Ineeded a
subwoofer with electronic equalization and

perceive asubjective doubling of loudness.

lots of amplifier power to overcome the room's

closely together in the bass: at 30Hz it takes

But the "loudness" curves are compressed

severe bass losses.

only a 3dB increase in sound pressure to

An early BAS president, living in another
wood-frame house, installed asteel I-beam in

double the subjective loudness. The difference
between thin bass and satisfying bass impact

his cellar, forced up against the joists of the living room floor by alarge jack. This made his

is only afew dB.
This was illustrated by my experience with

floor more rigid and palpably increased the ef-

Snell A-Ill speakers, which Iowned for a

fective bass power of his system.

couple of years. In afriend's office they pro-

A few years ago, needing some reasonably

duced solid deep-bass and were too rich in the

portable speakers for on-location monitoring

upper bass, yielding aeuphonious balance that

of recordings, Ipurchased a pair of ITC-1
minispeakers. These are rather good one-

flattered recordings the way Boston's Symphony Hall flatters the sound of an orchestra.

cubic foot three-ways with 5" bass-reflex

In another environment the very same pair of

woofers and afilter module that equalizes the
bass down to 45Hz, cutting off sharply below

Snells sounded thin in the bass and unpleasantly

that to prevent bass-intermodulation distor-

colleague who installed them in an expertly

tion. In my house the ITC-1s were hopelessly inadequate below 80Hz; use of asubwoofer
was mandatory.

designed listening room, where they are wonderfully neutral, accurate, and very revealing of

Iwas reminded of the dramatic effect of
room construction when Imoved to California
last year. Iam temporarily residing in agroundfloor apartment where five of my listening

hard in the midrange. Ifinally sold them to a

small differences in source material. Are the
Snells overly rich, harsh, or neutral? It depends
on their environment.
The A-Ills are more room-dependent than

room's six boundary surfaces are concrete

average, but not uniquely so. Generally, a
speaker designed to be placed with its base on

slabs. One, the wall behind me, is plasterboard

the floor and its back near awall will be more

on wood framing, with a6' opening that leads
to other rooms. The flexure of this wall pro-

room-dependent than asmall speaker placed
away from the walls and close to the listener.

vides auseful degree of damping for standing

The broader aspeaker's radiation pattern and

waves, while the rigidity of the other five sur-

the more distant the listener, the larger will be
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How aT7year-old became

the first name in digital audio.

Denon's been involved of the original Denon DN64,4.;`.-4.:,"'
in every phase of music
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breakthroughs in studio
who design Denon pro
recording, disc pressing,
machines design Denon
home high fidelity and
home audio. And the same
professional equipment, we ears that guide Denon
were uniquely prepared to
recording sessions evaluate audio critics. And why
they've variously hailed our
take the next step. Atape
the sound of Denon playCD players as "a winner on
recorder so fundamentally
back components.
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different, it would obsolete
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Reactions which simply
For example, the D/A
demonstrate one point. It's a
converter found in every
Denon CD player comes
lot easier to make audio
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DENON RECORDING STUDIO A
ALL OUR COMPONENTS REFLECT
LESSONS LEARNED HERE

In 1972, Denon researchers achieved their
goal. The world's first digital
recorder worthy of commercial record production,
the legendary Denon DN.
023R. We quickly put our
digital innovation to use,
THE NEW DCD.150011 ITS SUPER LINEAR CONVERTER COMES STRAIGHT OUT OF
DENON STUDIO RECORDERS
producing digital processors, digital editors, digital
directly from Denon studio "' Ilook ¡Ili(' the inleriorof
mixers, and the world's first recorders. Unlike convenibis plover rereals111111
digitally-recorded LPs.
tional designs, Denon's
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on rhe DCD.1500
Perhaps that's why each
sound like music when you
succeeding generation of
really know what music
Denon CD players is eagersounds like.
ly anticipated by the world's
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WHAT OTHER AUDIO COMPANY
HAS THESE CREDENTIALS?

Today, Compact Disc
players, regardless of
brand, reflect the influence
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DENON
Denon Amenca... 272 N.,Rd
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the role played by off-the-wall reflections of
off-axis output.
All of which reinforces JA's advice about
Stereopbile's "Recommended Components"
listing: it is not an "absolute" ranking of what
sounds best, but aguide to components worthy
of further investigation by you—preferably
in the environment in which you will use them.

UK: KEN KESSLER
Ireturn this month to asubject Ireferred to
in passing in aprevious issue: What exactly
constitutes the market for high-end (or, more
accurately, cost-no-object) hi-fi in the UK?
Looking eastward across the Atlantic, you
could be forgiven for assuming that the highend scene here is so vast, so healthy, so wealthcreating that there's room for more. But just
like the immigrants who still think the streets
of New York or London are paved with gold,
you'd be in for ashock.
The British high-end scene appears to be so

The heart of the British Arcam Delta Black
Box, astand-alone DAC to be launched in the
U.S. this month at $650, is acustom LSI chip
used for all the digital signal processing
If, because the magazines give ample coverage to expensive products, they've created an
impression of large sales of exotica out in the

strong because of anumber of reasons, all of
which have created afalse impression. Unlike

field, then it's no worse amistake than thinking

Italy or Germany, where expensive hi-fi does

that Great Britain is overrun with Ferraris or

shift by the container load, the UK's image is

Porsches because the car magazines review
supercars every month. No, you shouldn't con-

based more on appearances. Two primary
sources contribute to this, neither of which

fuse an editor's need to provide his readers

can be blamed for creating the notion that any

with interesting subject matter with the actual

high-end manufacturer can just walk in and
set up ahealthy subsidiary.

unit sales of the products concerned. Don't
judge the UK marketplace according to the

The first cause is the British press, and not
because it has afixation with the high end, as
some have suggested. Because British maga-

number of reviews given to high-end products. The exotica get adisproportionate amount

zines are written in English and appear to have
high journalistic standards, they find readers
throughout North America, the former colonies (eg, Australia) and in European countries

of exposure compared with the stuff which actually fills the shelves in the local hi-fi shop.
Which brings us to the other cause of the illusion. British specialist retailers are, by and
large, much more concerned with near-tweak

with high numbers of English speakers, such

details than are their foreign counterparts, and

as Holland, Scandinavia, and Germany. As the
home market is so fertile, with more native

have—for almost adecade—been prepared to
do salon-caliber demos of items like wires and

manufacturers than you'd expect of acountry

stands. As there are probably 75-100 dealers

with 53,000,000 inhabitants, 2 the UK scene is

in the UK capable of supplying and installing

aprime source for new "movements" at all

real high-end gear, the country is saturated

levels of tweakery llue, high-end components
do garner maximum coverage, but not at the
expense of affordable (usually British) equip-

with them. Remember: Geographically the UK

ment. And let's face it: aKrell or aMartin-

is only about the size of Pennsylvania, so an
audiophile has got prestige retailers never farther than 50 or 75 miles away; you have to live

Logan product on the cover is going to sell a

well into the boondocks to be far from at least

hell of alot more magazines than a30W integrated amp.

one good dealer. While they may not be stock-

2Italy. France, and Germany all have similarly sized populations; how many of their manufacturers can you name?
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ing £10,000 ($18,500) components, they certainly keep alot of gear above mid -fi level,
and—for the most part—they know what to
do with it.
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The affordable
new hybrid
from Audio Research

It's no secret that the Audio
Research SP11 hybrid preamplifier
has secured its reputation in esoteric
music systems around the world.
Now, Audio Research introduces
some of the SP11's acclaimed hybrid
technology in asimpler, less costly
format.
The new SP9 hybrid preamplifier
combines the essential controls and
pure musicality listeners want most,
with the robust construction Audio
Research is noted for. Using just two
6DJ8 vacuum tubes and proprietary
FET-based circuitry, the SP9 provides
more than enough gain (66 dB) for
popular moderate-to-high output
moving coil phono cartridges (loading
may be set internally). High-level
circuits have been optimized for
overload-proof reproduction from
compact discs. Two tape inputs /
outputs, plus automatic /manual
muting, add convenience and
protection.
HIGH DEFINMON• MUSIC REPRODUCTION EQUIPMENT

With phono noise (IHF weighted)
measuring 72 dB below a 1mV input,
the SP9 allows music to bloom
dynamically from anear-silent
background. Staging is broad and
deep, with focus of individual voices
both palpable and rock-steady. In the
end, the new SP9 is true to its
heritage: it sets surprising new
standards of musical accuracy at its
price — and invites comparison with
the most expensive competitors.
Audition the SP9 soon at your
nearest Audio Research dealer.
Abbreviated Specifications
GAIN: Phono, 66 dB (RIAA ± .25dB).
NOISE: Phono, IHF weighted 72 dB below
1mV input.
DISTORTION: < .01% at 2V RMS output
10 Hz to 30 kHz.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x5.25"H x10.25"D.
26 lbs. shipping weight.

audio research
corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55430
Area Code 612/566-7570
Telex 290-583

So, add in the fact that dealer advertising is

to work overtime. Sure, there have been some

an important part of the British scene—
remember that as the UK is small, retailers
advertising in national magazines get more

tional successes, among them certain Krell
models, Koetsu cartridges, Audio Research

benefit than, say, aretailer in California whose
ad is being read by someone in Georgia—and

but you don't gauge high-end sales successes

you can see why foreigners think of the UK as
acountry overrun with high-end retailers shifting loads of gear.

high-end products which have been excep-

preamps, van den Hul cables and cartridges,
with the same numbers you use for NAD amps
or Dual turntables.
Which leads us to The Lesson.

As you read the rest of this column, bear in

Because the UK high-end market, in both

mind the following, which goes some way to
explaining why the UK, with 20% of the US's

unit sales and monetary worth, is more finite

population, does not have amarket equal to

than most, it cannot support as many makes
as the US or even Italy. And given that one or
two items in each class of product (eg, tube

20% of the US high-end market. It will explain
to every high-end manufacturer already over
here why, if they're shifting 1000 units of apar-

amps or MC cartridges) emerge as universally acclaimed "winners," they take the lion's

ticular model every year in the USA, they're

share of what is alimited number of sales. So

not selling 200 per annum in Great Britain.
And it may make the rest—those not yet in the

while the USA can support 30 or 50 or even

UK—revise their expectations.
Roughly speaking, and going by the figures
bandied about nearly every day in the press,
the British have only one third or one quarter
of the disposable income of their American

100 successful manufacturers (small and largeish) of the high-end persuasion, the UK can
only offer worthwhile business for—maybe—
acouple of dozen. If—and I'm being as optimistic as possible—the UK swallows 50 Very
Expensive Preamplifiers amonth, there are

counterparts. Not just because salaries are

already enough makes distributed here to

lower—if an American lawyer is earning
5100,000 per year, his or her UK counterpart

satisfy that market if they only had two sales

would be looking at between $33,000 and
$50,000—but also because prices in many
cases are higher. Gas, which affects the prices
of all manufactured goods, is around $3 per
gallon. A tiny apartment in London—where
you must live if you want to make money—
will start at around $125,000. Yes, income tax
was recently lowered to 25% basic, but any
notion that this country is peopled with lots
of Fergies and Di's with gold Amex cards is
way off the mark. And those hotshots in the
stock exchange you keep hearing about, and
the landed gentry with stately homes, the
myriad sub-Royals—they may exist but they
don't buy high-end hi-fi. No, the UK is sorely lacking in customers of the American lawyer/dentist variety, which means that whatever
high-end equipment does get sold is going to
average-income hi-fi casualties who scrimped
and saved. (JA—tell 'em how you had to
choose between buying an SPIO and replacing your aging Renault, when you were the
editor of the world's most highly respected hifi magazine.)
In other words, just because Amp X got a
rave review in Hi-Fi Whatever, it doesn't mean
that the factory back in the USA will now have
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apiece. Do you know amanufacturer who's
going to be happy with 24 sales ayear in a
foreign market? Or less? (No, I'm not going to
name the prestigious make which has sold
only two pieces here in two years, or the one
which didn't sell anything in four.) Which
leads us to the high-end distributors.
At the moment, there are about adozen UK
companies importing foreign exotica, some
being native manufacturers with only one
distribution line (eg, Townshend International
imports Australia's Vacuum State equipment),
with four or five existing solely as distributors.
The idea is to create acatalog which covers
everything from source components to amps
to speakers, as well as accessories, with none
of the lines overlapping. Indeed, the latter
aspect is prevented to some degree by the
foreign suppliers, who may not want their
distributors to handle competing lines. However it works out, we now have enough
serious distributors to provide too much of a
choice, considering the number of potential
customers.
The most famous of these is Absolute
Sounds, credited—quite rightly—with creating the high end in the UK. The longestestablished (some 10 years), Absolute Sounds
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WHEN YOU
SEE THIS...
You are visiting astore that
cares about your music.

All 12 UVLWIRE -cables follow a
consistent design philosophy, they
are designed to be neutral and
musically honest. One design goal
is never pursued at the expense
of other priorities. For example,
we respect the advantages that
can be gained from "solid core"
cable. We experimented with
many such designs in 1980 and
have learned from them but
we have not allowed that design
approach to blind us to other
equally important aspects of
cable design.
We have very carefully
considered: metal purity,
dielectric (insulation)
material, mechanical stability,
strand size, insulated strands,
number of strands, variable
size stranding, electrical and
magnetic interaction between strands, skin effect,
conductor size, conductor geometry,
the relationship between the conductors and price. The
results of this research are audible.
All the UVLWIRE -cables are high value products that have been
carefully engineered to let your music through as cleanly as possible.

cl
Products dud bring your system to UM ,

P.O. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672, USA
Tel: 714-498-2770 FAX: 714-498-5112 Tlx: 205864

got there first and, as aresult, Ricardo Franas-

to Rotel UK, van den Hul is currently being

sovici has assembled the most prestigious
lineup of all. While there are plenty of fine
makes not distributed by AS, the company's

handled by Bob Lawson, who used to work for
Automation Sciences, while products from
Kuzma, an East European tonearm/turntable

catalog is so comprehensive as to leave little

manufacturer, are distributed by the newest

room for others. Despite accusations from cer-

distributor, AudioFreaks. Also fighting for a
share of the highly visible high-end market are

tain quarters that AS's success is due to an
unhealthy influence over the audio press—
an insult to the journalists, RF, and his appointed dealers—it's impossible to fault a
lineup which contains Audio Research, Krell,
Apogee, Magnepan, Wilson Audio, Gokimund,
Koetsu, Oracle, Counterpoint, PS Audio, Sequerra, etc. The above constitutes astable, not
akennel, so it's easy to see why AS's track
record with the reviewers is so envied. And I'll
be damned if I'm going to hammer one of Ricardo's five-star products or rave about some
other distributor's turkey just to look "egalitarian." This is adebate that all of the reviewers

Acoustic Gold (Primare, Sumo), Presence
(Spica, Decca, Jecklin, Audiostatic, SAE, and
others), Vital Systems (Quicksilver, Clearaudio,
Superphon), MRM (Nestorovic, Wheaton),
Moth (VPI, The Mod Squad, Grado), and The
Music Room (Meitner, LAST). Ihave no doubt
that the remaining makes in the Automation
Sciences catalog will be divided among these
and other companies, but it begs aquestion:
Is it worth it?
The answer is aqualified "Yes," but only if
the two parties involved—the supplier and the

here must face, and I'm proud to say that the

distributor—accept certain realities. The suppliers must not expect their UK distributors to

attitude is as it should be: We call it as we hear

shift what is equal to "20% of the US turn-

it. Considering that non-AS makes have had

over," afigure based on population ratios and

raves and some of Absolute Sounds' products
have suffered less-than-enviable reviews, I'd

nothing else. They must accept that the only
reason for being in the UK high-end market

say that critics of the UK reviewing scene have
selective memories.

is to gain exposure through the undoubtedly

After afew years as asolo act, AS found
competitors, the main one being Automation

demonstrated its impact in other markets. The
only other thing aUS manufacturer will get

Sciences. This company entered the fray with

out of the UK market is an excuse to take

Infinity, Martin-Logan, Burmester, Motif, Con-

holidays in London. As for getting rich, forget
it. The UK is probably the most price-

rad-Johnson, Well-Tempered, Eminent 'Itchnology, van den Hul, and other makes (including anumber of European brands). By virtue
of the belief that the UK market is so hungry
for product, Automation should have grabbed

influential UK press, which has quite readily

conscious of countries, and adding on margins
willy-nilly, as one might do for Switzerland,
will price your product out of the market, particularly if the economics and mechanics of

ahealthy number of sales. As of March this

importing lead to a higher price for some

year, however, the company is no longer.
The political beasts out there, the moaning
minnies, would say, "Well, what do you ex-

models than might be expected by examining
the US prices.

pect? A manufacturer can't get agood review

know the UK market and the unmovable

unless he's one of Ricardo's mob!" This is crup.
Automation had its fair share of outstanding

Oh, and remember that your distributors
nature of its price points better than you do.
So don't ask them why they only moved 10

reviews, including Cello, Eminent, the WTA,

whatevers when your February sales for that

most van den Hul products, even Burmester.
Whatever the reasons for Automation Sciences'
closure, it was proof, in spades, that simply

item were 50 pieces in LA alone. More important, though, is admitting that aproduct might

entering the UK market with high-end goodies

not be right for the UK. Don't send over$3000 receivers, "Linn-beaters" at three times

is not aguarantee of success. Face it, there

the price, or electrostatics priced to fight Quad.

were some dandy products in the Automation

Don't send box-type speakers to acountry

Sciences catalog, but that wasn't enough to
survive in acongested market.

with more cone-stuffers than any other country on earth, particularly when the shipping

Over the past few months, the various makes

charges will mean that they will not be able to

have been finding new homes. Infinity has gone
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get greater
listening enjoyment from
speakers by getting them up to ear le
All speaker stands, even milk crates, do that
much. However, speakers by their nature
vibrate and can cause noise and resonance
of the material they sit on, coloring the
sound produced by the speakers.
Now, under exclusive international
license Chicago Speaker Stand incorporates
NAVCOM7 aspace age noise and
vibration controlling material, on all its
speaker stands. Performance tested by
Menlo Scientific in Berkeley, California,
Chicago Speaker Stand's products
significantly outperform the competition.
White papers and performance test
results on Chicago Speaker Stand
products are available from your local
dealer. And yes, retrofit kits for the
Hercules line are available directly from
Chicago Speaker Stand. Call us for details
or the location of your nearest dealer
1-800-882-2256, in Illinois 312-228-0080.

eei e".
e'e"b

riff

You
tt\
ete

ited to
see tests c
Chicago Speaker
at the Chicago CE
show. Suites 518McCormick Inn

371cago_Speaker
Amerk an
SIM

NAVCOM'

quali4 and technology made in the U

1495 Greenleaf, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
is

aregistered trademark of Sims Vibration Dynamics

ed on
products
mer

back, one US brand had amodel that could
not be sold in the UK for less than £109 ($202)
per pair. The US company could not see why
it was not competitive with loudspeakers that
cost £99 ($178) per pair. Yet in the UK, the
price points are so rigid and the consumer so
price-conscious that that 10% differential proved
sufficient to kill that model's sales almost totally.
As for the distributors, well, they have to be
prepared to find anumber of makes which will
have combined sales big enough to support
their companies. There are no high-end makes
which can do it alone for aUK distributor, but,
on the other hand, acatalog full of also-rans
and ultra-weird, tweaky toys won't exactly put
bread on the table either. The high end is, unfortunately, the most fashion-conscious of all
of the hi-fi sectors, mainly because the stakes

their earnings end up in Stuttgart. Without
such an approach, introducing anew brand
will only compound the confusion and mean
smaller shares for each make.

ITALY: BEBO MORONI
Well, in the months since my last Letter from
Italy (Von] No.3), the situation here has really
changed: three different government coalitions have passed on (every one with the same
State Secretary); and ascandal of enormous
proportions, involving three Ministers and
many other important politicos, is the everymorning meat of every newspaper (an affair
called "golden prisons," this involves payments
from the building industry to be allowed to
build new prisons and other buildings in prohibited areas, and so on). Nevertheless, the

(for the customer) are so high, and the most-

Italian economy is better than ever. Who can

committed British audiophiles are just as influenced by US audiophile magazines as they
are by UK journals.

explain this mystery? Why did Istudy ecomics in high school if every theory Ilearned

And the dealers—well, Ican easily name a
half dozen who actually do move worthwhile

is destroyed by the reality? Maybe I'm idealistic, but Ithought economics was an exact
science. Evidently it isn't.

numbers of high-end gear, and when you

Anyway, the good trend of the Italian econ-

think about it, they're well-spaced enough to
serve the whole of the UK. The chosen few
will forever earn ahealthy crust from the high

omy—Carlo De Benedetti, president of the
Olivetti computer company, was feeling financially secure enough to bid for the Societe

end while others will come and go with alarming regularity. Sadly, however, the top dealers

ness institution; Pirelli was planning to buy

have enough lines as it is, and Ifeel sorry for
the rep who faces the buyer with yet another
exotic stunner, only to hear the same old thing:
"I've got too many makes without adding
another."
There is a wider issue here. If high-end
products—the good ones, anyway—are as
wonderful as the press claim, why aren't people in the UK buying them in numbers propor-

General du Belgique, Belgium's largest busithe giant US rubber producer Firestone, but
was beaten at the post by the Japanese
Bridgestone company—is directly reflected
in the hi-fi market. Some 30 new brands
shown at the last WCES are now distributed
in Italy, and people are going crazy for the new
electronics from Mark Levinson (the No.26),
ARC (the SPI 1Mk.II), Threshold (the SA/1),

tionate to the country's wealth? (The UK had

Goldmund, and the crazily priced (for Italy)
cables like MIT's Shotgun, the new Monster

ahigher growth rate in real terms in 1987 than

M1000, and so on.

almost any other nation, certainly higher than
that of the US.) Logically, the UK high-end

But as Ibegan to tell you in Vol.11 No.3,
there is an Italian company which doesn't go

market is ripe for the explosion which would

out of its mind following any and every new

justify in sales the image it has abroad. But
while the money's here, it would appear that

trend in equipment, and follows aquiet and

the wealthy don't want to know about the
kind of hi-fi which is better in keeping with
their Porsches and Cartiers than the Japanese
racks or Danish remote-control music centers

stubborn industrial policy based on highquality construction, finishing, cosmetics, and,
most important, very high-quality sound. Iam
talking about Sonus Faber.
After the introduction of their Prius floating-

that they favor. If ahigh-end manufacturer is

chassis, very-wide-bandwidth tube preamp,

to enter the UK market, he should find away
to tap the earnings of the surviving yuppies,

Sonus Faber was thinking about the future Not
only were they planning how to maintain the

the young lions kicking ass in the City, lest all

success they had with the Parva FM2, Minima
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Fewer3oxes.
Teac introduces amachine designed for people more interested in music
than in black boxes The Teac AD-4 CD/Caçsene Deck Combo. On the left side wbe
installed our latest programmable compact disc player On the right tvbe included one of our
top of the line auto-reverse cassette decks with Dolby Band Cnoise reduction: To further simplify
things, we made them both work via atvireless remote control A16-selection program kts you pick the
selections you like on acompact disc and rearrange them in any order you prefer on your cassette.
you can even listen to adisc while you're taping from an outside source.
The Teac AD-4 All you ever wanted in acompact disc player;
all you ever wanted in acassette deck, all in one place.

TEAC,

Made in Japan By fanatics

em,7711
--". ream

OF «XV LABS. TAPING PRERECORDED MATERIAL MAY BE AN ENFMNGEMENT Of COPYRIGHTS.0 1997 TEAC CORP Of AMERICA. 773:1TELEGRAREI RD. MONIEBELIGE CA90640

FM2, and Prius; they wanted to amaze
audiophiles with products even better than the
current generation. After one year of silence,
they presented anew loudspeaker, the Electa, at the 1986 SIM Show in Milan (the biggest
hi-fi show in Europe). Again, this featured a
wonderful finish, with amassive Italian walnut
cabinet similar to the Parvas, but, above all,
it had areally gorgeous sound, better than any
previous compact loudspeaker I've heard. The
solution? The same formula, astrict adherence
to S-F's rigorous philosophy: asimple 6dB/octave crossover, realized with the best components available; an incredibly rigid and
smooth cabinet; two beautiful drive-units, a

Sonus Faber Electa Amator

Dynaudio D29 AF tweeter and aDynaudio
18cm (7") woofer with aspecial treatment; all
wired with pure silver Litz cable. Ihadn't yet

You may think Iam in love or have been
captivated by the (exceptional) Wilson Audio

heard the Wilson Audio Tiny Tots when the

Tiny Tots? Well, forget I'm Italian, I'm aman

Electas were introduced, but the Electa forced

who can live everywhere and appreciate every
design worldwide, and Isay that You must

me to rethink my attitudes toward small loudspeakers.

listen to the Amator! Its highs are simply

Contemporary with the presentation of the

delicious in naturalness, its midrange rivals in

Electa Monitor, Sonus Faber showed asmall

terms of clarity, precision, and quickness the
best electrostatic systems, and its bass is the

but very good-sounding integrated amplifier,
the Quid, a 50Wpc high-current MOSFET
design, richly dressed in massive Italian walnut

biggest imaginable for such asmall speaker—
tight, controlled, and characterized by remark-

(including the knobs and switches). The partnership between Electa and Quid is splendid,

able speed. You can't ask 30Hz from the little

and is very reasonably priced: it offers ataste

tor without having to pretend, and you won't

of the real high end while remaining affordable, something Iappreciate very much. And

want to add asubwoofer to the system.
The secret of the astounding sound of the

Ihave to mention the Gravis subwoofer, with

Amator is, first of all, in the drive-units, an

19cm woofer, but you do get 50Hz from Ama-

separate network and amplification; the revi-

18cm (7") Dynaudio/Genelec polypropylene

sions to the Minima FM2; and the new version

woofer, treated in aspecial way with amassive

of the Parva, the FM3, which has better sound
and more sophisticated cosmetics.

voice-coil and magnet, and aDynaudio Esotar
tweeter. This is avery special, hand-selected
version of the well-known D28 (the tolerance

Sonus Faber's biggest coup came last year
with the introduction of their most ambitious

admitted between each tweeter is less than

project, the answer to all the criticisms con-

0.2dB), with high sensitivity and power han-

cerning their choice of 6dB/octave as the

dling. The front and rear baffles of the cabinet

philosophy of the brand. The Electa Amator
is alittle wonder that represents the definitive
(for the moment) step of the Italian brand

are asymmetrical, the front one covered with
natural black leather to further minimize diffractions, while the cabinet sides have a

toward the "physiological listen" that is the
base of all their designs. Electa Amator's

strange sort of curve following the profile of
the woofer.

"Physiological monitor" is agreat loudspeaker

Now to the real subject of this piece: A few

masked in the dimensions of acompact loudspeaker. From the first moment you hear it,

months ago Iwas in Geneva for an interview
with Michel Reverchon of Goldmund Prod-

you can't deny the truth: it has nothing to do

ucts. Michel and Imostly talked about the

with conventional small speakers. You can

market's philosophical problems rather than

keep all your preconceptions about compact

products and new items. He did show me the

designs, but you have to acknowledge the

new Goldmund electronics, however: the
Mimesis power amplifier and matching

magic of Amator.
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!the IVICEMS11 XRT 22

Loudspeaker System delivers

The McIntosh XRT 22 is the purest
expression of the loudspeakers
scientist s endeavors. It is the one
right combination of component
parts that has eluded the diligent
searcher for the loudspeaker bridge
to the dominion of reproduced
musical reality. The high-frequency
radiator column is an illustration of
the right combination The 23 tweeter
elements can reproduce 300 watts
sine wave input power at 20 kHz, with
the lowest measured intermodulation
distortion. Because each tweeter
mechanism handles a small quantity
of the total power. extremely low
quantities of distortion are
developed. The total column radiates
the energy in a half cylindrical time
co-ordinated sound field. The low

Extra Realism
Extra Depth
Extra Spaciousness
Extra Smoothness

distortion, transparency of sound.
coherence of sound images.
definition of musical instruments.
and musical balance is simply a
revelation that you must experience.

Ftandc atted

:th pride in the United States

For information on the McIntosh XRT 22 SPEAKER
and other McIntosh products write
McINTOSH LABORATORY INC
i ll
P 0 Box 96 EAST SIDE STATIOd

preamplifier. He also explained the philosophy

ucts, but this is not the question) because an

on which they are based: very good sound,

ARC in Italy is astatus symbol, much as McIntosh was 10 years ago.

great reliability, many facilities, good styling,
the possibility of infrared total control of the

The proposal of the European way to high

system and so on, alot of strange things that

end, as formulated by Michel Reverchon, is an

could provoke an hysterical attack from some
of the most esoteric extremists. But, Iwant to

intelligent one. Ican't agree totally with him
when he talks about "American sound" as

know: who is the god of the high end who

being substantially unreal (read euphonic), as

said that good musical reproduction can only

the sound people want. This, Ifeel, is an ex-

be obtained at the expense of destroying the

treme position and far from the truth. We

cosmetics of a home with a high-cost but

know that if it is impossible (and it is impossi-

horrible-looking piece of furniture? Excuse me

ble) to recreate the "absolute sound," the

if Iinsist that apiece of equipment, for its

musical truth, many American designs are as

dimensions, for its shape, etc., is also apiece

near as possible to the naturalness of live

of furniture and ahigh-priced piece of fur-

music. (I can mention, for example, designs

niture, too. Ferraris are beautiful, Maseratis are

like the ARC M300, the ARC SPI 1Mk.II, the C-J

comfortable—why can't high fidelity's aesthetic
quality match its sound quality?

and, last but not least, my lovely MLAS Nos.26

"Ugly is beautiful" seems to be the pass-

and 23). However, I can understand the

word of many so-called hi-fi enthusiasts; this
is the reason why avery good and reasonably

substance of his statement. European hi-fi has
been ever apromise, afew wonderful things

priced (in Italy) turntable like the Michell

submerged in an ocean of horrible German-

Premier Seven, the Rowland Research MS,

Gyrodec is undervalued: it's beautiful. Strange

sounding items—"Ein, Zwei, Drei, die Sturm

but true. It could be fairly said, however, that

den Musik." The idea, therefore, of ahigh-

most Italian audiophiles don't really care about

end-sounding Bang & Olufsen is fascinating.

the sound of the equipment: it must be Audio

The question now is: will the Americans ap-

Research (I love many Audio Research prod-

preciate this approach?

The immediate impression was how well
the LM210s reproduced the dynamic
. e ebb and musical flow...excellent sound
let
quality and finish at an affordable

H
M arks

Price —John

•

Atkinson. Stereophile Vol. 10
No 8(NOV '87)

for Synthesis
Loudspeakers

'The LM300... is one
superb loudspeaker
arguably competitive with any
enclosure-type system on the market"

C99

—Tom Norton, Stereophile Vol. 10,
No. 7(OCT 87)

the confad-johnson group •2800 RDoff Ave •Fairfax. VA 22031 •703-698-8581
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Unlike recent shows, this one saw the un-

, he third Stereophile hi-fi show, organized in conjunction with Nelson &

veiling of atruly revolutionary device which,

Associates and held in Santa Monica,

like it or not, is the way of the audio future: an

CA, from April 8through 10, was arousing success, with more than 70 exhibitors and 5000

business as usual, with the introduction of a

all-digital control unit. Otherwise, it was

visitors. Most of the former were delighted

number of interesting but evolutionary new

with the turnout, but the latter were less en-

products. There were afew new DAT recorders

thusiastic about the fact that the vast Civic

on display, but since DAlb have been demoed
for two years now but still aren't available in

Center parking space we had been promised
was jammed by attendees at a Gem Show.
Generally, though, it was so good for us (and

the US, the latest ones elicited little interest.

others) that the earth moved—there were two

It was as though consumers were saying, Yeah,
Isee it but Idon't hafta believe it!" But despite

tremors during the show, but the prevailing

the leveling-out of the high-end mar

euphoria was such that practically nobody
noticed, including us out-of-towners who

been hearing about lately, there
age of new products at April's s

aren't as blase as Californians about such
things.

rundown on those that Ima

ged to see for

myself, listed alphabetically

manufacturer:
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"Yes Gordon," says Larry Archibald, "this 78rpm cutting lathe
(the first electrical model) is as old as you are!" JA looks on,
bemused by the ancient and intriguing audio gear demonstrated
at the show by Jack Mullin of Santa Barbara, the proprietor of The
Museum of Sound Reproduction (which is looking for a permanent home).

This happy breed! From left to right: Thomas J. Norton, Richard
Lehnert, Sam Tellig, Larry Archibald, George Graves, and John
Atkinson, who entertained visitors in aweekend-long schedule
of talks, lectures, and demonstrations, aided by Lewis Lipnick,
who played with his contrabassoon, and Will Hammond and Peter
Sutheim of KPFK's "In-Fidelity" radio program.

Duntech's Warren Weingrad
claimed that his Sovereigns
reproduced the sound
of his Honda perfectly.

ALL SYSTEMS GO...

The new ARISTON Amplifier combines
versatility with performance. Fully remote controlled and using only selected
quality components, the ARISTON Amplifier will enhance any music system.
The new ARISTON Image Loudspeakers
use the latest technology drive units
coupled to acritically braced cabinet to
give an exemplary natural soundstage.
Couple any high-quality source,
A
such as the ARISTON
e,
0-Deck or Icon,
-ere
eee,
w
e,
and the

ye%

foundation is set for a top-quality
sound system.

Cut out the coupon
or call ARISTON for
further information
and your nearest
dealer
ARISTON ACOUSTICS

//),

ce%

Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
NRAWI_LS PLAZA

4> c)*

-1/›.

12 ROUTE 17 N.
SUITE 309.
PARAMUS. N.J. 07652

'
4
%.o

es

"tre

`..-

201-845- 9265
TLX 49702965AP N
*
FAX 2018450719

Apogee's Jason Bloom, feeling sure he had the best sound at the show, with alittle help from
aset of RPG Diffusors.

Adcom demmed their new CD player, shown
here sitting on top of their integrated Tuner/
Preamplifier.
Adcom reentered the CD-player fray with
the Model GCD-575, priced at $600. It has
separate 16-bit AID converters, 4x oveisampling,
user-adjustable analog frequency/phase contouring, direct-coupled audio circuitry, a
polarity-reverse switch, triple-beam tracking,
direct-digital as well as analog outputs, and
metal feet with built-in Tiptoes. (I have never
understood the logic behind spiking CD players
solidly to their underlying surface and then
isolating the deck from it. This seems like trying to light afire while peeing on it.)
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LISTE\I\G DEVICE
Before you listen to the speakers
in your system, your speakers must
listen to your system.
And then deliver.
So why deprive your speakers
and, ultimately, yourself of all your
system is capable of'?
Treat your speakers to Esoteric
Audio speaker cables and enjoy
listening to the difference.
Your speakers will thank you.

And they will reward you.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio speaker cable
systems or simply send S2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIOusK
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

Apogee demoed the latest in their lineup
of ribbon loudspeakers, the Duetta Signature
(83400), which sounded very good, driven by
the new Krell electronics.

stereo systems. (If anyone can distinguish these
at 65mph from 32-gauge zip cord, I'll eat my
comparator.) Serious audio cables include the
"Livewire Topaz" (845/meter pair), with a
balanced OFC configuration and polypropylene insulation, and several other gems featuring what the manufacturer calls "Functionally
Perfect Copper" (FPC).

-e

Ariston's remote-controlled integrated amplifier.
Scottish turntable manufacturer Ariston expanded into electronics. Their new The Amp,
at $399, is adual-40W integrated design with
aversatile remote control that has input selec-

lcumanoll

Audio Research D125 hybrid power amplifier.
Seemingly unable to decide whether it

tion and volume, as well as tone-control func-

should be making tubed or solid-state electronics, Audio Research compromised for

tions, along with aReset button which restores

some years by making both. Now they appear

the latter to their Flat settings. An unusual

to have found the final solution: Hybridiza-

feature is that the remote provides more control functions than the amplifier itself, al-

tion—combining tubes with solid-state devices. Their latest hybrid design, the D125,

though the most basic controls (volume,

made its debut at the Stereophile show in the
Optimal Enchantment room. This amp, rated

balance, input switching) are duplicated on the
amplifier behind aconcealing front panel, so
that the system can still be used if the remote
unit's battery dies. The Amp rounds out Ariston's
basic line, allowing them to offer aone-brand

at 120W into 4to 16 ohms, is priced at 84450.
Described as being "very similar but not identical" in topology to the M300 (reviewed in

The Amp, and their Image loudspeakers, all for

Von() No.9), the D125 is astereo amplifier with
acommon, but well-regulated and isolated,
power supply. New in the D125 is aservo cir-

81100! The Audio Cheapskate ought to test one
of these systems.

cuit which monitors and automatically corrects for any imbalance between the output

system consisting of their Q-Deck turntable,

Meitner's platterless turntable.
devices. The new amp includes anew muting
The Basis turntable with Mk.I1 Air Tangent
tonearm.
Audioquest unleashed awhole new line of
cables at the show, including one called "Drive
Wire 1" (835/meter pair) for use in automotive
Stereophile, June 1988

circuit that completely eliminates the small
turnoff thump audible from some other models,
and also contains the "tube saver" circuit first
used in the M300, which prevents tube blowouts due to potentially damaging signal overloads, such as from adropped cartridge.
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"Martin-Logan
makes the
speakers that
Mozart and
Beethoven
would have
used ... "

...and Iwouldn't think of listening
to any other loudspeaker." LEONARD SLATKIN*
gi

W

hen most audio man ufacturers speak of
"technology," it's

usually to discuss the amount
of distortion their product
produces. When MartinLogan uses the term, it's to
expound on the musical experience of listening to a
symphony played through
"Monolith's." Or perhaps a
concerto as rendered by a
pair of "CLS."
It is an experience that transcends cartridges, electron
ics, and speakerwire. It avoids the anxiety
of slew rate and damping factor. It's an
experience that amazes the world-class
conductor to the extent that he would give
this unqualified endorsement.
The experience is MUSIC. The product
of musicians and Martin-Logan's "technology."
A New Standard of Design
When Martin-Logan employs the term
"technology," it's to amplify a philosophy
of electrostatic loudspeaker design. A
design far beyond the capabilities of any
other speaker company.
•Mr Slatkm is the conductor 01 the St. Louis Symphony

It's a design that employs
electrostatic diaphrams whose
mass is so light, it equals that
of acubic inch of air. Adesign
so advanced that it is both
acoustically AND physically
transparent. Adesign so revolutionary that its only requirements are better than average
quality amplification and an
unremitting zeal for musical
performance.
A New Standard of
Performance
Mr. Slatkin also stated.

"The Mar in-Logans are extraordinary
speakers that decisively establish new
standards of loudspeaker performance."
The creation of which was more than the
handiwork of technocrats.
We invite you to experience their musical
technology personally at your authorized
Martin-Logan dealer.
Martin-Logan, Ltd.
The Electrostatic Loudspeaker
Technology Company
P.O. Box 741, 2001 Delaware
Lawrence, Kansas 66046
(913) 749-0133

Interior of Counterpoint's assault on the tube
phono preamp market, their SA-9.
signal/noise, adjustable MC loading, and MC
and MM input capability of 50 and 2150mV,
respectively. It's ahybrid design, combining
tubes, MOSFETS, JFETS, and discrete bipolar
transistors. The Land R power supplies are
completely separate, and atwo-port cascode
input allows simultaneous connection of two
Good sound in the Kinergetics room, courtesy
of apair of Spica TC5Os with matching BSC
subwoofers.
BSC Compusound, adivision of Kinergetics,
introduced an amplified (powered) subwoofer
system and combination crossover/power

turntables without the need for any signal-path
switching.
Denon unveiled the most significant new
product since the promise of DAT: asystem
control unit operating entirely in the digital
domain. Besides several digital input and output sources, the DAP XX will also accept a
number of analog sources, but it immediately

amp rated at 150Wpc and using passive 100Hz
crossover circuitry. The SW200 crossover/

converts the latter into digital form, with a

amplifier lists at $400 for the mono-bass

ating at 48IcHz. From then on, balance, volume,

built-in 2x-oversampled A/D converter oper-

model, $600 for the stereo-LF version. There

tone control, and loudness compensation are

are also two versions of the subwoofer: the
SW100 ($400), standing 24' high, and the

accomplished digitally, and the unit has digital
as well as analog (4x-oversarnpled DAC) out-

SW100.5 ($200), at 12 1
2 'high. The SW100 is
/

puts. Estimated price? There isn't one; the unit

rated 3dB more sensitive than the 100.5 and
capable of 6dB more output level, but their

shown was simply "a prototype," and may

specs are otherwise identical. Also new: the
SW100 music stand ($250/pair), a29" high
sand-filled metal frame on three pointed metal
spikes, which allows the upper-range speakers
to be placed above the SW100 woofers while
still providing acoustical isolation between
them.

never be manufactured. Shame on you,
Denon!!
Dreaded video continues to insinuate itself
into the hallowed halls of the high end.
Hitachi had aroom at the Stereopbile show
containing more video hardware than you
could shake astick at, or that Icare to detail.
Suffice it to say there were several leading-edge

Counterpoint finally debuted their long-

products, like aSuper-VHS camcorder and

awaited SA-9 phono preamp stage to mate

digital VCR and a31* monitor claiming 600

with the SA-11 remote-control line preampli-

lines of resolution. Now, if we only had a600-

fier. Priced at "somewhere between $2500 and
$3500," the SA-9 features 1Hz-180kHz band-

line signal source ...
Klyne Audio Arts had nothing to debut at

width, selectable 75 or 55dB MC gain, 77dB

this show, but Pasadena dealer GNP demoed
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More and more sound engineers are taking our Professional Series
equipment out of their homes and into sound studios, night clubs, even
concert halls. Because, right out of the box, our top-of-the-line
audiophile gear meets the specs of these demanding applications.
Take our Professional Series Alpha-650 power amplifier. It delivers
300 watts per channel (650 watts mono) through rock-stable hybrid
Class AB circuits. Input is via balanced-line XLR or RCA-type connectors. There's electronic protection against shorts, overheating, and
stray DC. And our Professional Series EQ-30M Mono Equalizer and
CO-23 Active Crossover Network add 32 bands of equalization, plus
22-point crossover capability, for taming virtually any listening space.
For athorough demonstration of our Professional Series line,
simply visit your local Nikko dealer.
Or, better yet, just take in aconcert.

NIKKO.AU--_
74.-Z

The Power of Technology

Asti Nikko Technology Corporation of America
5830 South Triangle Drive, Commerce, CA
(213) 721-1168

Nikko Audio systems and components are available exclusively through Authorized Nikko Audio Dealers.

GNP's Brooks Berdan, the Oracle maven from Pasadena.
two Klyne products Ihad somehow managed
to overlook at the last CES: the SK-6 preamp
and the Klyne power amplifier. (We printed a

amplifiers can be converted into identically sized

photo of the power amp prototype in the re-

1C/1
2 A 400, respectively. Except for their power
/

port from that show in the March issue, but it

ratings, performance specs on all four are identical, and all share Krell's usual impressive

KSA 200 ($4700, 125 lbs). These stereo
and priced mono amplifiers, the 1CMA160 and

was flipped by the printers, rendering the
Klyne logo illegible. Iwouldn't be surprised

capabilities into low impedances. The KMA

if Stan Klyne believes we have it in for him—

400, for example, is claimed to be able to

we don't.) The basic SK-6, priced at $1350, is
aphono -stage-less line-stage controller with

deliver an incredible 3200W into 1ohm.

six inputs, including two for 'Pape as part of

line: the Mink, priced at $575ipair. It's athree-

two monitor loops, and with cross-copy capability A plug-in phono prramp board is avail-

Lantana added afourth speaker to their
way 35' high mini-tower, with afront-firing
2' tweeter and two 41
2 'midranges, plus two
/

able as a$400 option, and has three gain set-

rear-firing 6 woofers covering the range

tings, each with its own precisely calibrated

below 40Hz. The system is amere 9" square
in cross-section.

RIAA equalization. Input loading is adjustable
from 15 to 47k ohms. The power amp, shown
only in prototype form to date, doesn't even
have amodel number yet. The only details
available are its rated power (120Wpc), its
bandwidth (DC to 200kHz), and the fact that
it will have unbalanced and balanced inputs,
the latter done so as to "take full advantage of

Luxman showed their new D-112 CD
player ($550), with 2x-oversampling, active
third-order analog filtering, avibration-isolated laser-optical system, high-density disc
center clamp, three-beam pickup system, a
10-key numeric remote control, and 16-program random memory.

that configuration." (The implication is that

MB/Quart Electronics of Germany added

many designs don't.) Despite the paucity of information now, production is still slated for late
Fall. Of '88, Ipresume.

acompact subwoofer to their line of full-range

Krell introduced two new class-A power
amplifiers, with conventional convectioncooled heatsinks rather than Krell's traditional
fan array: the KSA 80 ($3200) and the massive
Stereophile, June 1988

speakers. Designed to mate with MB's model
220 and 280 two-way satellites, the subwoofer
has a12' driver, and is acompact 19" high by
17' by 17'. The price is $849 apair, including
internal passive crossovers.
Mite, manufacturer of the unusual-looking
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MIRAGE M-1 HAS ARRIVED

1111
111111
LISTEN TO A MASTERPIECE
FIND OUT WHY ONLY THE FINEST HIGH-END AUDIO SPECIALIST
RETAILERS ARE FEATURING THIS PRODUCT.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Mirage - 135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario, Canada. L3R 1G7
(416) 475-0050

mirage

MIRAGE SHOWING AT CHICAGO C.E.S. SHOW

Audio Products International Co

2-11

ZSE (Zero Stored Energy) loudspeaker, showed
the same "bassless" speakers as at the WCES,

mos. This is essentially the same as the Star
Sapphire, but will use a240-position stepper

but this time they produced quite respectable
low end—with exactly the same system com-

motor driven in half-step increments, and

ponents as before. Only the room was different. Oh, well ...

and suspension platform. It comes complete

more-inert materials for the arm/platter block
with the external pump and Electronic Flywheel power supply in one case, plus SOTA's

NAD introduced amultiple-play CD player,
the 5170 (5748), featuring separate drawers for

Superclamp; the whole schmeer will list for

asingle disc and for asix-disc magazine, and
allowing all seven to be programmed. A dynamic volume compressor, called "controlled

around $3500 for the standard version, or
$4000 with a high-gloss glass-hard acrylic
finish.

dynamic range," limits dynamics for late-night
listening or for making cassette copies for
listening in high-ambient-noise environments,
like automobiles. The player has 4x-oversampling and digital outputs, and comes with
awireless remote controller that provides, as
well as the usual functions, motorized operation of the player's output-volume control.
NAD also unveiled afully remote-controlled
Model 1700 preamplifier/tuner (also $748) with
impressive specifications, including maximum
input- and output-level capability of 12V (highlevel inputs).

Nairn's front-end artillery.

The Sound Pipes, featured in the Marantz
room.

Nairn showed their latest NAIT II integrated

Although not an official exhibitor, Sound

amplifier, list-priced at $795. Like its predecessor, rated at avery modest (ridiculous?)

Pipes shared the Marantz room and had what

15Wpc, it has four inputs and a separable
front/back link so its front end can be used
alone to drive any of Naim's power amps.
SOTA showed the first production models
of their speaker system, previously shown in
prototype form at the 1987 SCES, as well as
prototypes of anew turntable called the Cos-
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was unquestionably the most unusual-looking
product at the show: aline of speaker systems
consisting of drivers mounted in 5"-diameter
PVC plumbing pipes. These resembled nothing
so much as fat, hydra-headed snakes rearing
up from the floor. They have three groups of
models, from the 100-series ($400 to $500)
with asingle woofer driver, up to the 400-
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MONITOR
AUDIO•

pup

With discerning appreciation ((Jr the
experience of good listening, music lovers in
18 countries have demanded Monitor Audio
loudspeakers for excellence in engineer 'no
and esthetics in sound and form.
Monitor Audio has earned its enviable
reputation as one of the world's premier
creators of audio loudspeakers with accolades
such as the 1987 Loudspeaker of the Year
Award •
Manufactured in England and designed to
reproduce the stunning reality of compact
disc and digital recordings, Monitor
Audio loudspeakers employ the world's most
advanced metaldome tweeter technology
matched to closely toleranced components
Cabinets are finished in the finest realwood veneers. among them meogany oak,
walnut. rosewood, teak and the uniquely
stunning Kenya Black
"Best Buy"** recommendations show
Monitor Audio to have the added virtue of
value for money.
Audition the entire line for its breathtakinn
accuracy. wide dynamic range and
unparalleled clarity
peaking volumes for an audiophile
pride of possession since 1972 Monitor
Audio loudspeakers are asuper or
sound system's voice.
•Model R352. best loudspeaker
What Hi-Fi? Awards 1987
** Hi-Fi Choice 1986/87
"Best Buy" Awards

Symbol of Duet/

(I)
Made in England

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON MONITOR AUDIO LOUDSPEAKERS, PLEASE CONTACT
In Club: 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20,

IÇE. V RD

ELECTRONICS INC.

Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1 Tel (416)831 4741
In U.S.A.: P.O. Box #1355 Buffalo N.Y. 14205 Tel (416)831-4741

series ($1495 and up) with four woofers. In
each series, different driver/crossover lineups
provide impedance and frequency-response
configurations tailored to the consumer's
needs. Why pipes? Because the neck-like
driver mounting and the curved outer contours do away with panel-edge diffraction
effects which normally impair stereo imaging
and soundstag,ing. However, it would not do
away with driver-perimeter diffraction effects,
which, although of higher frequency, could be
much worse because all edges are equidistant
from the driver's center. And it must be pointed
out that acylindrical enclosure is one of the
worst for internal-standing wave problems. I
must say Iam skeptical of the manufacturer's
claim of a33Hz LF limit from even the largest
model; there just ain't the radiating area. Icannot imagine many families that would be willing to put apair of these in their living room;
seen from the corner of the eye, they convey
aprimitive feeling of organic menace.
Speaker Builder's Bruce Edgar, with his DIY
horn design.
all things, a home-built horn loudspeaker
system with laminated wooden horns, designed
by SB contributing editor Bruce Edgar.
Stax unveiled aQuattro II CD player, an
18-bit 8x-oversampling unit with separate
power supplies, all-discrete circuitry, no analog
output filtering, and an absolute-phase reverse
switch. The price? A cool $3495.
More video! Samna) showed its first video
product. (You're atraitor, Dave!) It's an S-toRGB adaptor that allows older monitors to be
used with the new Super-VHS videocassette
decks. For the video perfectionist, a very
useful feature is its white-balance controls,
which allow the monitor to be set for the most
neutral B&W picture, without which accurate
Jack Mullin's Capeheart record changer can
play both sides of a78!

color is impossible. The model S-RGB is listpriced at $485. (The original projected price
was $600.)

This was the first show to include Speaker
Builder, sister publication of The Audio
Amateur, America's only magazine for audio
do-it-yourselfers. Editor/Publisher Ed Dell was
there, sharing aroom with Madisound, the
drive-unit distributors and operators of a
useful audio-related bulletin board. Ed was
pressing the flesh, and the exhibit room was
outfitted with aworking system featuring, of
Stereophile, June 1988

Superphon has followed their popular
Revelation IIE preamp and DM-220 power
amp with anew MAXX line: aC.D. MAXX
preamplifier ($329) and aMAXX 80 power
amp ($359). The C.D. MAXX is a phonopreamp-less line-level controller similar in
function to the Threshold FET-10/HL, with
three main inputs, atape loop, and two sets of
outputs. The gain circuitry, essentially the
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Capable of generating
music far above current
audio standards, it is setting new highs in listening
pleasure Current releases
on ULTRADISC: Pink Floyd —
The Dark Side of the Moon,
Huey Lewis 8( The News —
Sports, Joe Jackson, David
Grisman, and Power 8( The
Majesty Upcoming releases
include: Jethro Tull, The Allman
Brothers, The Police and more

The most advanced compact disc
in the music industry today! Since
1983 Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab
has been committed to creating
the ultimate audiophile version
of commercially produced compact discs. The years of research
and investment have resulted
in the development and release of the ULTRADISC compact disc. The 24K Gold
ULTRADISC is a dramatic
breakthrough in the consumer music market.
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same as that in the Revelation 11E, can be
bypassed when using high-output CD sources,
for adirect power-amplifier feed. The MAXX
80 power amp has FET voltage stages, atoroidal
power transformer, and high-current output
stages. A bridging mode delivers 150W of
mono output.
TEAC unveiled an impressive-looking "Esoteric" series of components aimed squarely
at the affluent end of the high-end market.
The R-1 R-DAT machine, at apricey $5400, is
about the size of atabletop VCR, and features
dithered record and play, an oversampling (rate
unspecified) digital filter, mono-crystal silvercoated internal wiring, separate power supplies
for digital and audio circuitry, peak-reading
record-level indicators with variable hold time,
aswitchable normal/dim panel display, and
full-function wireless remote control. The D-1
and P-1 are aD/A converter and CD deck combination designed to be used together, although the converter has several additional
digital inputs (coax and optical) for other

Classic-recording recycler David Chesky.

sources. The P-1 disc drive is abasic deck only,
containing neither digital nor analog audio circuitry; its only signal-processing function is

in the Absolute Audio room and debuted the
DS Pre, described as "Your Preamp for the '80s

error correction. It has a single "largecapacity" power supply, heavy-duty physical
construction, and only six controls including

and that's what this remarkable device is for.
This digital processor, with afew additional

and beyond." DS stands for Digital Sources,

functions of an analog line controller, has
seven separate power supplies, asingle pair of
analog inputs and two digital inputs, plus a
digital tape loop for aDAT recorder. It subjects
the input signals to 8x-oversampled 16-bit
conversion via separate DACs. Playback filtering is done in conjunction with aproprietary
programmable digital filter using avery comAragon's 24k preamplifier.

plex algorithm which "optimizes for" (sic) time

the AC switch. The rest are on the supplied

domain, group delay, transient performance,
and, of course, frequency response. Analog
filtering is single-pole, and is claimed to hold

wireless remote unit. Outputs are via coax and

phase shift within 5° from 20Hz to 20kHz. A

optical connectors. The D-1 converter, also
operated by the same remote, has separate
18-bit DACs, 4x-oversampled digital filtering,

unique feature is that the digital filter is programmable, which means it can be upgraded
through inexpensive software modifications.

TEAC's so-called "zero-distortion" analog circuitry utilizing MOSFET devices, a phasereverse switch, and aclaimed LF response
down to DC. It will handle any input sampling frequency from 30 to 50kHz, switching
automatically to the correct rate. The price for
both of these is $5000. Inexplicably, the R-1
measures 11
2 "wider than the other two units.
/
Mike Moffatt's Theta company reappeared
Stereophile, June 1988

If abetter filter is developed, any present DS
Pre owner can unplug the old chip, turn it in
for credit, and plug in the new one. Pricing
was still undetermined, but was guesstimated
at between $3000 and $4000.
lkme Image unveiled anew preamp and
power amp: the TIP 2and TIP 1500. The TIP
2preamp ($1950) is of the traditional type—
that is, it includes aphono preamp section,
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IThe Energy 22 Pro Monitor has
been hailed by critics as one of the
major loudspeaker design
breakthroughs of the last decade.
In fact, the Energy 22 may well
rank as astandard against which
other speakers should be judged.
Audition either the Energy 22 Pro
Monitors or the Reference
Connoisseurs and we think you'll
agree that they are not only the
most exciting speakers you've ever
heard, but "a stunning
.1( hievement" indeed!

"A STUNNING ACHIEVEMENT"
Top Retail Experts Personal
Views About The Energy 22
Sassafras, Philadelphia, RA., Charles Hardesty
- Bob Morgan. "As Philadelphia's premier high
end dealer we had the good fortune to introduce
the Energy 22 to our market. Since then the
reaction has been incredible from audiophiles
and music lovers alike. We believe the Energy
22 represents the pinnacle of loudspeaker
design - anywhere near its price range."
Designatron, Long Island, N.Y. - Charles
Caccuito. "Never before have we experienced a
speaker system which exhibits the level of
realism that the Energy 22 provides. The
excitement generated by Energy speakers is only
exceeded by the pleasure of owning them. The
Energy 22 sets a reference standard by which all
other speakers must be judged. Audio Associates, Washington, D.C. - Mike
Zazanis. The Energy 22 is a very musical
speaker at a very inexpensive price that easily
could cost a lot more money."
Pro Musica, Chicago, IL. - Ken Christianson,
John Schwarz. "The Energy 22 Reference
Connoisseur & Pro Monitors simply outperform
the competition. Musically satisfying to the most
demanding listeners.

Classic Stereo, Ft. Wayne, IN. - Paul Pohnert.

"The Energy 22 Reference Connoisseur and
Energy 22 Pro Monitor are the most musically
correct speakers we have sold. They deliver
excellent stereo imaging; are very intimate
when music is intimate, yet powerfully dynamic
when music is dynamic."
Audio by Caruso, Miami, FL. - Don Caruso.
"The Reference Connoisseurs are among the
most neutral, uncolored speakers we have
found!!! They provide very relaxing listening."
Shelly's Stereo, Los Angeles, CA., - Robert
Coyle "The Energy 22 and ESM speaker line
offers the consumers styling and value at a
price no other speaker line can match. The
performance rivals the world's finest speakers.
Sound Company, San Diego, CA. - Bob
Kokley. "Over the years we have heard many
promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results. The Energy 22 is one of
the only products which performed beyond
those promises. A job well done."
Christopher Hansen Ltd., Los Angeles, CA. Chris Hansen. "The Energy 22 is very
musically involving - 'Absolutely Brilliant'."
The Sounding Board, Berkley, CA. - Jim
Serena. "The Energy 22 is an outstanding
speaker. What's incredible is the value,
compact size and its performance level."

Energy Loudspeakers. 135 Torbay Road. Markham, Ontario
L3R 1G7 •1416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-475-8643 •TLX 06-986689
Copyright API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers
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and features adjustable capacitive and resistive
cartridge loading, 0.2 to 16mV phono sensitivity, MC and MM phono inputs, and six highlevel inputs, including two each for CD (audioonly) and Tape. The TIP 1500 is a class-A
MOSFET monoblock rated at 150Wpc into 8

EST SOUND
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ohms and a(high) damping factor of 200. It
lists at $4900/pair.
So much for the new products. What else
did Isee?
There were afew trends visible at our latest
show, and all are directly related to CD. More
anti-digital high-end manufacturers have submitted to the inevitable and introduced CD
players, probably with gritted teeth. (Audio
Research is still aholdout, but even they admit they have aCD player in the works.) And
the atrophy of the analog-disc market was
clearly evident in the paucity of new turntables
at the show. There were even fewer new
cartridges.
The latest wrinkle in CD players seems to be
multi-play, with several firms showing models
that accept asix-disc magazine and allow programming in any order among them. Iam not

TEAC Esoteric's D-1 and P-1 two-box CD
player.
enthusiastic about this development, coming
as it does at atime when there is obviously still
room for improvement in the playback circuitry that could yield better sound. Along
those lines, though, 18-bit playback seems to
be the latest, hottest innovation, with several
more manufacturers getting into the act. Finally, it was clear at this show that loudspeaker
and power-amplifier development seem to be
on the back burner; new products in these
areas are either smaller and cheaper or bigger
and costlier, but not much better at agiven
price point.
Best sound at the show? The sidebar gives
the result of the readers' poll printed in the
Show Guide, but in my opinion, it was un-
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Exhibitor
Apogee
Optimal Enchantment
Manions Audio/Don J. Cochran
Absolute Audio
Upscale Audio
Krell
Counterpoint
B&W/Musical Concepts
Audio Products International
itosgate/Kyocera/Barco/Duntech
Illitue Image
Audio by John Dudley
Music by the Sea/The Mod Squad
GNP
Nelson-Reed/Boulder
Beverly Electronics
Mitek
Reference Sound
Lantana
Ortofon/Dual/Tandberg
Paris Audio
Onkyo
Kinergetics
Gene Rubin Audio/Naim

Percentage
of votes
10.1%
9.2%
8.6%
7.1% 2
6.4%
5.4%
6.7% 1
4.1% 3
3.2%
3.1%
3.1%
2.9%
2.8% 1
2.4%
2.2%
1.9%
1.6%
1.5%
1.4%
1.4%
1.3%
1.2%
1.1%
1.1%

All other exhibitors got less than 1% of the
total vote. (328 visitors returned forms. Three
points were given for a"best sound"; two for
a"second-best"; one for a"third best.")
All show visitors returning avoting form entered adraw to win atrip to Santa Fe, New Mexico to visitStereophile On April 28, Show Coordinator Laurie Evans dipped her hand into abox
holding the well-shuffled forms and pulled out
awinner: Bill Taylor of Lancaster, CA. We look
forward to seeing Mr. Taylor and acompanion
when they visit us in "The City Different."

it

- Vandersteen 4A speakers were being used in these nxmls but
for ‘nandersteen did not make it clear which particular
they were voting for. We have therefore split votes for

Vandersteen among all rooms showing these speakers.
2This figure includes both Absolute Audio rooms as the voting
was not specific as to which of the rooms sounded better.
3In addition to BMX', Musical Concepts were demonstrating
B&W sol Matrix loudspeakers. It was apparent from the voting
forms that many of the B&W votes belonged to Musical Concepts Vk have therefore lumped votes for both of the rooms
together.

II
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#you aspire to owning the LIT011%
Energy 22 Pro Monitor hut can't quite
afford it, hear the ESM-2. With size and
pertormance approaching the 22, it is
"both atine loudspeaker and an
excellent value."
Or perhaps the more compact ESM-3
will better suit you -it is "definitely an
excellent value."
On astudent budget? Try the new
ESM-4 bookshelf monitor -very
affordable!
Audition any of the ESM monitors. %Me
think
agree with what Stereo
Retie», High Fidelity and Audio Ideas

"AMAZING AT THE PRICE"
"a fine loudspeaker and an excellent value.., very smooth and quite flat, falling within
± 3-1/2 dB on-axis throughout the range above the 50 Hz band... in the lab's 300 Hz pulse
test the ESM-2 accepted without noticeable complaint the full output of the test amplifier...
(470 watts, peak into 8ohms), for acalculated SPL (Sound Pressure Level) of 114-3/4 dB. Loud
transients thus should be handled well.., bass sounds more extended than the response curves
might suggest, with surprising heft at the very bottom... Stereo imaging too is very good...
Even if your budget can accommodate twice the ESIN-2's price - you owe it to yourself
to audition Energy's latest design."
High Fidelity, January 1986, on the ESM-2
"response varied only ± 1.5 dB from 180 to 18,000 Hz which is unquestionably one of the
smoothest responses we have yet encountered from aspeaker... dispersion on apar with
response flatness.., phase shift highly linean., excellent power-handling ability., only at 100 Hz
did we manage to reach the speaker's (power handling) limits: with 990 watts (using
single cycle bursts followed by 128 cycles of silence)... smooth midrange and high frequency
response, excellent dispersion and group delay, and exceptional short-term power-handling
ability., definitely an excellent value."
Stereo Review, February 1986 on the ESM-3
"exceptional overtone balance... imaging was just about the best I've heard... excellent
dynamic range... it sounds great... no real compromises in its design... anyone looking for a
$1,500.00 to $2,000.00 system would be foolish not to carefully audition the Energy ESM-2...
amazing at the price."
Audio Ideas, 1985 edition, on the ESM-2
Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road, Markham, Ontario
L3R 107 •(416) 475-0050 •FAX 1-416-4754643 •TLX 06-986669

Copyright° API 1987, Energy Loudspeakers

Manions Audio. A pair of Sound Lab's huge A-1
speakers flanked one of their equally big B-IS
stereo subwoofer panels, and the superb
sound coming from these was all the more
conspicuous for its context: There was more
mediocre sound at this show than at any Ihave
attended for some years (and Ihaven't missed
one since 1983). Could it be that, after years
of frustration, exhibitors are finally despairing
of getting good sound under adverse conditions, and aren't trying as hard any more? I
hope not, but Iwouldn't blame them. It's past
time there was ashow venue with decent,
identical demo rooms for all exhibitors. But
that's another subject altogether. ,

Upscale Audiio's Michael Harvey (left) and
Martin-Logan's Bill Legge (right), standing by
one of the Martin-Logan CLSes Upscale were
using to get one of the best sounds at the
show (in JA's opinion).
questionably to be found in the room shared
by Don JCochran (power amps) and dealer

IActually. JGH, Ibeg to differ here. The basic rooms at the
BayVicw Plaza Holiday Inn didn't differ that much in acoustics,
but it was very apparent that some manufacturers had taken
considerably more caw in setting up their exhibits than others.
Ididn't visit all the rooms, but would pick OW Apogee, Optimal Enchantment, Upscale Audio. Absolute Audio, and
Counterpoint as having taken the care to get the best from the
systems they chose to demonstrate. On the other hand, the
rooms with mediocre sound that Iexperienced were distinguished in nearly all cases by poor setting up, poor system
choice, and poor choice of demonstration material. Couple
that to the fact that often the principals of the companies concerned appeared not to be interested in talking to, and demonstrating their products to, the public, and Iam left at aloss
as to why they felt they should be at the show at all. If they
don't case enough about their customers to take the time to
communicate with them individually, how can they expect
to stay in business ,

THE BOOK
"VACUUM TUBE LOGIC"
We have published a 180 page book which we believe is essential reading
for all Audiophiles interested in vacuum tube technology.
Besides containing all our circuit-diagrams and other operational hints,THE
BOOK also contains lots of hard-to-find tube and other electronic information
such as: tube characteristics, base diagrams, substitutions; measuring
set-ups; inverse RIAA network, tables and formulae of power-conversion,
ohms-per-foot resistance; oscillograms; output Class definitions and much
more. .. PLUS a broad discourse on interesting (often contentious) topics:
loudspeakers, cables, digital and analogue, transformers, cartridges,
preamplifiers .. .
Information that you NEED TO KNOW.
Price is $1 0per copy; post and packing included in USA. Overseas orders to
include $2 extra for surface, $5 extra for air-mail please.

Write to Vacuum Tube Logic of America Inc.
4709 Brooks Street,
Montclair, California 91 763
enclosing cash, check or Money Order.
Please allow 21 days for shipment.
Stereophile, June 1988
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merican record companies released
1967. By
over 4300 new albums in
dropped to
19 83,

the number had

few er

than 2300 .+71.1y?
The RIM+, the record industry's chief trade

group and lobbying am, delis home taping
h
embers can't
as hurt sales so much that its m
afford to invest in as many new artists as
before, and that's why we have fewer choices
iWilliam 'K. 8n0cdcecen y., „enoeige Can Bc Mee Blessing, Read Disteution Nails Mrten Demand Imes Off :' Los

Angeles

Times. May 21, 1984, sece p.i.

in the record store. But that's nonsense—

How much more farfetched, then, is the

profits are at an all-time high. There are better explanations.
First, radio has changed. The progressive FM

RIAA's claim that $1.5 billion ayear is lost to

stations of the late '60s played alot of fresh,

consumers from taping albums at home, sales

interesting records no tightly formatted AM
"Top 40" outlet would touch—until they

would suddenly rise by 10 million units a

home taping? Is anybody gullible enough to
believe that, if the RIAA could somehow stop

week as aresult?
Billboard, atrade journal sympathetic to the

became hits from FM exposure. Today, most

industry's efforts to curb home taping, sponsored astudy and published these findings

commercial FM stations have playlists as
restrictive as those of the 1960s AMs, making

about the practices of home recordists:
leading reason for taping.
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2Geraldine %brawl, "How Warner Communications Got
Its Glitter," New )brk Times. Dec. 14, 1986, sec.3 p.32.
3Dave Marsh, et al, The First Rock 6,Roll Confidential Report
(NY, Pantheon Books, 1985), p.37.
4R. Palmer "Chips Moman's Views on World of Recording,"
New »irk Times, May 9. 1984, pC-22.
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record lyrics only wanted aprivate meeting
with RIAA president Stanley Gortikov, but
"somehow" acopy of their correspondence
got "leaked to the press."
Whoever "leaked" it, the ensuing publicity
seemed to work well for both sides. New Right
demagogues had afield day, while record executives, rock stars, and songwriters got to
portray themselves as beleaguered defenders

House of Representatives—not in an election
year (1986), when every member faced the
voters. So the industry focused on the Senate,
where only one member in three was running
for reelection. Still, there was opposition. The
Maryland Public Interest Research Group and
11 other independent consumer groups in
nine states condemned the bill. But the most

of freedom of speech.

embarrassing opposition was that of the
American Council of the Blind (ACB), whose

Both camps played their roles at the September 1985 Senate hearing, but not equally well.

fairly than other consumers by any taping tax.

members would be penalized even more un-

Industry officials were ineffectual as cham-

In an effort to get apartial, but precedent-

pions of the First Amendment, and Dee ('IWisted
Sister) Snyder's outlandish performance didn't

setting, victory, the music industry agreed to

help matters, either—no sane lawyer would

drop the blank-tape levy from the Senate bill,
and that stratagem met with limited success.

let adefendant appear before ajury drawn

The Subcommittee on Copyrights passed it on

from the same social strata as the US Senate
dressed as Snyder was! Only rock satirist and

May 22. But the ACB still opposed the recorder
levy at ahearing of the full Judiciary Commit-

avant-garde composer Frank Zappa competently

tee on August 4.

argued against proposals for alaw requiring

"If the Committee is considering exempting
blind persons from any royalty fee, the

arecord-rating system.
In November, 22 firms announced they

thought is appreciated, but completely un-

would voluntarily put warning labels on

workable. It is difficult to imagine asystem
which would function efficiently and effec-

records with "explicit" lyrics, ostensibly to
avoid such alaw. But knowledgeable observers
like Zappa and rock critic Dave Marsh condemned that deal as aploy to buy support

tively," said the ACB's Oral Miller. It would be
an "administrative nightmare."

from congressional conservatives for anti-

ASCAP and BM1, the two giant music-licensing agencies that presume to speak for

taping legislation.

all composers, joined the RIAA in endorsing

"It had nothing to do with anti-piracy laws,"

the bill, but not all their members agreed.

says Gortikov, 9 and strictly speaking he's right.

Musician and composer Jim Ritchey, a"duespaying member" of ASCAP, is hardly astar-

But that wasn't the charge. And subsequent
events in the Senate suggest that it had
everything to do with anti-consumer antitaping legislation.
Songwriters' Guild president George David
Weiss says he was moved by afear of censor-

struck outsider (one of his songs was on Kenny
Rogers' hit album, Tbe Gambler), but he's
not exactly part of the show business establishment, either. He told the Judiciary Committee:

ship when he acted as ago-between for the

"Only apart of the music industry wants
this bill passed—the giant labels and superstar

RIAA and the PMRC and "helped orchestrate
that compromise," 9 and no doubt he was. But

performers and composers. They are the ones
who will benefit from it to the tune of tens or

he's also an anti-taping activist who has public-

hundreds of millions of dollars—dollars taken

ly equated home taping with shoplifting!!!

from the consumer's pocket ...The little guys
of the music industry like me will never see

Anti -Consumer Legislation

any of [it]. . But you can bet we will pay more

It was obvious that legislation to tax recorders

for the recorder we buy to record our own
music. ..
Me composers and musicians use

and blank tape was going nowhere in the

recorders and blank tape not only for composJudy Bachrach, "Harsh Words for Dirty lyrics."
Philadelphia Inquirer Magazine. July 6, 1986. p.20.

lb,

ing our own original music, but also for
distributing it—making demo tapes for radio

9 Ibid.

stations and record labels. The net result of
S.I739 will be that we'll pay the royalty tax to

10 Neill Borowski. "Sound :Ind tury. Dual-bay caseate mad=
vs copyrights," Philadelphia Inquirer, June I. 1986, p.2-D.

the big labels that won't talk to us, just for the
privilege of recording our own music."

8 Ibid.
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INTERMEZZO HOLLOW CONDUCTOR
Intermezzo is aradical, uncompromised solution to the problems of transmitting wide-band audio signals.
Technically — a balanced configuration of hollow conductors widely
spaced in atrue air dielectric — the purest practical signal path. Largediameter hollow wire achieves low inductance and resistance without
high-frequency skin effect. Our design eliminates dielectric coloration,
microphony, diode effects due to stranding, and other cable problems.
Call or write for our amply detailed literature.
Musically — stunning resolution and imaging with natural tonality. Our
pure approach eliminates the sonic trade-offs of conventional designs.
Available in hand-built interconnects, phono
leads, speaker cables.
Solid-core enthusiasts, we suggest our bare
conductor for improved performance in your
applications.

COGAN •
HALL INSTRUMENÍS, Inc
1609 Young Street •
Oncnnah, Ohio 45210
(513)421- 1055

The NEW Lead Balloon
llirntable Isolation Stand
Now wider and deeper for even greater stability.
Combines 25 pounds of lead bars with a
rigid, welded steel stand to defeat the resonant
effects of footfalls and structure-borne
acoustic feedback Includes Simply Physics' 2"
Tone Cones at base Endorsed and recommended by leading turntable manufacturers
17 1/
2"D x 20w x 35" H
At your dealer or send check or MO for $295
($325 with light-not shown) + $15 S&H to

ARCICI MARKETING COMPANY

2067 Broadway, Suite 45, New York, NY 10023
Tel (212) 724-6021
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES FOR:
A M Technology, Arcici, Inc, Convergent
Audio Technologies, Inc, Dimensional Optics
Discrete Technology Labs, Inc, Morel
Acoustics, USA ,Simply Physics, Inc

-s

Dealers: Come see us
during the C.E.S. at the
University Club,
corner Michigan and
Monroe, 8th Fl.
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Donald J. Quigg, Reagan's Assistant Secretary
of Commerce and Commissioner of Patents

of members of Congress; and their chief lobbyist, Jack Valenti, and his wife, Mary, gave another

and Trademarks, also testified against S.1739,
but the administration wasn't on the con-

$46,000 in personal contributions! , 'lop studio
executives probably gave similar amounts, as

sumer's side against big business and show
business. Far from it. Quigg said the Reagan ad-

members of any other industry would. But
Hollywood has aunique way of getting around

ministration would endorse abill "to prohibit
the manufacture, sale, or importation of new
machines [analog as well as digital] without a

the legal limits on personal and PAC contributions. Here's an example of how it works:
In 1984, Valenti had Angie Dickinson flown

decoder element," je, the CBS Copycode
system. This is a Reaganite "free market"

to Ohio—on aColumbia Pictures jet—to appear at afund-raiser for Rep. Mike DeWine, a

policy? Apparently it's always 1984 in the
White House.
The Committee tabled the bill that day and
never took it up again. Thus it, like HR 2911,
died in committee with the final adjournment
of the 99th Congress. So did S.2842, abill to

Republican member of the House Judiciary
Committee. In 21
2 hours, she raised $29,000
/
for his campaign.I 3Think of how much rock,
pop, and country music stars could raise in
benefit concerts for sympathetic politicians
if-the RIAA used that approach.

put an import dutrof 35% on the new digital

If that kind of lobbying hasn't yet induced

audio tape (DAT) cassette recorders, which are

Congress to enact the consumer rip-offs the
entertainment industry wants, that's only

expected to be marketed later this year. But all
that anti-consumer legislation was reintroduced

because it's been directed at preserving another

in the 100th Congress because there are other,
larger forces behind it. [Congress's sensible

rip-off, one that victimizes, would you believe,
local television stations.

decision to submit CBS's Copycode to the NBS
for their verdict on its efficacy was both wel-

The Film Connection—Part II

come and surprising—see S(ereophile passim

TV stations don't pay residuals to the actors,

and "Industry Update" in this issue for more
details—Ed.]

directors, and screenwriters who worked on

The Film Connection
The big movie studios, who also produce TV
shows, have been angry ever since the US
Supreme Court ruled in the "Betamax" casei
that home videotaping for personal use doesn't
violate US copyright law. The studios' principal trade group, the MPAA, tried unsuccessfully to get avideotaping tax through the

the old movies and syndicated shows they buy
for local use. The program suppliers (the studios) do that out of their syndication profits.
But music is handled differently.
The studios, who own about 90% of the
music in those shows and movies, assign administration of music rights to ASCAP and
BMI, who in turn sell the rights to the stations
in the form of a"blanket license" which allows
the stations to air any or all of the millions of

98th Congress, and the RIAA endorsed the

compositions in the agencies' catalogs. The

idea. In the 99th Congress, the RIAA had the
MPAA's tacit support for its audiotaping tax

catch is that they have to buy the rights to the
whole catalogs to get the rights to the relatively

bills. The reason for that mutual support is obvious: passage of either of these anti-consumer

the shows they've already bought are useless.

measures would set aperfect precedent for
passage of the other.

Movie theaters were subject to the same
kind of blackmail until 1948, when atheater

few works they need. Without music rights,

The entertainment industry's anti-taping

chain won a Federal antitrust suit against

campaign heated up the 100th Congress. The
RIAA has already followed the MPAA's example
by establishing aWashington office to lobby

ASCAP!* As aresult, the same movie that is sold

full time for its goals. It might also adopt the

studios could pay composers on aper use

for TV without music rights is rented to
theaters with those rights. That proves the

MPAA's lobbying techniques.
According to FEC records, the MPAA's PAC
gave $85,000 to the 1984 reelection campaigns

12 Angela Herrin. "Facing the music: Film and TV interests
lobby Congress over fees for tunes on syndicated shows."
Pbiladelpbta Inquirer. June 28. 1986. p.3-C.

II Sony corp. ofAmerica teat u. Universal City Studios, Inc
et al., 464 US 417ff.

14 Alden.Rochelle, Inc el al r A.SC4P et al 80F Supp. 888ff.
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13 Ibid.
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See how it sounds at the top.
p

erhaps you want to check the performance specs of anew speaker
system/design. Or solve intelligibility
problems in alarge auditorium. If
your job involves acoustic analysis,
the new TEF 12 Plus
will put you on top.
The TEF12 Plus is a
comprehensive system
for looking at sound.
One machine, portable
and software driven,
replaces analyzers that
cost more, but do less.
It's equally at home in the speaker
lab, on the assembly line, or in the
field. And with new software and
operating speeds over twice as fast
as its predecessor, the TEF 12 Plus
does the work of amultitude of
specialized instruments.
For speaker designers and manufacturers, TEF provides the functions of

It!

an anechoic chamber, gives accurate
phase measurements, and permits
time alignment and cabinet reflection measurements.
If you're asound consultant or contractor, TEF helps you
align and EQ speaker
clusters, set delay
lines, and measure
phase and impedance.
And, you get quick,
accurate RT60, STI,
rapid STI. and Alf ON
measurements.
See where the new TEF 12 Plus
can take you. For more information,
or to set up ademonstration, call or
write Techron today.

M>110N
1718 W. Mishawaka Road. Elkhart, Indiana 46517
12191 294-8300

basis, just as they pay them for theater use and
just as they pay actors in both media.
The TV stations have asked Congress to
force the studios to sell music rights along with
the other rights, but the joint lobbying efforts
of ASCAP, BM!, and the studios have blocked
"source listening" legislation so far.

colleague Howard Berman, a Hollywood
Democrat who cosponsored HR 2911 and
deplores the "Betamax" decision. The other
was Songwriters' Guild president George
David Weiss, who compromises with the
Washington Wives and equates home taping
with shoplifting»

The blanket license system is supposed to
help composers, but it hurts far more of them

Absence of Moxie

than it helps. If astation has already paid—

Newspapers usually print the RIAA and MPAAs

under protest—for the use of the entire cata-

allegations about the evils of home taping as
straight news. One notable exception was a

logs, why should it hire alocal composer to
write original theme music for its local programming? It can pull any record off the shelf
and use it for that purpose at no additional cost.
Even some consumers and independent
publishers whose music is used in nationally

series on record piracy by William K. Knoedelseder, Jr., which ran in the business section of
the Los Angeles Times on May 20 and 21,
1984. 0

syndicated programs don't get what they

The Sunday story examined the disturbingly
cozy relationship between the RIAA and the

should under the present system. So where

FBI. The Monday piece showed how the

does all that money go? (And make no mistake,

"copyright cartel" (the major labels and music
publishers), in effect, denies royalties to artists

it's a lot—nearly 2% of each station's net
revenues.)

by refusing to issue records on which the

Because ASCAP and BMI's samples aren't big

labels own the sound copyrights and also

enough, some composers' and publishers'

refusing to license those recordings to smaller

music doesn't show up in the statistics those

labels willing to take arisk on reissues.

agencies use to distribute royalties; so their
shares, small as they are, are divided among

The series was an exemplary piece of investigative journalism—not ahatchet job by

those whose properties do show up, according
to their rankings.

any reasonable standard. But by merely giving both sides of the story, instead of just the

And since the studios, through their pub-

RIAA's version, it made the recording industry
look pretty bad.

lishing subsidiaries, publish about 90% of the
theme and background music in syndicated

So what did Knoedelseder and the LA Times

shows and movies, they get the 50% publisher's share of the royalties for those works

get for their trouble? A Pulitzer Prize? No, an

(which are statistically slightly overrepre-

No one record company was named in the
series, but somebody at CBS must have had a

sented). Furthermore, because so many of
those tunes are written under "work made
for hire" agreements, the studios sometimes
get the composer's 50%, too. It's just abig
kickback scheme for the studios.
Rep. Rick Boucher (D-VA), the chief House
sponsor of source licensing, pointed out in a

ad boycott!

guilty conscience: soon after the articles appeared, CBS quietly informed record dealers
in southern California that it would no longer
pay for co-op advertising in the Times.18 Why?
Maybe because, as Dave Marsh's Rock & Roll
Confidential put it, "The last thing that any

guest column in Biliboardo that the only

major label executive can afford is to have

losers under his bill would be the studios and

questions raised about where the money and

the ASCAP and BMI bureaucracies, which keep

the power really go in popular music."I 9

about 20% of all blanket license proceeds for
their inflated "administrative costs." He com-

boycotts from the movie and record corn-

Maybe other papers are afraid of similar ad

pared that unflatteringly with the 4% service
fee charged by agencies that handle residuals
for other artists.

16 Billboard, December 20. 1986, p.9.
17 See notes Iand 5, above.

Boucher's column drew angry replies from
two interesting sources. One was his House

18 Marsh, op cit. pp.36.38. See also two reports in Billboard:
"CBS pulls ad dollars from L.A. Times after RIAA series," June
2, 1985, p.1; and "CBS Times ban casts Yule pall; L.A. dealers
fear heightened impact of ad boycott," Aug. 25, 1984, p.3.

IS November 29, 1986, p.9.

19 Marsh, p.38.
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Where elegance and science
transcend the machine and its function
ORACLE turntables reflect the
work of Frank Lloyd Wright, the
renowned American architect. He
said that in any sound industrial
design, form must follow function.
We respect Mr. Wright's ideas,
and we take them a step further:
a properly designed device creates
its own function.

ORACLE turntables are praised
as much for their appearance as for
their performance.
We encourage you to audition an
ORACLE, and discover the satisfaction
that comes from owning one.
Oracle Audio Corporation
505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke (Quebec) Canada J1L 1X7
819/566-5566

panies if they give the other side of the home

combine ordinary, consumer-grade, two-

taping issue. Or maybe they're afraid their
entertainment reporters will lose access to stars
for interviews. Whatever they're afraid of,
they're acting like wimps.

system with standards equal to those of studio
multi-track digital recorders costing tens of

There's afirst amendment issue here, but it's
not intimidation of the press. Reprisals from

two-channel DAT decks will cost less than
$500.

track machines into a modular multi-track

thousands of dollars. And within five years,

offended advertisers are perfectly legal, if

It's that prospect, not the ability to make

ethically questionable. No, it's something more
basic.

"perfect copies of copyrighted music," that
really scares the wits out of the monopoly-

Citizen Paine

minded music moguls. And it will happen—

tant to the civil rights and anti-war movements

unless Congress appeases the entertainment
industry by passing restrictive legislation on
the new technology, or taxes it. Remember, the

The protest songs of the '60s were as imporas Common Sense was to the American Revolu-

power to tax is the power to destroy So how

tion. But Thomas Paine's pamphlet was successful only because the press was relative

can you prevent it?

ly free in fact, if not in law, in Colonial America.

Mr. Smith Writes to
Washington

Had the Stamp Act of 1765 succeeded, it
would have cut the circulation—and the
influence—of such pamphlets by doubling or
tripling the price. And if the 16th- and 17thcentury efforts of civil and church authorities

Billboard reported with dismay that apanel
of politicians at the 1987 Winter Consumer
Electronics Show gave the movie and record

to control all printing had succeeded, there

industries little hope for anti-taping legislation, 20 aprediction that was borne out by reali-

would have been no pamphlets.
A tax on blank tape is as bad as the Stamp

were not convinced of the economic harm the

Act, and restrictions on the sale of recorders
or on their capabilities would be as obnoxious as limitations on printing. Hyperbole?
Hardly.
The first professional analog tape recorders
democratized the record industry after World

ty The article emphasized that most legislators
industries claim to be suffering, but deep inside (p. 78) they got to the real reason: voter opposition, as expressed in letters from constituents.
Of course, the RIAA knew that all along.
That's why they opened afull-time office in

War II by making recording cheaper. Dozens

Washington in December '86—to lobby harder

of new labels were formed. The major labels
and the ASCAP establishment hated rock'n'roll.

than ever to counter the grassroots opposition.

They saw athreat where the new independents,
who owed their existence in part to tape, saw
an opportunity. Some of those small labels
became medium-to-large labels in the '60s
(and subsidiaries of the really big labels in
the '80s).
The DAT cassette promises an even more
radical democratizing for the late '80s. How?
Simple. One of the characteristics of digital
audio is that, like video (and unlike analog
audio), it is asegmented (not acontinuous)

So now you know what you can do: Add to the
number of letters against restrictive legislation.
The record industry doesn't need any help.
CBS's record-division profits for 1986 were
nearly double those for 1985, 21 and that's
typical.

at least

for the major labels.

And don't worry about the artists. Those
who have something to say will keep writing
and keep trying to be heard because they have
to; those who don't are just hacks, and who
needs them? RRC said it best:
"We say. ..
that if the big boys don't want to

signal; and it has synchronizing markers between its "frames," much like the sync pulses

make records for an ungrateful public any

between the lines of aTV picture. If the manu-

There was music for many, many years before
there were record companies!" 22

facturers are smart enough to provide the
necessary interface connections, it would be

longer, someone else is sure to meet the need.

possible to run several DAT decks through a

20 "Pole M CB: Forget Levy Laws In '8 7." Jan. 24, 19W'. pi.

remote control center and keep them in
perfect sync. This would make it possible to

22 Marsh, p.243.
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We10
Lumaspeaker
designer
Richard
Vandersteen
talks with
Ken Kessler

R

ichard Vandersteen doesn't look like
a typical loudspeaker designer >tie,

Chicago." It was 1977. Isaid "Where?" because
Ididn't know of the Consumer Electronics

he wears glasses, but his presence

Show. 1took vacation time from my job, met

suggests alongshoreman or somebody whod

something like 30 dealers and got 200 orders

be played by Gene Hackman. And sure enough,

for about 250 pairs. Iwent back, told the boss

he tells you in aquasi-Dukes of Hazztrd drawl

1gotta quit, gotta find abuilding, because we

that be

were doing it in the garage and it was too small

been aconstruction worker plumber

truckdriver, and electrician. Electronics had

for that. That's how it started.

always been a hobby, but Vandersteen for-

KK: What inspired you to throw away the

malized his understanding by working in

baffle for the mid and treble drive-units?

electronics during his stint in the Air Force.

RV: In some of the experiments in the early

Back in civilian life Vandersteen entered into

designs, we were flush-mounting drivers, and
Iwas sealing them in with silicone. My wife

speaker manufacture, producing the "bap
fleless" range, at least regarding the midrange driver and tweeter which bears his

has afavorite record which has asaxophone
on it—it was stolen, Idon't remember what

name. The speakers have become, in adecade,

it was—but it was one of her favorite records

one of AmericaS most respected brands, despite RV's low-profile marketing techniques.

and Iused it a lot for testing. I'd blown a
midrange and had no more new drivers, so to

Imet with Richard at the las Vegas CES in

make sure it was still working without all of

January and asked him what had got him

the problem of removing the silicone, which

started in loudspeaker design.

was very difficult to get out, Ijust laid the
midrange up on top. My wife was around the

RV: 1came up with this idea for aspeaker

corner in the kitchen; she said, "Richard, what

without abaffle in '72, and started building

did you do to the stereo? It sounds so much

them for people in our local area. A high-end

more real." Isaid, "Actually, it's not right." So

store opened up nearby in Visalia, California,

Itook the other midrange out and laid it up on

and they said "Let's take these things to

top, and then went into the garage and got a
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stick and laid the tweeter on it, and that's

forth to make the drivers work without the

where we came up with atube. The problem
was this thing was real ugly; she said, "There's

assistance of abaffle, without any averaging
going on, to make the speaker flat.
The crossover technology was the most dif-

no way you're going to leave those in the living
room.''
About three weeks later,

25

Iwas hanging up

my Jacket, Isaid, "closet pole." Then my wife
sewed up some double-knit fabric which was
in at that time—it's not any more—and made
asock to go around the loudspeaker because,
she said, "you could never sell them that way."
Of course, three, four, five years later out
comes the KEF 105 and the WM 801 and they
did very well with that modular affair. But that

ficult part of the design. Exactly as you said,
you don't have this averaging effect that comes
from the baffle. In hindsight, this is why the
smaller speakers that were and still are popular
in England always seem to be more natural
when you have them out in the room: they in
themselves have alot of their frequencies unbaffled and .
KK: . .behave like point sources.?
RV: Yeah, exactly. The closer you can space

was the beginning of the Vandersteen range.

that driver group, the better, the more realistic

It's the same design today; IJust keep refining

the speaker will sound in aroom. And that's
for two reasons: If you have a large source,

it with better drivers. The company finally got
large enough that we could get custom drivers
made, and that helped alot. We wind our own
capacitors, and on and on.
KK: The striking thing is, of course, the lack
of abaffle. But that flies in the face of tradi-

even if it works as atrue piston—let's assume
6' tall and l' wide—you can, by designing it
properly, make the sound hit the ear of the
listener perfectly in phase. But you'd have a

tion. As everyone knows, the baffle isn't just

problem. The way the ear/brain works, as long
as it has clues as to its environment, it's very

there as something to hold the driver The baf-

good at separating your living room from the

fle affects dispersion, it reinforces the sound.

Steinway in that room. It should do the same

How do you account for something that went
completely against traditional lore for boxtype loudspeakers?

with hi-fi. If your source is too large, you can
design that source, with dynamic drivers or
planar drivers or whatever, to hit the listener

RV: Partly by experiments. If you take aperfect

properly, but what gets all balled up are the

tweeter and mount it in abaffle, of course you

phase differences and the time delay in all the
room reflections. Even if you damp the room,

can put it in the baffle asymmetrically, round
the corners and minimize the effect of the baffle, but the baffle is still there. However, you
do have a problem when you have no baffles
in that there is no averaging; with abaffle,
when you strike your first boundary

at

no material is 100% effective in damping, and
no material I've found is totally linear in its absorption characteristics. You end up with false
clues.

a

quarter-wavelength, you get a3dB increase.

For instance, if you put

2 squarewave

into a

Quad '63 (which behaves in amanner akin to

And this is nice; by positioning the drivers you

2

can be quite a bit cruder on the crossover and
still get flat power response. So we did have

squarewave out of that speaker at the listening position. You could turn the microphone

point source), you can get somewhat of a

to get involved in extensive use of compen-

to the rear wall, side walls, up to the ceiling,

sating networks and phase networks and so

anywhere, and all of the reflections within that
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room will be pretty close in shape to the
original pulse that came directly from the
speaker. You cannot do that with amulti-unit
dynamic loudspeaker. You may have the individual drivers focused with delay and
everything precisely on the listener so that you
can make the squarewave hit the listener, but
when you start looking at the reflections in the
room, it's hopelessly messed up. There will be

have test equipment that can measure that very
easily. You put in asource, hit it again with the
same source, then vector the two together to
get the difference of what came from the
drivers and what came from the baffle. What
comes from the baffle is not linear at all. It's
amess.

no recognition of the original pulse at all.

KK: lés, but you do compensate for that. }bu
know what its characteristics are when you
design aspeaker with a baffle.

So Ilooked at perfecting that idea too, making sure that group was close, and that it loaded

RV: You can accomplish flat amplitude
response; it's easy to do that. But you can

the room in arealistic way, so that all of that

never correct for atime distortion.

reflective energy would come to the listener
in phase, or in sync.

KK: But there are other time distortions
created by not having the rigidity of atweeter

KK: But you mentioned earlier that the biggest problem with baffleless driver mounting

anda midrange driver mounted on abaffle,

was compensatingfor phase and so on via the

supports.

crossover In taking care of the benefits of hav-

RV: We have afree-standing support, obvious-

ing a baffle which you sacrifice by not having a baffle, didn't you just trade one set of
problems for another? In other words, you
sacrificed amechanical cure and replaced it
with an electronic cure. Aren't they equally
complex, equally flawed?
RV: They are equally complex, but the electrical cure is much easier to control. You aren't
really trading one problem for another
because when you get that first near-field
reflection, the ear/brain combination has a
very difficult time separating the source from

which has to be greater than free-standing

ly, which is actually asmall box. It doesn't matter, it could be acolumn, but the boxes are
small enough, in order to make them very
strong. Because of their columnar effect, you
don't have to worry about the resonances in
these materials because all these parts are different sizes. Iuse different thicknesses of
wood, different damping material on the inside, so that if you assume everything has a
problem, at least they never add on top of
another. It's kind of like the random theory.
But as long as those structures are less than a
quarter-wavelength of the driver frequencies,

the garbage. It's such asmall period of time,
and the ear is not so much an amplitude device

you can say it's baffleless even though

as it is atime device. Ithink this goes back to

theoretically there's avery small box there. The

prehistoric times, when you had to know

old LS3/5A, for example, with the exception

where the bear was coming from. For instance,
if you phoned me from England, Iwould
recognize you, even though the telephone is
ahorrendous amplitude device. The ear uses
time signatures and phase and so on; that's
how we recognize what's realistic and what
isn't.
Of course, we haven't accomplished perfection. Eliminating the baffle eliminates all of

of frequencies over 5k and the sharp edges
around there, was basically abaffleless speaker
in my opinion. So is any other mini-monitor,
at whatever frequency of which the dimension
of the baffle is less than aquarter wavelength.
Which goes quite high up in the midrange on
amini-speaker. And that, Ithink, is why, even
though they have alot of other problems —
a small speaker's distortion is very high

these earlier errors, because sound radiates

they're still pleasant from amusical standpoint

from atransducer like ripples from apebble

because they have minimized the time distor-

dropped in apond. When those rings first
strike the baffle board, even if the board is
padded with something or the corners are
rounded (that helps minimize the problems of
the baffle because it splays and averages the

tions created by baffle reflections.
KK: What are the aspects of a baffleless
design that prevent it from attaining the levels
of openness and absolute transparency of,
say, adipole, or apanel-type loudspeaker?

diffraction and keeps it from focusing on the

RV: That's a very good question. Panel

listener), it is still aproblem because there is
alot of time distortion in that diffraction. 1

speakers have ahigh end that is exaggerated
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recordings, but in the midrange—this is just
my opinion—in the midrange, they have a

them, the cone itself has to be flat, without
these reinforcements and cancellations and so

genuine realness. Every one of them. Even the
bad designs have agenuine something about
them that just sounds so damn real. This has

forth going on at certain frequencies. It's been
avery difficult four-year project, we've got an
incredible amount of money involved in it, but

puzzled me for 17 years, but Ithink I've discovered what it is—they have no diffraction
problems behind them until they hit the rear

it's finished now; the Vandersteen 4A's here,
and that midrange driver is in it.
KK: Would you classify this as the first

wall. So you don't get those minor time distortions you get from abaffle, when its energy is

dynamic driver with all the beneficial properties of aplanar driver?

reflected and delayed and sent back to the

RV: We don't know. The market will tell. I

listener no longer in phase or correct in
amplitude, because you have to have aproblem in the driver offset by aproblem in the

think this midrange approaches some of what
drove me crazy for so many years about the
planar speakers. We have more of that now. Do

crossover and/or the baffle. You get too many

we have as much in all areas? Probably not.

wrongs trying to make aright, and Ibasically don't believe in that.

lems, so you're talking about tradeoffs here.

But then the planar speakers have other prob-

It turns out that the internal diffraction prob-

Maybe we've made it close enough in that area

lems of dynamic drivers are far greater or as
great aproblem as the problems with the baffle, because there's as much energy coming off

so that some of the other advantages of asmall
point source are going to sway some people.

the rear of the cone as the front of the cone,

but when Ilisten, Ialways miss that midrange;

It's not aproblem—we sell alot of speakers—

and here you have abig magnet and abasket

midrange Icould hear in aplanar design so

and everything, with all of this crap delayed
only two inches—in time afew milliseconds—

dreadful no one would give it asecond listen.

before the sound is reflected back. We prob-

But if Ilistened around all that, it still had that
midrange character Iwanted.

ably pioneered minimizing the external diffrac-

KK: Because this midrange unit is arelatively

tion problems involving time and phase—

new type of driver, doesn't it have its own

people have said that they enjoy what it does
for us, and Ithink it's real—so the natural ex-

RV: Our tweeters have already had that effect

tension was to work on our own drivers where
we have no reflective surfaces behind the

signature that causes discontinuities?
incorporated in them for the last three years.
With awoofer, although it won't work in a

radiating diaphragm. We're applying for acou-

two-way, in athree-way you can crossover out

ple of patents on it; we're using very, very
powerful magnets I bought in England.

of them low enough to where these negative

They're very expensive, but that's the secret,

pening at ahigher frequency than you're using
the driver to cover. A woofer's structure is
basically transparent as long as you get out of

because the structure can be very, very small.

effects from the physical structures are hap-

And the basket is configured in such away that
it has no reflective surface; it's like aspider's
web.

into the same problem as in the midrange fre-

Now, this vectoring thing Itold you about

quencies, at 3-4kHz; awell-made, cast-alum-

it soon enough. Now at some point you get

where you can look at what's coming from the

inum basket, 8" woofer, any one of many good

cone: you can vector it out and look at what's
coming from elsewhere. Imeasure it with the

ones available, will have the same problem.
But that's the whole beauty of afour-way or
a three-way design—you can get out of it

microphone in front of the cone, using the
Crown TEF machine. You can eliminate the
sound that came immediately from the dia-

before that frequency.
We have had to redesign the woofer, but that

phragm, take it out of the picture, and look at

was done because we were using the same

what's left avery small period of time later. It
turns out it's only about 20dB down and is not
linear: it's alot of garbage.

basic woofer in our 1B, which is alittle twoway. The reflection of the backwave is agreat

Drivers have always been designed to be flat

problem in atwo-way. That

was

dealt with

to take into account the negative effects that

acoustically, not as well as in the midrange
driver, but enough to keep it from nagging us

come back from all this structure, so without

on athree-way design. And it helped the two-
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BORN: May 15, 1988
TIME: 7µseconds
WEIGHT: 6grams
PLACE: St. David's
CITY: Berkeley, California, USA
NAMES: A T, BvdH, SvdH, IA T, IIB vdh, and IIIS vdH
Sumiko, Inc. is delighted to announce
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sextuplets. Bursting on the scene are three fresh faces from
each side of the family: Talisman and Alchemist. They are
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include the van den Hul type Istyli with which they are
shod, and a red badge on the brow of each little critter.
Blessed with fine lungs — surely the result of new highenergy magnets and ultra light coils — they
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of

remarkably sweet disposition. We invite you to listen to
them all at a nursery near you, your local Sumiko, Inc.
dealer.

SUMIKO, Inc.
P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley, California 94705 (415) 843-4500
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way, but it just minimized the problem rather
than solving it.
ICK: What is the next stage in the refining of
the bafJ7eless system?
RV: The drivers have literally to be meshed to
0.1dB to make the concept work, because you
don't have the averaging with the baffle anymore. So the crossovers and the drivers have

We took an input circuit from an oscilloscope, which is adual-differential floating input, so it doesn't matter if an amp's bridged:
ground is not really ground. Our subwoofer
samples at the amplifier output terminals. So
you bi-wire, or if you're already bi-wiring your
speakers, you tri -wire off the output terminals.

to be fanatically matched to one another, and

The input impedance of the subwoofer/amplifier is about 4 Megohms. So the amplifier

that is aproduction problem. It's also adesign
problem in that Ihave to find afaster way to

hasn't the foggiest notion the subwoofer is
even there. It's like putting an oscilloscope

do it. I'm very involved in computers right

across the terminals to see what's happening.

now. We've always done this, but Iwould like

It then samples that. Now remember, the

to match the drivers even more accurately to

amplifier is being rolled off below 80Hz by the

one another without having to jack the price

passive filter, but those frequencies aren't gone,

up. That's something the Dutch in me won't
allow to happen.

they're just attenuated as they go down. The
subwoofer input circuit knows that this signal's

KR: You're now at a stage where you have
models covering just about every level—

you pay a6dB penalty in noise. This is not a

though none of your speakers are actually
budget designs—all the way up" to the high
end. Now, aside from production problems,
which are refinements and have nothing to do

been attenuated and restores it, meaning that
problem in the deep bass, at least not with the
circuitry we're using.
This technique means that the amplifier
playing your woofers sounds like you've got

with design, Ibelieve that the next step in the

agreat big version of whatever amplifiér you

development of the Vandersteen family has
been working with subwoofers.

had in your main system. The first negative

RV: Powered subwoofers. The only way to
do it.
KIC: Don't you find it ahindrance in the sense

comment we get is, "it, I've got atube amp
and it's not so great in the bass. You know, I
don't really want that character carried on into
the bottom." But atube amplifier into afour

that you're supplying the amplifier; and that

Megohm load has adamping factor of how

it forces the end-user to match whatever

many thousand? It's only when tube amps
have to deal with the mass and the movement

amplifier they want to buy with the characteristics of the amplifier you're using?

of woofers that they take on that character.

RV: We've got aunique solution for that. Our
subwoofer is bizarre in that it has afirst-order

Their signal is state-of-the-art until it has problems dealing or interfacing with alarge woofer.

passive filter, nothing but acapacitor between
the amp and preamp, rolling off the main
amplifier and the main speakers at 6dB per oc-

In this case it has afour Megohm resistor to
deal with, so it's no problem. Then you go
through ahigh-current situation and there're

tave, below 60, 80, or 100Hz—your choice.
When Iwas developing the subwoofer, 1found
that the thing had to be quick, and it had to be
floor-mounted so that you always knew its
acoustic environment—the one thing we all
have is floors in our homes. This thing is slot.
loaded and floor-mounted. That makes things

In this industry there's not
that much copying going on
because the designers have
afair amount of ego.

very predictable in low frequencies. That's one
advantage. It causes some problems, but we
can use afeedforward concept to solve those.
The other thing 1discovered was that many

three floor-mounted 8" drivers in there, a
300W amp, and it goes for it. So it will take on

times the reason asubwoofer wasn't seamless
was because you had different amplifiers, or

amp has from the other. We don't know how

the little phase nuances and so forth that one

different amplifier characteristics. And that was

to measure all these things, but we all know

abig problem. So that delayed the subwoofer
for three years.

they sound different. But this thing will take
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top, minus some of the negative things. Those

KK: But tbe non-linearity is sonietbing you

characteristics of an amplifier that are caused

can compensate for in aknown design.

by adesign problem are not passed on into the
bass because that design problem has been

RV: Somewhat, but that's almost like saying
you can use feedback, and we don't like to use

removed. its very innovative; Ithink it will be

feedback; look at our subwoofer. There are
many feedback servo-type subwoofer systems

very widely copied in the future.
KK: Have you patented it?

that go lower than hell, that will buckle the

RV: It is apatentable concept, but Ibasically

walls, that have low distortion numbers, but

don't believe in patents because, you know,

they sound like damn computers to me—they

who has the time to spend enough money and
the time in court to back it up? In this industry

don't sound like music. 1think the reason for

there's not that much copying going on because the designers have a fair amount of
ego, and no one will ever do it as cheaply as
we can. 1think it will be pretty obvious in the

it is that you can't let awoofer screw up and
then say "Oh no! We screwed up! Measure
how much!", and then bring it back around
and correct for it It's afatally flawed concept.

future who came up with the idea; I'll just let
the market take care of it. Patents really don't
protect anything. The US government will
issue me apatent, but they're not responsible
for enforcing it. That's done in the courts.
KK: Wbere it would cost a lot of money.

You can't let something
screw up and then decide to
fix it later with feedback.

RV: Well, it's not the money, it's the time and
the hassle. I've got better things to do. We're
getting apatent on the concept behind this
new midrange, however, because Ithink that

bare sounded overdamped.

is special, and easier to enforce.

RV: Yeah, but overdamping is easy to cor-

KK: Wbat is the next stage of development?

KK: The servo subwoofers that I've beard

in Europe, and Iwant to come up with a".5,"

rect—you raise the Q, don't damp it quite as
well. However, then you have another problem: it always seems to have something not

avery high-quality mini-monitor of some sort.
That's the present project. In addition, for the

and then decide to fix it later with feedback,

last three years I've been doing alot of work

because it's after the fact—again, atime distor-

in surface-mount speakers, trying to make
them work in awall—I'm very frustrated by

don't know at what point it's too much, or less,

RV: At this point, we're selling alot of product

that. The environment just doesn't make it! I
could make one alittle better than somebody
else's maybe, but I'm still investigating

2 way

quite right. You can't let something screw up

tion. We don't know how to measure that,
or not enough. One advantage tube amps have
traditionally had is that designers use less feedback in them.

to make it really work. Iguess it's because they

KK: Btbe amps do bave lower damping

just don't make recordings with the mikes

factors.

against the wall. The bass has some great advantages, but in the mids and highs you get so

in other ways. If aguy makes anice impedance

many time distortions that you just can't make
it sound real. You can make it sound good and

curve on his speaker and put alittle bit of output impedance in his formula when he designed

RV: So what? You deal with those problems

pleasant enough that many people would buy

the box in the first place, then alow damp-

them, but I'm not really interested in how

ing factor works fine. It's only the guy who

many we can sell. Obviously 1want to stay in
business and make aprofit, but Iwant them

pedance who's going to have a problem. I

to be something unique and special.
KK: Wall-mounting a speaker would seem
automatically to defeat the notion of the baf-

designs aspeaker assuming zero output imdon't think that's wise anyway—all amplifiers
have output impedance. Even if they didn't,
you still have speaker wire you have to con-

fleless design.

nect it with, so our speaker works unusually

RV: Exactly! Absorption is an option, but I

well with tube amps with solid-conductor

haven't found

2 material

yet that absorbs well

enough and is linear enough.
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some output impedance in the formula. We
didn't assume an amplifier with an infinite
amount of damping factor and zero-output impedance. Again, that's aproblem, but you can

Music was Valium in
the old days.

control all those things, especially in asubwoofer with an amp. But there're so many advantages in low bass, knowing what woofer's
going to be there, what box, how it's going to
be configured, plus this other little trick we're
playing, that it's areal advantage.

that is its function. It has been for centuries.

It's real important for systems to be musical.

We should address these things from amusical

We can't turn ourselves into pieces of test

standpoint. Even though I'm very technolog-

equipment and try to measure how these
things perform. You have to react emotionally

ical in my measurements, the ears are the bot-

Music was Valium in the old days. If it's done

you do is hope enough people agree with you

properly and if the system's working properly,

that they keep you in business.

tom line, the final piece of test equipment. All

...remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener.
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
11111111111\

music ...above aIL
In the US AudioStream Corporation, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
In Canna, Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd #5, Weston, ON M9L 25B
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te MC-2
Building on Success:
"
have no hesitation in
recommending that you go
and listen for yourself to the
MC-2 . Then buy"
—Alvin Gold
Dec. 87 Hi-Fi Answers
" one of the finest loudspeaker designs available
today at any price
"
—Paul Crook
Oct. 87 Hi Fi News &
Record Review

Only $550 apr

BRITISH FIDELITY
Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
US distributors for British Fidelity (Music Fidelity in U.K.), Spendor, Logic

PURE GOLD
Alvin Gold
olumns such as this are forums that

The story that led to this amplifier becoming

dangerously lend themselves to lengthy

aHFA-sponsored kit is aclassic tale, complete

sermons on whatever burning (or
quiescent) issue happens to be exercising the

with amoment of divine inspiration when a
prototype of the glow-in-the-dark 12- watter

writer at the moment. Ihave just such asub-

first did its stuff for an audience of HFA staf-

ject in mind now, one Ifeel particularly strongly about, but for the life of me Ican't say what
triggered it.

fers. If Iwere writing popular fiction instead

"Pake that back. Ido remember now. It arose
from achance conversation Ihad some days
ago with John Bamford, then assistant editor

of hi-fi, I'd expand the cast of characters to include aGoliath for the little tube amp's David.
About £10k's worth of some of the bestknown and most lavishly praised tube amp in
the world would fit the story line well.

of Hi-Fi Answers and now editor of the monthly

Well, guess what—that's exactly what hap-

Hi -Fi Choice, about an amplifier he was re-

pened. The kit amp was introduced more or

viewing called the Musical Fidelity A370 —

less as an act of desperation into atest of apair
of Celestion's new, appropriately exotic, in my

British Fidelity in the US—and also about the
£180 Hi -Fi Answers Al2 12W tube-amp kit.

opinion hopelessly over-engineered SL700s,

I'd better give you some background before

which at the time were being driven by said

proceeding. In case you haven't come across

£10k's worth of well-regarded tube-amp. The
kit walked all over the ARC.

it yet, the A370 is currently the biggest power
amplifier in the rapidly growing British Fidelity
range, roughly comparable to aKrell KSA-100
yield is actually greater than the Krell on paper,

What brought the story to the fore was
another, which homes in abit closer on the
subject of my sermon for the week. Apparently aHFA reader had written to the magazine

but it could be that the Krell is biased harder

asking why it didn't live up to the masthead,

into class-A, and it may have more dynamic

which reads "Defines the state of the art." He
listed awide range of extremely esoteric items

in size, ambition, and usefulness. The power

power or peak-current ability. One obvious
and indisputable difference, though, is price.
In the UK the A370 costs £1990 to the Krell's

that have not been reviewed, the Pierre Lurne
turntable among them. (Remind me some time
to tell you how Imanaged to blow one up, and

£3650, and the A370 is widely seen here as a
relatively affordable way of acquiring Ameri-

destroy an extremely rare vdH Grasshopper

can-style muscle amplification with acres of

cartridge besides. When the pain subsides,

volts, watts, and amps. But if that's what the
A370 was really about, Iwould never have
dreamed of buying one.

reply yet, but Igather it's along the lines of

The Hi -Fi Answers Al2 tube amp is something else. Ishould tell you before proceeding
that I've only seen the amp once in the flesh
and have yet to bear it at all, so Ihave no axes
to grind. The "hands off' stance for an
amplifier bearing the name of amagazine I
write for is by mutual agreement. After all, if

preferably) Ihaven't seen editor Keith Howard's
"none of our contributors are great fans of
much of what is sold as esoteric hi-fi."
Well, that got me to thinking. Ipersonally
applaud HFA 's corporate circumspection
about reviewing too much high-flown esoterica. I frequently see in US magazines—
including Stereopbile—a kind of editorial
tightrope act that treads an insecure line between proselytizing excellence in musical

Iliked the amp Icould be accused of unfairly supporting the home team. To my knowl-

values and the glorification of power and

edge, the amp has yet to receive any editorial

technology for their own sakes. And some-

comment from anyone, staff or freeloaders
alike. But Idon't foresee any problem here

the glorification is inverted, as in the evident

as it's not being offered for sale in the US,
and I'm not writing to give an endorsement.

for tube amps as abreed, rather than as indi-
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times Isee it in my own writing. Sometimes
love held by people who should know better
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The Seventh Sense

TO BE SEEN WHAT IS HEARD

Illusioneering ,at
its finest...
unparalleled
performance
through relentless
research and
development has
rendered a vision
come to life -that
must be heard to
be believed.

Within Reach at these
Select Audio Dealers:
Garland Audio
San Jose
(408) 244-6724
OEM
Maryland
(301) 589-1191
Stereo Exchange
New York
(800) 833-0071
Soundings
Denver
(303) 759-5505
Audio Today
Orange County
(714) 891-7575
Tin Ear Audio
Washington State
(509) 946-4459
Excel HiFI
Hong Kong
5-228844
Tailu Electronics
Taiwan
(02) 341-9137

Main Office:
2129 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles,CA 90006
FAX (213 )737-2401
CA (800) 556-6700
Outside CA
(800) 421-4219
Telex 6831218
Speakers pictured here
without grills
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vidual components which work or (as in the

Did it sound like music? No.

clear majority of cases) don't.

Ican name a hundred other overblown

As amatter of practical demonstrable fact,
of the systems truly capable of raising the hairs
on the nape of the neck, my observation is that

items of esoterica, but enough of the compliments. I'm more interested here in the larger
point, which Isee as an increasing concentra-

the majority are concentrated in the lower- to
middle-price reaches. As cost goes up, com-

pense of the whole My complaint is about not

plication increases and the number of choices
the designer can make is multiplied. Permutate

seeing the forest for the trees, and about the
sham and pretense implicit in the vast bulk of

the possibilities of error and you quickly ar-

what we listen to and recommend. In reality,
much of it is not merely expensive, but so fun-

rive at Gold's First Theorem: The more expensive and complex the hardware, the less
chance the product has of sounding any good.
Bitter experience has taught me, for example, to be wary of any loudspeaker with more
than two drive-units, or of any turntable
which looks significantly bigger or more complicated than, say, aLinn. Almost certainly they

tion on the particulars, the minutiae, at the ex-

damentally flawed it could never work right.
It was this realization, perhaps, that lay at the
root of Ivor Tiefenbrun's lambasting of most
hi-fi some years ago as being unable to "play
the tune." He's right; most of it was far too
complicated, and the stuff really did have
problems with even the simplest musical tasks.

won't sound any good. Of course it's the ex-

What Ivor overlooked is that anumber of his

ceptions that make life truly exciting, and the

own products are equally culpable.

really worthwhile review is that which identifies such exceptions. Unfortunately, even the

ture you need to know that the company has

best magazines are less than sufficiently discriminating when it comes to distinguishing
the pups. If you want numbers, my personal

As for British Fidelity, to get the whole piccome from nowhere to become the leading
manufacturer of specialist amplifiers in the UK
in about four years, which has left them open

survey suggests that about 90% of the most-

to more acrimony and sour grapes than almost

hyped products around don't deserve houseroom.

any other product range Ican think of. There

This trend, which at its worst merely serves

the show, Anthony Michaelson, rarely bothers

to make acult of grossness and vulgarity, is
much more prevalent in the US than in the UK,

are various reasons for this. The man who runs
to conceal his contempt for the average socalled specialist dealer, and though there's no

and has led to some startling magazine copy.
There have been persistent recommendations

room to pursue the topic here (it has been
touched on previously), Ihave great sympathy

for turntables and loudspeakers, in particular,
which, as systems, stand not achance of work-

sufferable when clubbed together in their

ing, the items apparently often being chosen
because of some outstanding individual merit
such as stereo imaging. I'm thinking now of
some particularly unpleasant loudspeakers that
are equipped with tweeters capable of boring
ahole through V2" mild steel at 60 paces, and
which are widely described as the most detailed
and hear-through transducers in audio history.
Maybe, but Iguarantee they sound less like
music in all key areas than the pair of £80

with his views. Dealers can be especially inmutual admiration society (aka BADA, the
British Audio Dealers' Association).
It's manufacturers who take Anthony Michaelson and his crew least seriously, though—
otherwise, they'd have to treat him as athreat.
How can anyone take seriously a range of
amplifiers promoted on value-for-money
grounds? Especially when they pay scant
allegiance to the mores and sacred cows at the
heart of the British hi-fi industry. Personaliz-

Wharfedales I've just been listening to (with
great pleasure, Ishould add). I'm thinking also
of avery expensive and elaborate Micro Seiki

ing, how can the amplifiers be taken seriously

CD player I've just reviewed (I don't know

The answer to this last part is simple.
Michaelson does indeed take the topic of high

what kind of reviews it's had in the States).
Though clearly alabor of love, it is no better

when Michaelson himself seems to take everything he does so casually?

in its key musical attributes than anumber of

fidelity lightly, but this certainly doesn't apply
to music, which he takes very seriously in-

players at less than atenth its price It was better finished and sounded tidier.

deed. He also happens to be an excellent
clarinettist and a perceptive and critical
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listener. He just doesn't feel the need to build
any wall of mystique around his subject.
Only last week Ihad the following one-

Apogee Caliper, to name one). It also has anew
and very attractive suit of clothes and is finally
being made to aquality standard almost match-

sided conversation with another (anonymous)

ing the capabilities of the beast. But, to be

manufacturer. "I understand you're consider-

honest, it's no Krell inside. It does manage

ing buying aMusical Fidelity A370. You know

with convection cooling, however, using the

it was designed by Tim de Paravacini, don't
you? And you know that the A370 is adiluted

most enormous heatsinks you've ever seen.

form of Tim's original work. Ihave one of

amp around for about half an hour after being

Tim's own amplifiers, which is exactly as he

switched on.

intended and amuch better amplifier, and I
thought you'd like to consider it before
buying—I could bring it around." Ialready
had some practical knowledge of the amp (it's
very good, Ihasten to add). The interesting

The only snag is that it isn't the pleasantest

John Bamford tells me that when it came to
the inevitable Al2 /A370 comparison, there
was no contest. The A370 apparently makes
the Al2 sound lazy and lacking in focus. So
much for David and Goliath stories.
Getting back to our original complaint, no

point, however, is that our nameless manufacturer wasn't selling them, and had nothing to

"repent ye" sermon is complete without a

gain had Ibought one. He rang out of the

message of hope from the sponsor and some

goodness of his heart. Had he heard the A370

handy pointers to the Yellow Brick Road, but

for himself? Not bloody likely.
I'd like to nominate the A370 as one of the
exceptions referred to above, the ones that
make life truly exciting. This is no pup, but

in this case it's hard to see where any improvement might come from. CD was to have been
the great leveler, but there's no trace of this
being the case. On aprevious occasion Ire-

almost certainly the finest amplifier ever pro-

counted one major CD protagonist's boast that

duced in this country. (An equally fine and
quite startlingly photogenic preamplifier, the
MV-X, is just about to repeat the trick). Ihave

the introduction of CD would put all us hacks
out of ajob. There are approximately twice as

heard samples of the A370 going back to just
before it was released, and although Iliked it

many hi-fi magazines now as then. CD has
done apretty good job of adding to the mountain of manure with its vocabulary of over-

then, it was not special in the way it clearly is

sampling, anti-aliasing filtering, and the rest.

now. It was big in every sense, with the kind
of power and authority that seem to be ex-

priorities when we hear that CD players are

clusively associated with amplifiers lr tall or
better, but it failed to completely convince.

rapidly becoming unsaleable unless they have
16-bit converters and 4x-oversampling filters.

A lot of water has flowed under the bridge
since then, and the amp now has amore relaxed,

public, those with no special interest in hi-fi,

Exciting stuff, but it says something about our

Ihear, though, that the general buying

gracious air, while losing none of its unstop-

who have never picked up ahi-fi magazine in

pable dynamics or unquenchable drive. The
A370 is more than this, however. It is rhythmi-

their lives, choose their CD players—indeed,

cally sound, plays tunes properly, and is power-

their entire audio systems—using criteria that
really do make some sense. Like whether they

ful enough and sufficiently load-insensitive

look right. Back in the land of the audiophile,

to easily cope with speakers with which my
previous Krell KSA-50 clearly struggled (the

however, the bullshit marches on ...
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Introducing
the first Modular Preamplifier
available in
Small Medium or Large.

One-size-fits-all preamplifiers are often
too big or too small. Because people
have different listening needs, our
preamplifiers come in different sizes.

Boulder has separated the audio functions and put them into attractive individual modules which can be configured
at your dealer or in your home

Some listeners are devout record collectors. Some like the convenience
of CDs. Yet others want all kinds of
sources in their system. How do you
find apreamplifier that fits everyone?

You can get started on your preamplifier in asmall way and grow into larger
sizes. When you invest in aBoulder
Preamplifie you won't wind up with
acloset full of preamps. You get the
size you need, instead of the usual
one-size-fits-none

Only Boulder Amplifiers has the
answer. The Modular Preamplifier
comes in Small, Medium, or Large
and everywhere in between.

Acomplete Boulder Modular Preamplifier is
typically $2,800. The Boulder 500 Power
Amplifier lists for $2,875.

Boulder AMPLIFIERS

4850 Sterling Drive •Boulder, Colorado 80301 •303-449-8220
Telex: 6503085376 MCI UW
See Your Boulder dealer for aperfect preamp fitting.

EQUIPMENT REPORTS
VENDETTA RESEARCH SCP-2
PRE-PREAMPLIFIER (PHONO PREAMPLIFIER)
J. Gordon Holt

Vendetta Research SCP-2/SCP-1
MC-to-line-level preamplifier. Dual mono. Adjustable cartridge load: 10 to 200 ohms. RIM accuracy: 10Hz-100kHz +0.1dB. IM and THD: 0.01% at 3V out. Gain: Standard 62dB, optional
70dB. Dimensions (each channel): 9.5" W by 6.25" D by 2" H (SCP-2 preamp), 4.75" W by 5.5"
D by 3.25" H (SOP-1 psu). Price: $1895/stereo pair. Manufacturer: Vendetta Research, 2031
Rumrill Blvd., Suite
San Pablo, CA 94806. Tel: (415) 233-5595.
Few people in the audio business would deny
that John Curl is an audio design genius—
arguably the greatest one of our generation.
He designed and built the electronics for
Mobile Fidelity's SuperMaster and David
Wilson's (of Wilson Audio) UltraMaster tape
recorders, two of the three best analog recorders in the world. (The other is Keith
Johnson's home-brew unit.) He designed the
JC-1 head amp and JC-2 preamplifier sold
under the Mark Levinson name some years
ago. He designed head amps for SOTA, Michaelson & Austin (TVA), and has done consulting work for more high-end companies
than you can shake astick at.

holds-barred, using the best components
money can buy to produce the best sound and
highest reliability the state of the art allows.
This approach is all well and good when cost
is, in fact, no object—when the goal is to
design the best tape recorder in the world—
but it is not aformula for success in acompetitive consumer market where price is as
important as quality, if not more so. Consequently, almost every design he has developed
for clients has been modified to make it "more
affordable" or, in some cases, to make it just
different enough that it could be used without
reimbursing him for his efforts.
Finally, in 1981, fed up with the restrictions

Yet, for all his acknowledged design bril-

that consulting work placed on his designs,

liance, fame has not brought John Curl fortune—
like so many geniuses, he has earned areputation for being hard to deal with. It's not that

Curl founded Vendetta Research to produce
his own products. (The inspiration for the

he drives ahard business bargain; quite the opposite, in fact. He has been cheated, defrauded,
and ripped off by some of the best-known
names in audio His "problem," as seen by his
clients, is that he an idealist of the first order,
with strongly held ideas of how things should
be done: le, as well as possible and hang the
cost. In the pursuit of audio perfection, Curl
little comprehends the meaning of "compromise." His designs tend to be truly no104

name? "I'll show the bastards!") Vendetta's
best-known product was the TCP-1 phasecoherent electronic crossover, but the firm
never really took off because it was never promoted. Most audiophiles, including those
who've heard of John Curl, don't even know
Vendetta Research exists. Now that you've read
this, you have no such excuse.
Vendetta's newest product, the SCP preamplifier, is typical of the JC design approach. To
begin with, while it is apreamplifier, it is not
Stereophile, June 1988

acontrol preamplifier. The SCP-2 accepts the

some can be added if desired to reduce the in-

output from aMC cartridge and delivers an

put impedance to below 10 ohms minimum.

RIAA-equalized output at line level; ie, suitable
for feeding apower amplifier. Second, it in-

The second stage consists of complementary
symmetrical FETs, around which negative

verts polarity, at atime in audio history when

feedback is used for the LF portion of the RIAA

this is not considered agood thing. (The in-

EQ. Each stage has its own FET power-supply
buffer for minimum noise and intrastage in-

structions call attention to this and suggest that
it be "taken into account when making com-

teraction. A high-quality op-amp is used to

parisons," as though this was always possible.)
Third, at $1895, it is the most expensive stand-

provide aDC-servo for each stage.
The specs of the SCP-2 are impressive

alone solid-state phono -preamplifier on the
market. And fourth, it is not just adual-mono
unit, it is actually two completely separate—

enough: 0.1Hz-1MHz bandwidth, 90dB of S/N
ratio, 0.01% harmonic and IM distortion at 3V

physically as well as electrically—mono units.

out. But, as usual, specs don't tell the whole
story—this component's performance is
astonishing!

(Curl explains that that's what Japanese consumers wanted, and he targeted them first
because they are less price-conscious than

Ortofon MC-3000 cartridge in the Well-

Americans.) The two channels are, however,
available on request in .aspecial frame that ties

Tempered Arm, the SOTA Star Sapphire turntable!, the Threshold FET-10HI line controller

the two units together side by side in arackmount adaptor.
Normally, each channel of an SCP-2 comes

Equipment used for my tests included the

and SA-1 power amplifiers, and Sound Lab A-3

in two pieces: the preamp itself, attractively

speaker system. Audio interconnects were
Monster M1000, speaker cables were MIT
Music Hoses, and the listening room is exten-

finished with walnut end panels, and asepa-

sively treated with ASC

rate power supply, the SCP-1. This contains an
Avel-Lindberg 30VA toroidal transformer and
delivers regulated plus and minus DC rails to

material consisted of discs from Sheffield,

the SCP-2 via a6' umbilical cord.
Construction is to avery high standard, the
circuitry for each channel being carried on
two gold-plated, double-sided printed circuit
boards. Close-tolerance resistors and Rd-Cap
polypropylene-dielectric capacitors are used
throughout, and socketry is by Tiffany. Cartridge loading is adjustable from 10 to 200
ohms by means of an internal potentiometer,

Traps. Program

Opus 3, Telarc, London, and Reference Recordings.
The MC-3000 cartridge has the secondlowest output of any MC Iknow of: 0.1mV at
IkHz. (Only the MC-2000 is lower, at an appalling 0.05mV.) It requires a prodigious
amount of gain, and an extremely low-noise
step-up, and the fact is that, to date, Ihave not
found any head amp that met the MC-3000's
needs in both areas at once. Every one Itried
that had adequate gain had entirely too much

which means the adjustment can be done

hum or hiss or both, so 1have been forced to

while listening—an unusual feature offering
adistinct advantage over the typical plug-in
resistor arrangement. On the other hand, if

makes for that cartridge The sound has always
been excellent, but Ihave had no way of

use the T-3000 step-up transformer Ortofon

you prefer just to set the loading to the car-

knowing how much the transformer may have

tridge manufacturer's recommendation, you

been affecting the sound, or in what ways. For

can do that, too, but you'll need an ohmmeter;

this reason, it was impossible for me to directly

there are no resistance calibrations on the pot.
Either way, the only potential hitch is that the
loading pot is accessible only by removing the

compare the SCP-2 with my previous reference preamp, the FET-10PC, because the latter

SCP-2's top panel, which requires the use of
asmaller Phillips-head screwdriver than many
hobbyists are likely to own.

could not be used without the step-up transformer. It must be understood, then, that the
comparisons which follow are between the
SCP-2 by itself and the FET-10PC with the

The SCP-2's symmetrical cascode input
stage uses DC-coupled complementary FETs

Ortofon T-3000 transformer.

that act as asingle stage. The HF part of the

IThe Versa Dynamics, which had been my reference turntable and arm until asignal cable opened up, has since been
repaired, but has not yet been returned to use; Ididn't want
to switch 'tables in the middle of equipment testing.

R1AA playback equalization is passive, and
there is no feedback around the first stage, but
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First, it must be said that the differences be-

cuit, apparently because Ihaven't used it long

tween the SCP-2 and the FET-10PC/T-3000

enough to zero-in on what, if anything, it is

were not dramatic They were, in fact, subtle,

doing to the sound that it shouldn't be doing.

but the SCP-2 was clearly superior in every

To date, it seems to be doing only what it
should, and superbly at that.

respect. Iwon't enumerate the sonic areas; you
know them all now. Suffice to say that, with

The SCP-2s Itested were the standard ver-

the Curl phono preamp, every disc Iplayed

sion, with 62dB of gain. This was barely

sounded alittle more like amaster tape than

enough for the MC-3000, but it was enough

it did through the (nonetheless superb) FET-

with the system gain cranked full up. What

10PC. Ifound this rather disconcerting, though,

flabbergasted me was that, at listening levels
peaking at around 95dB, there was no audi-

because Ireally believed the FET-10 preamp
was close enough to perfection that there was
little room for improvement. After all, the

ble noise from the SCP-2 at al1. 2When no disc

FET-10 had passed my bypass tests with fly-

and not atrace of hum. Playing adisc, the hiss

was playing, there was avery faint, muted hiss

ing colors. How, then, could the SCP-2 be that

was completely submerged under the surface

much better? Obviously, because bypass tests

noise. As far as noise is concerned, the MC-

are not necessarily any more reliable than A/B

3000 is almost aworst-possible case, and the

tests.
Iam beginning to understand that the major

SCP-2 was able to handle it with aplomb. This

reason "controlled" A/B tests usually fail to

around. Iwould advise, however, that you
order the high-gain version for an MC-3000;
it will be absolutely necessary with the lower-

reveal small differences is because of lack of
system familiarity: most, if not all, of the participants are hearing an unfamiliar system. This

has got to be one of the quietest preamplifiers

may also explain why bypass tests often fail to
reveal small differences which, after prolonged

output MC-2000.
The Vendetta Research SCP-2 is the costliest
phono preamplifier on the market; it is almost

listening to anew component, are suddenly

certainly the best, and is well worth the money

audible from the same bypass tests. Case in

if you can afford it. Ihope it brings ameasure
of fortune to John Curl; he deserves it. S

point: Initially, Icould not hear either section
of the FET-10 when it was inserted into the
system. Now Ican. Ican also hear quite noticeable differences between it and the SCP-2. But
Iam unable to tell, now, with the SCP-2 in cir-

2John Curl hand-selects FEN for the SCP-2 with atransistor
tester which not only measures noise but classifies that noise
according to frequency. Thus he can select both on the basis
of low noise and of noise with a particular spoaral density —JA

THE MUSEATEX COMPONENT SYSTEM
Amis Balgalvis
Meitner PA-6i solid-state, direct-coupled preamplifier with remote control. Phono input modules
for MC, MM, and Grado cartridges. Line-level inputs for CD/Aux and Tuner. One Tape loop. Price:
$2195 with wired remote, $2295 with IR remote.
Meitner MIR -101 100W solid-state, direct-coupled, monoblock power amplifier. Price: $3200/pair.
Translink System Interfaces: $295. Interconnect cables $95/meter. Museatex Audio Cable
25-2-24 speaker cable: $250/8' pair.
Information common to all. Approximate number of dealers: 44. Manufacturer: Museatex Audio,
Inc., 6695 Thimens, St. Laurent, Quebec H4S 1W2, Canada. Tel: (514) 333-6661.
Ed Meitner, the guiding engineering force at

system. This commitment materializes in a

Museatex, is committed to the "total system"

fascinating gamut of components, where

approach to the design of hi-fi components
and intends to convince audiophiles of the

each component can, of course, stand on its

merits inherent in a properly engineered
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own, but will perform more effectively with
its mate.
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Meitner remote control pre/power amplifier system
One remarkable thing about Museatex is
their ability to make good on their promises.

Linn, Madrigal, and Quad have emerged as

In arelatively short time they have introduced

proponents of the system concept. Cello,
Linn, Museatex, and Quad have the most to

a fascinating array of products to support
their ambitious claims. It was really not that
long ago that their whole product line con-

offer in this area since each can deliver acomplete system, except for some minor omissions. For example, Cello and Quad have all

sisted of only acouple of power amps and a

the necessary amplification and loudspeakers.

preamp, then marketed under the Meitner
name. Today, they are on the verge of bringing out acomprehensive system consisting of

cartridge, while Quad includes an FM tuner.

Cello also has wires and cables, as well as a
Linn goes one better by offering aworld-class
system for playing records.

electronics, cables, aCD player, an integrated
tonearm/turntable, an FM tuner, and afullrange electrostatic loudspeaker.

On the analog front, Krell and Madrigal
don't quite match this display of diversity;

That's not to say that the system approach

both have no speaker alliances, and borrow

for high-end home music equipment is
novel. Linn and Naim had astart-to-finish
system many years ago, and Quad has touted
the concept even longer. But, for reasons not
very clear, it never caught on in the US.
When it comes to assembling asystem, the
audiophile, aglutton for punishment, takes
on this, the hardest part, himself. Maybe it

from others when it comes to the front end.
Although each offers acartridge—for Madrigal there's the Carnegie One (which, by the
way, will soon be a'Two"), while Krell, in addition to acartridge sporting their own logo,
also distributes the coveted Koetsu line—
neither has aturntable or tonearm they can

started in the early days, when product choices
were restricted. Today, the sources for com-

call their own. As luck would have it, Krell
imports the Air Tangent tonearm, while Madrigal distributes the Audiomeca turntable. On

ponents have grown by leaps and bounds—
one look at Audio's Annual Equipment Direc-

the CD front, Krell Digital, adivision of Krell

tory confirms that—making the possibility of

time now, and promises to ship aCD player

nailing the right component complement
very remote.

mitted to CD—they handle both the Meri-

But help is on the way! Many of the more
prominent high-end names have joined the
ranks of the system-oriented, and are starting
to market complete product lines that start at
the cartridge—or the CD player, if you

Industries, has been hard at work for some
all their own by Fall. Madrigal is doubly comdian and the Accuphase players. Besides their
prowess in the realm of electronics, both
companies have wire and cable exotica in
spades.
The total-system approach makes alot of

insist—and continue until the speaker has
been included.

sense to me. Forget, for amoment, any nagging notions about being exploited by these

A look around will confirm this trend.
Besides Museatex, such firms as Cello, Krell,

companies. Sure, it behoves any company to
try to sell as much equipment as possible—
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so why not acomplete system! But any com-

is truc for all Museatex products, be they

pany with enough engineering acumen to

preamps or power amplifiers.

build acomponent as complex as apower
amplifier could also have the smarts and

• Ed prefers to run his circuits in the current
mode whenever possible. This allows him to

resources to come up with, say, cables that

"bias" all circuit junctions and ground runs

best complement their own system. We

with aconstant current level, very much along

should exploit the "I can do it better" urges

the lines of what class-A circuitry accomplishes.
This steady value of current is modulated by

so common among manufacturers, and profit from their efforts.

the audio signal, but never interrupted, so that
virtual ground junctions, diminished slew rate,

The Meitner Techniques:
an overview

and dielectric absorption problems are avoided.

The research conducted by Ed Meitner has
led him to realize anumber of sonically ad-

scheme are the FET function switches. Museatex
claims that many of the problems of mechani-

vantageous design techniques, which he has

cal components—wear, contamination, corro-

incorporated throughout the Museatex line.
• For power supplies, all Museatex products

sion—are avoided with solid-state switches.
• Interestingly, Museatex products do not

use the Floating Charge Current (FCC) Power

shy away from ICs. As amatter of fact, Ed

Very much a part of this current-mode

Supply. This patent-pending design by Ed

Meitner feels that properly selected ICs have

Meitner significantly increases the dynamicresponse capability of the power supply, and
keeps the spurious noise associated with the
power supply from reaching the audio sec-

distinct performance advantages over circuits
composed of discrete components. In Ed's
book, ICs avoid problems associated with
thermal gradients, transistor-characteristic

tion. Using chokes, among other things, to

matching, and PC trace configuration and

enhance the filtering requirements, Ed's tech-

soldering procedures. According to him, by
the time these issues are designed away using

nique keeps the audio circuitry free from
filter-capacitor surge-current spikes and rectifier switching hash. Museatex claims that, as
aresult, more clues for precise acoustic per-

discrete components, the cost has been driven

spective and inner detailing can be expected.

electrolytic copper traces. Having found that

up drastically.
• All circuit boards are fiberglass with pure

• All protective measures are confined ex-

the traditional tinning of all PC conductors

clusively to the power supply without any in-

degrades sound performance, Ed simply
avoids this process and resorts to running

trusions into the audio signal path. The power
supply is designed to shut down in response
to an excessive DC offset current level, or, in
the case of the power amplifier, an excessive
heat-sink temperature.
• Next, Ed uses atechnique he calls "charge
bias." Here, aconstant charge is applied to all
capacitors associated with audio signal-

copper traces protected by asolder mask.
• When it comes to routing audio signals, Ed
does not trust anything but his own wire.
Consequently, every sensitive circuit area is
hard-wired with Museatex wire.
• Museatex uses only silver-indium solder.
They found that ordinary solder compositions

processing functions. The intent is to vary this
applied bias charge by keeping it below the

containing lead compromised sonic integrity.

limits of the bias and without discharging the

Interconnect and speaker
cables

capacitor completely. Should acap encounter
azero-charge condition, it will lose its intended
effectiveness. This leads to amomentary lapse

By now interconnects and speaker cables

in stability which, in turn, translates into audio

have attained component status and, consequently, the effort devoted to refining this

grundge Charge-biased capacitors respond to

part of the system is extensive It's not enough

signal variations, but without ever discharging or, worse, reversing the polarity of the

ductor, but choosing the proper insulation

charge.
• Capacitors in the signal path are not an
issue—they have been eliminated by aDCcoupled topology from input to output. This
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to come up with just an outstanding condemands equal time. That is the feeling at
Museatex, and they have gone to great lengths
to develop amaterial with multifaceted properties for this purpose.
Stereophile, June 1988

Most important, this insulation material has
alow dielectric-absorption factor to minimize
the insulation's influence on the conductor.
Beyond that, the insulation must shield the
conductor from insidious environmental perils

Each speaker is wired to the power
amplifier with two of these cables, or four if
bi-wired. Each cable is terminated with a
very substantial gold-plated spade lug at each
end.

and remain inert over time. Contaminants in
the air, UV radiation, even the composition of
the insulation can taint the surface of the con-

The PA-61 preamplifier

ductor. Since most of the signal activity is con-

in ahand-rubbed mahogany case; it stands
out from the crowd. But Ed Meitner went

centrated at the outer periphery, the performance of the cable will deteriorate with prolonged exposure.
The building block for all of the Meitner
cables is asolid, insulated, 24-gauge oxygen-

The PA-6i sports alow profile and is dressed

beyond these superficial embellishments.
The glitter and the glow, knobs and switches
traditionally adorning the front panel are

free copper conductor. The insulation material

simply not there. Instead, all of the PA-6i's
control and switching functions have been

is aPVC derivative with proprietary specifics.
Even though Museatex is generally pretty

ahand-held remote control. All that remains

tight-lipped, there are acoupled of interesting
properties that they willingly highlight.
First, they point to the opaque whiteness of
their cables. It turns out the opacity stops UV
radiation from contaminating the surface of
the copper, while the white color indicates
the absence of any oxide dyes. Oxides, Meitner points out, are to be avoided like the
plague—they are bound to break down with
time and attack the surface of the copper
conductor.
Second, the insulation material has been
designed to contract when subjected to heat.
When the conductor is soldered to the connector, the heating process shrinks the insulation around the conductor and forms aseal at
the point where the insulation ends. Contaminants from the environment are prevented
from seeping in.
Two of these basic conductors, twisted
together at avery precise twist rate, make up
each interconnect. The insulated conductor
pair is shielded and provided with an overall
insulator over the shield. The shield is terminated at the source end only, and is not used
as asignal-carrying conductor.
The speaker wire builds on the basic conductor also, and is nothing more than 25 such
twisted pairs in parallel, but without the
shields, of course. This complex conductor is
subjected to an additional twisting process
and is then bound tightly in aMylar wrap to
combat magnetic displacement effects between adjacent conductors. An overall plastic
sheath holds everything in place and provides the cable with the necessary physical
integrity.
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transposed to the listening position by way of
on the front panel is alone vertical row of
LEDs for displaying the switch settings of the
remote control, and anon-protruding, pressure-sensitive switch for the mute functions.
Before you get all excited about how the
audio path has been sacrificed for the sake of
convenience, let me point out that only the
control signals are changed at the remote
control: the sacred audio signals are kept out
of harm's way and never leave the sanctuary
of the preamp.
The PA-6i's remote control is available in
wired and wireless infra-red (IR) versions. I
find the remote-control approach an absolute
joy, and wish more designers would opt for
this convenience A TV set or aVCR is virtually
unimaginable without aremote control, and
before Iwould consider aCD player, Iwould
expect it, too, to be so equipped. So why not
apreamplifier?
The wired remote control option comes
with rotary controls for Volume and Balance,
as well as switches for selecting Aux/CD,
Phono, 'Ruler, and 'Pape inputs. Best of all, the
user can also change absolute phase and activate the mute function from the listening
position.
Very often the mute function is an on/off
effect which can be especially disruptive
when invoked during loud sessions. Ed
Meitner, however, brings refinement to the
volume transitions by incorporating afading
interval, about one second in duration, to
ease you in or out of the music.
The cabled remote measures 21
4 "wide,
/
61
2 "long, and 1%4"high, with the volume and
/
balance control knobs adding another /
2 "to
1
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the overall height. The bottom is pleasantly

device and without the intrusion of annoying

rounded and fits very comfortably in the

background hiss, even at high volume levels.

palm. As aparticular function is selected, a
small square indicator lights. The switches
have adecisive feel, conveying apositive impression. The wired remote control is supplied with a25' cable which plugs directly into
the back of the preamp using aDIN connector.

Ed Meitner appears to be an equal-opportunity designer, not discriminating against
other cartridge concepts. To give everyone a
chance, he makes available two additional
phono input-stage options. One is intended
to keep the MM adherents happy, while the

The wireless version is slightly smaller and

other hopes to satisfy those who gravitate

resembles more closely a"normal" remote

toward the Grado types. Each input option is
aseparate plug-in module to be specified at
the time of purchase. Museatex requires that

control. The same functions and controls are
provided, except that volume and balance
changes are handled with up- and down-type

the exact cartridge model be specified so that

pushbuttons. Each depression corresponds

the correct parameters can be used to cus-

to a0.25dB change, while larger increments

tomize each module for best performance.

can be obtained by keeping these buttons
depressed longer. In addition to the Land R
pushbuttons, the balance control is provided
with a"centering" button to aid in initializing

The MM module for the Shure V15 V-MR
transformed this much-maligned cartridge
into a royal performer. Icannot think of
another $150 (discounted) pickup giving such

this setting.

acommand performance. The idea of track-

The IR version of the remote control requires that a"receiver" module be located

ability was never more apparent, because
now the cartridge had depth and staging to
work with as it sailed through the roughest
grooves with ease. The definition from the

within acouple feet of the preamp. It plugs
into the same remote-control socket used by
the wired remote. The IR receiver measures
51
/ "wide, 61
2
4 "deep, and 1
/
4 "high, while
/
1
the hand-held control unit itself is 23
4 "wide,
/

highs well through the midrange was certainly
competitive with the capabilities of movingcoils. The midbass thickened up slightly, and

53
4 "long, and 31," high. No indicators of the
/

dynamic attacks had atendency to mellow out.

selected activity appear on the IR remote-

From this point on all signal processing is
performed in the current mode. Changes in

control unit itself, and only the preamp's
LEDs reveal the selected settings.
My preference, by far, was for the wired

volume and balance controls are effected by
varying the gain of avoltage-controlled am-

format. In addition to abetter overall feel for
the control as awhole, Ifound it invaluable to

plifier (VCA), thereby eliminating all mechanical gain-control components and discrete

see at aglance the settings for the volume and

switch contacts. And when it comes to the
RIAA function, Ed resorts to apatented com-

balance pots. It's also nice to know where a
mute switch was last set, especially when fir-

bination of passive and active components

ing up the system from scratch. Isimply

that clearly bears his signature in more ways

found the execution of the wired control
more in line with my own ideas of good,

than one.
In this approach, he starts with an inte-

functional design.

grator stage with a constant -6dB/octave

The PA-6i's circuitry is aradical departure

response slope ramping down from 50Hz.

from that of competing products. According

(For the MM stage, he uses anegative-impedance circuit in conjunction with the induc-

to Meitner, the MC input stage is an openloop current-multiplying circuit which acts
directly on the current and voltage generated
by the cartridge. By not diverting any portion
of the already low output power into acartridge-loading resistor, amore efficient signal
transfer is effected. As amatter of fact, there
is plenty of quality gain available to nourish

tance of the MM cartridge for the same result.)
In either case, that's the active part. From
here the signal is fed into apassive lead-lag
network, with the lead break at 500Hz and
the lag break at 2kHz. Put all this together and
the final output characteristic is the required
RIAA de-emphasis curve. Ideally, this net-

even the most insatiable cartridges. Ican

work should consist of passive components

vouch for that easily, since the Ortofon MC-

only, since any group-delay problems will be
avoided. Somewhere along the way gain has

3000 could be used directly, sans any step-up
110
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to be created, and Ed chose to do it in the
integrator.
As mentioned earlier, the volume is changed
by varying the magnitude of a DC control
voltage which translates into changes in gain
of the VCA. This circuit operates over arange
of +20dB (gain) to -80dB (loss) and is acurrent-mode component as well. A patented
log-anti-log current-steering multiplier is used
here, built by Museatex with discrete components throughout.
The output stage of the PA-6i is avoltage
amplifier of necessity—it has to deal with the
rest of the world, where voltages predominate
This section is a direct-coupled amplifier
capable of swinging 8V RMS, with an output
impedance of 50 ohms.
All input and output jacks are gold-plated
Tiffanys arranged neatly on the rear of the
preamp. The combination of metal and wood
is very appealing, an understated and welcome
alternative in this high-tech world.

The Translink System Interface
The Translink module is avery high-quality
audio transformer, with al:1 turns ratio, which
separates the ground circuit of the playback
system into two sections. One section encompasses the preamp and the associated input
source equipment, while the other includes
the power amplifiers and loudspeakers. The
primary of the Translink is driven by the pre-

Museatex expects the Translink to be
driven by asource impedance of not more
than 100 ohms, and the output has to be direct-coupled. Higher values, and capacitorcoupled designs in particular, will result in
serious low-frequency response limitations.

The MTR -101 power amplifier
The Floating Charge Current Power Supply
really goes to work here to bolster the amplifier's dynamic tenacity. The addition of inductors in the filter section is mainly responsible for this, according to Ed Meitner. Working
in conjunction with atotal of 37,000uF worth
of capacitors, the amplifier's ability to respond
to the demands of dynamic program material
is increased by afactor of five.
The delivery of these energy surges to the
speaker load is expedited by eliminating the
usual series output choke, and by hard-wiring
each MOSFET in the output stage directly to
the binding post at the output of the amplifier.
The power amp uses FEU throughout. The
input stage is acomplimentary JFET circuit
with self-biasing, and operates in the current
mode. It feeds a super-linear current-tovoltage converter, which, in turn, drives an
output stage comprised of MOSFETs.
The output stage is aclass-AB circuit, with
20W worth of class-A biasing. That's asignificant heat load under steady-state conditions,

amp's output and the secondary feeds the in-

but, judging by the moderate temperature of
the heatsink, it is dealt with efficiently. In-

put of the power amplifier.
The idea here is to prevent any fraction,
however small, of the high current powering

stead of fins, Ed has come up with finger-like
structures jutting out from the rear of the
amplifier. Each such dissipator is 2" long and

the loudspeaker from trickling back into the
delicate cartridge signals. The cartridge deals

to the back of the heat-sink plate.

with currents in the microampere region,

2 "thick;
/
1

in all, there are 81 such rods attached

The appearance of the amplifier does not

while the speaker has amperes to contend
with. Any leakage from the output ground
circuit back to the input can wreak sonic

convey its substantial rating of 100W into 8
ohms or 200W into 4ohms. Measuring 12 1
2 "
/

havoc, and will, according to Museatex, de-

preamp by /
4 "in height, and when the pre1

grade the delicate low-level information which
conveys such fine points of sound as sound-

amp is fully cabled up, in depth as well. The
front panel of the power amp is even more

space information, the structuring of the
overtones, and inner detailing.

Spartan than that of the preamp. All that's
provided is apressure-sensitive On/Off switch

wide, 14¼ "deep, and 3" high, it exceeds the

The Translink assembly consists of two

for the AC power, and asingle LED doing

cylindrical cases, each 21
2 "tall and 2" in
/

double duty as apower indicator and apro-

diameter, mounted on a3
4 "thick rectangular
/
wood base 23
4 " wide and 5" long. Once
/
again, Tiffany jacks appear at each transformer
input and output. To use these units, an extra
set of interconnects is needed.
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tection-mode signal. Asteady "On" is normal,
while ablinking display gives notice that the
amplifier is temporarily shut down due to hot
heatsinks or an excessive DC offset current.
Museatex encourages stacking their com-
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ponents and foresees no harm if the two

Since the Divas will be written up very shortly,

power amplifiers are placed atop the preamp.
A Tiffany jack takes the cable for the input,
and apair of five-way binding posts anchors

Iwon't dwell on them now. Iwill, however,
say that this speaker came in very handy
when it came to revealing the finer points of

the speaker cables. When bi-wiring, space is

the Museatex system.

very tight but manageable.

The second improvement was realized
when Iadded the Air Tangent tonearm to the

The Sound
The components comprising the Museatex

system. Mounted on aVPI HW-19 Mk.II turntable, and equipped with an Ortofon MC-3000

system tested here consist of the PA-6i
preamp, the Translink modules, and two

cartridge, this arm performed stunningly, pro-

MTR-101 monoblock power amplifiers. Every
interconnect and all speaker wire were also

wealth of detail and clarity. It boiled down to
the simple fact that now the system had some-

Meitner's.
The analog input source consisted of an

thing to work with.
The third significant event materialized

Ortofon MC-3000 moving-Coil cartridge
mounted in an Air Tangent tonearm and used

when Irewired the AC power lines feeding
the power amplifiers. The power had been

with aVP! HW-19 Mk.II turntable. The latter

distributed via BX cables at least 10 years old,

was supported by an Arcici Lead Balloon

the path first stopping off at the preamp, CD

turntable stand and powered by the VPI
power supply. Digital inputs were derived

player, and turntable, then continuing on to
feed the power amps. This arrangement was
not to my liking because the preamp's AC line

from the Euphonic Technology ET650PX and
the Tandberg TCP 3015A CD players.
Although the Celestion SL600 and the
Apogee Duetta Mk.II loudspeakers were used
briefly, the Apogee Divas were the primary
speakers.
Living with the Museatex components has
been very rewarding. The sound was marve-

viding asource signal with an unprecedented

was shared by the power amp.
To isolate the power amps, aseparate AC
power line, using No.10 AWG Romex wire,
was installed from my house's main circuitbreaker box to a separate outlet near the
power amps, and connected through adedicated circuit breaker.

lous and the ergonomics proved addictively

Iwas not prepared for what Iheard. The

convenient. Imust confess that this system

resulting sonic dividends far outweighed the
expenditure of approximately $100. The mag-

surprised me with its overall exuberance. The
sound had arefreshing openness which gelled
with aremarkable ability to render the soundstage very spacious. The spectral balance was

nitude of the sonic improvement was more
like getting a new component, rather than
changing 50' of AC power cable. Inner details

restrictions. Add to all that robust dynamics,

sprang to life, soundspace expanded, and an
unmistakable air of clarity materialized. This

and we are well on to something special.
Were it not for a few fortuitous circum-

improvement is not just my discovery—
others have brought this subject up and dis-

stances, Iwould not have been in aposition

cussed the importance of maintaining proper
AC power distribution. Executed properly, it

also very smooth and without any obvious

to fully appreciate just how outstanding this
Museatex system really is.

can help considerably, and Iam annoyed

The first step in the right dilection coincided

with myself that Iwaited this long to do some-

with the arrival of the Apogee Divas. Although
the Divas were scheduled to be reviewed

thing so basic.
The Museatex system impressed me with

after the Museatex components, Isimply did

its outstanding sonic decorum. Spectrally it

not have it in me to wait until the planned

stretched from low to high with exceptional

time slot. Besides, having heard them before,

extension and remarkable smoothness. Iwas

Iwas convinced that they could do nothing

really taken by the low-frequency perfor-

but make apositive contribution. They were
set up posthaste, except that no one sets up

mance of the Meitner products. With the
right source material, some genuine house-

Divas posthaste. Unfortunately, by the time I
was satisfied and had acquainted myself with

amps went to work, slamming, banging, and

the new sound, Ihad slipped a deadline.

socking their way around. All along, the bass
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shaking could be initiated with ease. The
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was controlled, tight, and highly refined, and
went down low with authority.
Corresponding high-quality performance
was demonstrated at the high frequencies.
The extension here was not aproblem since
the high-frequency power did not seem to
droop as the highs went higher. The definition in this area was exceptional, producing
etched transients, airy overtones, and natural
sibilants.
The midrange fared just as well. Voices retained their soft and pliant intonations.
Melodies, complete with inflections, flew
forth gracefully, rolling off the tongue without
effort and gliding to the listener. Timbres
were rendered with ahigh degree of credibility,
and well-proportioned richness was delivered
from the lower registers of the midrange. It was
not exaggerated or lush, but controlled and
tight.
The performance as awhole was excellent,
but there were acouple of areas where this
system really shone: soundstage and dynamics.

No evaluation is valid until certified by
comparison. It just so happens that an ARC
SPI 1Mk.II preamp and apair of Krell ICMA-100
Mk.II power amps were available Isubstituted
each of these components into the system
and listened.
The Krells opened things up and focused
attention on individual performers instead of
the whole stage. It seemed that the intensity
of the overall soundspace diminished, while
the performers and instruments appeared
very prominently displayed. Everything seemed
to be displaced in the forward direction, and
amore intimate performance developed.
Dynamically it was atoss-up, though the
sound of the Krells was more robust. They
seemed to be the more potent of the two, and
endowed the music with additional energy.
As robust as the Krells were, however, they
did not give the impression that they went
lower than the Meitner power amps. At fortissimos the Krells had the edge—the MIR -101s

When things are right in the low-level
detail department, many facets of good sound

ventured too close to stridency, without the
same soothing effect on very dynamic musical excursions.

reproduction are affected. Staging, focus, ambience, soundspace, inner detail, and intona-

So, for roughly twice the money you get
performance that is more open, energetic,

tions make up acomplex set of interwoven
clues. Misinterpretation could lead to misrepresentation of what the whole sonic point

and intimate—hardly news. But the Meitner
equipment held up extremely well in this com-

of the recording is. The Museatex system
brought increased credibility to the sonic imagery by plausibly replicating awide variety
of multi-hued nuances. The depth and
breadth of the musical presentation was remarkable, and the enormity of the event was

parison, and is acontender at its pricepoint.
The ARC SP11 Mk.II was next. It should be
noted that the Translinks had to remain behind with the PA-6i, and could not be used
with the SPI I. As mentioned earlier, these
transformers have to be driven from avery

conveyed very convincingly. The sound-

low, direct-coupled source impedance of 100
ohms or less, and the SP11, with its 240 ohm

stage was rife with activity, be it environmental
or instrumental.

output impedance and coupling capacitors, is
not up to this test.

Dynamically, the products were real stunners as well. Good reproduction in this area
need not be at the higher SPLs—louder is not

The differences between the PA-6i and the
SP11 Mk.II were not very dramatic, especially

necessarily better—it's how you get louder
that matters. It boils down to realistic dynamic
contrasts. Subtle changes in dynamics, at all

when the 100% price differential is taken into
account. Sure, the SP11 is more liquid, punches
home with better dynamics, and is more
lucid. But it does not go lower, and the sound-

levels, have to be rendered with the appropriate speed. When the listener perceives this

stage is not as expansive. Here, again, the per-

whole process credibly proportioned, it is ac-

and the soundspace enhances the presence

cepted very readily.

of each individual performer. The PA-6i is
also very transparent, but the whole stage

That's the case with Museatex equipment:
Loud is loud and soft is soft. In between,

formers are brought into greater prominence

predominates while the performers play

there's agood sense of having agood grip on
the dynamics, resulting in apleasing sense of

more subdued roles.

clarity and refinement.

creditable job delving into inner details, but
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In this comparison, the PA-6i did amost

ment. Transients were replicated with more

and performance. First, it is located on the
front panel in the normal fashion and is there-

exactness, and were more etched.
All in all, 1was very happy with the PA-6i's

Iwas not able to achieve similar benefits.

the ARC preamp did so with more refine-

handling of dynamics. Its performance was
truly outstanding in this area. Yet the SP11
Mk.II does it better; things were more explosive and sudden with the ARC preamp. Otherwise, Iwas pleasantly surprised at the high
level of performance summoned by the PA-6i.
While the midrange reputation of the SPI 1

fore not anywhere near as convenient. Second,

Conclusion
In summary, Ihave to say that the Museatex
Meitner components as a system acted in
consort, providing me with asonic experience in excess of what could be expected
from each individual component. I'm left

Mk.II asserted itself very clearly, the Meitner
preamp was right on the heels of Bill Johnson's

with the strong impression that the Trans-

headliner. The SPI IMk.II did not have the

everything in synch. And that is what the
system philosophy is all about.

same ability to encompass the performers
and unite them with the soundstage.
The gains with the SPI 1were perceptible,
but certainly not overwhelming. Timbrai accuracy did, however, lean more in the direc-

links were a major contributor to getting

If Ihad to pick the component that impressed me most, it would have to be the
PA-6i in combination with the Translinks.
The sound from this dynamic duo was ex-

tion of the ARC, which also had amore opu-

citing and extremely enjoyable, and Ican't

lent and somber tendency, while the PA-6i
was brighter and airier, with more zest and
sparkle.

say enough good things about the wired remote control.

And while the PA-6i is in the limelight, I
have to emphasize that the remote control

equally impressive. Both components have

The interconnects and speaker cables are

allowed me to explore the preferred volume

been used in my reference system with excellent results for some time now. Ido have to
say that other makes of speaker wire also find

helps it to perform better. This convenience
settings of my recordings with unprecedented

their way there, with "The Path" by Krell and

ease. The fact that the volume and balance

the Symo cables sharing the limelight.

pots were at my fingertips permitted me to
zero in on the settings for optimum magic.

When Itook on this review, Ihad no idea it
would get so involved. The test combinations

Furthermore, the absolute phase changes

were too numerous, and Idecided to draw the

enhanced this situation even more. Not that

line at areasonable point. The thrust was to

every selection benefited from absolute phase

be in the direction of the system approach as

changes, but many did, with more definition

awhole Iam convinced that it works with the

in the bass, some openness in the midrange,
and more refined highs. Some recordings also

Museatex components, and recommend that
you take this development seriously. Museatex
has taken avery successful first step and I, for

revealed better imaging.
The SP11 also has an absolute phase switch,
but it cannot match the PA-6i in convenience

one, await with great interest the appearance
of the rest of the series.

MAGNEPAN MG25/R LOUDSPEAKER
J. Gordon Holt
Magnepan MG2.5/R: two-way floor-standing planar loudspeaker. Drive-units: ribbon tweeter,
"Magneplanar" midrange/woofer. Crossover Frequency: 1kHz. Frequency response: 35Hz-40kHz
±4dB. Nominal Impedance: 4ohms. Sensitivity: 85dB/W/m. Dimensions: 71" H by 22" W by
2" D. Weight: 48 lbs. Price: $1550/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer:
Magnepan Inc., 1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. Tel: (612) 426-1645.
Now there's aMagneplanar speaker to fill the

actly midway between them, which explains

price gap between the $2000 MGIlla and the
$1225 MGIIc. The 2.5/R is priced almost ex-

the unusual model number.
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Like all the other single-panel Magneplanars,
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explained how to tell which edge of each
speaker its tweeter is on, but didn't tell what
to do with that knowledge And Idon't understand the point of that advice anyway; you can
see the tweeters from in back of each speaker.)
The suggestion that you try interchanging the
speakers, left for right, and to choose the arrangement that gives the best imaging, probably makes more sense than afirm recommendation, but it would have been more
helpful to more people if the instructions had
gone on to explain what constitutes good
imaging.
Equipment used for my tests included the
SOTA Star Sapphire turntable Ortofon MC-2000
cartridge in aWell-Tempered Arm, a Sony
CDP-705ESD CD player, aSony PCM-F1 tape
playback), and Threshold FET-I0 preamp, line
controller and SA-1 power amplifiers. Audio
interconnects were Monster MI000, speaker
cables were MIT Music Hose, and the listening room is extensively treated with ASC lithe
Traps. Program material was some of my own
tapes, and CDs and analog discs from Sheffield, Opus 3, lt.larc, and Reference Recordings.
Ifound the 2.5s, like most other dipole
speakers, devilishly hard to optimize. In fact,
after several days of experimentation, Istill had
not succeeded in getting these to sound as
good as Ihad heard them on some previous
occasions. Ishould confess that Ihave never
been impressed by the sound of any of the
other Magneplanars in my listening room,
despite the very good sound Ihave heard from
Magnepan MG2.5 loudspeaker
these are attractive enough in appearance to
be surprisingly unobtrusive in the room, de-

them at shows. Ihad ahunch that the 2.5s
might be different, though, because before
they came over to my house, Iheard them
making very musical sounds in LA's living
room. But then it happened again: Iput them

spite their imposing 6' height. Apart from the
wooden endcheeks, they are covered with

into my listening room, which is dandy for just

fabric grille all the way around, which could
be acosmetic liability as well as an asset: Do-

didn't sound very good at all.

mestic cats love to climb up fabric stretched
tightly over wood (as at the bases of these)
and, given the opportunity, will have these
speakers in shreds in no time. Magnepan recommends spray-on cat repellent; Ihave to tell
them that some cats don't seem to mind its
odor as much as most people do. ,
The manual supplied with the 2.5 is generally useful and informative, but is quite vague
on the subject of room placement, neglecting
even to mention that the speakers are amirrorimage pair. (A pink insert sheet in my manual
Stereophile, June 1988

about every other loudspeaker, and the 2.5s
From my very first listen, Ihad to give the
MG2.5s very high marks for their imaging and
soundstaging, both of which they do superbly
IA good solution is to push carpet tacks (not thumb tacks,
they aren't sharp enough) through alarge sheet of cardboard
at I' intervals, covering the cardboard's entire surface. Place
the sheet directly in front of the cat's favored scratching place
and leave it there for aweek. Then you can remove h. If there
are more than one such place, use as many sheets as needed.
Don't think of this as cruelty to the animal; it's alearning experience, like akitten's first encounter with awasp And it's
alot kinder (and cheaper) than declawing. Don't throw the
mining mat(s) away when you've made your point, though.
Some cats have poor memories, and may need an occasional
reinforcement.
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Their high end, too, is beautiful—silky and

strongest points are its imaging, soundstage

velvety smooth, if perhaps alittle closed-in at

presentation, and reproduction of ambience.

the extreme top. But it was in more funda-

These speakers can throw atruly awesome

mental areas where there seemed to be serious
problems. There was avery noticeable and

souncistage, floating the orchestra between the

annoying "woofy" quality to the lower mid-

speakers and framing it with an impressive
aura of hall ambience. In fact—possibly

range sounding like the result of alarge, broad

because of the slight remaining "woofiness," —

response hump through that region. There

these speakers almost seem to exaggerate hall

was also a marked lack of brightness and

ambience and spaciousness. (I doubt that many

presence the sound being so laidback that the
word "effete" kept coming to mind. The sys-

listeners will mind!) Imaging, too, is excep-

tem was neither realistic nor emotionally

tional in terms of specificity, stability and size
So phase-coherent are these, in fact, that they

involving, and no matter how Itried, with dif-

are capable of pronounced imaging beyond

ferent room placements and different elec-

the loudspeakers. SQ-encoded symphonic

tronics, Icould not get these to sound even ac-

recordings, for instance, cause a definite

ceptable in my listening room.
Without much hope, Itried a different

wraparound effect which achieves the seem-

amplifier: the latest version of the Mirror Image

inglrimpossible: It places much of the hall ambience at the sides of the listener. The effect

unit reviewed in Vol.10 No.6. It only made mat-

of this ability on noisy vinyl pressings is less

ters worse The brightness range was even more

pleasant: the antiphase components of the

depressed, and the lower-midrange problem

noise cause apronounced feeling of pressure
in the ears. This is not to be construed as a

was unchanged. Iwent back to the Thresholds.
The 2.5s were not in danger of getting a
totally negative review, because Ihad heard

criticism of the loudspeakers, though; they are
simply reproducing, better than usual, the in-

them sound much better than this in other
locales and had an idea of their capabilities.

formation on some recordings.
The extreme top, although alittle closed-in,

But Iwas prepared to report that, based on my

is really beautiful: very smooth and silky-

experience, it will be difficult, perhaps not
even possible, to get good sound from them

sweet, yet with an ability to reproduce hard

in some listening rooms. Indeed, Istill believe
this to be the case After all, as Isaid, my listen-

transients (triangle, wood blocks) that rivals
that of full-range electrostatics. HF balance,
however, is very much affected by listening

ing room, as is, worked fine with most other

height; if your ears are lower or higher than the

loudspeakers Ihave tested.

middle half of the tweeter (which occupies

But then LA got into the act. Dismissing my
observation that the room acoustics seemed
to suit other loudspeakers better, he spent the

about the upper two-thirds of the height of the
speaker), there is amarked loss of treble output. You need ahigh sofa or along torso for

better part of an evening (alone) shoving the

the best treble performance. And there is

speakers around and, finally, removing most

another liability with the 2.5's tweeter: the
very thing that makes it perform so well—its

of the 11213e Traps from behind the speakers.
Grudgingly, Ihad to admit that the sound was
very much improved. Although the 2.5's
positive attributes—the superb imaging, the

thinness—also makes it quite fragile We blew
out one of them (with aCD of someone breaking glasses against abrick wall) while using the

silky highs, and the remarkable soundstaging—

200Wpc Mark Levinson No.23 amplifier, which

remained, the woofiness and the severe

is within Magnepan's recommended power

brightness-range suckout were dramatically

range The tweeter fuse did not protect it. The

reduced, and the system really started to come
to life.
Here, then, is an assessment of the best

ribbon is also, apparently, subject to fatigue
from normal use. Magnepan's literature estimates one year of tweeter life under "hard"

sound Iwas able to get from the Magneplanar

usage or two years if listening levels are held

2.5/R. First off, the system has aglorious qual-

to within moderate bounds. Replacement is

ity of ease and smoothness; it's avery suavesounding loudspeaker. But paradoxically, it is

simple and relatively inexpensive, but the

both alittle cool and rather laid-back, generally more polite than aggressive. By far its

that the owner of any Magnepan system must
consider when choosing playback levels.
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possibility of tweeter failure is still something
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In fact, the MG-2.5 won't put out scads of

is fleshed out, the midrange suddenly goes out

volume anyway. On most program material it
will easily produce clean levels of up to around

of control. The most common failings of such

100dB, but material with heavy bass, particularly in the 45Hz range, causes audible diaphragm
bottoming (a fluttering noise) at measured
(average) levels of around 90dB, which is loud

speakers are midrange colorations, and although the 2.5 ended up with less than most,
midrange neutrality is still one of its lacks.

but not very Below the bottoming point, bass

Icould not recommend the 2.5 for any
listener who wants ballsy impact and lots of
dynamic range; it isn't that kind of loudspeaker,

quality is exemplary, with immense detail and
pitch discrimination, but its quantity and ex-

and Idon't believe it was intended to be. The
2.5 is more for the introspective kind of

tension leave something to be desired. The 2.5
produces little feeling of impact or punch from

listener who craves suaveness and subtlety and
the utmost in soundstage reproduction, and

percussive bass, such as timpani and kick
drum. In my listening room, the measured low

there are few systems at any price that can surpass it in those areas. Good $1550/pair loud-

end took anosedive below 50Hz, which is

speakers are hard enough to find that these

disappointing for asystem this large.

Magneplanars are well worth serious consideration. That implies arelatively unpressured

Magnepan claims the low end will improve
as the speakers break in, but why can't manufacturers break in their own products before
they sell them? We are constantly advising
our readers to audition components—particularly loudspeakers—before buying, regardless of what our reviews say, but apotential
2.5 buyer who auditions first will hear aspeaker

audition in your own listening room, and
while Iam aware of the difficulty that might
sometimes be involved in arranging this, a
local dealer who knows you're seriously considering buying these should be willing to loan
you apair over the weekend at least. If you
can't work out something along these lines,

with no deep low end. Does he have any

my own experience would suggest that you

reason to believe the missing bass will blossom

should either avoid the 2.5s out of uncertainty,

if he buys the speakers and uses them for a

or approach their purchase with caution. Any

month? This sort of ripen-it-yourself attitude

un -auditioned purchases should be made only
with aclearly spelled-out stipulation that, if

does adisservice to the manufacturer, whose
product is heard in an unfavorable light, and

you can't get the 2.5s to work decently in your

to the consumer, who may well pass up a

own listening room, you can get afull refund

potentially excellent product because it sounds

on your purchase price. (A credit will not do,
as the dealer you buy from may not carry any

so poor before it's broken in.
The $1500 range for loudspeakers seems to
be some kind of break point between the truly
mediocre and the truly outstanding. The one

other loudspeakers you'll like better.) It is more
than likely that the 2.5s can be made to work
very well in any given room, but not every

thing loudspeakers at this price point usual-

room has the option of removable

ly have in common is notably better LF exten-

the fact is that the 2.5s can sound really
mediocre if the room and/or their placement

sion and quality than the cheaper systems, but
it somehow seems that as soon as the low end

Traps;

in it is unsatisfactory.

TRIPLE PLAY: THE SEQUEL
Thomas J. Norton reviews two-way loudspeakers
from Monitor Audio, Snell, and Epos
Monitor Audio R852/MD: Two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" (25mm) metal-dome
tweeter, 200mm polypropylene-cone bass/midrange. Crossover frequency: unspecified. Frequency response: 50Hz-20kHz ±3dB. Sensitivity: 89dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms.
Amplifier requirements: 15-12M. Dimensions: 17.7" H by 9B" W by 109" D. Weight: 22 lbs each.
Finishes: Teak/Walnut/Kenya Black/Oak (standard), Rosewood/Yew/Mahogany (optional; extra
cost). Price: $1149/pair. Matching stands: $169/pair. Splices: $20. Approximate number of dealers:
30. Manufacturer: Monitor Audio Limited, Unit 34, Clifton Road, Cambridge CB1 4ZW, UK.
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Distributor: Kevro Electronics Inc., 1755 Plummer Street, Unit 20, Pickering, Ontario L1W 3S1,
Canada. (Or PO. Box 1355, Buffalo, NY 14205). Tel: (416) 831-4741.
Snell Type 0: Two-way, sealed-box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 6.5" polypropylene-cone bass/mid,
1" soft-dome tweeter, 0.75" rear-mounted supertweeter; crossover frequencies: 2.2kHz, 15kHz.
Frequency response: 70Hz-20kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 90dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms.
Amplifier requirements: 15W recommended minimum. Dimensions: 16" H by 11" W by 7" D.
Weight: 23.5 lbs each. Finishes: Light Oak, Walnut, or Black. Price: $780/pair. Matching stands:
$120/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 120. Manufacturer Snell Acoustics, Inc., 143 Essex
Street, Haverhill, MA 01830. Tel: (617) 373-6114.
Epos ES 14: Two-way, ported box loudspeaker. Drive-units: 6.5" thermoplastic-polymer cone
bass/mid, 1" aluminum-dome tweeter. Crossover frequency: unspecified. Frequency response:
36Hz-20kHz +3dB. Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms (7 ohms minimum).
Amplifier requirements: 35W recommended minimum. Dimensions: 20" H by 9" W by 12" D.
Weight: 24 lbs each. Finishes: Black Ash or Walnut. Price: $1100/pair. Stands: $200/pair
(optional). Approximate number of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Epos Acoustics, Omniphil House,
Townsend Road, Chesham, Bucks HP5 2AA, UK. Importer: Music Hall, 108 Station Road, Great
Neck, NY 11023. Tel: (516) 487-3663.
Evaluating three small, relatively expensive

space that aloudspeaker with atruly extended

mini-monitors directly after reviewing the
basso profundo VMPS lbwer II/R loudspeakers

low end usually requires.
But with careful placement, Idid find it
possible to get at least a reasonable, and

(Vo1.11 No.5) was a bit of an audio culture
thunder, or merely rattle the occasional win-

musically satisfying, LF response from each
of these loudspeakers. Iwasn't able to test

dow, you're barking up the wrong speaker
stand here. The designers of these three systems have all aimed for the best sound they

them all in asmaller listening room before
deadline (and giving only one the benefit of
that environment would have been unfair to

shock. If you're looking to shake down the

can get out of asmall enclosure—not exactly

the others), but you can anticipate that less

mini-sized, but certainly smaller than the

than palatial surroundings (well, avery small

largest "bookshelf' models. In doing so, they

palace) will inevitably bring up the low end

haven't found a way to repeal the laws of

of any loudspeaker (though with some atten-

physics; all of these loudspeakers, at least in
my large listening room, and despite the man-

dant unevenness). Ifound that by placing the
listening position near the rear wall (which

ufacturers' quoted specifications (of which
Snell's are the most realistic), are relative-

can be abad choice with afull-blooded-bass

ly lacking in low-end weight and impact.

into the room (minimum of 5' from any wall,

The neophyte audiophile, seeing these 51000/
pair prices, is entitled to ask, "Where's the

including the rear), a reasonably smooth,
modestly extended bass resulted; although

beef?" The answer (quoth the more experienced audio hand), is that there are other,

the same remedy may not necessarily work in
other rooms. The heartbeat on Pink Floyd's

transducer) and the loudspeakers well out

equally important (some might say more im-

Dark Side of the Moon no longer sounded

portant) aspects to reproduced sound than

quite like it was undergoing cardiac arrest,

merely agutsy bass—midrange transparency,

and the engines in the middle of La Folia de
la Spagna (Harmonia Mundi CD HM 90.1050)
no longer resembled an army of weed-

lack of coloration, and accurate soundstaging
for starters. An open, detailed, yet unforced
high end is also essential for long-term listen-

whackers on steroids (though Ihaven't yet

ing enjoyment. The VMPS, mentioned above,

figured out just exactly what they are).

did surprisingly well in all of these areas—

Small but noteworthy differences remained

though the best of these small designs did
beat it decisively in reproducing awell-defined soundstage (particularly regarding depth).

between the low ends of the speakers, to be
sure. The Epos had the deepest LF extension,
the Snell the tautest. But the low-end dif-

But, in its tested form, the Tower II /R was

ferences weren't the stuff of which sonnets

substantially more expensive than any of these

are written and purchasing decisions made.
All of the units were well-controlled and

minis. And many listeners simply haven't the
118
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cleaned-up through the midbass, although
the lowest reaches of the Epos, while the
most extended of the three, were also the
loosest. When both speakers and listener
were away from the walls, an audible (and
measurable) suckout occurred between
about 60Hz and 150Hz with all three, though
with some very subtle improvements in
soundstaging. Close microphone measurements indicated that this was aroom aberration, not aloudspeaker flaw. (This suckout
may have something to do with why subwoofers are so difficult to meld properly,
though all of these loudspeakers are potential
gainers from aproperly matched subwoofer.
Good luck.) The bottom line: as always,
placement pays dividends.
And that, dear reader, is where the story
begins ...

The Boring Part
All of the loudspeakers under test here were
auditioned in my large listening room (about
120m 3). Associated equipment included an
Eminent Technology II with Monster Alpha 2
mounted on aLuxman PD-300 turntable (used
with Audioquest mat sans the turntable's
vacuum holddown), and Cal Audio Labs Aria
CD player. CD was used heavily on this
evaluation, partially because my reference
analog front end is on the verge of an update.
Analog was used as an important cross-ref-

Monitor Audio R852MD loudspeaker

erence. Also used were the Klyne SK-5A pre-

British loudspeaker manufacturer, whose

amp, Aragon 4004 power amp, and Monster
Interlink Reference A (turntable to preamp)

flagship R952 /MD was reviewed by JA in
Vol.11 No.l. The 852 is aconsiderably smaller

and M-1000 (everywhere else) interconnects

system, but both share a similar design

and M-1000 speaker cable. The loudspeakers

philosophy: two-way systems, sealed cabinets, minimization of crossover network

were auditioned both on their optional
stands (except in the case of the Epos) and on
the Chicago Speaker Stands Hercules 24"
stands—the latter spiked and weighted down
to within an ounce of their lives (standard
floor spikes; short Tiptoes—in actuality,

complexity, and an advanced, metal-dome
tweeter.
Ever since some unsung genius' discovered
that the sound of a loudspeaker could be
greatly improved by splitting the signal multi-

"Tone Cones," a Delrin equivalent sold by

ple ways and feeding the resulting signals to

Simply Physics—between the loudspeakers
and the stands; stand uprights filled with a

suitable drive-units, designers have had to
cope with crossover networks. Most would
prefer to get rid of the troublesome devices

lead-shot/sand mixture and further ballasted
at the base with records; and aVPI brick atop
each speaker for good measure).

Monitor Audio R852/MD:
$1149/pair
The Monitor Audio R852 /MD is the second
from the top-of-the-line model from this
Stereophile, June 1988

IActually, it was (I have it on the best authority), aRoman
entrepreneur/inventor, Twikus Audiophilius. Twilcus was far
ahead of his tirne, forever inventing things which, in his day,
were mere curiosities because Gauss, Watt, Ohm, Faraday,
Murphy, et al, weren't available. He came to apitiful end, arguing for the benefits of solid-core vs stranded cable No one
knew what in the seven hills he was talking about. A demo
in the Colosseum was suggested, and ikvikus took the bait.
Or, rather, was.
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altogether, but that, to date, hasn't been possible. A small but growing design school, based

banished both of these problems. It should

primarily in the UK, is attempting to at least

other Monitor Audio Designs, the R700/MD

make the crossover as simple as possible. This

and the R652/MD (the latter reviewed by JA

may be areaction to British designers who
for years led the world in the complexity of
their crossover designs, this due to very good
reasons, primarily the limitations of the

be noted that, in addition to the 952, two

in Vol.10 No.5) also use ametal dome, but of
adifferent design. Monitor Audio clearly feels
that the 852/952 tweeter is the more advanced,

drivers. Recent driver advances have enticed

though Isuspect that SEAS (the manufacturer
of the other tweeter, which is an older MA

many designers to simplify their crossovers.

design) might argue the point.

The 852's network, asimple two-element
network, follows these trends: acapacitor in

Beyond the similarities, the 852 differs

the tweeter circuit, an inductor in the woofer

from the 952 in two physical respects. Its
bookshelf size means that stand mounting is

branch, resulting in first-order, 6dB/octave

strongly recommended (and Monitor Audio's

filter slopes all the way.

stand is arather expensive option), and the

Monitor Audio also follows the second

bass/midrange is handled by asingle 8" poly-

trend (again strongly UK-based, though with
agrowing US following): the use of ametal-

propylene driver in place of the dual 6" drivers

dome tweeter, in this case aluminum. Few

of the 952. But both models are superbly
finished in avariety of top-quality veneers.

self-respecting new designs with high-end

My review samples were in English oak. But

aspirations come across the pond with

don't even think about another finish until
you at least see the Kenya Black. Incidentally,

anything less (though, it should be noted,
there are notable holdouts, KEF being the
most obvious). The 1" unit of the 852 is, apparently, identical to that used in the 952. It
also appears to be the same tweeter used by
British Fidelity in their MC-2 and MC-4 systems, and in anumber of TDL designs. (It's a
Monitor Audio design manufactured by Elac,
the parent company of TDL.)

in addition to the veneers listed in the
specification summary, Monitor Audio is apparently ready to provide their loudspeakers
custom-finished in any existing wood veneer,
on custom order. Thus they join Wilson Audio
as the only company Iknow of which can
provide you apair of loudspeakers in Burly

What is the big deal about metal-dome

Imbuya or Peroba Rosa (for aprice, of course).
Removable grilles are furnished but were left

tweeters? All drivers have an inherent tendency
to "break up" above acertain frequency; they

off for auditioning.
My initial listening session with the Monitor

continue to respond, but not as true pistons,

Audio was not rewarding. Iknew at once that

some portions of the radiating surface moving out of phase and committing other un-

something was amiss. It turned out that one
of the drivers in one of the systems was inter-

speakable acts. The responses become ragged

nally wired out of phase. Not an auspicious

and distorted, the dispersion patterns unpre-

debut, and an example of Holt's Corollary to

dictable. The best modern drivers have done
aremarkable job at minimizing these limita-

Murphy's Law. 2 Monitor Audio replaced the
samples and serious auditioning finally began.

tions, and their breakup modes have been
pushed either beyond the crossover frequency

tioning) 852s were modestly favorable, but a

(for the bass and mid drivers in well-designed
systems) or to very high frequencies (in the

bit of aletdown from my previous exposure
to them, at the 1987 Summer CES. There, my

My early impressions of the (properly func-

case of tweeters). But researchers (notably

notes said simply, "must get acloser listen to

Celestion in England) found that metal-dome

these." They were moderately open in my

tweeters, in particular, break up at much
higher frequencies than typical soft-dome
units; ie, they are more truly pistonic in

own listening room, quite clean in the upper
register, slightly boxy (but not distractingly

nature. But there have been limitations in the

so) and tight, but definitely rolled off in the
low end. Clearly some tweaking was in order.

past in metal-dome designs, notably ahigher-

Moving the loudspeakers farther out from the

than-usual mass, which reduced both overall
sensitivity and high-frequency extension.
Monitor Audio's tweeter appears to have largely
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2Review samples are more likely to be defective than normal
production samples.
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rear wall slightly reduced the boxiness and

I've already commented on the low-end

opened up the soundstage, and the base of

limitations of all of these loudspeakers. In
their optimum room position, the 852s had
reasonable, and sometimes surprising, exten-

Monitor Audio's stands was weighted with a
VPI brick for added stabilitya.
But my most important observation was
that, in my opinion, the Monitor Audio stands
are just too low. On the stands, the tweeter
was at aheight of about 33". Ear height in my
normal listening position is about 39-40".
The slow-slope crossover network used in
the 852 means that there will be aconsiderable overlap in the operating range of the two
drivers, the inevitable result being vertical interference between the drivers. (All systems
have this problem, but it is most severe, and
extends over the widest range, with firstorder crossovers. Higher-order crossovers,
while restricting the bandwidth of the interference, have their own set of problems.
There is no free lunch.) Ifound that moving
the tweeter axis closer to ear level improved
the balance considerably. In fact, it was one
of those changes which are objectively subtle but subjectively dramatic. Midrange detailing improved and high frequencies went

sion, but not in comparison with the heavyweights. Of the three loudspeakers in the
survey, they had perhaps the best combination of low-end heft and tautness. Mid and
upper bass were clean and without unnatural
warmth or boom, while being abit shy of
totally convincing weight. Idon't expect
dramatic bass extension and power from a
small loudspeaker, but occasionally asmall
system surprises with bass output—the Siefert
Maxim IIID springs to mind. The 852, along
with the other two loudspeakers here, could
surprise on an occasional passage, but never
astonish.
At the other end of the spectrum, it was
hard to find any cause for complaint. The
new Monitor Audio metal-dome tweeter is
simply outstanding: open, detailed, clean, yet
subtle. There was nothing obvious or brash
about its sound. It is unlikely that it will blow
away someone in the market for quick audio

from good to excellent. Soundstaging, which

thrills. But if you think that means it's boring

had previously been respectable but hardly
exceptional, was now considerably enhanced.

and bland, nothing could be further from the

Iaccomplished the change by keeping the
loudspeaker fixed in position and moving the
listening position closer to the floor—
actually by sitting on alow stack of pillows.
Not the most comfortable of positions (I felt

truth. If the overall 852 has atransparency
that belies its modest proportions and simple
design (and it does—much as inA description
of the 952), most of the credit, in my opinion,
must go to its reproduction of high frequencies. lb say that it's detailed oversimplifies the
matter. It has anatural variation in detailing

like a'60s throwback), but workable. Irecommend that Monitor Audio consider high-

which eludes most tweeters but is closer to

er stands, or that the user choose ahigher
stand from another manufacturer (not abad

the real thing. Subtle, delicate shadings are
not lost. Iheard choral counterpoint in The

idea anyway, as Iconsider the Monitor Audio
stands—basically nicely veneered particle

Mission (Virgin 790567-1 LP )
4 of which Iwas

board of no particular functional sophistication—to be overpriced for what they provide). Monitor Audio's stand is 19" high. It
should be about 6" higher (depending on the
height of your listening chair). If you think

never previously aware. Iwas more aware of
the interplay of the birds singing in the
distance in La Folia de la Spagna than ever
before (JA also seems to be hung up on birds
lately). The upper ranges were also notably
lacking in spit, sizzle, or even subtle graini-

I'm making too much of this subject, Iassure

ness; sibilants were very naturally repro-

you I'm not, especially in light of the current
popularity of slow-slope crossover networks.
All of my remaining listening observations
refer to listening to the 852s with the tweeter
at ear height.

duced—clear but without exaggeration. Only

3Monitor Audio's stands are not all that heavy, which makes
the overall speaker/stand combination top-heavy—not to
the point where they're in any danger of toppling over, but
added mass at the bottom of the stand improves the contact
of the spikes with the floor.
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in the upper octave did the tweeter of the 852
seem just abit lacking in the air provided by
the very best tweeters or, more importantly,
in the real thing. But it was avery minor fail4 Istrongly recommend this recording. Iconsider it one of
Ennio Morricone's finest scores, and, despite afew aberrations, the overall sound is actually quite good (the LP is
superior to the CD-1 have both)
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ing in an otherwise superb driver. It imme-

also be clearly bass-shy on these loudspeakers)

diately joins avery short list of the best dome

and the more bombastic symphonic/choral/

tweeters Ihave heard to date—the others be-

operatic scores.

ing the Dynaudio D21 (as used in the Siefert
Maxim IIID) and the Focal (as used in the

tant area, HF response, and carries off the rest

Wilson WATT).

of the sonic picture effectively. It is certainly

It's not surprising that the midrange of the

The 852 does superbly well in one impor-

worthy of acareful audition.

852 doesn't quite live up to the high end. It's
quite respectable overall, better really than

Snell Type Q: 8780/pair

most systems which use an 8' driver, but less
quick and detailed than the better, dedicated

Snell Acoustics manufactures a number of

midrange units (properly used), or even of

pair), but the new Type Q, to use their words,

moderately priced loudspeakers (under $10001

the better 6' bass/mids. Its primary difficulty

is their first attempt at a "cost-no-object"

was adegree of boxiness and cupped-hands

small loudspeaker. Unlike their lypes E-II, J-

(nasal) coloration. This was most obvious on

II, and K (the models referred to), the Q is a
mere one step up from amini-speaker in size.

closely miked instruments positioned at the
speaker locations, less apparent in the soundstage between the speakers and in more dis-

It shares the outstanding finish of other loudspeakers in the Snell lineup, but is built, if

tant miking. Aside from that, the midrange

anything, even more solidly. The cabinet has

was well handled. Vocal reproduction was
good (the slight nasality being, surprisingly,

ahefty, bricklilce feel—more so than any of the
other loudspeakers here (it is the smallest of
the three, but marginally the heaviest). And it

more obvious on instruments than voices).
Brass was handled surprisingly well—not

is the only one of the three designed for op-

blow-you-away gutsy, but with respectable

tional bi-wiring.

weight and power.

The 6.5' polypropylene-coned bass/mid
driver of the Type Q is loaded by aconven-

A pair of 852s reproduced agood, welldefined soundstage. The image was well

tional sealed box. The tweeter is anew design

focused in the lateral plane; front-to-back
depth was reasonable, assisted by that remark-

which Kevin Voecks (Snell's designer) has
developed in coordination with Vifa, awell-

able high end, but slightly foreshortened and

known Danish manufacturer of widely used

shy of the nearly holographic three-dimen-

drivers (also the manufacturer of the bass/

sionality of the Epos and the Snell Q. But it

mid). The crossover at 2200Hz is fourth-

could be quite effective nonetheless. Ihave

order, with an exceptionally large choke on

previously mentioned the Leinsdorf Madama
Butterfly (RCA 6160-2-RC), arecent CD re-

the woofer (more about how Idiscovered
this below). Asmall supertweeter is mounted

issue of an early '60s recording with an out-

on the rear of the cabinet to improve the extreme HF dispersion (it crosses over at 15kHz/

standing soundstage. It was very effectively
reproduced through the 852s, with sharp image
focus and a musically believable sense of
depth—with the bonus of minimized glare
and edge from that well-controlled tweeter.
(The recording has some of these characteristics; the tweeter reproduces, but refuses to
exaggerate them.)
In my large listening room, the 852 was at
its best at moderate listening levels. These
ranged from the high 80s to the low 90s;

first order). A switch permits the turnoff of
this tweeter when the speaker must be used
closer to the rear wall than intended in the
design. An optional stand, recommended by
Snell for best results, bolts firmly onto the Q
and may be mass-loaded with sand or lead
shot (I used sand). It comes with spikes, but
they were too short to penetrate my carpet.
Fortunately the spikes from apair of Chicago
Speaker Stands fitted perfectly and were

much above that and the focus began to blur.

pressed into service. The Snell stands can be

But the 852 was always able to reproduce

improved—it was difficult to keep them from

program material at what Iconsider anatural,

wobbling slightly, even with the spikes, because of the height of the slender, single-pole
design with arelatively heavy loudspeaker on

satisfying volume. Ifeel that the Monitor
Audios will satisfy reasonable SPL expectations with virtually all music, the only possible exception being heavy rock (which will
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top (a potential hazard with small children or
large cats.)
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rarity. There's not much to see inside, but I'll
salve your curiosity anyway: crossover network as described with good-quality capacitors and some resistive padding on the main
tweeter (none on the rear), heavy-duty wiring (Live Wire, Ibelieve), and lots of fiberglass
stuffing. In any event, peering inside Ifound
that avery large crossover choke had ripped
loose from its moorings. Even the third pair—
the pair reviewed here—had aminor problem:
aresidue of steel shaving around the periphery
of the woofer and the surround of the tweeter.
Icleaned them up (carefully) as best Icould,
but trace quantities remained. They appeared
to have no effect on the performance, so
serious auditioning could begin. At last.
It took awhile to get the best out of the Qs.
My initial setup had them on their factory
stands, about 3' out from the rear wall, 7'
apart, and toed in toward the listening position 12' away. The sound was notably expansive and spacious, but alittle bright, slightly
grainy, lean, and only fair in soundstaging.
Moving the listener closer to the loudspeakers
(to about 10') caused adramatic improvement
in imaging and depth. Biwiring significantly
cleaned up the top end and added aslight bit
of welcome warmth to the sound.' Moving
the listening position closer to the rear wall,
and the speakers farther out into the room to
Snell Type Q loudspeaker

maintain a10' listener/speaker distance (as described in the survey introduction) for part of

The grille of the Q is designed specifically

the auditioning gave the low end areasonable
boost, at avery slight but acceptable loss of

for low diffraction; the grille frame is rebated
into the outside front of the cabinet and its
outside edge rounded. Auditioning was done
with the grille in place, as the manufacturer
recommends.
My first experiences with the Q were trying; there were apparently some qualitycontrol problems with early production. One
speaker of the first pair had abuzzy quality;

soundstage openness—a reasonable trade-off.
At last the Qs were able to make their case.
And they made it well. Their most notable
characteristic was an expansiveness—an
open, airy quality (even with the rear tweeter
off) that presented a soundstage far larger
than the size of the loudspeakers might lead

something was apparently rubbing the bass/

you to expect. But this expansiveness was not
bartered for at the cost of imaging or depth;

mid cone from the rear (possibly aconnect-

both were superb. Band after band on Test

ing wire). One speaker of the second pair had

Record 1—Deptb of Image (Opus 3CD 7900)

something loose inside. In an effort to find

lived up to its title in away Ihave rarely ex-

out what (and with agood excuse to look inside), Icarefully removed the woofer. Ido not

perienced before, and at the same time displayed the Qs' way with ambience. Subtle HF

recommend, by the way, that users attempt

spatial cues were clearly rendered; the organ

this as the drivers are tightly sealed with a
Mortite-like compound. You're likely to
break this seal (it's tested for integrity at the
factory), might well break something else,
and (technically at least) you'll void the warStereophile, June 1988

5 Since two extra equivalent lengths of Monster M-1 were
not available, Esoteric Audio Ulux-Path 2+2 (an early version)
was pressed into service for the low end. It (or the dissimilar
high/low cables) may have been responsible for the slight
spectral shift
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on the band 9and the choir on band 10 each

rock (that low end doesn't quite have the

were reproduced with convincing reverbera-

needed wallop, though it might in asmaller

tion, depth, and anatural sense of the size of
the recording space.

classical material; flat high ends can be in-

room). Iwas surprised by its effectiveness on

The low end of the Q (and of the other

imical to this type of music. Ican only specu-

loudspeakers under test here) has already

late that the Qs' soundstaging was so effective

been dealt with ad nauseam. Suffice to repeat

as to disarm criticism of its chosen balance.

here, the Qs sounded very tight up through

Not all listeners will feel the same way. They

the midbass, with areasonable LF extension
(depending upon positioning), but hardly

must hear and judge for themselves.

one that will roll your socks down. It was,

atrace of fine graininess at the extreme HF,

marginally, the least extended but tightest of

which was rare enough to be easily ignored,

the three models. No surprises, really, one

but may not necessarily have been in the

Idid hear (but not on all program material)

way or the other. Like the low end of the

recordings. It was not evident on the metal-

others, it never boomed or performed other
lowdown dirty tricks. Its sin, as with the Epos

dome tweeters of either the Epos or the Monitor Audio, though both of them appeared to

and the Monitor Audio, was one of relative

have a trace less output in the top octave.

omission. It provided a reasonable, clean

Switching off the rear tweeter reduced this
graininess but did not eliminate it. The metal

foundation to the rest of the spectrum, neither
more nor less than that.
The midrange was another matter—the Q
was very good throughout this region. Coloration was extremely low on music program, including a wide variety of classical

domes came across as very subtly cleaner, but
slightly less open and extended (though not
lacking in detail and transparency).
Ialso did some experimentation with stands.
Ifelt that Snell's own (as Ihave said) were a

and popular vocal tracks; Iwas never con-

bit lacking in stability. So Itried the Qs on the

scious of boxiness. Pink noise also failed to

24" Chicago Speaker Stands. This had the in-

show any serious problems. (All of the speakers

teresting effect of slightly sharpening the high
end (not surprising, since the listening posi-

here showed atrace of boxiness on this test—
avery difficult one—with the Snell the best
and the Monitor Audio the worst, though not

tion was now more on the tweeter axis), and
marginally improving soundstage focus. But

to significant degree). It's an interesting test,

Iultimately came to agree with Snell that

but still very subjective—no one has heard

their own stands, sonically at least, provided

pink noise except through aloudspeaker! I
was conscious of aslight lack of impact and

the best overall balance of positive characteristics.

transparency through the upper midrange;

There's little left to say, though I'll think of

overall perspective was ashade laid-back —

something for the conclusion. The Qs are
superb.

mid-to-rear hall to the Eposes' mid and the
852s' mid-to-front. While the Q would play
at surprisingly high levels, Ifelt it to be at its

Epos ES 14: $1100/pair

most realistic at moderate volumes, where its

Americans might be forgiven if they haven't

focus and soundstage re-creation (for me, its

heard of Epos. Asmall, British specialist loudspeaker manufacturer, it was founded in 1983

most attractive traits) were at their best.
The high-frequency response produced by

by its designer, Robin Marshall—an ex-BBC

the newly developed tweeter was superbly

engineer and aonetime consultant to Monitor

open and detailed. It is also definitely not reticent. The Q has an up-front, flat, and extended

Audio, according to Roy Hall of Epos's US im-

HF and extreme HF that will not suit all lis-

20, didn't make it to the US, and was appar-

teners; it leans to the analytical and is ruth-

ently abit too pricey in the UK to make much

lessly revealing of flaws in associated com-

of asplash there (about £700, $1300 at the
current rate of exchange—a mint in acountry

ponents. Thankfully, it appears to have alack
of glare, at least at reasonable levels with
good program material (even the better CDs,
on good players). It was also convincing, for
me, on all types of program material save for
124

porter, Music Hall. Their first model, the ES

with the patent on sub-$500/pair (UK prices!)
two-ways). In 1986 or thereabouts, the new,
smaller ES 14 was introduced, using updated
versions of the same drivers in a smaller,
Stereophile, June 1988

system is rated at 89dB/W vs 86dB/W for the
Epos. (My own comparative measurements
show only a2dB advantage for the MA, and
less than ldB more than that for the Snell).
The rear of the tweeter dome is vented into a
larger-than-normal chamber for reduction of
standing waves. A considerable amount of effort, including laser holography, apparently
went into the design of this driver.
The Epos's cabinet is solidly constructed,
including asteel-rod cross brace. My samples
were superbly finished in black-ash wood
veneer; they come without grilles (a removable grille is apparently in the works to satisfy
customer demand) and had avery attractive
yet businesslike high-tech look—very much
in the Celestion SL600/700 mold, though
with wood cabinets. The system is reflexloaded (in contrast to the sealed enclosures of
the Snell Q and Monitor Audio designs), with
Epos ES-14 loudspeaker

the port located in the rear, as is asingle pair
of banana jacks. My only functional criticism

ported cabinet. Music Hall only recently

quality, but five-way binding posts would be

of the Epos is of these jacks; they are of high
began importing the Epos into the US.

welcomed by most users. And the speakers

The drivers in the Epos 14 are custommanufactured to Robin Marshall's specifica-

also deserve abi-wire option. Coincidentally,

tions. The bass/mid unit is formed from a
polymer said to be highly stable in the face of

the 14s were almost precisely the correct
width to cosmetically match the 24" Chicago
Speaker Stands used in the auditioning—

temperature and humidity variations, and its

which placed the bass/mid at about ear level

suspension is designed for linearity in both
directions of travel. It incorporates ashort
voice-coil operating in along magnetic gap

and the tweeter just above. Epos's own stands

(over three times the length of the coil). The
driver is apparently also designed for aminimum required crossover—in fact, there is no
crossover in the woofer circuit; it rolls off
naturally. There is a high-pass filter in the
tweeter circuit, consisting of asingle capacitor.
That's it. It does even the Monitor Audio's

were not available for the review, but Ihave a
feeler out to Santa Fe to locate them and will
report in afuture update if one is warranted.
Even more than the Monitor Audio 852s,
the Epos 14s did not grab on first listen, but
snuck up on you; once they caught me, they
definitely had my undivided attention. Perhaps
it is the minimum crossover, perhaps something else, but the 14s are superbly coberent

minimal dividing network one better. Thus
the Epos 14 is clearly of the "crossoverless is

your attention, but with the notable excep-

more" school, discussed in the MA review. It
goes about as far as possible at the present

degree, the extreme HF), everything is there

state of the art in eliminating the crossover—

loudspeakers. Nothing about them shouts for
tion of the extreme lows (and, to afar lesser

no one has yet come up with away of elimi-

in pleasing, natural proportion. That made it
something of an annoyance to have to con-

nating the need for acapacitor, at the very
least, to protect the tweeter.

tation, as areviewer must do if the reader is to

Epos's tweeter is an advanced metal-dome
(aluminum) design with an extremely heavy

be given the analysis required. It wasn't that
it was difficult to assess the salient points of

centrate on individual aspects of the presen-

magnet structure and avery high first-breakup

the sound, it was just that the Epos kept draw-

mode (well above 20kHz). It is, apparently,

ing me into the music, disarming the need to
be critical. But somehow Imanaged, and

less sensitive than the metal-dome tweeter
used in the Monitor Audio R852/MD; that
Stereophile, June 1988

although Isomehow suspect that I've just
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written my conclusion, I'll plunge ahead into
specifics.
It should already be quite clear that the
Epos shares one limitation with the other
loudspeakers under test here: the lack of a
really extended bass response, at least in my
large listening room. It did seem to provide a

»ricks

(Iblarc CD-80146). The Eposes' way

with brass was especially evident here—a
convincing blattiness without smear and
with proper (unexaggerated) overtones which
Ihave never experienced before in aloudspeaker of this size and price, and seldom in

bit more evident low-end range than the

larger ones.
It didn't hurt abit that the high end of the

others, albeit with aslightly softer definition
from its ported enclosure. Optimally posi-

detailed. Early on in the sessions Ithought I

Epos was unexaggerated, coherent, yet finely

tioned, the margin was definitely noticeable

detected asubtle excess in the lower treble

on material with astrong low end (most Tel-

(brightness) region; it either disappeared as

arcs, for example); but on most program it

the speaker loosened up (although, as in all of
the speakers under test here, Ihad broken the
Eposes in with several hours of pink noise at

wasn't particularly significant. The mid- and
upper bass of the Epos were very low in colorations and totally without boom or exag-

75-80dB 6), or was easily ignored as listening

geration.

progressed and the overall quality of the HF

Through the vital midrange, the Epos 14 is

became apparent. The extreme HF appeared

superb. It is, in my opinion, neutral in per-

to be softer in quality than that from the

spective, and very low in coloration. Iocca-

Monitor Audio 852—high strings, for exam-

sionally was aware of just atrace of boxiness
or nasality, but it was elusive. What set it apart

ple, were abit less silky and open at the very
top—but aside from that it shared the latter's

from the other loudspeakers in this survey

ability to produce clean, subtle details with a

was a sense of inner detailing, "life," and

lack of frizziness, dryness, edge, or other irritating characteristics. This was amajor contributor to the Eposes' ability to disappear in-

dynamic transparency which were unique, in
my experience, in atwo-way design at this
price. There was astriking reproduction of
overall depth which equalled, or even ex-

to the overall soundstage.

ceeded, that of the Snell Qs. In the latters'

all dimensionality produced by the Eposes.

case, the depth appeared to arise out of its ex-

In one respect, however, they came in behind
the Snells: that of overall sense of space and
expansiveness. Perhaps this was because the

tended, airy top end. The Epos struck me as
being a result of superior midrange transparency (as its top-end extension is, subjectively, above average but not exceptional).
This contributed considerably to asense of
three-dimensional layering which, while less
than that in the better (and largely far more
expensive) high-end loudspeakers, was none-

Ihave already discussed the superior over-

Eposes had less extreme HF than the Qs, or a
narrower radiation pattern. Whatever the
reason, the Eposes presented aless open, airy
soundspace, although they gave the best
presentation of depth and were superb in image focus.

theless very impressive. That, combined with

The Epos shares another characteristic

realistic yet natural dynamics, aprecise image

with the other loudspeakers here: it is not

which filled the space between the loudspeakers (though only rarely beyond), and a

comfortable at lease-breaking levels. But

noteworthy rendering of vertical height,

music here; the levels it would reach without
discomfort were sometimes surprising, though

made for an overall presentation through the

don't get the idea we're talking background

vital midrange which was convincing and,
most importantly, musically valid and involv-

serenading the neighborhood is probably out

ing. On
soundtratk album of Empire of the
Sun (Warner Brothers CD 25668-2; John Wil-

borhood). If that's your intention, and this is
your price range, you'll probably have to settle

(unless you live in aparticularly cozy neigh-

liams's best work since E. T—trust me), the
sense of front-to-back layering and inner
detail, as reproduced by the Epos 14, good as
it was in the choral sections, was stunning on
"The Pheasant Hunt." And Ican't leave the
world of film music without mentioning Star
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6 Hint: To do this without creating a nuisance, face the
speakers together as close as you can get them (be careful
not to mash the tweeter screens together!) and run them out
of phase. Check the level first, however, with the speakers
apart and in phase to be sure you aren't running them at too
high alevel. The out•of-phase/close mounting cancels so
much of the sound it's difficult to tell.
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for something more stentorian but, in all
likelihood, less accurate.

do not fit that stereotype.

I've already stated that the Eposes grew on
me slowly, and that may be their biggest liabi-

Ido know that Ihave an easy time recommending all of these loudspeakers for your con-

lity in amarketplace crowded with "Listen to
me!" loudspeakers. But they will repay careful

sideration. Any one of their relative strengths
might swing the balance, for you, to one or

audition. If my Webster's serves me right, Epos
means "epic poetry." That about sums it up.

another. Like most imported loudspeakers,
the Monitor Audio and the Epos suffer price
disadvantages in shipment, but they are def-

with aheart of steel. The best of them certainly

Conclusion

initely competitive in this price class; the price/

Do the three loudspeakers tested here meet
the requirement that, for the price asked, the

performance scale is fuzzier with loudspeakers
than with most other components.

"rest of the story" compensates for the rela-

Some of the other speakers which should

tive low-end sacrifice? Yes, I'm happy to
report, they all do. But they all have to make

be on your short-list in the $1000/pair-or-less
category, and which have been reviewed in

other inevitable compromises along the way
(we haven't yet found the perfect loudspeaker,

miliarity, include the Spicas (both models—the

even the perfect loudspeaker with limited
low-end extension).
"OK," pipes up the neophyte audiophile
and jaded pro, "which one would you buy?"
Ihate that, because it implies that my choice
of preferred design compromises should be

these pages and with which Ihave some faAngelus at $1150 and the TC50 at $550), the
Siefert Magnum III ($833) and Maxim IIID
($599), the Kindel Purist LT ($850), the LS3/5A
in its various guises ($450), the Spendor SP1
($950), the Spectrum 410 ($749), and the Celestion SL6S ($900). Ihave not auditioned the
Thiel CSI ($950) recently, nor the Synthesis
LM-210 ($1050) at all, but as the other loud-

yours. But, since it's fun to put reviewers on
the hot seat, Iwill say that it was the Epos to
which Ikept coming back as across check,

speakers in these makers' lines have strong

and the Epos which most often enticed me to
listen to whole sides of music when Iintended

add them to the list. The Vanderstren 2C ($1195)

to hear just abrief sample. But it's avery close
call; the arresting detail of the Snell, together
with its expansiveness, cannot be dismissed.
Neither can Iignore its superb soundstage.
Though the latter is equalled by that of the
Epos, the two differed from each other in the
character of their soundstaging in ways which
Ihave attempted to describe but which must
really be heard to be appreciated. Imust have
schlepped the Snells and Eposes in and out of

family resemblances, Iwould not hesitate to
is aperennial value, though it has undergone
updating since our last review (we hope to
review the latest version soon). And if you
audition, and like, the high end of the Monitor
Audio, you might look into the British Fidelity
MC-2, which sells for just over half the price
and uses aversion of the same tweeter. A review is forthcoming; avery brief initial audition indicates that it is at least worth looking
into. For other recommendations, see JA's latest

the listening room ahundred times, and Istill

installments of the great loudspeaker saga

can't be sure Imight not change my preference tomorrow. And though its slightly com-

(Vol.11 No.1 and elsewhere in this issue).
Ican only reiterate what Ihave stated above

pressed depth, marginally forward midrange,

(and what JA has stated in more detail in the

and trace of midrange coloration placed the
Monitor Audio somewhat behind the two
front runners, Ifound its upper-range detail,
transparency, cleanness, and detail without
emphasis strongly appealing. (My notes even

referenced issues): no loudspeaker in this price
range can do it all. The relative accuracy
of each model must be evaluated by each
listener based upon his or her judgment of
the relative importance of the inevitable com-

refer to that loudspeaker's high end as "inspi-

promises. And you must make such ajudg-

rational" at one point, but that's perhaps a

ment with the realization that your opinion

trifle hyperbolic.) Imust say, both Epos and
Monitor Audio have given me anewfound

on these compromises may (and likely will)
vary over time. No loudspeaker choice is

respect for metal-dome tweeters. Like many

forever, but with alittle searching and careful

audiophiles, Iexpect them to be cold and

auditioning, you will find one to satisfy both
your perceptions and your pocketbook. S

clinical, or at least atouch metallic—aluminum
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FLOORED!
John Atkinson reviews four affordable floor-standing loudspeakers
DCM Time Frame TF1000: three-way, transmission-line, floor-standing loudspeaker. Drive-units:
19mm soft-plastic-dome tweeter, 4" cone midrange driver. 8" woofer. Crossover frequencies:
not specified. Frequency range: 26Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m. Nominal impedance:
8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 50W max. (RMS, pink noise continuous), 300W peak program.
Dimensions: 49" H by 19.5" W by 8" D. Weight: 49 lbs. Price: $1099/pair Approximate number
of dealers: 200. Manufacturer: DCM Corporation, 670 Airport Blvd., Ann Arbor. MI 48104. Tel
(313) 994-8481.
Magnepan MG2.5/R: two-way floor-standing planar loudspeaker. Drive-units: ribbon tweeter,
"Magneplanar" midrange/woofer. Crossover Frequency: 1kHz. Frequency response: 35Hz-40kHz
+4dB. Nominal Impedance: 4ohms. Sensitivity: 85dB/W/m. Dimensions: 71" H by 22" W by
2" D. Weight: 48 lbs. Price: $1550/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer:
Magnepan Inc., 1645 Ninth Street, White Bear Lake, MN 55110. Tel: (612) 426-1645.
Orpheus 808: three-way, reflex-loaded, floor-standing loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1.1" soft-dome
tweeter, two 8" polypropylene-cone woofers (one rolling off above 100Hz), 12" polypropylene-cone
passive radiator. Crossover frequencies: 100Hz, 2kHz. Frequency range: 28Hz-22kHz +3dB.
Sensitivity: 86dB/W/m. Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 25-200W. Dimensions: 44.5" H by 15.5" W by 8.5" D (17 3/
6"with bases attached). Weight: 63 lbs each. Price:
$1400/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 0(factory-direct). Manufacturer: Orpheus, 87 South
Sixth Street, Locust Valley, New York 11560. Tel: (516) 676-5082.
Rauna Balder: two-way, transmission-line, floor-standing loudspeaker with acast concrete
enclosure. Drive-units: 25mm (1") metal-dome tweeter, two 6" polypropylene-cone woofers.
Crossover frequency: not specified. Frequency range: 27Hz-20kHz. Sensitivity: 91dB/W/m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 910mm (35.8") H by 295mm (11.6") W by 380mm
(15") D. Weight: 35kg (77 lbs) each. Price: $1500/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 10.
Distributor: Scandinavian Sounds, 5237 Mt. Alifan Dr., San Diego, CA. Tel: (619) 279-7081.
So far, as part of my quest to find good afford-

amplification unlikely to be used with any of

able box loudspeakers, Ihave reviewed 20

these speakers but which would undoubtedly

models, in the August, October, and November

get the best from them-a Maranta CD94 CD

1987, and January and February 1988 issues of

player used via its optical digital output to feed

Stereophile (Vol.10 Nos. 5, 7, & 8, Vol.11 Nos.1

aMarantz CDA94 outboard DAC unit, and a

& 2). Nearly all affordable loudspeakers have

1987 Linn Sondek/Ittok/Troilca combination

to be used with apair of stands: as these have

sitting on aSound Organization table. Inter-

an important influence on the integrity of the

connect was Madrigal HPC, speaker cable was

sound and tend to cost upward of $100 apair

also from Madrigal. The loudspeakers were

for good models, this makes such speakers less

carefully positioned for optimum performance,

of abargain. This report, therefore, features

and, where practicable, coupled to the tile-on-

loudspeakers designed from the outset to be
floor-standing: three from the USA-DCM's

concrete floor beneath the rug with Tiptoes
(the Orpheus 808s have integral spikes). In

Time Frame TF1000, the planar-magnetic

addition to arigorous listening test, with no

Magnepan MG2.5/R, and the Orpheus 808-

other speakers in the room, each pair of speak-

and one from Sweden, the Ftauna Balder. The

ers was used for an extended period of everyday use.

prices are pretty closely grouped, with the
DCM being the least expensive, at ahair under
$1100.

The frequency response of each speaker
was measured in the listening window-

The test procedure followed, with minor

spatially averaged to minimize room standing-

changes, that established for my previous
loudspeaker reviews: each pair was used with

wave problems-using a V5 -octave warbletone generator, which is said to be alittle more

aMark Levinson No.26/No.20 combination-

analytical than the filtered pink-noise signal I
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have used in the past; in addition, the nearfield
low-frequency response of each speaker was
measured with asinewave sweep to get an idea
of the true bass extension relative to the level
at 100Hz. The change of impedance with frequency and the voltage sensitivity (using
V3 -octave pink noise centered on lkHz) were
also measured.
DCM Time Frame TF1000:
$1099/pair
It is almost ten years since Ilast heard apair
of DCM loudspeakers, the Time Windows
made famous by writer Peter Aczel in the first
incarnation of his magazine The Audio Critic.
The "Time" nomenclature traditionally used
by DCM in their models refers to the fact that
for any hi-fi component, its performance in
the frequency domain is related to, and implicit
in, that in the time domain, the two being
connected by the mathematics of the Fourier
Transform. To put it in simplistic language,
aspeaker's impulse response can be translated
directly into its frequency response: all the information needed to show how its response
varies with frequency is contained in the shape
of the impulse it produces. If aloudspeaker

DCM Time Frame TF1000 loudspeaker

produces an output pulse that is an exact
replica of an input pulse, then by definition it

phone, due to the different path lengths from
each source to the mike. Therefore, while it

must have aperfectly flat frequency response.

may be possible, with difficulty, to obtain a

In practice, as to do so would necessitate the
speaker being able to reproduce the DC com-

in space with amultiway speaker, that doesn't

reasonably accurate pulse shape at one point

ponent of the pulse—something that only a

indicate that the response at every listening

fan can do, DC implying aconstant-velocity

position will be flat. Nor does it take into account the response of the speaker off the intended listening axis, which influences the

stream of air—some modification of the pulse
shape is inevitable, equalizing the areas above
and below the time axis. But in general with
aminimum-phase system, the less the pulse
shape is changed, the flatter the frequency
response.
Both that early Time Window, according to
the original review in TAC, and the Time Frame
TF1000, according to DCM's literature, are
capable of reproducing apulse with almost no
distortion of its shape, implying that the speaker

spectrum of the room sound and thus the
overall subjective impression; or the effect of
resonances and reflections of the treble sound
from grille-frames, etc., which will be nonminimum-phase.
In any case, the question of whether absolute time integrity of the signal is subjectively agood thing is moot: no-one has yet shown

effectively has a flat frequency response.

that loudspeakers with time-coherent behavior
always sound better; in fact, there are speakers

However, the Time Window certainly didn't
sound flat when Iauditioned it in the late '70s,
suggesting that the impulse test doesn't tell the

form well in the main area where time-coherent designs are supposed to be preeminent—

whole story. In fact, due to the fact that a
multiway loudspeaker has more than one

that of stereo imaging. Perhaps only when
all the other common problems are fixed

source emitting the same sound, the shape of

will time coherence serve to distinguish the
subjective sheep from the objectively identical
goats.

an impulse from that speaker will change according to the height of the measuring microStereophile, June 1988

with quite time-smeared behavior which per-
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DCM's Time Frame TF1000 is atall, floor-

The sound: Though the instruction book

standing loudspeaker that bears asuperficial

contains quite alot of information on how the

resemblance to aplanar speaker. In fact, it is

user can get the best from the Time Frames,

a relatively conventional box loudspeaker,

singularly lacking is any mention of where the

using ashallow but wide six-sided cabinet with

speakers should be positioned in the room,

adepth that tapers from 7.5" deep at the base

other than mentioning that speakers and
listener should form an equilateral triangle,

to 5" at the top. This asymmetry should minimize internal standing-wave problems by

without nearby obstructions. Are the TF1000s

staggering their preferred frequencies. In

optimized for free-space positioning, or do
they work best near arear wall? Ihadn't aclue

common with many speakers of US origin, the
grille consists of a wraparound knit fabric
covering the whole frame, held clear of the
baffle by narrow Vi "-deep trim strips at the

After some experimentation, therefore, Iended
up placing the speakers about four feet from
the rear wall, about seven feet apart, and nine

sides. The entire cabinet seems also to be

feet from my listening chair. It then proved

covered in athin foam covering, presumably

hard to determine the optimum listening

to widen the high-frequency dispersion by

height. The upper mids were rather forward

minimizing diffraction effects. An oak topplate adds the finishing touch to the aesthetics,

on the tweeter axis, but above that, the lower

while the wooden plinth has hinged feet that
swing out to the rear to help stabilize the
TF1000 on carpeted floors. The speaker is,
however, still alittle top-heavy.
The TF1000 is athree-way system, the bass
being handled by an 8" woofer loaded with a
transmission line, this terminated by a3" port
on the front baffle Classically correct transmis-

HF became too prominent. Ifelt the best midrange balance to be just below the tweeter axis,
on alevel with the upper half of the woofer.
The next set-up problem concerned whether
or not to toe-in the speakers. The upper
midrange exhibited rather more "verticalvenetian blinding" than Iam used to. (In this
phenomenon, relatively small side-to-side
head movements produce noticeable and

sion lines, where the backwave from the rear

rapid changes in tonal balance It is generally

of the woofer cone is completely absorbed in
along line, are very rare. The DCM, as with

asign of uneven dispersion in the midrange
and treble) Again Ichose the toe-in that gave

many other "transmission-line" systems, has
considerable LF output from the rear of the

axes crossing just behind the listening chair.

line and thus should be classified as some kind
of overdamped reflex. The midrange unit is a
small 4" cone positioned at the top of the baf-

the optimum midrange balance, the speaker
This also gave the best (le, most stable) stereo
imaging.
Laterally, the soundstage presented by the

fle, while the tweeter is aYi" dome positioned

TF1000s was very well-defined, the sound be-

between the other two units. This is fitted with
an "acoustic lens," again to optimize disper-

ing well separated from the loudspeaker positions. This possibly correlates with the sup-

sion. As the drive-units are placed asymmetri-

posedly coherent time performance of the

cally, the TF1000s come in handed pairs;

speaker. A task Ifind to be an acid test of a
speaker's ability in this area is to play arecord-

in use, the drive-units should be placed on the
inside edges.
Details of the crossover points and slopes
were not supplied, but the TF1000 features
electrical time delay in the feeds to the woofer
and midrange driver to equalize the path lengths
from the various drivers to one preferred

ing of apanpotted, centrally placed female
singer. With many speakers, it proves impossible to get astable central image; with the
TF1000s, singers hung precisely in the air between the two speakers, with little tendency
for their image to bloat at some frequencies.

listening position. Their outputs will thus be

Depthwise, things were not as good, images

time-coherent, enabling the TF1000, in theory
at least, to produce an accurately shaped pulse

being shallow compared with those thrown

at that position. Electrical connection is via

by the Celestion SL600s. Mami Nixon's voice

spring-clip terminals; though these will accept

on the Reference Recordings Gershwin song
collection (RR-19) can be heard to be in front

relatively thick wire, Imust admit that Imuch

of Lincoln Mayorga's piano on the Celestions;

prefer good old five-way binding posts for a

the DCMs presented her in the same plane.

secure connection.

Though the sound was detailed, enabling
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reverberation tails to be easily discerned, the
recorded ambience didn't quite gel with the
direct sounds. On my recording of Anna-Maria
Stanczyk performing aChopin waltz on the
Hi-Fi News & Record Review lbst CD,' Iused
aCalrec Soundfield mike in crossed coincident
figure-8 mode, which should give acoherent
image with easily discernible depth. Presented
by the TF1000s, the left-to-right delineation
of the piano image was accurate, but the instrument sounded too close Part of this, Iam sure,
was due to the TF1000's rather forward tonal
balance, but mostly Ithink it was due to the

no explanation. Looking at the impedance
curve (fig.1), the main LF resonance can be

lack of coherence between the recorded reverberation and the direct sound of the instrument.

seen at 43Hz, with the line/port tuned to
27Hz, suggesting, all things being equal, that

As indicated above, the midrange did seem

the TF1000 should have good LF extension.

a little forward, but not excessively or un-

In general, the TF1000 should not be ahard
load to drive, though as the impedance drops

musically so. Coloration levels were reasonably
low, though the upper midrange seemed alittle "clattery," adding an emphasis to piano-

to below 5ohms through the upper bass as
well as in the mid treble, reasonably gutsy
amplification, in current-delivery terms, would

action noise and rendering the oboe tone alittle closer to that of the English horn. The

be best. (Even considering the high sensitivity,

lower midrange was alittle recessed compared
with the rest of the band, cello and male voice
sounding alittle smaller than usual. Though

for acheap Japanese receiver.)
The measured nearfield LF extension gave

clean at low levels, it got alittle confused when
things heated up. Isuspect that this was due
to sound emitted from the front baffle which,
being alarge-dimensioned piece of wood,
seemed quite lively in this region.
The treble also seemed cleaner at low levels

the TF1000s would not be an optimum match

a -6dB point at 39Hz (rd. to 100Hz), though
this does not take into account the reinforcement of low bass from the port. In-room, the
low bass rolled off quite gradually, with useful
I
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than at high, the sound coarsening at orchestral climaxes and the contrast between instrumental tone colors becoming less obvious.
The tweeter seemed better-behaved than most
soft-domes, though there was atouch of wispiness to the mid-treble which slightly emphasized sibilants and tape noise.
Low-frequency extension seemed excellent,
organ pedals, kick drum, and bass guitar having agood weight to their sound, the floor

Alb

Ink

Fig. 2Spatially averaged,
/ -octave in-room response
2
1

even shaking occasionally. This good subjec-

extension down to 30Hz (fig.2). Given the

tive extension was not achieved at the expense
of the upper bass; though it was alittle looser
than Ihave heard, the low-frequency sound
overall was quite tight.

well-damped nature of the low frequencies,
the TF1000s could be positioned closer to the
rear wall to boost the upper bass without a
resultant boom, if this were felt necessary. The

Measurement: Measured sensitivity at lkHz

tweeter response seemed civilized on-axis,
without too much of the presence-region em-

is high, at around 95dB/W, rather higher than

phasis endemic among soft-dome units. It was

specification and something for which Ihave
1This test disc, which Iproduced when at HFN/RR. Is
distributed in the US by Music and Sound Imports, 30
Snowflake Road, Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006. Tel, (800)
331-131S Price $22 plus SI SO postage and handling.
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also well-controlled off-axis, suggesting that
the lens used by DCM does do the job. The
slightly rising response through the midrange
suggests asomewhat, though not excessively, forward balance.
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Conclusion: DCM's Time Frame TF1000

replacement is an easy matter, and Magnepan

struck me as an extremely competently engi-

has an excellent reputation for customer sup-

neered, well-balanced design at its price point.

port. (But don't expect them to be too sympathetic if you replace the fuses with lengths

The purchaser gets excellent low-frequency
extension, quite low levels of coloration, an
acceptably forward midrange balance, with

of copper rod in order to use 2.5s driven by

good presentation of recorded detail, and ex-

your daughter's outdoor wedding party!)

cellent lateral image definition. However, I
found the sound to coarsen at high levels, a

abaffle, but there is no cabinet as such: the

factor that, coupled with the lack of image

radiation pattern is that of adipole, and the

2kW amplifiers to provide the disco sound at
Both drivers are mounted in/supported by

depth—something very important to me—

low-frequency extension is governed by the

means that Iwasn't as happy with the speaker's

baffle size. When the wavelength of the sound

overall performance as Imight have been. The

is equal to the baffle dimensions, cancellation
between the direct sound and the backwave

DCM TF1000 will produce asound in line with
many people's tastes; it just didn't do enough

will roll off the low bass in agentle, aperiodic

of what Iconsider important.

(nonresonant) manner.

Magnepan MG2.5/R:
$1550/pair

speaker's rear, asecond set being linked by a

Connection is via 4mm sockets on the
jumper which can be replaced by alow-value
power resistor to reduce the tweeter level if

The original plan was for me to review Magnepan's MG2.5/R as part of this group review.
After some preliminary listening chez Archibald,

necessary (see below). Unlike earlier Magneplanars, the feet offer good support and extend

however, JGH persuaded me that he would be

both in front of and behind the speaker.

abetter choice as reviewer—as Founder and
Chief Tester, he does have some powerful
arguments—and his review appears elsewhere
in this issue. Nevertheless, Ihave still included

The sound: Back in England, Ihad considerable experience with both Magnepan's

the 2.5 in this group; Ibelieve Icover some
ground neglected by Gordon, and the MG2.5/

was some 27' long by 13' wide, and it proved

MGIlla and SMGa. My listening room there
impossible to get the MGIlls to sound as good

R offers a panel-speaker context for these

in that room as Ihad heard them in, for exam-

reviews of box loudspeakers.

ple, Martin Colloms's listening room, where
they gave an astonishingly accurate and

To keep the description short, the 2.5 is a
cut-down, two-way sibling of Magnepan's successful three-way MGIIIa, and the same size

musical sound. Placing them along my long
wall, where they would have plenty of room

as the MG11c. It uses arather shorter version

to "breathe," proved out of the question, due

of the Ill's ribbon tweeter, 42'' long, with the

to the disposition of doors, alcoves, and furniture, and to the fact that when the speakers

edge clamped every 1.5" on opposite sides,
crossing over below lIcHz to a"Magneplanar"

were far enough away from the rear wall, the

driver, this consisting of wire conductors—in

listening position was then up against the op-

effect aflat coil—bonded to a480in 2 Mylar

posite wall, which degraded the imaging. Plac-

diaphragm, positioned behind an array of bar

ing the speakers across the short wall solved

magnets to give single-ended drive. A simple

both those problems, but Icouldn't then get

crossover with first-order 6dB/octave slopes

the speakers far enough away from the side
walls, reflections from which both affected the

can be used. The ribbon is protected by a2.5A
fuse but is more delicate than atypical dome
drive-unit. (Using the broken-glass track on

soundstaging and modified the low-frequency

the Japan Audio Society Test CD, LA blew aribbon and two fuses during his auditioning of

the tiny SMGas actually gave amore balanced

the MG2.5/R.) It has also been pointed out by
Martin Colloms that the mechanical stress en-

response overmuch. In that particular room,
sound, though lacking the insightful character,
transparency, dynamic range, and HF/LF extension of their more expensive siblings. A

dured by an aluminum-ribbon driver could
result in alimited lifetime, maybe four or five

frustrating experience. My current room (see

years depending on the type of music played

more conducive environment for big dipole

and the usual levels adopted. In any case,

speakers, as it enables me to place them along
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the long axis of the room and well away from
both side and rear walls without compromising the need to get the listening position away
from the wall behind it (although Ihave found
that rugs hung immediately behind the seat do
improve the stereo focus and sense of depth).
Istarted off with the speakers having the
tweeters on the inside edges, placed some four

playing high, for example. Voice, however, was
where the 2.5s scored the highest points,
soloists hanging in the air between the
speakers with naturally sized images and atotal
lack of nasality, chestiness, or sibilant emphasis. They just sounded real!
Above the midrange, it proved easy to get
an insufficiency of energy in the region where

feet away from the rear walls, ten feet from the

the Magneplanar driver crosses over to the rib-

side walls, and six feet apart, firing straight
ahead. The upper midrange's lack of body in-

bon. This aspect is affected by the toe-in and
care should be taken in this regard. Listening

dicated that some toe-in would be essential,

height is also critical: Your chair should place

but the exact degree proved quite critical. Fac-

your ear at least 36" off the floor, else you will

tors to be balanced against each other were the
focus of the imaging, the degree of exaggera-

be off the vertical axis of the 2.5's tweeter,
resulting in aloss of highs. Icould not totally integrate the two drivers, the tweeter overall

tion of the lower midrange, the amount of HF
"air," and compensating for the loss of body

sounding alittle shelved down in level. On the

in the upper midrange/lower treble. After an

scale passages in the Chopin Waltz mentioned

evening's experimentation, the placement
solving all these interrelated matters was with
the speakers eight feet apart, three feet from

earlier, the highest notes were always alittle
quieter than the others. The upper two strings
of the violin also sounded alittle recessed com-

the rear wall (which is angled so as to fall back
on the outside of the speakers), and eight feet

pared with the lower two, and some listeners
may be put off by this laidback character.

from the side walls, with the tweeters on the

However, apart from that idiosyncrasy and a
slight mid-treble emphasis (audible on pink

outside edges. The toe-in was such that the
listener was sitting just to the inside of the
tweeter axis. If you think that this indicates
that Iam extremely persnickety, you are right!
The Maggies, being dipoles and having lateral-

noise) directly on the tweeter axis, the high frequencies just soared evenly and smoothly upward. The MG2.5/R is atrue high-end speaker
in this region.

ly disposed drive-units, have acomplicated

On the other side of the midrange, bass fre-

interaction with the room acoustics; even quite
small changes in position can improve or de-

quencies were clean though not that extended,

grade the basic sound character. It well worth
making the effort, however, as you will hear.
Once Iwas satisfied that the 2.5s were on
song, Iset down to some serious listening. On
went the HFN/RR Test CD, track 11, AnnaMaria Stanczyk playing Chopin's Waltz in Csharp minor. Well, the sound was definitely
that of aMagneplanar: there was something

covering the fundamental region of the double
bass, which had good weight, but lacking
power on kick drum and the lowest organpedal notes. Dynamics were also good. After
playing anumber of rock recordings, Ifelt that
this was the ideal speaker for those who like
rock and classical, due to the lack of strain to
the sound. Drums came over well, particularly

about the lower midrange, call it "Maggie

at high replay levels, the kit on John Hiatt's
"Tip of My Tongue" (from Bring the Family,

slam," or whatever, but there was a slight

A&M SP5158) sounding well-defined both in

thickening of the sound in the octave centered
on middle-C. This aspect of the sound seemed

space and in tone color. And Jerry Marotta's

most affected by the changes in position and
toe-in. Apart from that, the speakers were invisible, the midrange being almost totally un-

thunderclap tom-tom interjections on Peter
Gabriel's hymn to prisoners of conscience,
"Wallflower" from his 1982 album, knocked
me backwards in my seat.

colored. Instrumental tone colors were su-

In fact, the 2.5 seemed to have almost un-

perbly delineated across the band, whether

limited subjective dynamics—until the No.20s
ran out of headroom and clipped, resulting in

it was rock recordings where bass instruments
such as the kick drum and bass guitar had

"squashed blat" sounds coming from the

similar midrange overtone structures, or the
contrast between similarly voiced instruments,

woofer/midrange panel and the tweeter shaking rather more than Iwould have liked. Imused

oboe playing in its low register vs English horn

whether asecond high-pass filter should be
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used acouple of octaves down from the cross-

ohms at 750Hz. In general, though it will de-

over to protect the tweeter from low-frequency

mand more current than an 8 ohm resistor
with music having high levels of bass and tre-

garbage, but apparently Magnepan's Jim Winey
prefers the transparency created by leaving
the tweeter ribbon relatively unguarded (apart

ble, the 2.5 should be pretty easy to drive One

from the protection offered by the series fuse).

pedance levels off at 2.5 ohms at 45kHz and

Ididn't actually damage anything by clipping
the amp, so Iam probably being overcautious

above. You should check that your amplifier

thing that should be mentioned is that the im-

is not liable to go into ultrasonic oscillation
with your chosen cables if hit with highish

here.
Iwasn't happy with the 2.5s' soundstaging

levels in this frequency region, produced, say,

as originally set up in my room, the image

by the tip-mass resonance of aMonster Alpha

lacking center-fill; te, being localized too much

2or Clearaudio cartridge amplified by anon-

in the speaker positions. But once the tweeters

bandlimited phono preamplifier. Most dyna-

were moved to the outside edges, it was excellent, both regarding lateral definition and

mic speakers don't require alot of current in
this region, but the low load presented by the

the ability to present an image with finely
layered depth. The fact that the tom-toms are

problems could prove troublesome. Check

paradoxically farther away than the snare

with your dealer if you are worried about your

drum in the John Hiatt track was laid clear. The
piano image on my Chopin recording was

amplifier in this regard.

about as accurate as Ihave heard, both in the
way the piano occupied the stage from the
center to the right-hand speaker, and in that

MG2.5s to an amplifier already having stability

Measured in the nearfield, in the center of
the planar-magnetic driver, the low-frequency
response was alittle uneven, presumably due
to room effects. The 6dB-down point lay at a

the piano was set back the correct distance

rather high 50Hz, but the bass sounded com-

behind the plane of the speakers. One odd facsignals, such as vertically modulated LP sur-

mendably free from distortion and doubling—
after all, the radiating area of the woofers in a
pair of MG2.5s is equivalent to three 12" cone

face noise, were quite stably located outside
the loudspeaker positions. This is presumably

drivers. Spatially averaged in-room with the
speakers having their tweeters on the inside

due to the time-coherent nature of the speaker

edges (fig.4), the bass rolled off rapidly below

tor, which JGH noted also, is that anti-phase

—flat drivers in the same plane and what are

40Hz, but was very clean, apart from some ob-

effectively first-order crossover slopes.

vious room effects (dipole speakers being
harder to interface with the room at low fre-

Measurement Voltage sensitivity was slightly

quencies than box speakers). The response

lower than average at about 85dB/W/m (11cHz

was smooth through the midrange, if peaking

V3 -octave band). Amplifiers of less than 50W

somewhat in the 315Hz and 400Hz Y -octave

output will probably not drive the speakers to
high enough levels except in small rooms.

bands, while the entire treble region, from
IkHz upward (the region handled by the
tweeter), was alittle depressed compared with

Looking at the modulus of impedance (fig.3),
the MG2.5 behaves pretty much as a5-6 ohm
resistor below the lower midrange and as a3-4

the midrange, on average shelved down by
some 3dB. The extreme HF just went on up,

ohm resistor in the treble. Between these

only 2dB down at 20kHz, and with acom-

values, abroad peak reaches avalue of 22

mendable lack of peakiness.
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With laterally disposed drive-units and what
are basically first-order crossover slopes, some
horizontal beaming is to be expected. Looking at the response some 15° or so off-axis on
the tweeter side of the speaker, abroad suckout (shown on the response graph) developed
between 800Hz and 2.5kHz, reaching amaximum of 4dB deep relative to the lkHz level,
while 15° off-axis on the woofer side gave a
rather narrower 4dB suckout centered on the
2kHz band. There was also too much midrange energy off-axis on the woofer side in the
315Hz, 400Hz, and 500Hz bands. These offaxis responses obviously contributed to the
nature of the spatially averaged room-response
plot shown in fig.4, and will make tricky matters of positioning the speakers with respect
to nearby surfaces and deciding on the optimum toe-in. Above the lower treble, the
response held up well either side of the main
axis, showing that the tweeter has wide dispersion. In relatively narrow rooms, this may
result in arather bright treble balance, even
though the on-axis response is quite flat. In
such asituation, replacing the jumper with a
low-value power resistor will equalize the subjective treble balance.
Conclusion: From reading my listening impressions, it may be thought by some readers
that the MG2.5/R is almost without flaw Bearing in mind its price, this is pretty near to the
truth. When optimally set up, it offers amusical performance head and shoulders above
the other three loudspeakers in this report, and
gives its purchasers much of what constitutes
true high-end performance. However, it does
have asignature—in particulag the slight lowermidrange thickening, the shelved-down treble,
the relative lack of low-frequency extension,
and the lack of energy in the crossover region
to the tweeter—which may or may not be to
the purchaser's taste. Coupled with its specific
room needs, Iwould advise careful audition-

Orpheus 808 loudspeaker
some readers' letters asking what the speakers
sounded like and if they were agood buy, Ifelt
that we should review apair of the 808s.
A fundamental aspect of the 808's design is
what its designer Louis Montesano calls its
"Duo-Coupled" bass loading. He feels this a

ing in your own room and system. Strongly
recommended.

significant enough development to have applied for apatent on it; he has also told me

Orpheus 808: $1400/pair

principle is asignificant enough development

more than once that he feels this Duo-Coupled

Orpheus is asmall Long Island-based loud-

to represent amajor threat to other American

speaker manufacturer that has been in exist-

manufacturers. What is Duo-Coupling? Two

ence since 1978, selling directly to the public
since the Spring of 1987. Orpheus's continued

woofers are used in areflex enclosure optimally sized (2 ft. 3)for just one (fourth-order
Butterworth alignment): one appears to oper-

persistence and obvious ability to survive over
the long run intrigued me, so, prompted by
Stereophile, June 1988

ate full-range in the bass; the other rolls off
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above 100Hz. The combination is said by Mon-

plied to join these together for single wiring—

tesano to give more bass output than either

internal wiring is also with Monster Cable—
but the manual strongly suggests bi-wiring,

woofer on its own, due to the coupling between the two which makes the full-range

the below-100Hz subwoofer being driven

driver in effect act as apassive radiator for the

separately from the tweeter/woofer combination.

band-limited driver, in addition to emitting its
own share of bass frequencies.

The sound: Trial and error indicated that the

Having puzzled over Montesano's description and scratched my head at frequent inter-

best response was obtained with the 808s

vals, Ihave to say that Idon't get it. There have
been more than a few commercial twin-

positioned well clear of the rear wall (at least
24" is recommended in the instruction leaflet)

woofer loudspeaker systems with one woofer

and toed-in to the listening seat. The optimum
listening axis appeared to be level with the

rolled off before the other, primarily, as I

tweeters, which is quite ahigh seating posi-

understand it, to avoid having aphysically ex-

tion; be warned that this speaker's sound

tended source in the crossover region—three
drivers all handling the same signal—which

changes quite significantly with height.
Istarted off my listening sessions with the

would otherwise result in severe vertical

808s single-wired. Initially, my impressions

beaming. All that Ican see the 808's double

were favorable. Low frequencies had con-

bass-unit array doing apart from that is to in-

siderable impact and extension, while the

crease the sensitivity and lower the distortion

stereo image was deep, if alittle vague laterally.

below 100Hz at the cost of doubling the drive

Choral recordings with organ accompaniment
were almost breathtaking in their lifelike quality. Wry seductive performance. However, the

current required. This could be auseful characteristic in increasing LF extension, but not
one Iwould have thought asignificant step
forward in system design.
The proof of any new theory, though, is in
the listening. In the meantime, the two

more music tracks Iplayed, the less satisfied
Ibecame, as even quite diverse recordings had
asimilar tonality imposed upon them, indi-

woofers used in the 808 are identical 8"
polypropylene-coned units, the full-range

cating that the 808s quite definitely had too
much character.
While low-frequency extension seemed

positioned above the "subwoofer" and placed

deep, the entire bass region was elevated in

symmetrically on the baffle. The enclosure

level compared with the midrange. My room

itself is reflex-loaded, with a12" passive radiator
placed at the bottom of the baffle. The third
driver is asoh-dome, ferrofluid-cooled tweeter

is alittle unforgiving of excesses in this region,
but even allowing for that, there was just too
much bass. On small-scale classical music, it

positioned above the woofers, this surrounded

was often pleasing, adding amusical volup-

by foam strips to offer some control of dif-

tuousness, but on atypical well-recorded rock

fraction problems (the entire baffle is recessed
behind asurrounding 14 "-deep trim strip).

Famous Blue Raincoat (Cypress 661 111-2),

The cabinet is completely wrapped in a

album, such as Jennifer Warnes's famous

brown-knit "stocking," with ahardwood panel

kick drum, synthesizer, and bass guitar were
overripe in this region, leading to alack of

inset on the top. On the review pair, these

dynamic contrast, a"slow" character. And on

panels were of oak. Separate wooden bases,
painted black and prefitted with carpet-piercing

bass-heavy sonics, the Julius Katchen Rach-

spikes, are supplied with the 808s; these bases
have to be screwed into the cabinet and hold

awork with rich orchestration and already
maninov Piano Concerto 2(417 880-2)—a $6.99

the speaker at an angle of 10° to provide a

CD bargain on London "Weekend Classics"—
for example, the sound degenerated at climaxes

degree of time alignment between the tweeter

into asubway-like roar.

and top woofer. The seven-element crossover

An obvious remedy was to try bi-wiring the

uses first-order, 6dB/octave slopes, and is constructed from high-quality components: aircored inductors and metallized-polypropylene

speakers. If even amuscle amplifier like the

capacitors. Electrical connection is via two

MLAS No.20 couldn't hang on to the 808's bass
when single-wired, it would suggest that biwiring must be mandatory with this speaker.

pairs of inset five-way binding posts on the

Not having two identical pairs of speaker cable,

speaker's rear. Monster Cable jumpers are sup-

Iexperimented with what Ihad to hand,
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ending up with the Madrigal cable on the
woofer/midrange/tweeter array and Monster

exacerbate the 808's HF balance; the speaker
is better suited to something like aB8cK ST140

MI on the subwoofer. This transformed the
sound in the low register, the lack of control
being much ameliorated. The level, however,

or Counterpoint SA-12, which have more

still was excessive for my tastes and room (consuggest that the designer has done all his forma-

Rereading the paragraphs above, Iseem to
be very harsh about the 808's sonics. It would
be worth repeating what Isaid at the begin-

tive auditioning in arelatively flimsy, woodenframed room, which will be quite transparent

ning that the sound was very seductive for
much of the time. In my opinion, however, it

to low-frequency soundwaves (a topic examined

fell very short of being accurate.

crete floor and thick adobe walls); Ican only

tube-like tonal balances, but will be less able
to hold the lower frequencies in check.

elsewhere in this issue by Peter Mitchell).
The midrange seemed clean, apart from a
slight cupped-hands coloration occasionally

Measurement: Measured nearfield on the
lower woofer, the -6dB point relative to

noticeable on woodwind instruments and upper strings. Voices also took on aslight 'boo"
quality. There was an overall lack of body,

100Hz lay at alow 36Hz, though there was a
3dB rise in output between 60Hz and 80Hz.

however; Marni Nixon's voice on the Refer-

Note, however, that this doesn't take into ac-

ence Recordings Gershwin song collection

count the contribution from the passive
radiator which comes into play below 45Hz.

sounded even smaller than usual. The cowbell
on the HFN/RR 1st CD drum track also lacked

Checking the subwoofer on its own revealed

body, as did mid-pitched instruments in general.
Soundstaging had plenty of apparent depth,

that it did roll off above 100Hz, at a12dB/octave slope. Measuring the nearfield response

but Ifelt after awhile that this was due more
to alack of energy in the midrange than to the

with the subwoofer disconnected revealed that
the upper woofer is allowed to operate full-

ability to present recorded ambience and

range at low frequencies, its -6dB point lying at 39Hz.

reverberation in acoherent manner. Laterally, the stereo imaging was fairly well-defined,

In-room, the extension held up down to 30Hz.

but central images were alittle wider at some
frequencies than at others, perhaps afunction
of the relatively wide baffle.
The mid-treble frequencies from 2kHz up
to about 8IcHz, the bottom two octaves of the
tweeter's passband, made up the area Iwas
mainly unhappy with. What had at first sounded
like adetailed presentation was due, in fact,
to what sounded like aresonant effect in the
lower of these two octaves. This added auseful
emphasis to the leading edges of acoustic
guitar and percussion; it also gave aslightly
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Fig. 5Spatially averaged,
/ -octave in-room response
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trumpet-like tone to woman singers and boy

The spatially averaged in-room response

trebles which was not unpleasant. On recordings already alittle overblown in this area,

(fig.5) correlated with the listening impression

however, the sound became a little steely.
Close-miked strings also became too rosiny,
and reed organ stops acquired too much of a
chiff. There was also some LP surface-noise
emphasis. This forward lower treble will make
the choice of matching amplifier somewhat
problematic: the loose low frequencies will require an amp with good control in this region,
something like aHafier XL-280 or perhaps a
Carver M1.0t. However, both these amplifiers
have rather adry-sounding treble which will
Stereophile, June 1988

gained with pink noise of a"double-bump"
sonic signature. The entire mid- and upperbass region (50-160Hz) was elevated by between 4and 6dB, the midrange then remaining quite flat, apart from abroad lack of energy
in the octave between 500Hz and licHz, up to
2kHz or so. A pronounced peak in the treble
response between 3and 6kHz, possibly due
to atweeter resonance—the intensification of
the sound was too lively to be asimple equalization feature—was then followed by agently
rolled-off HF.
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Rauna Balder: $1500/pair
If

Wen as

12

The Swedish Rauna company, which has been
in existence for about five years—their little
Mk.II lyr two-way impressedJGH acouple of
years back in Vol.9 No.2 —appears to be
dedicated to the use of concrete as an enclosure material. One of the problems with

11lz

conventional wooden cabinets is that the walls
flex and vibrate, adding aspurious and often

Fig. 6Impedance

time-delayed output at some frequencies. It
has even been reported that in extreme cases,

The sensitivity at lkHz, around 83dB/W/m,

the contribution of the cabinet to the overall

appeared very low for the cabinet size and was

sound at some frequencies approaches that

3dB lower than spec However, this discrepan-

from the drive-units. In theory, concrete
should give arigid construction with any panel

cy would be explained by the measured lack
of energy in the lkHz region. Looking at the

resonant frequencies moved up above the

impedance curve (fig.6), the well-damped
main box resonance appears to lie at 41Hz, but

critical midrange. When combined with a

there is no pronounced dip below that fre-

concrete should also provide arelatively high
degree of self-damping, reducing the ampli-

quency to reveal the passive radiator tuning.

suitable binder, as with the Rauna models, the

The use of two 8ohm drivers in parallel results
in avery low impedance through the upper
bass, dropping below 4ohms from 60Hz to
115Hz and reaching aminimum of 3.1 ohms

tude of any such resonances that do exist. Its
high mass will also prove useful in providing
the drive-units with amore stable platform

at 79Hz. Many rock recordings have significant
energy in this octave: the 808's low impedance

emphasize that there is alarge difference between theory and practice in loudspeaker de-

in the same region, coupled with the low sen-

sign; discussion of the putative benefits of

sitivity, means that power-amplifier choice will

Rauna's preferred enclosure material will have
to wait until the auditioning.

be critical if the listener desires high replay
levels with this type of music.

against which to work. Again, however, Imust

The Balder, named after aScandinavian god,
is adevelopment from Rauna's earlier Nord

signed primarily by ear, rather than with the

model. Standing some three feet high, its
enclosure, sculpted for good acoustic reasons,

help of test equipment, because its faults tend

looks like nothing so much as some kind of

to be euphonic with many kinds of music The
loose and exaggerated low frequencies add

ship's ventilator, particularly as the review

weight, what many listeners would feel to be

paint. Usually, when form closely follows function, the result can be aesthetically pleasing.
However, not one visitor to my home felt the

Conclusion: Isuspect that the 808 was de-

"power"; the recessed midrange adds image
depth, even to recordings quite forward in

samples were finished in a light gray gloss

balance; the prominent low treble, too low in

Balders to be anything other than ugly. Chacun

frequency to make the sound hard, both accentuates the percussive edge of plucked and

ason gout!, Isay. The sound is what matters.

struck instruments and adds anot-unpleasant

sophy, first seen in Bob Stuart's elegant Meri-

slight trumpet tone to voice; and the lack of

dian M2 of 1980, where two woofer/midrange
units are vertically positioned either side of the

energy in the top octave could be interpreted

The Balder follows the now-familiar philo-

as aseductive sweetness. However, concerning

tweeter. This close acoustic spacing results in

the eternal battle between euphony and accuracy, if Ican't have both—which is where
true high-end equipment makes its mark—

an easily controlled symmetrical lobing pattern in the vertical plane, simplifying the design of the crossover. The Balder follows the

ant-sounding but fundamentally inaccurate

idea of maximizing dispersion by taking advantage of the use of acast enclosure to limit the

Orpheus 808 comes up against some very
strong competition in this price range and can-

drive-units. The concrete falls back all around

not be recommended.

the drivers so that there will be an absence of

then Iwill have to opt for accuracy. The pleas-
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baffle area to just that required to mount the
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high wooden plinth, appears to be complex,
using five air-cored inductors, six plastic-film
(MKT mylar) capacitors, and four resistors.
Electrical connection is via a pair of 4mm
sockets on the rear of the plinth.
The sound: After an overnight break-in
period with pink noise, as recommended by
the imponers, 2 Iset to listening to the Balders,
placed about four feet from the rear wall (they,
not I) and toed-in to the listening position.
Even at its lowest height, my listening chair
placed my ears level with the upper woofer.
Serendipitously, this axis seemed to work well,
although the lower treble became alittle more
forward than on the tweeter axis and the extreme HF was alittle more depressed. Even
hough the front baffle is tilted back slightly,
as the tweeter is just 28 off the ground, this
Rauna Balder
deleterious diffraction effects, rt-.(iInng in the
Balder's unusual figure-eight appearance Bass
loading is via a3.5" hole in the enclosure's rear
At first Itook this to be areflex port, but avertical internal panel splits the fiber-filled
enclosure fore and aft, indicating some manner of transmission-line loading.
The drive-units themselves are all sourced
from the Norwegian SEAS company. The two
6" woofers are fitted with polypropylene

is an unrealistically low listening height.
Tonally, the Balder seemed relatively uncolored through the midband, with perhaps
just aslightly hollow character in the lower
midrange. String tone was excellent. The
Dvorak String Serenade on the HFN/RR Test
CD, for example, which has aslight tendency
to astringency, was smooth but without aconcomitant loss of detail. The enclosure seemed
about as dead as it would be possible to get:
my usual quick check of pushing an ear up to
the various panels and playing pink noise,
which is very revealing of the honks, bonks,

cones and inverted-roll surrounds, while the
tweeter is aversion of the 1" aluminum-dome

and booms of wooden cabinets, left me none

unit used by Siefert in their Magnum III and

the wiser but with acold ear! Idid get ahint

Maxim IIIH models, and by Monitor Audio in
their R652MD (but not their R852MD and

of an upper-bass problem, perhaps associated
with the enclosed air volume, but it was hard

R952MD models, which use an aluminum-

to get any kind of handle on its exact nature
with the noise signal.

dome tweeter manufactured by Elac in England). A big difference with the Rauna tweeter
is that it is front-loaded by arectangular-flare
horn, with mouth dimensions of 4.5" by 3".
Presumably this is to increase its sensitivity to

The lower treble seemed alittle forward,
adding more wires to the sound of snare drum;
conversely, the top octave was depressed, talcing away some of the sizzle of hi-hat cymbals

match that of the twin woofers, amore useful
solution than to reduce the drive to the woofers
to match the tweeter. (Because of their higher

and giving the sound a somewhat shut-in
character. This was not unmusical—after all,
how many records are there with atilted-up

moving mass, metal-dome tweeters in general

HF? —but did lead to alack of treble transparency. That slight forwardness apart, the

have a lower sensitivity than their fabricdome cousins, and tweeter sensitivity always

high frequencies were commendably free

appears to be the limiting factor in system

from spit, sizzle, and the other common ail-

design.) The horn also brings the tweeter into
time-alignment with the woofers. A black

ments afflicting more conventional tweeters.

wire-mesh grille covers the area of the three
drive-units.
The crossover, situated in the Balder's 1.5"Stereophile, June 1988

Low-frequency quality was not up to the
2Ifound this to be essential. Thcsound of the Balders straight
from the packing was over-hard in the lower urble. This hardness all but vanished after an overnight warm-up.
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standard set elsewhere in the range Apart from

was its flatness through the midrange: with the

the slight confusion in the upper bass/lower

exception of aslight lack of energy in the

midrange mentioned above (confirmed on

400Hz

music tracks, particularly symphonic works

from 125Hz to 2.5kHz, arange of over four

with dense textures in this region such as the

octaves! This is about the best Ihave ever

late '70s Boult/LPO recording of Elgar's Sym-

measured in my present room. The treble had
aslight excess of energy in the 4-61(Hz region,

phony 2, now on CD: EMI CDC 747205 2),
the whole bass region seemed alittle detached
from the rest of the sound. The body of the

-octave band, ±0.6dB limits sufficed

perhaps due to the horn—it didn't sound resonant in this region—but then rolled off alit-

tone of such instruments as double-bass seemed

tle prematurely, being almost 8dB down at

to lag the leading edges alittle. This was not

20kHz. (Being an averaged mom response,

aserious problem, but was noticeable in com-

OdB at 20kHz is not what is required, which
would necessitate arising on-axis response,

parison with the Celestion SL600 and Monitor
Audio R952, my small-box references for tight

but the Balder had too little energy in the top

LF behavior. Bass extension was good, though

octave to sound flat on-axis.) The treble

piano left hand and low Eon the bass guitar

response laterally off-axis was well-controlled,

didn't have quite enough weight. This is still

revealing the speaker to have wide, even

excellent performance for what is basically

dispersion. It is essential with the Balders not
to have side walls near if the stereo imaging

quite asmall enclosure.
Dynamically, the Balders were perhaps alit-

and midrange tonal balance are not to be

tle polite, though rock did come over well:

compromised.

John Hiatt's already classic Bring the Family
was almost as well reproduced as Ican remem-

The in-room bass was alittle uneven com-

ber; the combination of forward lower treble

pared with other box loudspeakers of similar
extension—I suspect the rear-facing port has

clean midrange, and slightly over-rich bass
(slightly, compared with the Orpheus 808s)

cating that aposition farther away from the

something to do with this in my room—indi-

gave the music quite afeeling of drive. The

rear wall would be agood thing. Unfortun-

drumkit on the HFN/RR CD, too, was lively,
and the Balders could be played at very high

ately, they were already about as far out in the
room as possible (This aspect will vary accord-

levels without too much of afeeling of strain.
It was in their ability to throw awell-defined

ing to the listening room in which the Balders

stereo image with appreciable depth, however,

point for the woofers was ahigh 50Hz. This
figure does not take into account the reinforcement of the low bass from the port, however,

that the Balders impressed me the most. Panpotted, multimiked recordings were as ef-

are used.) Measured in the nearfield, the -6dB

fortlessly stripped bare as more natural record-

which was giving useful output down to 30Hz,

ings were allowed to breathe free from the
violins in- the- telephone-booth syndrome.

suggesting that the loading is more akin to a

With some speakers, asense of space is achieved
by recessing the upper midrange which gives

reinforced by the modulus of impedance curve
(fig.8), which has the characteristic double-

an illusory sense of depth. With the Balders,
it was the freedom from midrange grundge

hump in the bass of areflex-loaded design.
The port/line appears to be tuned to 35Hz,

that allowed the spatial detail to be accurately
decoded. The sense of space is real rather than

with the main box resonance at 65Hz. Apart

reflex than atrue transmission line. This was
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artificial, allowing the diversity of recording
techniques to be easily heard, forward balances sounding forward, more distant ones

-UN

sounding, well, more distant. (An "effects"
speaker will impose its own character on every
recording, regardless of how the latter was
made, reducing the "dynamic range" of differences.)
Measurement: The most outstanding feature
of the spatially averaged room response (fig.7)
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Fig. 7Spatially averaged,
Va -octave in-room response
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der's particular mix of strengths and shortcomings.
Overall Conclusion
My list of speakers to be recommended in the
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Fig. 8Impedance
from that, the impedance rarely falls below 8

approximate $1000-$1600 region now consists
of, in alphabetical order: Epos ES14 ($1100),
Magnepan MG2.5/R ($1550), Monitor Audio
R952MD ($1549), Rauna Balder ($1500), Spendor SPI ($950), Spica Angelus ($1050), Synthesis LM-210 ($1050), Thiel CSI ($950), and
Vandersteen 2C ($1150). All, apart from the

ohms. The measured sensitivity at IkHz was

Spendor, Epos, and Vandersteen, are floor-

alittle below spec at 89.5dB, but this is still
above average, suggesting that, in conjunction

standing. All, with the exception of the Monitor Audio, need to be positioned away from
the rear wall. Of these, the Mag,nepans, which

with the easy load, just about any amplifier
will be able to drive the Balder to reasonably
high levels without strain.
Conclusion: The Rauna Balder is one of the
better affordable dynamic loudspeakers Ihave
auditioned. NX/ell-engineered and -made, it has
going for it accurate stereo imaging and superb
rendition of recorded depth, an uncolored
midrange, and acommendably clean treble
completely lacking the all-too-common soft-

offer sound an order of magnitude nearer the
idéal, are the only ones to get my vote for the
Class B category in Stereopbile's "Recommended Components" listing.
The quest goes on. Even as, this month's
writing safely committed to floppy disc, Ireach
for aTanqueray Martini—straight up with two
olives, the glass too cold to touch—Daniel
Reilly is unloading more cardboard boxes from
the Stereopbile truck: two pairs of Canadian

dome sizzle Against these positive factors must

loudspeakers, the Image Concept 200 and

be set the relatively loose bass definition, the

Camber 3.5; apair of speakers from local New
Mexico manufacturer TNT; the relatively new

lack of transparency in the upper bass and treble, and the rolled-off top octave (This characteristic Ifeel to be associated with the designer's
making sensitivity ahigh priority, presumably
to render the Balder compatible with relatively
low-powered amplification. Had he gone for
even 3dB lower sensitivity, it would have been
possible to get aaflatter HF response.) The
idiosyncratic aesthetics must also be mentioned. A speaker to be recommended in Class
C of Stereophile's Recommended Components,
but an audition is mandatory, given the Bal-

Celestion SL700s; the MB Quart 280s from
Germany; the Linn SARA Nines to replace the
ones stolen from my listening room in March;
not to mention the intriguing Acoustic Energy
AEls from the UK, which are already in a
holding pattern next to my listening room.
Will it never stop? Why does Gordon get to do
all the high-end loudspeakers? Is there really
one more loudspeaker manufacturer in the
world than there are audiophiles? Watch this
space for developments.

A TALE OF TWO CASSETTE DECKS
George Graves reviews the TEAC V-970X and R-919X
TEAC Model V-970X cassette deck. Features: dual capstan, two-motor drive; three heads: Dolby
HX-Pro headroom extension system; Dolby-B and -C noise reduction; dbx noise reduction.
Dimensions: 17 1/
8"x47
/
8"x11". Price: $729.
TEAC Model R-919X cassette deck. Features: same as above with the addition of three-head
auto reverse. Dimensions: 17 1/
8"x47
A" x11". Price: $769. Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Manufacturer: TEAC of America, 7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640. Tel: (213)
726-0303.
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TEAC H-919X cassette deck
The V-970X and R-919X are TEAC's entries in
amarket already occupied by Aiwa, Tandberg,
Revox, Denon, Yamaha, and, most recently,
NAD, all companies vying to produce an upmarket, high-performance deck capable of extracting the most from the lowly compact
cassette.
Perhaps because of the impending debut of
the DAT machine in the American audio

TEAC is the fact that one of them is autoreversing. Unless otherwise indicated, my comments
apply to both machines. Both decks are handsomely styled, black-finished units of standard
component size. The front panels are virtually
identical, with these differences: the 919's
"Play" button, arocker affair fulcrumed at the
center so that depressing the left side of the
switch initiates reverse play, while depressing

marketplace, we reviewers have seen, in recent

the right side initiates forward play. The 970,

months, an increasing number of "upmarket"

on the other hand, has only the forward arrow

analog cassette decks. In the not-too-distant

stenciled on it; forward play is initialized by
depressing any part of the switch's surface
Somewhat unusual for cassette decks is the

past, the only audiophile-worthy decks to sell
in quantity came from one source—Nakamichi. For more than a decade this small,
quality-oriented company had the field virtually to itself, except for the occasional Tandberg
or Revox. Then, Dolby Labs changed everything. Working in conjunction with B&O of
Denmark, Dolby came up with acircuit which
would allow dynamic biasing of the cassette
tape. This breakthrough permitted muchimproved headroom, HF response, and
generally lower distortion. When this circuitry,
dubbed Dolby HX Pro, was combined with

inclusion of all three currently popular noisereduction modes: Dolby-B, Dolby-C, and dbx
(about which more later). The decks have
three motors, and the capstan motor is aDCservo design. The 970 has three separate
heads, and the record and playback heads are
individually adjustable for proper alignment.
This is in sharp contrast to the current fashion
of "siamesing" the record and playback heads
into one unit, and better: if there is asmall
manufacturing misalignment between the

Dolby's second-generation noise reduction

record and playback gaps on siamesed heads,

circuit (Dolby-C) and metal-tape capability, it

you're stuck with it. The TEAC design allows

became possible for even modestly priced

for as perfect an alignment as is possible (if one
wishes to take the time and effort to do so).
The 919 mounts the record/playback heads on
arotating alignment block which flips over a

decks to have performance rivaling that of
reel-to-reel recorders.

Features

full 180 0 for reverse record or play. In order to

The major difference between these two top-

simplify things, the 919 also has two erase

of-the-line, feature-laden cassette decks from

heads—one mounted on either side of the
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rotating head block—and one or the other is
switched in depending upon the direction of
tape travel. Both TEACs have dual capstans and
both use the TEAC proprietary "Micro-

mic-range material, and was especially annoyed by the circuit's habit of framing apercussive transient (such as a plucked guitar
string) in aburst of noise One would first hear

Honed" capstan shafts: these have aslightly
rough appearance, and are claimed to provide
smoother tape motion than ordinary polished
shafts.

finally silence again. Given dbx's principle of
operation, whereby aproprietary RMS-level

silence, then aquick rush of tape noise, the
guitar note, amillisecond of more noise, and

In addition to the aforementioned Dolby

detector controlled the compressor's gain-

HX-Pro circuitry, both decks have acalibra-

reduction function, Icould never see how

tion function which allows the user to "fine-

these characteristics could be avoided, but I
supposed their intrusion upon the music

tune" the bias for the tape being used. Ifind
the action of this feature to be limited and
somewhat ambiguous in results. The calibration controls use the fluorescent VU meters to

could be limited or controlled by the careful
selection of time constants for the attack and
release of the control signals. At any rate, Iwas

register their action, but the calibrations on
these meters are far too coarse for the adjust-

anxious to see if these characteristics had been

ment provided. One has to turn the bias and
level controls afair distance before any change

contained in these TEAC machines would

is registered on the meters (by an additional

tamed in ensuing years, and if the dbx circuits
work as advertised.
I'm sorry; then, to have to report that, to this

segment lighting or an already lit segment ex-

reviewer's ears, the dbx noise-reduction sys-

tinguishing). A microprocessor-controlled
auto-biasing scheme such as is found on Revox

tem is still unacceptable. It still pumps, and still

cassette decks and some Aiwas would be avast
improvement here. Ido, however, bud the inclusion of any user-adjustable tape-parameter
controls. Cassettes are so marginal for high-

noise-modulates transients. Yes, it does give
the increase in dynamic range: TEAC claims
that the built-in dbx circuit gives these decks
adynamic range of 110dB(!) at lkHz and I
believe it—tapes made on these recorders with

fidelity purposes that they require all the help

dbx noise reduction are unbelievably quiet.

they can get, and the ability to tune the deck

At full volume, the noise contributed by the

for each tape used helps to extract the last
ounce of performance from this medium.
Add to the aforementioned features CD-level

active circuitries of the tape deck, pre:amp, and

presets and full-function IR wireless remote
controls, and you have solid, feature-laden
machines that will make child's play out of
making cassette tapes from almost any source.

Performance

power amp is high enough that it is practically
impossible to tell if ablank tape is playing or
stopped. But once you play back atape of
classical music or jazz, you can tell almost instantly that dbx is being used. Pity.,The DolbyBand C circuits, on the other hand, while no
match for dbx in absolute noise-reduction

If this were Stereo Review, all that would be

terms, nonetheless have no bad manners, and
are, for all intents and purposes, transparent.

left to do would be to take afew measurements
to make sure the unit met its advertised specs,

You pays your money, and you takes your
choice.

then write aquick wrap-up. But this is Stereo-

The decks' sounds are virtually identical.

phile, and the kind of performance we're interested in is sonic.

Unfortunately, they break no new ground in
this respect, and aside from the added

Iwas very interested to try the dbx circuit.
A number of years ago, when Iwas the record-

headroom afforded by HX-Pro, sound much

ing engineer for amajor metropolitan sym-

like any other Japanese cassette deck. They
have good round-trip (overall record/play-

phony orchestra, Iwas loaned aprofessional

back) frequency responses with good, solid

dbx unit with which to record the orchestra.
Ifound its sound quality unacceptable. While
Iadmired the increased dynamic range that the
dbx unit afforded me, and marveled at the
silken silence, Iwas bothered by its tendency
to noise-modulate or "pump" on wide-dynaStereophile, June 1988

IMy own experience of using an outboard dbx 224 noisereduction system with an open-reel Revox A77 reveals that
whether noise-pumping will be audible or not depends very
much on the type of music being recorded. Percussive music
without long sustained notes, such as the guitar instanced by
George, is the worst, but unaccompanied choral music works
just fine (except at very high replay levels).
—JA
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bass. The highs are somewhat coarse and

high-frequency flutter in either playback direc-

grainy, and sound as if they may have atouch

tion. This is unfortunate; the R-919X's auto-

of IM (intermodulation) distortion. Wow and

reverse feature would make it preferable to

flutter on the V-970X is very good. On atape

most people over the V-970X (myself included).

made of Malcolm Frager plays Chopin on the
Bosentiorfer (Telarc CD-80040), Iheard no

This is not unusual, however. Ihave never seen
an auto-reversing deck that exhibited accept-

hint of speed irregularity. (Solo piano is an ex-

able tape-motion characteristics.
In short, then, these two TEACs are ex-

cellent test for wow and flutter. The sustained
nature of apiano note is adead giveaway of
any tape-motion instability. Making the tape

cellent performers for what they are: two

istics of that deck; any wow and flutter present

moderately upmarket cassette decks, each
sporting aplethora of useful features. If you
aren't as sensitive about tape stability as Iam,
you might find that the auto-reversing R-919X

in the deck will be recorded when you make
the tape, and will be added to the motional ir-

might be just the thing for taping long radio
shows in absentia, or for providing 90

regularities when you play it back.)

minutes of unattended (if not uninterrupted)

on the same machine under test gives you a
good clue about the wow and flutter character-

The R-919X, alas, did not fare as well as its

background music.

unidirectional sibling—I could definitely hear

AUDIO CONTROL INDUSTRIAL SA-3050A
THIRD-OCTAVE REAL-TIME
SPECTRUM ANALYZER
Bill Sommerwerck

Audio Control SA-3050A Analyzer
One-third-octave real-time spectrum analyzer. Bands: 30 third-octave bands on ISO-preferred
center frequencies, from 251-1z to 20kHz. Center-frequency accuracy: +2%. Filter characteristics:
bandpass, 4th-order rolloff (24dB/octave); meets or exceeds ANSI S1.11-1971 class II. type E.
Spectrum display: 9x30 LED matrix. SPL display: 9-LED bargraph. Display resolution: 1. 2.
or 4dB per LED. Display decay time: fast, medium, or slow. Memories: six; CMOS with lithium
battery backup. Inputs: three. (Microphone: 3-pin female XLR with +12V phantom powering;
1500 ohms; for mikes of less than or equal to 150 ohms. Instrumentation: hi-Z, unbalanced;
1M shunted by 3OpF, BNC. Balanced bridging: hi-Z, balanced; 10k; 1/
4 "stereo phone jack.)
Dimensions: 4.1"H x10"W x12.75"D. Weight: 8lbs; 12 lbs with BP-10 battery pack. Options/
accessories: BP-10 lead-acid battery; PI-10 printer interface jack; SC-10 soft carrying case.
Price: $965 (includes CM-10 calibrated microphone). Approximate number of dealers: 100. Serial
number C13532. Manufacturer: Audio Control Industrial, 22313 70th Avenue West, Mountlake
Terrace, WA 98043. Tel: (206) 775-8461.
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Even "subjective" reviewers are known to

detail, but it is agood representation of the

sometimes sneak apeek at test equipment. Joe

perceived frequency response.

Grado may listen to his top-of-the-line pick-

The 3050A is liberally endowed with features. These include a built-in pink-noise

ups, but you can bet they had their distortion
and frequency response measured before they

generator (that can drive high-efficiency

got to the auditioning room. And no techni-

speakers to auseful level); freeze and peak-

cian would think of setting tape-recorder bias
or EQ by ear.

accumulate modes; direct digital readout of

The most basic and useful audio test equipment is asignal generator and an AC voltmeter.

average multiple readings; three inputs, including ahigh-Z oscilloscope-type input, and

With them, one can measure the frequency

aphantom-powered one for balanced mikes.

SPL; six nonvolatile memories; the ability to

response and noise level of almost any piece

An especially nice feature is the parallel

of equipment. With the right test recordings,

(Centronics) jack for printers. Push abutton

one can also measure rumble, distortion, chan-

on the back of the 3050A, and you get aprint-

nel separation, and the like. The problem with

out of whatever's on the screen, along with
spaces for the date, the job name, and other

agenerator and avoltmeter, however, is that
they can only measure one test signal at atime

uséful information.? The only missing feature

To assess the response of acassette deck or
speaker, you must run through the full audi-

is ahigh price. The 3050A costs from one-half
to one-third the price of other third-octave

ble range of frequencies, in small enough steps
that you don't miss anything.
There's amore convenient (albeit more ex-

analyzers, including units that don't have
anywhere near as many features. With all these
things going for it, the 3050A looks like a

pensive) way. The audible frequency range can

"must-buy" for the engineer and serious

be divided into anumber of evenly spaced
bands, each with its own level indicator. One

audiophile. Or is it?

then applies pink noise (with auniform spec-

gineering problems that limit its usefulness.

Unfortunately, the 3050A has several en-

tral distribution) to the device under test, and

One of these is the way the 3050A protects its

reads out the response directly on the display.

(optional) rechargeable lead-acid battery.

The SA-3050A is that kind of device—a realtime spectrum analyzer. The last real-time analy-

like to be heavily discharged. Repeated full

Lead-acid batteries (unlike Ni -Cads) don't

zer we reviewed was the Heathkit AD-1308

discharges will gradually destroy the battery's

half-octave unit, back in Vol.9 No.3. My opinion

capacity. To prevent this, the 3050A has a

of that product remains unchanged. In ex-

dropout relay that disconnects the battery

change for 20 to 40 hours' labor, you get an ac-

when its voltage drops below the "safe" point.

curate, convenient analyzer that supplies useful

Unfortunately, the relay is located before the

readings, for aprice only abit higher than a
"toy" analyzer.

power switch, becoming a constant drain

The 3050A is potentially an even better
analyzer. It's third-octave. This is not only a
significant improvement over the half-octave
bands of the Heathkit, but is much closer to
the "critical bandwidth" of the ear. Small

whether or not the unit is turned on. My tests
showed that the relay would run down the
battery in as little as 24 hours. This could
seriously reduce the 3050A's operating time
during abusy day out in the field. 3
Far more serious is the 3050A's unstable low-

response errors covering less than athird of

frequency display.

an octave are not readily audible. ,The third-

125Hz, the display flickers so much it's hard

octave response may not show every little

At frequencies below

to decide what the correct reading is. This problem is actually common to all spectrum ana-

IThe critical bandwidth, that bandwidth over which noise
or distortion will be masked by asignal higher in level and
close in frequency, actually varies over the audio spectrum,
from more than an octave wide below 100Hz, to around onethird of an octave at 500Hz and 151diz. while averaging one.
fifth of an octave between IkHz and 10kHz. The ear is thus
reported (by H. Fletcher, in Reviews of Modern Physics.
January 1940) as acting as a24-band real-time analyzer, the
bands being variable in width. Aconstant bandwidth of onethird of an octave is widely accepted as being close enough
for everyday purposes.
—JA
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lyzers. The output of each bandpass filter
is rectified, then filtered to produced aslowly
2Ichecked printer operation with both an Epson MX-100/Ill
and aHewlett-Packard ThinkJet. It worked perfectly with
both.
3lb add insult to injury, the battery can't be recharged unless
the 3050A is turned off. This means that even when an outlet
is available to operate the unit, you can't -top on- its battery
for later, cordless use
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varying DC signal proportional to the signal

As of this writing, however, there has been no

level in that band. Low-frequency filters need

announced software upgrade for the 3050A.

longer time constants for astable display. This

With the output of the 3050A's pink-noise
generator directly feeding its input, Iwas not

has the unhappy side effect of making the
display also very slow to change A technician
trying to set up an equalizer would go crazy

especially impressed with the flatness of the
display. Audio Control claims a ±0.25dB

waiting for the low-frequency bands to

tolerance on the flatness of the pink noise, and

stabilize after each adjustment.

that each analyzer's filters were individually

Audio Control opted for relatively light
filtering and ashort time constant. Since the

calibrated. Iwould therefore have expected
the display to be "dead flat," even on the ldB

3050A is primarily aimed at aprofessional

scale. It wasn't. It was significantly off, espe-

market, AC no doubt felt the 3050A's users

cially at the lowest and highest frequencies.

would be more unhappy with a sluggish
display than with any mild inaccuracies.
Wrong. This problem was solved over a

There were two other minor problems. The
8kHz band flickered for no apparent reason.

decade ago, with the introduction of micro-

Tom said they had seen this problem before,
and microprocessor replacement usually cor-

processor-analyzers. You still use relatively
light filtering, but then sample the filter out-

six memories were zapped, for no apparent

rected it. And at one point, the contents of all

puts and perform arunning average on the

reason. Whether Idid something wrong, or

samples via the processor's math capability.

hit the unit with abig static discharge, Idon't

By simply averaging afew samples (when the

know. (Although the 3050A's case is metal, it
is still possible for static electricity to wreak

samples are rapidly changing), or many
samples (when their values are nearly identical), you can obtain aparadoxical combina-

havoc. This is acommon problem with personal computers—and most of them have steel

tion of effects. The analyzer responds quickly
to signal changes, yet the display quickly

cases.)
As it stands, the 3050A is not fully suitable

stabilizes when the changes cease.*
Isuggested this modification to Tom Walker,

for its intended purpose of measuring frequency response, despite its very competitive price
Fortunately, its problems are relatively minor,

president of Audio Control. He thought it was
agood idea (there had been other complaints

and fully correctable. They involve aminor

from professional customers), and said there

wiring change, more careful calibration, and

was enough memory space to implement it.
4 This is not mere theory! Iworked on the design of the
Barclay Analytical BADAP-1 (later sold by Crown), and it used
this technique. Even at 20Hz. the display stabilized in one or
two seconds after even amajor change in input level.

what looks like asimple software modification. When—not if—these problems are corrected, Iwill unhesitatingly recommend the
3050A. well keep you posted.

FOLLOW UP
Sound Lab A-3
loudspeaker upgrade

with distance nearly as rapidly as it does from

Although the A-3 has been my reference loud-

asystem in which the radiating sources are
small. He's right. But the fact remains that my

speaker ever since Ireviewed it (Vol.9 No.6),

early-model A-3 is the only speaker Ihave

Ihave never been very happy with its hunger

used that occasionally runs my Threshold SA-1

for amplifier power. During my initial tests, I

power amps into audible overload. (In fact, it
turned out that my original observation, that

measured 76dB of output at 1meter, which is
about 12dB lower than that of most other
audiophile systems.
SL president and chief designer Roger West
contends that aconventional sensitivity rating
makes no sense for aspeaker with avery large
radiating area, because its SPL doesn't diminish
146

the A-3's diaphragms seemed to bottom-out
at 94dB SPL, was incorrect. It was the amplifier
that pooped out.)
It was Roger's guess that the power supplies
in my A-3s were not putting out ahigh enough
diaphragm-polarizing voltage, and there was
Stereophile, June 1988

evidence that this might be the case. The

This time, the polarizing-voltage pots pro-

speaker has apotentiometer on it that varies

duced the requisite rustling sounds at about
1o'clock, and were in the quiet zone at around

the polarizing voltage, and this is supposed to
be set just below the point where the speaker
produces random rustling noises. Full-up, my
speakers never produced that rustling, even
though my line voltage is around 115V. It
seems Iwasn't the only A-3 owner unable to
get full sensitivity from the system, because

12. Plenty of reserve!
Ihad been told to expect a6dB increase in
sensitivity, to 82 SPL; actually, Imeasured 7.
This may not look like much, but it is equivalent to a5-fold increase in amplifier power—

Sound Lab subsequently came up with arevised
power supply, having aslightly higher step-

having the effect of boosting the SA-1's output
to 800Wpc! In theory, this should now allow
the system to deliver upward of 105dB of clean

up ratio in its polarizing-supply power

output from the SA-ls, and that's the way it

transformer. Now used in all production A-3s
(which now cost $6350/pair), the new power

worked out, almost. While the SPL meter was

supply is available as atrade-up option for
owners of older A-3s for $250 per speaker. A

peaks without my hearing anything amiss, the
limitation on output level was (as before) at the

pair of them was shipped to me.
No installation instructions were supplied,

low end, where occasional clicking was audible at around 100dB, indicating diaphragm

but it's my feeling that they should be. Although
much of the procedure is pretty much in-

amplifier overload; their output meters were

tuitive, some steps weren't. For example, each
power-supply module weighs about 40 lbs,
but because of the shape of the system, you
cannot "dump" the module out of its well after
you've removed its fastening bolts. Neither is
there anything on top of it that allows you to
get agood enough grip to lift it straight out.
Ifound Ihad to use asmall screwdriver to pry

kicking up to 105dB on middle-range program

bottoming. There was no question now about
only registering about -10dB (16W) when the
clicking set in. That's 6dB higher LF output
than Iwas able to get from the A-3s before,
and 100dB at 40Hz sounds very loud. And a
midrange 105dB is much louder than most
people will choose to listen.
When Ifirst fired these up, Iwas not at all
sure about their sound quality It had been two

up one corner, use alarger one to pry it up

weeks since Ihad last listened to them, as they

more, then prop it up with ascrewdriver handle while Ilifted the opposite side. It was then

had been removed from the room while Iwas

possible to get my fingertips under the top
plate. But it wouldn't come out.
Lifting one comer, Isaw the problem. Three

working with the VMPSes and PSBs, but it
seemed to me they used to sound richer and
less aggressive than they now sounded with
the new power supplies. So, Iput some pink
noise through them at around 70dB level, and

banana plugs protrude from one side of the
power-supply board, and these were getting

let them "break in" for 48 hours. That ap-

hung up on the underside of the well cutout.

parently did the trick. Idon't know what

Icould not reach them to remove them. But
if Ipushed the module toward the speaker
screen and lifted its opposite edge (the edge

might have had to break in, but the sound was
now much the way Ihad remembered it,

toward the rear of the system), Iwas finally
able to extricate it enough to reach in and pull

tissimos than it used to be. The A-3s still won't
blow you out of the room, but with the new

out the banana plugs. The clearance was awfully tight, though; Iwas tempted to just tear
the thing out and worry about replacing the

power supplies, they're no longer the "wimps"

plugs later.

ment to the A-3s' dynamic range, and it's more

Once Ifound out how the things went in,
removing the second module and replacing
both with the new ones was easy. The banana
plugs and their sockets are color-coded,

while being cleaner and more effortless on for-

Idescribed in arecent issue.
The upgrade effects asignificant improvethan worth the cost.

—JGH

The Well -Tempered Arm

and—except for afew fastening-screw holes

Paul Miller's analysis of the Peter Belt accessories in the March '88 HFN/RR mentions,

that didn't line up (and could not be persuaded
to accept ascrew)—the rest of the operation

of apreamplifier with an antistatic pistol, and

was straightforward.

of fixing any metalized self-adhesive strip (eg,
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in passing, the effects of spraying the casework
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gift-wrapping tape) to atonearm, not just the
PWB "magic squares." This led to experimentation on my part, resulting in improved per-

Cut shape from celluloid sheet

v

formance from my WTA. My love affair with
the WTA has been constant since Bill Firebaugh sent the first samples to England in
Autumn 1985. If you spray the tonearm with
ions from aZerostat at close range, with the
preamp at slightly above normal listening level,
probably quite afew crackles and detonations
will be heard: not from the armtube or cartridge, as these are earthed back to the preamp
(or should be), but from all parts of the gantry, and especially from the steel-rod arm rest.
If you then separately ground this large mass
of metalwork, the crackles will stop, but—far
more pertinent—there will be an appreciable
consequent improvement in stereo imaging.
The focus of the soundstage sharpens, and
greater cohesiveness is effected. (Stereo images
should not have exaggerated left/right separation: every improvement to asystem, such as

score and fold

A

adhesive
tape fold

2xsided adhesive tape
to underside
WELL TEMPERED ARM REST
Shot'n the Arm: No matter the cartridge, I've

cable choice, speaker supports, and turntable

found the WTA gives its best when both

isolation, should bring amore unified sound-

counterweights are used: the 55gm stainless-

spread, with increased solidity).
It is very easy to fix asingle strand of copper wire from preamp ground point to apart

steel one as tight to the silicone cup as possible
(obviously it mustn't foul the rim as the record

of the WTA gantry. Insulating tape will suffice

downforce to the optimum setting. With the

for test purposes; but with aluminum con-

WTA, remember, downforce must be measured at the playing-surface plane: if the stylus
pad is 3-4mm above this, atrue 1.3gm down-

struction, aperfect ground continuity will be
harder to achieve.
With most moving-coils, the correct antiskate will be with the two suspension blocks
of the WTA almost closed tight: thus it is

is traversed), the 20gm used as arider to lift the

force will only read as lgm.
A couple of years ago, Bill Firebaugh kindly
sent me aone-off 65gm brass counterweight,

simplest to anchor aground wire (I took a

but periodically I've wished there was some-

single fine strand from 0.5m of Kirnber cable)

thing still heavier—a nagging feeling there was

by pinching it with a turn of the antiskate

yet more potential lurking somehow. So one

thumbwheel.

evening Iadded amodeling-clay ring loaded
with lead shot to the back of the counter-

Another sonic improvement will result if
you remove the armrest altogether. (This is a
dodge practiced by the "flat-earth" extremist
owner of aLinn Wok). The armrest really does
degrade the performance of the WTA.! For setting up, the clamping rest has its purpose, but

weight, to some audible benefits. The pivotto-weight distance was still limited by the
silicone cup diameter! Ihave aspare pair of
Foundation Stands (superseded by the new
RATA Torlyte speaker stands, about which I'll
be writing soon), and these contain afine "dust

for everyday use Ihave substituted a5cm-high
folded-celluloid armrest secured to the arm-

grade" shot; each particle is only 0.75mm in

board with double-sided adhesive tape, some
6cm back from the cartridge end (fig.1).

diameter. It occurred to me Imight make a
sackful of fine shot to the desired weight, and

Obviously these two tweaks cost but afew
cents!

saddle it tight to the pivot. Does it sound great!
For the infinitely patient tweaker, here's

ILA uses a'ell-lempered 'Rentable in his system: even minor
cccitation of the armrest results in aloudish "bong" emanating
from his speakers. (It once took out one of the midrange
drivers of his beloved Thiel CS3.5s. )
—JA

bag about 6cm across; you only need about
105gm for atypical 7gm cartridge. Close the

how: Put fine lead shot in aself-seal polythene
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seal, expelling the air (a postal scale can be
Stereophile, June 1988

used to check the weight), then fold over and

tighter bottom end, asharper overall focus,

tape down the superfluous plastic. You now
have amini-sack which can be tamped to sit
happily across the rear of the WTA armtube.

and more tangible soundstaging. Historic LP
transfers make a good test, as you'll hear
straightaway how the grit due to subtle

Clamp the arm firmly in its rest (remove ex-

mistracking falls away and the distortion re-

isting counterweights, of course). Next wire

maining is so clearly apart of the recorded in-

this sachet to the arm (see fig.2). Loop afine
tie-wire under the arm, near the pivot, and up,
over, and across the sack; tie the two ends

formation. Your WTA will now track warped
discs that previously threw the pickup. But

facilitate this, take the weight in the fingers of

don't expect the cartridge to suddenly deal
with high-level transients beyond its inherent
abilities.

the left hand, swing it through 180°, then with
small pliers twist-tighten the tie-wire and clip

Instrumental tone-colors and vocal colorings will be redefined (eg, Steinway vs Yamaha

the excess. Invert the sachet and it should be
possible to ease it back and forth; if sloppy,

vs Bosendorfer piano), and knotty stringquartet textures will unravel. The only caution

however, it will never be securable in final
position.

is that the WTA will have to be handled alittle more carefully, as it will tend to shoot up

together under the armtube, at the back. To

WELL
TEMPERED
ARM

when lifted clear of its rest.
If you can't find a really fine shot, try a
coarser grade mixed with sand. Oh, Inearly
forgot: when the downforce is set, run astrip
of adhesive tape under the sachet and press it
to the armtube. This locks the sachet in place
and will stop it slumping around the arm if the
turntable suspension gets aknock.
—Christopher Breunig

Vacuum-clean your pickup?
Evaluating anew cartridge recently, Iwas surprised at the condition of my trusty van den
Hul ONE when removed from the tonearm.
The underside had aspattering of adhering
matter, and the body aperture aconsiderable
accumulation around the stylus cantilever.
Some of this required careful removal with
diluted alcohol solvent, and (using acamera
lens as an eyeglass) some of the "mold" could
be prized away from the inside of the cutout
Method of tie-wiring sachet over arm.
Adhesive tape fix after setting downforce!

using amatchstick cut to apaper-thin wedge
A steady hand is needed for this, and Iwas
reminded of atip circulating when the Linn

Reset the predetermined best tracking force

Asak was introduced in the UK: you should

for the cartridge Here's where the infinite pa-

periodically use ahousehold vacuum cleaner

tience comes in. You'll be easing the sachet
under the WTA "gantry," clear of the cup-rim,

hose to suck out fluff from inside the cartridge

to within 5mm of the pivot, and it will be dif-

shielding. Moderate suction is the order of

ficult to check the effective downforce (the

the day!
Well, Ihave to report that the duly cleaned

whole arm will shift in the damping fluid, and

ONE sounded like new when reinstated in the

will take aminute or two to settle back). The

WTA. You must take my word: this was not just

analogy is father and small daughter on aseesaw: he only moves back afew inches and

acase of the original fixing having slackened
over the months. A Spring clean does repay

baby Jane rockets out of Mama's arms. You're
dealing with fractions here, but it's worth it.

the labor of disturbing and resetting the cartridge (it can't be properly done in situ).

Icannot exaggerate the gains. You get a
Stereophile, June 1988

—Christopher Breunig
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"It is so clearly superior
to past amplifiers in the low- to
mid-priced range—not to mention
most amplifiers two to three times
its price- that Ican unhesitatingly
recommend it for even the most
demanding high end system!'
Anthony Cordesman
u.

o
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ROBERT HESSON
Musical Tastes
For along time, Iused to go to bed listening
to pop music. Having been raised near New
York City, Igrew up hearing the albums from
the many Broadway shows my parents took

udiophilia. Stereomelitis. Oh, the per-

the family to. Istill have a weak spot for

fidious diseases of hi-fi. Now even the
humble music reviewer must bare the
truth of his maladies and of the puny measures

Rodgers & Hammerstein, temer & Loewe, and
their contemporaries.

he takes to ameliorate them. What will the

were by artists like Traffic, The Band, the

Diamond-Jim equipment guys who live in the
front half of the magazine think? Pity us now

etc. People who know me now are shocked

and forever, those who scoff at sub-ten-grand
systems.
But before Imake my itemized confession
of owning an affordable system, certain preliminaries must be offered.

Stereophile, June 1988

The first records Iever bought for myself
Beatles, Cream, CSN&Y, Dylan, Joni Mitchell,
and crestfallen when they learn Ican recite the
histories and inbreedings of the superstars of
that spangled era.
In college, friends taught me that there was
more to music than three chords and A-B-A
151

What do Apogee,
Duntech,
Martin-Logan,
Monster Cable
and VPI
have in common?

aragon

These are some of the state of the art audio companies that
have purchased Aragon amplifiers for their research and
development work.

Read Thomas J. Norton's review of Aragon in the December 1987 issue of
Stereophile Magazine, or call us for acopy.

MONDIAL

DESIGNS

LIMITED

Two Elm Street, Ardsley, New York 10502 •(914) 693-8008

form. Ilistened to Miles Davis, Sonny Rollins,

Equipment

Miles Davis, John Coltrane, and Miles Davis.

It's time for the bad news: Idon't have a

Music had ideas even when there were no
words!

WAMM speaker system, aGoldmund Reference turntable, or ARC amps. But despite my

Although my major was English, Itook
every music course Icould. Soon my KLH

poor-mouthing at the opening of the article,
Ido have asystem that Ifind more than ade-

Model 11 was being visited by Beethoven,

quate and that suffers relatively minor faults

Mozart, Schubert, and Dvorak. Ifound that not

compared to much-higher-priced setups.

only did music have ideas without words, but
that those ideas could be shaped into noble

Starting from the front end, my cartridge is
the magnificent (and affordable) Garrott P-77,

and eloquent expressions of the human soul

a moving-magnet design with a parabolic

and spirit. No longer were John Lennon and

stylus. The sell-sheet says it "allows you to hear

Bob Dylan the revolutionaries. They were
goldfish drifting placidly in atank compared

not only the realism of the music, but the spirit
as well." Iagree and recommend it for areview

to such thunder-givers as Berlioz and Webern,
who were more alive in death than any git-tar

in these pages. The Garrott recently replaced
my beloved Fidelity Research FRI-MIc3F, which

man of the day.

finally reached the end of its very long rope.

Now Ilisten almost exclusively to "classical"

My backup—frown if you will—is aStanton

music. Anything else is frivolous by comparison. There are times for frivolity, sure, but

681 EEE. It's about eight years old, has around

in asingle lifetime, one can listen to only a
finite number of compositions. Iwant the ones

money. After pulling it out of three or four
years' storage, Iwas astonished at how good

that speak with mind and heart.

it sounded, all things considered.
Next, aLinn Basik LVX tonearm is attached

Iam fortunate in having agood deal of live
music to listen ta Here in Jacksonville, Florida,

50 hours on it, and does asuperb job for the

there is avery good symphony orchestra led

to the venerable Thorens TD-I60 Super turntable. I've never directly compared this com-

by the excellent young conductor Roger
Nierenberg. In recent months, we've heard

with it. Idoubt Icould get substantial improve-

Elly Ameling, Nadia Salerno-Sonnenberg, Joseph

ment without spending about $1500.

Silverstein, the Cleveland Quartet, Isaac Stem,
the Juilliard String Quartet, and many other

As for CD, Idecided to go the best-buy
route until things become clearer in this med-

top performers. Local chamber groups are also

ium. A Philips/Magnavox CDB-460 is what

active.
An hour or so south is Gainesville, home of

I've got and will have for at least awhile. So

bination to others, but have been very satisfied

the University of Florida and one of the most

far, CD had impressed me more with its convenience and durability than with its sonic

musically cosmopolitan small cities in the

attributes.

country. The Leningrad State Symphony with

When my old NAD 1020/2140 preamp/amp

Lazar Berman, the Royal Philharmonic with

combination was stolen (not even music re-

Vladimir Ashkenazy, and IMusici have or will
have performed there recently.

viewers are exempt!), Ireplaced it with an Ad-

A half-day's drive north is Charleston, SC,
where I've attended the famed Spoleto Festival
for the past five years.
In short, my "reference system" comprises
excellent musicians in the concert hall.

corn GFP-555 and aB&K ST-140. Idon't think
there's much that can touch them for the price
My tuner is an SAE T-102.
For many years, I've been happy with my
DCM Time Window speakers (the final im-

Listening Room

provement, Ibelieve, before the IA designation). They do so many things so well that I'm
reluctant to part with them. If they do come

As perverse as it may sound in this magazine,

up for replacement, the Magnepan 2.5/Rs are

nothing bores me more than discussions of

the most likely candidates.

listening rooms. Mine isn't great, but I'm not

My cables are Randall TR2 tonearm leads

about to drop my life savings on glorified egg

and, for the speakers, Monster Cable or my ex-

cartons to fix it. Iposition the speakers carefully, put furniture where Ican to help things out,

perimental Radio Shack 20-gauge solid-core
wires (the difference is great, but I'm still

then listen.

evaluating them to find which is better over
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Mlle DEBUTS
Featuring ahost of firsts, beginning
with the new MDT-33, Morel's
high-efficiency double-magnet
tweeter whose frequency response
falls within an incredible + —0.6dB.
Paired with the MW-164. Morel's
long-throw double-magnet woofer,
making its debut in acabinet system.
Followed by the cabinet itself, a
radical rhombic design angled up for
greater depth and imaging.
Duet is pure Morel, and pure
performance, from its Hexatech
voice coil to its drivers.
Call or write for more on Duet
and Morel's full line of home and
auto speaker systems.

morel
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street, Brookline. MA 02146
tel (617) 277-6663 telex 650-2499475

avariety of recordings). For Interconnects, I
use ahomebrewed concoction from anowdefunct local high-end shop. Again, Ihaven't
had achance to compare other brands, but
mine clearly sound better than the freebies.

and Dvorak) on Sheffield; Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat on DG; Cantate Domino on
Proprius; and aremarkably original album entitled The Pentangle by the '60s jazz-flavored,
English folk group of the same name.

One thing I've learned over the years is that
Idefinitely prefer listening to music over listen-

Among the few CDs I've gathered, none
seems to offer the quality of my best LPs. Ones

ing to equipment, and my system lets me do it.

that begin to approach them, though, are
Mozart's clarinet and oboe concerti with Hog-

Reference Recordings

wood on L'Oiseau -Lyre, Mozart piano concerti

Although Iuse several records for equipment

with Fou lb'ong on RCA, Beethoven's Ninth

and tweaking evaluation, Ifeel that asystem

with Dohnanyi on Telarc, and White Man

must be at home with widely divergent quali-

Sleeps by the Kronos Quartet on Elektra/

ties of sound. Not everything Iwant to listen

Nonesuch.
So now you know the symptoms of my

to is recorded well, and again, it's the music
Iwant more than the reproduction characteristics.
A few LPs Iroutinely use as references are

disease. The prognosis is not good. Until my
home system and the recordings Iplay on it
match what Ihear in the concert hall, Iwill re-

Prokofiev's Romeo andJuliet with Leinsdorf

main mightily afflicted. But my fate doesn't

on Sheffield; Beethoven's Ninth with Solti on
MFSL; the 1812, "Omnidisc," and Malcolm

sour me. And contrary to the popular idea of
the music critic as bitter slaughter hound of all

Frager's Chopin on 'Max; Monteverdi's Scher-

he surveys, Ilove nearly every minute of listen-

zi Musicali on 'Rimabout; Copland's original
version of Appalachian Spring on Columbia;

can't imagine amore joyful task. Ilisten to

ing. Poor performance or poor recording, I

Beethoven's 'Archduke" Trio on Denon; Ro-

what the thunder said and am thankful that all

mantic Music for Violin and Piano (Strauss

my f-a-c -i -1 -i -t -i -e-s remain intact.

The CD-BOX Elegant,Efficient
CD Storage

The CD-BOX from $64.95.

The CD-BOX A stand alone unit, it
fits the space intended for records in
most audio-video furniture and wall
systems perfectly! Finished in your
dioice of light or dark oak, walnut, or
black, its two' smooth-sliding drawls
hold up to sixty CDs (single, double,
or triple), with dividers that keep
discs upright and organized.
To order call Hills %ducts:
1-800-247-2018.
Money-back, satisfaction guarantee.
Dimensions: 61/4 w, 12 3/4 h, 14 ied.
"

Designed and manufactured in the USA by Frills Products Inc.
PO Box 1015, Hillsboro, NH 03244, 603464-3999
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Most speaker designers haven't changed
their position in 30 years.

-^

Presenting the dbx
Soundfield series:
Reality Imaging and the
end of the stereo
-sweet spot."
for 30 years, speaker
designers have believed that
the only way to achieve bat
anced stereo is to sit directly
between and in front of both
speakers If you move out of
this -sweet spot:the stereo
image collapses and the frequency response is anything
but flat

Al dbx, we took arevolutionary approach and developed
anew speaker design that
achieves stereo balance and
frequency response so consis
tent from any listening position,
so close to the real thing, we
needed anew name to describe
the experience: Reality Imaging
Reality Imaging brings you
right up to the stage Ifs not
only the sound, but the actual
spatial reality -the feeling of
being there And it's an image
that doesn't collapse if you
move around

Not only can you hear it,
you can see it.

iota

TOO RI TTII

Ask your dbx dealer to
demonstrate with asound analyzer 'such as the dbx 4110i
how consistently the flat and
smooth response -and Reality
Imaging -are maintained by
dbx Soundheld speakers at
every point in the room Then
ask him to do the same with
any other speaker at any price
You're in for ashock.
And we seriously suspect
you'll be changing your position
on stereo speakers for good

Soundiold50
$2000 spale

Sound 15X
$1000spee
SoundfiNd 2500
5580e pee

SOUNDFIELC
dbx
-•••1111,

'Suggested relatl pnces

PO IX 21

Need, Mass 02 ,95
5" e5., 32 ,0

BUILDING A LIBRARY

111131111 RITKARAJAI
The First
Recordings
Christopher Breunig

T

here were no recording prizes for
super-brat conductors when Karajan
was learning his craft. But he saw the

phon has at last provided the picture's missing piece by issuing on 6 CDs (423 525-2,

potential in making records in the 1930s, when

made in Berlin, lbrin, and occupied Holland.
In the London newspapers, at least, recent

Stokowski's and Toscanini's offerings were attracting attention in Europe.
This year Herbert von Karajan celebrates 50
years of making records (his principal recording company refers to him as the "Media Conductor," which some conservative music lovers
would consider faintly derogatory), and his

mono) the prewar and wartime recordings

profiles have been appearing which resurrect
the question of Karajan's membership in the
Nazi Party, best dealt with in Robert Vaughan's
by no means sycophantic biographical portrait
Herbert von Karajan (Weidenfeld and Nicolson, London). The antagonism between Fun-

own 80th birthday For comparisons, Stokowski

wangler, the music director of the Berlin

cut his first disc at 35; his recordings spanned
60 years. Toscanini made his first recording at

Philharmonic, and the meteoric von Karajan

53, midway through his conducting life (his
last active RCA work was in 1954). To mark
Karajan's anniversaries, Deutsche GrammoStereophile, June 1988

began in the '30s and was fueled by rival toplevel Nazi factions, who were able to play one
conductor off against the other. Karajan's
recording of Tchaikovsky's "Pathetique" was
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COUNTERPOINT SALUTES
ITS #1 U.S. DEALER
THE NEW
STEREO EXCHANGE.
411. 111111.
111mmillminir

SA -3 1PREAMPLIFIER

SA-12 HYBRID AMPLIFIER

COUNTERPOINT continues to collect awards for technical achievement...and
rave reviews by American, Japanese and European audio critics on the hybrid
electronics with unsurpassed sound.
Preamplifiers $645-$5,245
Amplifiers $1,045-$5,495

The New Stereo Exchange, 704 Broadway, 3rd Fl., Greenwich Village, NY 10003
212 674.3055 800 833.0071 Outside NYC
We accept most major credit cards

not only with Furtwangler's orchestra, but
followed within five months of Furtwangler's
own—a direct challenge? Regardless, the

about guest conductors. "Who was conducting tonight?" "We didn't look. We gave him

reading was certainly well-conceived.

the Weingartner performance." None of that
with Karajan, who asks for a heavy string

This was not Karajan's first 78rpm set: his
Staatslcapelle Magic Flute overture was copied

vibrato in the Brahms slow movement, whereas
Mengelberg's own recording shows astricter,

by DG as abonus to their first digital opera
production under Karajan, prompting his oftquoted remark "all else is gaslight." , The

expected. It is in the outer movements that

analogy is capable of cynical interpretation.

interesting account than his 1987 Tèlemondial

I'd not heard the Mozart before (it was

version. Hitherto I've preferred the VP0 Brahms
1Karajan did with John Culshaw in 1959—
RCA Soria, then Decca London (on CD: 417

transferred at 45rpm: my virgin pressing awaits
UK distribution of the WTT—hint to Bill
Firebaugh!), but on CD, where it heads an
overtures selection of Rossini, Weber, Cherubini, Johann Strauss, and Verdi, it sounds like
amint copy of ashellac.
I'm pleased to report that, perhaps contrary

purer tone production. The reverse of the
Karajan excels; sad to say this is amuch more

739-2). Karajan does slow the big theme in the
finale rather more than Mengelberg did, and
some accelerations to quicker tempi are unreasonably exaggerated; in this matter Mengelberg's ritardandi and timings are far more ex-

to expectation, DG has not slicked up any of

treme and disruptive. (I find his symphonic

these transfers; Ifound them consistently en-

performances sickening!)

joyable and unfatiguing. EMI should reexamine their techniques of digital mastering of old

the famous lbscanini/NBC. And it was lbscanini

material; on their first References CDs, much
of the sound is ghastly.

The opening of Donjuan sweeps along like

The Berlin Staatskapelle was made up of

who provided the inspiration for Karajan's
Falstaff. But not, evidently, for Beethoven 7.
Karajan might well have known the classic

members of the State Opera Orchestra, and

NYPO set by Toscanini (his own is from 1941)

Karajan was put under contract there in 1937,

with its true Allegretto (ii) and trios which ex-

commuting back and forth to Aachen, work-

actly follow Beethoven's marking Assai meno

ing also at the Salzburg Festival (where he in-

presto, but which nevertheless had the critics
unsure of themselves. In both these sections

creased his command of the English language).
It is with this orchestra that the early Karajan
recordings are most authoritative—those with
the RAI Orchestra 'Ruin being the worst, both
technically and in terms of interpretation.
(Semiramide illustrates a kind of ruthless

Karajan takes the traditional German route:
slow, and markedly slow.
Even so, if the Richard Strauss is the one performance here that deeply impinges on the

polish and precision where Karajan could

emotions—the Amsterdam players get to the
very heart of the piece for the 35-year-old

achieve it, but the performance is without
heart.) By contrast the CD contains asuperb

the little affectations of portamenti 2 one can

Karajan (D-Day was nine months away), and

Freischutz with the 1943 Amsterdam Concertgebouw; powerful, dynamic, it is structured

accept in this touching context—the Berlin

with agrip that makes the listener oblivious
to the constraints of dated sound.

pressive reissue of all. Even though critics were
often to question Karajan's Beethoven there-

The same sessions yielded aStrauss Don
Juan and Brahms Symphony 1which may be

after, in this, the first of six commercial sound

compared in detail with Mengelberg's own recordings from the wartime period, preserved on
acetates from broadcasts (Japanese Philips CDs).
There's an old Vienna Philharmonic joke

Staatslcapelle Seventh is surely the most im-

recordings he was to undertake, there is an
easy mastery of the music: it sounds as if an
affinity with the work is beyond doubt. Perhaps
there is some quality inherent in the piece
which facilitates this: the first Philharmonic/Klemperer recording (now in stereo,

IIactually heard Herbie the K utter the statement in question at apress conference in Salzburg in 1981, following a
demonstration of aprototype CD player which proved to be
the source for some of the most excruciatingly painful sounds
ever to be emitted in apublic place. If ever there was proof
that professional musicians hear differently from us mere
mortals—pace LL—this was it.
— JA
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and with aCD option), not too different, to be
frank, has that same sense of inheritance, that
same implacable delivery of the first-move2strings sliding from one note to another
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Low Price Accessories
For CD Players

1. Audloquest (AO) CD Stabilizer Rings
Starter kit 15 Rings w/locator
19 95
Complete NI - 25 Rings wdocator
29 95
Bonus lot: 50 nngs wit rev locator
49 95
2. AO Sorbothane CO Isolation Feel NEW ...(4)19.95
3 DB Passive CD vol control w/5 inputs
99 95
4. Interconnects:
Aural, DIdech, FMS/Usesdre,
MIT, Monster, Van den Hal
Call
5 Magnavox CDB470 CD Player
Only 149 95' '
CDB472 Player wiremole
199 95"
CDB473 Player w/vol on remote
269 95"
CD8650 CD Player ••Closeout"
299.95••
6 Mod Squad CD Damper Kit
23 50
7 VPI Magic Brick CD Chassis Damper
34 50

For Turntables
8 Audiophile Records 8 CD's: Chalky. Proprlus,
Reference & Sheffield Labs
Call
9 AC) Automatic Tonearro Lifter
39 95
10 AU Sorbothane Record Mat95
31
11 AO Sorbothane Feet Set of 4
34 95
12. A0-16 **Top Rated MC Heads/rail"
49.95
13 AO Livewire Headshell Leads
695
14 AO Electronic Stylus Cleaner
39 95
15 AR ES-1 Turntable W/AD Tonearm
Call*
AR ES-1 Turntable Only
399.95•
16 Precut Metal AR Armboards (MMT/AR) ..
34 95
17 D8 Cartndge Alignment Protractor
24 50
18 Dennesen Metal Cart Alig. Protractor ...
149 95
19 Grado Phono Cartndges STE +1
15 00
Signature ISMZ Call
NAX Stylus
95.00
Signature MCZ Cul
MCX Stylus
139.95
20 Electronic Stylus Pressure Gauge
99 95
Shure Stylus Force Gauge
999
21 HO Deluxe Carbon Fiber Brush
....
14 95
22. Tonearm Interconnects: DIN Is RCA:
AO Quartz Tonearm Cable 4 It
119.95
Monster Genesis Lightspeed Tonearm 15M 159.95
Van den Hul TSF TAC 15M
89.95
23 LAST Record Cam Products
#1 Power Record Cleaner95
11
#2 Record Preservative
14.95
#3 Record Cleaner
795
#4 Stylus Cleaner w/2 Stylus Brushes
695
#5 Stylast Stylus Preservative
16.95
24 Niny Gntly -First - Record Cleaner
6oz.
14.95
16 oz.. 24.95
First Applicator brush
995
25 Sota Reflex Clamp
89.95
Sota Acrylic Mat95
129
26 Sumiko FB-1 Fluxbuster MC Demag
209.95
27 Sumiko Acrylic Mat +Reflex Clamp
149.95
28. Sumiko HS-12 (SAMT) Headshell
29.95
21. Tip Toes/Counter Feet
C-3 For AR Turntables
795
C-17 for VPI Turntables
895
C-37 for Sole Turntables
895
C-10 For Oracle Delphi
8.95
C-12 For Oracle Alexandria
895
30 Torumat Record Cleaning Fluid 1pi95
14
31. Turntable Stands:
Target 72
135 00
Lead Balloon
239.95"
32. Turntable Wall Shelves:
Target TT-1
99.95 Target TT-1L For Large/Heavy Tables
149.95"
33 VPI Record Cleaning Machines
34 VPI PLC: Power Line Conditioner
35 VPI Record Brush
19.5aa0
1111
Record Cleaning Solution . 1gal
19.95

For Amps & Preamps

36. AO Sorbothane Isolation Feet For Amps tel 34.95
*New' Smaller Sorbothane Feet
For Preempt
(4) 19.95
37 AO Sorbothane Self Stick Sheet
6"x6"x1/4"
12 50
12"x6"x1/4"
24 95
38. Interconnect Cables: Aural, Cordes, Oldech,
FMS/Llyew(re, MIT, Monster, VandenHul
Call
39 Interconnect Cable Termination
AO Wonder Solder 1.5 as
999
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ment Allegro. Development, recapitulation,
and coda here make you think anew about the
astounding originality of this music and, equally, of how it provided the blueprint for Anton
Brucicner's. The Allegretto, with its dark string
coloring in the first pronouncement of the
theme, again stimulates new responses to very
familiar pages.
My HFN/RR colleague Robert Cowan (who

ways both extremely disappointing. They are
negligible set beside this piece of work.
However strange it may seem to get out a
CD made 49 years ago to play for pleasure (as
Ishall do with the Tchaikovsky), the three
Mozart Symphonies with the Italian Radio Orchestra (
— Jupiter," "Haffner," and G-minor
K.550) are merely reference supplements.
They show, if you like, the seeds of Karajan's
difficulties with Mozart; or how he later refined

has an encyclopedic knowledge of historic
repertoire) says one should direct readers to

away the awful excesses of these first attempts.

the driving virtuosity of Karajan's 1940 BP0

Only afew bars into the "Haffner" and you

"New World" finale, which even outpaces
Toscanini's NBC. The sound here is very dry,
and this brutalizes the choppy sforzandi. That

braking through the movement. But then,
one could play another illustrious conductor's

realize HvK is on aswitchback, surging and

said, RC and Iwould both wish to draw aveil

"Haffner," and nearly all the mannerisms

over the rest of the symphony. Still, Karajan
would make amenda in later recordings—

would be mirrored: the 1946 Toscanini/NBC.

which still does not place him in the Kubelik
class as aDvorak interpreter. This CD has the
Fledermaus overture and the Emperor and
Kunstlerleben waltzes, done (1940-42) with a
sweetness, finesse, and lightness that carry an
irony when you think of the devastation at
large outside the German recording studios.

(There was an earlier NYP, from '29.) Karajan's
slow movement is rather Beechamesque in
sweet laziness; his final Presto is the same 3:28
as in the 1978 set. All three Andantes were to
become quicker.
It is really the rather inferior quality of the
Italian orchestra which degrades these record-

These historic CDs continue the DG "Dolcu-

ings. What Karajan is trying to do is not compatible with tubby tuttis and fallible wind

mente" LP series, and on CD asingle example

players. It was in 1941 that Karajan took the

from the Ferenc Fricsay legacy has just ap-

Berlin State Opera on tour of Italy, then read

peared (DG 423 384-2). Imention this as it includes astunning BP0 Smetana Vltava, far

in aRome newspaper that he'd lost his Aachen

more sharply characterized than Karajan's

went into hiding in Italy at the very end of the
war—a chance meeting with aBritish Army

nevertheless musical reading, placed after the
most famous of his prewar recordings: the
"Pathetique." (The wedding scene in Vltava
has the unmistakable Karajan stamp).
Imust admit to afascination with Karajan's
timings over the years, these often amazingly close Here, his 1939 and 1985/VP0 versions
of the Sixth deviate by atotal of 0:55, with the
finales unchanged at 9:41. A decade ago it had
broadened by 0:09! Karajan's repertoire pieces

post: "absent too frequently." Except that he

colonel he knew from before took him back
to Austria, where he was tracked down by
Walter Legge (EMI)—the years 1940-45 are
blank in the official biography.
To recommend this set is essentially beyond
the catchment area of "Building aLibrary" But
these are important reissues for the collector
who wants to satisfy his curiosity about aconductor whose live music-making has been in-

have become progressively more austere over

extricably tied up with an obsessive urge to

the years.

document and redocument his art. Surprisingly, in the booklets with each CD (they come
in aslipcase), Karajan says he thinks recording

The first thing one notices about the prewar
"Pathetique" is its fine, clear sound. Lowregister instruments have apalpable reality at
low dynamic levels (the sound tends to col-

has reached its peak. "Who could want more?
Ihonestly cannot imagine that technology will

lapse at climaxes), and the focus of strands is

go very much further," he reflects. Iwonder.

remarkable—or is it simply that the composer's
scoring was so wonderful? As elsewhere in this

(A complete Karajan discography, bound
together with aPhilharmonia Orchestra discography and interleaved with illustrative ma-

set, Karajan overreacts to the excitement of a
quicker marking, but how utterly involving all
of this is. We've just had new digital Sixths

terial, is available at £13.00 ($25.00) inclusive
despatch from: John Hunt, Flat 6, 37 Chester

from Bychkov and from Abbado, in different

Way, London SE1 14UR.)
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RECORD REVIEWS

CLASSICAL
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas

No.21, "Waldstein". No r. "Tempest" ;No.26, "les Adieux"
John O'Conor, piano
Ttlarc CD-80160 (CD). Jack Renner, eng.; James Mallinson,
prod. DOD. TT: 6357

The Telarc CD has anon-fatiguing sound
with a fairly large soundstage; this is appreciated by the serious listener, as harmonics
are allowed to extend naturally. 'Marc, as usual,
uses no compression, external processing, or
transformers in the signal path. The resulting

Spare the suspense: 30-year-old Irishman John
O'Conor is an exciting pianist, with prodigious

sound is impressively natural.

talent and the elusive ability to make music a
living organism. His artistry displays depth and

but his interpretive skill will notch afootnote
in your musical conscience. This album has

the kind of maturity that escapes most new

my highest unqualified recommendation.

concertizers; he is leaving large footprints in
the musical world.
O'Conor plays Beethoven as well as any
pianist 1have heard. All of Ludwig's characteristic musical ornaments are vividly captured
in these three popular works: the intriguing
countermelodies, thunderous bass support,
arpeggios of every persuasion, and the exhilarating Beethovian dynamic range Listening

John O'Conor's name may slip your mind,

— David B. Alfvin
BIZET: Symphony in C
TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca da Rimini
Charles Munch, Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Chesky CD-7 (CD). Kenneth G. Wilkinson, eng.; Charles
Gerhanit, prod.; David and Norman Chesky, exec prods. AAD.
TT: 4691

The products of the enterprising Chesky
brothers—whose admirable efforts to obtain

with score in hand confirmed my first impressions: John O'Conor is moving rapidly toward
greatness.

maximum sonic fidelity from certain analog
albums taped ca two decades ago—have been

Highlights of this, his second recording for

One cannot but applaud the fastidious care
that they appear to have lavished on each step

Telarc, include: the sonorous final Rondo
movement of the "Waldstein" played to near
perfection, the treacherous Allegro and delicate Allegretto movements of the "Tempest,"
and the lively Vlvacissimamente (say it
fast ...
impress your friends) of "Les Adieux."

chronicled in these pages on earlier occasions.

of the analog-to-digital process. Also commendable is their overseeing of the manufacturing operation, which sets adesirable example for an industry in which quality control
seems acomparatively low priority. As this

In all of these O'Conor is the consummate interpreter, one moment the aggressor, the next

album was my introduction to the redoubtable

alyrical guardian and peacemaker. Beethoven

growing list of fans. This admiration is, however, based more on the excellence of their

would have been pleased.
Stereophile, June 1988
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musical reproduction than on the choice of
program and artist: they obtain the maximum
fidelity possible from the master tape.
As all of the material they have so far released
appears to have emanated from the fine series
distributed by Reader's Digest, the Cheskys'
choices had to be restricted and probably
reflect contractual availability rather than
artistic desirability. Fortunately, the Reader's

had intended writing an opera based upon the
tragic love story of Francesca and Paolo in
Dante's Divine Comedy. When the libretto submitted to him did not meet with his approval,
he abandoned the idea. However, inspired by
Gustave Dore's grandiose illustrations of the
adulterous love affair, and his rereading of the
fifth canto, he decided to write an orchestral
fantasy. The composition starts with adescrip-

Digest cache contained many gems engineered

tive setting in which asinister, gruesome pic-

by the fine Decca sound-man Kenneth G.
Wilkinson in tandem with producer Charles

ture is painted of the second circle of the In-

Gerhardt, the experienced team responsible
for this album.

ferno. Munch's forceful approach seems to
these ears superfluous and, therefore, over-

Bizet's Symphony in C has almost become

bearing. The Wagnerian influences, so apparent in the introduction, sound particularly

known as asignature piece for the late Charles
Munch. He recorded it at least three times and

detractors not infrequently adversely criticized

heavy-handed. During his lifetime, Munch's

was one of the first to do so after the manu-

his over-emphasis of rhythm and dynamics to

script, which had been lost for 80 years, turned

the possible detriment of form and texture.

up in 1935. Although Ihave heard the work
dozens of times, Istill find it difficult to accept

These criticisms can be applied to his interpretation of Francesca da Rimini.

the fact that Bizet was only 17 when he created
this most attractive synthesis of technical

Of the two pieces, Ivastly prefer Munch's
way with Bizet. While acknowledging the total

maturity and inspired artistic sophistication.

subjectivity of music appreciation, Imust con-

Munch's overview imparts arefined, but rather
extrinsic impact. He is most effective in the

fess that Iwas surprised at the Cheskys' selec-

more athletic movements, especially the first,

tion of the Tchaikovsky, dictated, Ipresume,
more by availability than propensity.

an Allegro vivo, whose orchestration foreshadows the ebullient Bizet of Carmen; similarly the final Allegro vivace makes apersuasive impression. There is, though, more to
the poignantly exotic second movement, with
its mournful, plaintive oboe theme against a
pizzicato in the strings, than Munch appears
to have discovered. Always something of an
externalise, he seldom seemed to excavate and
explore the interpretive possibilities shielded
by the printed score. He was an impressive
literalist and orchestral disciplinarian. For a
more probing, memorable, and equally Gallic
reading, Irecommend turning to Sir Thomas
Beecham whose recording is now available on
CD (Angel CDC). Paradoxically, it is Beecham's

—Bernard Soli
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9
Gunter Wand. Cologne Radio Symphony Orchestra
EMI Deutsche Harmonia Mundt CDC 747 7512 (CD). Otto
Nielen, Hermann Rum. ems.; DEHermann Lang, prod. ADD.
Ti': 5807

Gunter Wand is sufficiently dissatisfied with
his Bruckner 9, asymphony, he feels, to be of
"rougher tone" than the others, to want to
rerecord it if it can be "contained ...
in suitable
sound." Certainly there is aveiled quality to
this recording, with harsh treble developing
with increasing volume But, to my ears, there
are also problems with its interpretation: Wand
fails to fully realize the otherworldliness and
spirituality inherent in the notes of this score,

orchestra that Munch leads for this recording,
whereas Sir Thomas conducts the French National Radio Orchestra.

musical motion, yet the effect is static It is like

Munch, famous for his ability with modern

viewing the stars of the mighty firmament,

French music, was also steeped in the German

which take their courses but seem to stand
still." This is due to the layering of different

classical tradition (he studied with Furtwangler), as his native Alsace had been aGerman province This cultural environment and
his consequently Germanic interpretive philosophy is soon apparent in the early pages of
Francesca da Rimini. Initially, Tchaikovsky
Stereophile, June 1988

though he does so beautifully in the words he
has written on the work —"the form has

rhythmic impulses, immaculately realized in
performance by aparticularly well-rehearsed
CRSO. Yet, despite afine performance, this
deeply personal, unfinished Symphony still
sounds prosaic, and is adisappointing summa-
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tion of acycle that must be dipped into with
care, rather than recommended wholesale.
—Barbara Jahn
GESUALDO DA VENOSA: Lecons de 7knebres
Alfred Dellet countertenor; Deller Consort
Harmonia Mundi HMA 190220 (CD). Pierre Studer, prod.
(1970). ADD.

rn

53:03

Harmonia Mundi has reissued this fine performance of late Italian polyphony as part of their
mid-priced musique d'abord series. Deller's
readings hold up very well indeed by comparison with such groups as the 'Ells Scholars,
and his own command of line is still unsurpassed. This is no longer the latest word in

well as the range and power of the male alto.
From the very first, it is evident that Drew
Minter is up to the task. He sings with grace,
vigor, and force of expression, as well as the
delicacy we expect from agood countertenor.
Be warned, however, if you are used only to
sopranos in these roles: neither Minter nor any
other countertenor has the force of aMarilyn
Home (who sang Orlando in arecent Met production). What he does have by way of compensation is the remarkable purity and clarity
of tone that excited the envy of the young lady
Imentioned above, along with awhispery
pianissimo and flawless ornamentation. His is
acompelling performance, worthy to stand in
the great Handelian tradition.

polyphonic interpretation, but it remains afine
performance. Sound is good as well, with
some unfortunate multi-mike effects, and what

American ensemble, are very fine players in the

sounds like early Dolby pumping away, albeit

authentic manner. Ihave read alarge number

at afairly low level. Ihave seen these discs at
ten bucks in Tower Records; this one is afine

another 'America's premier authentic-instru-

buy at the price.
Iread (in Digital Audio) that there is now so

ment ensemble": this one may well deserve
the title. There is not the slightest trace of

The Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra, an

of liner notes that proclaim one group or

much CD pressing capacity that major labels

"acid" tone here; the strings are as sweet as

are "forced" to print their back catalogs and
sell the results at mid- to low price. What a

one could want, reeds are equally sweet and
articulate, and intonation is accurate throughout.

shame. We may even see (oh, the horror)

Ftobina Young and Peter McGrath have done

reasonable prices for new issues. Haste the day.

another fine job here for Harmonia Mundi

—Les Berkley

USA, in no little measure responsible for the

HANDEL: Arias for Senesino
Drew Minter. countertenor; Nicholas McGegan, Philharmonia
Baroque Orchestra

dividual instruments is good, and the soundstaging is realistic and clearly defined. Among

Harmonia Mundi HMC 905183 (CD). %Nita Young, prod.;
Peter McGrath, eng. ADD. TT: 6042

other pleasantries, it is good to hear the bass
not only making its weight felt, but with its

Ionce knew avery lovely and talented bel canto soprano who opined that what she would
really like was to be able to sing like acounter-

balance between vocalist and orchestra, a

fine sound Idescribed above The focus on in-

tenor. Iargued the point, of course, but will
gladly admit to having understood her feelings
in the matter. The vivid timbre of the countertenor has aunique and arresting quality utterly
unlike anything else in music.

tone intact. Especially noteworthy is the
model for this kind of recording. A fine effort
all 'round.
Ishould also mention another way in which
this CD is amodel: the liner notes. For once
we have well-written, informative, and literate
notes along with our $16 CD, like the ones we

Alfred Deller is usually credited with the
revival of the male alto voice in roles originally
intended for castrati. (It is still, as every operagoer knows, far more common for these parts

used to have with our $5 LPs. And the disc
even uses track and index numbers the way
they are supposed to be used. Is someone at

to be performed by sopranos.) Here Drew

others. Bravo! We may never know what a
true castrato sounded like, but this will do

Minter, a very worthy successor to Deller,
essays 11 arias written by Handel for his primo
uomo Senesino, one of the most noted singers
in the London of Handel's day. These arias—
the majority from Orlando—along with the
accompanying recitatives, demonstrate the virtuosity of the composer's operatic writing, as

Stereophile, June 1988

Harmonia Mundi ill? Ihope they infect afew

very nicely. A must for Handelians of every
persuasion.

—Les Berkley

HARRIS: Symphony 3
SCHUMAN: Symphony 3
Leonard Bernstein, New York Philharmonic
Deutsche Grammophon 419 '80. 2(CD), 419 780-1(LP). Klaus

16-
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Sdieihe, eng.; Ham Rem recording supervisor; Hamio Rinke
prod. DDD. rr 5112

Have you heard the news? DG is actually
capable of making a good-sounding, fully
digital CD, one which sounds like aremarkable
resemblance of an orchestra performing in a
believable environment. They have done so
with this recording of the third symphonies
of Roy Harris and William Schuman by the

Bernstein's earlier recording; it seemed forced
and harried for a work with which he has
always expressed such keen identification, and
the engineering was harsh and clangorous.
The new recording is atruly definitive statement of this music, asingle movement comprised of five contrasting sections of some of
Harris's most tightly crafted and well-organized structuring.

New York Philharmonic under Leonard Bern-

Schuman 3 has been one of Bernstein's

stein. What makes this so astonishing is the fact
that only one week earlier, in December 1985,
the same crew of technicians managed to

special favorites for more than 30 years.
Though other conductors have performed it

thoroughly botch the NYPO/Bemstein Mahler
7in the very same Avery Fisher Hall, in which

anything close to the sense of complete
ownership which Bernstein and the NYPO
have given it over the years. In concert perfor-

one of the most powerful and convincing performances that work has ever received was
rendered virtually unlistenable by some of the
most tasteless mixing and digital glare every
foisted upon the public. The fact that Bernstein's Mahler 7 has been one of DG's best
sellers does not speak well for the public's taste
in recordings. So what else is new?

with other orchestras, no one has done it with

mances, tour engagements, and a1959 recording for CBS Masterworks (still in print, LP
only), they have set apersonal stamp upon this
work that no other combination has rivalled.
Iwas convinced that the wise, mature Lenny
and the largely cleaned-up 1985 NYPO would

A new law, that's what. Holt's Law states that
the better the performance, the worse the

be unable to surpass the youthfully exuberant
Lenny with the often funky and sometimes
out-of-kilter 1959 NYPO, whose very qualities

recording, and vice-versa. My law states that

in those days made it possible for them to give

the less familiar the technicians are with the

the Schuman 3the kick in the ass it needs to
make it soar.

music, the better the recording will be. The
technicians must have been very familiar with
Mahler 7. It's practically standard repertoire by
now, especially in Europe, and there are a
growing number of recordings of the work.
They

were

probably

less

familiar with

Copland's Third Symphony, which concluded
the concert which opened with the Harris and

The 1959 recording will not be retired, and
remains afavorite, but the new one is remarkable for the improvement in Bernstein's control of the enormous energy of the music and
its complex figurations. The final coda is like
abig band on aconstruction site. It's not funky
anymore, but it still kicks ass.

Schuman symphonies, but they still managed
to hoke it up with their special brand of arti-

This is an important recording, which places
two contenders for the proverbial "Great

fice, though not to nearly the disastrous extent
as the Mahler. Harris 3used to be one of Ameri-

American Symphony" further into the
mainstream of home entertainment than they

ca's most famous symphonies, but has, like

have ever been. Sales have been brisk, and for

Harris himself, fallen into aperiod of neglect
from which it is only beginning to emerge

once, deservedly so. —Richard Schneider

The Schuman 3 is one of his best-known

MAHLER: Symphony 2("Resurrection")
Arleen Auger. soprano; Janet Baker, memo; Simon Rattle, City
of Birmingham Symphony Orchestra & Chorus
EMI CDS 7479628 (2 CDs). Michael Sheady. cog ;David R
Murray, prod. ODD. TT: 8548

pieces among American listeners who admire
American concert music, but has had few performances in Europe Apparently daunted by
the unfamiliarity of it all, it seems these guys
went light on the mixer, and left the driving
to Lenny and the band.
Harris's famous Third has been recorded six
times now; one of those prior recordings was
by Bernstein and the NYPO for CBS Masterworks in 1962. This new one is the only one
currently in print. Inever cared much for
Stereophile, June 1988

The question of fidelity to the printed score
is atricky one with Mahler's symphonies. On
the one hand, the scores are full of explicit,
seemingly inflexible directions to the conductor. But Mahler allowed his own disciples to
modify his texts to their needs. Moreover, the
performing tradition of his day held as implicit
aconductor's right to interpret markings of
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dynamics, tempo, and expression. Even when
one considers only the text, the extremes of

tle has real feeling for this song's innocent

beauty and violence, sublimity and tastelessness which Mahler writes there invite inter-

the devotional aspect kept to the fore Though
the sense is quite different, Janet Baker sings

Wunderborn manner: tender and direct, with

pretive excess; his technique of personal

here as well as in her Ely Cathedral perfor-

catharsis through symphony, aJoyce-like penchant for investing the details of his own life
with epic musical significance, encourages the

mance with Bernstein, after 13 years her voice

reading-in of one's own joys and demons.
Surely most great Mahler performances have
been personal statements by their conductors,
with the printed page asecondary consideration.
The "Resurrection" is especially prone to
such identification, for it is, along with the
Sixth and Ninth, the most autobiographical of
Mahler's symphonies. The young composer
proclaims here his new religion, laying out the
panoply of Christian mystery in heroic voice.

even more childlike, seemingly ageless.
Rattle makes the finale the centerpiece of his
performance, aconvincing reaffirmation of the
Christian drama. Remarkably, he maintains
concentration through areading which, at
35:09, is almost as slow as Bernstein's. The
reason for success is, again, adherence to
Mahler's written score. Rattle is especially
scrupulous with the vocal parts: the hushed
choral pianissimos are heart-rending, and tuftpausen correspond to real singers breathing.

TaIce as examples two well-established record-

He conducts his beautifully paired soloists as
well as Klemperer; and while on the Klemperer

ings of this symphony: Otto Klemperer's
1963 EMI version with the Philharmonia Or-

Auger's grace in the soprano part, the squal-

chestra, with its air of almost Lutheran probity
and Leonard Bernstein's jeremiad on Columbia, recorded in 1974 with the London Sym-

record Elisabeth Schwarzkopf may approach
ly Hilde Rossl-Majdan has none of Baker's
radiance.
Ever since Bernstein's two recordings, the
issue of tempo comes up inevitably in discus-

phony at England's Ely Cathedral, areading
notorious for heart-on-sleeve pantheism and
amagnificently slow finale. Neither version

sions of the finale Effective though Bernstein

hews close to the text, and it would be hard
to find two more divergent readings from dif-

remains for me the most effective ever' —
repeated directions in Mahler's score call for

is in his grandiosity—and the Ely performance

ferent performing traditions; yet both are

the music to speed up toward the end. Bern-

magnificent.
This said, it is all the more remarkable that

stein ignores these indications, choosing

Simon Rattle's new Birmingham reading, which
is quite faithful to the score, is so compelling.

radically. Rattle observes all the markings, ac-

By sticking to that score, the young Englishman largely succeeds at finding an ideal median among the different traditions. The first
movement breathes life-and-death drama:
slow, though without expressive bombast, and
evoking the deepest kind of weariness and loss
in the last bars. This remains 71-auermusik, and
so there is kinship with Klemperer. What's
more, Rattle shows it's almost all in the score
Rattle is less successful with the two landler
movements. The Andante is too impersonal,
and perhaps too literal to convey Mahler's stubborn love of life. Rattle can't quite convey the
lilt, the punctuating string glissandi, which are
the essence of this dance The third-movement
Scherzo is also unconvincing, lacking both
Klemperer's rustic grace and Bernstein's understanding of the nihilistic elements.
Such shortcomings are redeemed in the last
two movements. The Urticbt is excellent. Rat-
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instead—to magnificent effect—to slow down
celerating gradually from his slow readings. His
result is no less dramatic than Bernstein's.
As to sound: this CD suggests that EMI is
slowly getting its digital act together. While not
exactly naturally miked, there is at least some
sense of space and ambience, and timbres are
far better than most digital issues. Some
pianissimo passages are lost, but this had
always been the case with recordings of Mahler's
early symphonies, with their chamber-like
scoring. Only aproduction like Klemperer's,
deliberately made close-up so that all parts
may be clear, or Bernstein's Columbia sound,
with its hamfisted engineering, can reproduce
all the quiet passages. Neither of these recordings can boast the delicacy of Rattle's. As to
performing forces, the CBSO and Chorus move
1At least for now, rumor has it that Bernstein's NYPO/DG
recording of the "Resurrection is already in the can, and
markedly slower yet at the cnd, much like his DG Ninth. Ibat
will be something to pull off
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themselves as capable of inspired performance

subjugated to the big sound developed by the

as the world's great metropolitan ensembles.
They play with delicacy and balance, and really listen to one another. If nothing else, this CD
should convince you to support your own

reverberation decay. This is more the pity
when such fine points as the faithful reproduction of the timpani's dry sound, and the exact
left-to-right positioning of soloists, choir, and

team or regional orchestra.

brass, are so well realized.

So Simon Rattle continues his steady growth.
Iheard Rattle conduct the "Resurrection" with

The 7½-minute Kyrie in D minor that
follows has still more colorful scoring and is

the Los Angeles PO four years aga The maturing Idiscern between that fine but paragraph-

similarly handled, despite atwo-month dif-

by-paragraph performance and this CBSO

unlikely that you would want to listen to it

recording convinces me that he is the first conductor since Bernstein to earn the right to con-

directly after the Requiem; it would have been
easier to program out for separate listening had

duct afull Mahler cycle. Ihope he continues,

it been given the first CD access point.

and with these marvelous Birmingham players.
—Kevin Conklin
MOZART: Requiem, K626; Kyrie, K341
Bonney, Sofie von Otter, Blochwitz, White. Monteverdi Choi;
Eliot Gardiner, English Baroque Soloists
Philips 420 197-2 (CD). Hein Dekker, Erdo Groot, engs.;
Wilhelm Hellweg, prod. DOD. TT: 54:15

ference in recording dates. However, it is

This issue offers not the Romantic view of
the Requiem we have grown accustomed to
from older recordings, nor the lightweight and
gentle approach of some "authentic" performances, but one that orders its audience to sit
up and take notice. Ask yourself if this is what
you really want.

—Barbara Jahn

So intense was the effect on me of John Eliot
Gardiner's Campra Requiem that Iwas anxious
to share it (and Herrewege's performance) with
Stereophile readers in Vol.10 No.9. The subsequent release of Gardiner's Mozart Requiem
had me hoping for asimilarly moving experience, and while it proved so to acertain extent, my enthusiasm must carry some reservations. Gardiner and his forces display the
same degree of intensity as in the Campra, but
colored here by asense of urgency and striving
that leaves the listener emotionally drained
after some 46 minutes.
This is not agently meditative interpretation, but one harsh and fearful, conjuring up
the stark realities of life and death in Mozart's
time and the composer's painful mental and
physical state during the work's composition.
There is real commitment and drive throughout, framed by some goading tempi, with the

MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL: Pictures at an Exbibition
RAVEL: Bolero, Rapsodie Espagnole
Herbert von Kara¡an, Berlin Philharmonic
DG 413 588-1(LP), 413 588-2 (CD). Michel Glotz, as.; GUCI>
ther Breest, prod. DDA, DOD. 17: 64:25

From the smooth, legato opening of the first
Promenade of Mussorgslcy's Pictures, it is clear
that this is aKarajan performance, and the
degree to which it stimulates enthusiasm will
depend, in good measure, on how one responds to the conductor's style. In general,
Karajan's reading is understated. It is as if each
of the Hartmann images inspiring this work
has been transformed into agorgeous abstract.
All of the rich detail of Ravel's brilliant orchestration is captured, yet is also muted so
that its vibrant, richly contrasted colors are
softened, almost to the point of becoming

Monteverdi Choir strong and even-toned,

pastels. Complementing this approach are the
broad tempos that Karajan favors throughout.
This breadth, to be sure, does not cause the

responsive to the wide range of dynamics re-

kind of stagnation present in the conductor's

quired by the conductor, and dominant in

1975 recording of the work. Now things seem
to move just abit more quickly than before.

recording balance over the band of authentic
instruments. The four soloists are equally
strong, the bass maybe alittle too much so,
particularly in the quartets, but all show the
same understanding for this interpretation's
restless momentum.
Perhaps all this would have seemed less

Still, the overall effect of this "Karajanization"
is to alter the character of some of these
familiar depictions. "The Great Gate of Kiev,"
for instance, here sounds more like abroad,
brooding Germanic brass chorale than the
grand, powerful climax it becomes in the

threatening had the venue's resonant acoustic

hands of other conductors. Similarly, the

been kinder. The strings (and choir at forte) acquire asteely edge, and clarity of line is often

understated snare-drum in "Bydlo" runs
counter to the suggestion of an approaching
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ox cart, and the "Marketplace at Limoges" has
little of the scurrying liveliness needed to
characterize the women's chatter there Yet the
performance, despite its refined restraint, remains remarkably well-played and offers
cogent evidence of how amasterpiece may admit avariety of interpretive views. Those tired
of abrash Pictures may find much to admire
in Karajan's dispassionate but strangely engaging account.
The conductor's new Bolero recalls Ravel's
own 1928 recording of the work (reissued
some years ago on aVox LP and possibly still
obtainable in cutout bins). Understated, sen-

Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony
Chesky Rd II(LP). Lewis Layton, mg. ;Richard Mohr, prod.
TT: 4320

This Chesky release is something of amilestone for several reasons. RCA's original shaded
dog version, one of the most sought-after of
the super discs among audiophiles and collectors of great vintage recordings, has commanded
one of the highest prices, well in excess of
$100 in mint condition. In addition to its sonic
and musical excellence, its value was increased
by its short life in the Red Seal catalog. Released
in 1958 and cut out in 1960, its contents did

suous, and—in its highly expressive and

not reappear until 1975, on two different midprice Gold Seal LPs. The reissue sound was

pointed application of portamento —almost
seductive, it comprises areading free of the

spacious breath of life which had made the

raucousness favored by some conductors. Particularly impressive is Karajan's care in building

original such amarvel in its time. This is also
the first Chesky vinyl from the RCA series to

the long crescendo to amusical rather than a
vulgar climax. On the other hand, his reserve

contain a work (Rachmaninov's Isle of tbe
Dead) which RCA has not yet made available
on CD; for the first time, there is no CD with

in the Rapsodie Espagnole borders on excess,
especially in the concluding "Feria," where the

rather good as back-ups, but lacked the wide,

"animation" Ravel calls for in this depiction of

which digital haters may vindicate their vinyl
mania.

aSpanish festival seems rather sedate Indeed,
it is instructive to listen to the Dallas recording

was that the odd coupling of Ravel and Rach-

My initial impression of the original release

of Eduardo Mata (RCA), which, if featuring far

maninov and the subtitle, "The Reiner Sound,"

less virtuosic and refined orchestral playing,
captures some of the music's unbuttoned
ethnic fervor.

seemed like abit of oversell. But the appellation grew more apt as time went by. Reiner

Sonically, these Karajan recordings are sump-

called for ahighly varied palette, and in Chicago
he both inherited and developed the ideal

tuous. Close in perspective with arelatively
shallow soundstage, they boast exceptional-

of playing styles. Few couplings could embody

ly rich, natural timbres and awide dynamic
range Interestingly, the LP and CD versions in
the two Ravel works are virtually indistinguishable, save for the slightly quieter background of the CD. But in Pictures, the dynamic range is narrower on the LP, probably
because there the work is compressed on a
single side that exceeds half an hour. My only
complaint about the sound of both versions
is the occasionally artificial perspective that
spotlights asolo instrument, especially the
saxophone in Pictures. In sum, then, arelease
that may not be for all tastes, but one that
leaves no doubt that Herbert von Karajan,
about to enter his ninth decade, remains aconductor of exceptional abilities.
—Mortimer H. Frank

RACHMANINOV: Isle of tbe Dead
RAVEL: Rapsodie Espagnole, Pavane for a Dead
Princess
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orchestra with which to realize awide range
awider range than French Impressionism and
Russian Post-Romanticism.
Rapsodie Espagnole is one of the most controversial recordings of Reiner's French repertoire. Already anocturnal piece, by Reiner's
clock it's well past midnight. The first-movement tempo is the slowest Ihave heard, a
veritable study in restrained but steady motion, aquality which gives this music ahypnotic, trance-like power at which other performances merely hint.
"Itrapos for the remaining three movements
are not exceptional, but the nuances and
balances are Reiner keeps his basic colors dark
and quiet; when instruments such as the high
woodwinds, trumpets, xylophone, and castanets are exposed, their sounds are startlingly
brilliant. The piquant rhythmic figures so
characteristic of Spanish music are projected
with uncanny clarity, confidence, and unanimity which Ihave not heard matched in other
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performances of this work. For all of Reiner's

ing of hall space and natural, warm decay of

restraint and discipline he does pull out all the

sound. The very lack of brilliance causes one

stops in the final Feria movement, but pulling
out the stops in Ravel is not the same as pulling

to listen more attentively, as one should at a
live performance; darkness does not mean

out the stops in Strauss. Whether or not

dullness. There is tremendous vitality in this

Reiner's French music was idiomatic in the or-

particular darkness, but you'll need the best

thodox sense, he knew the difference by in-

system you can assemble at whatever price-

stinct as well as intellect, and made this reper-

point you inhabit in order to realize it. Chesky
is not making these things to be heard on

toire work in away all his own.
The reading which Reiner and the CSO give

department-store rack systems.

the Pavane says more about the months and

With regard to the Ravel works, comparison

years of association between Reiner and the

to the CD release is aclose call as well: RCA's

orchestra which led up to it than about specific

excellent remastering comes within ahair's

details of interpretation or preparation for the
recording itself. The dark, ringing tone of prin-

breadth of both the Chesky and the original,
with just a trace of hardness in the upper

cipal homist Philip Farkas is aspecial highlight

midrange, and abit less hall sound to betray

of this performance.

its digital transformation. In Rapsodie, unfor-

Rachmaninov's Isle of the Dead adds morbidity to the nocturnal nature of the Ravel

the four movements which comprise this

pieces. Though hardly an unknown work, it
is by no means standard repertoire, and the

tunately, RCA blew the editing. By tradition,
work are performed with hardly more than a
pause for breath between them. In the original

clarity of its scoring makes it more typical of

release, they were presented with a "hall

late Rachmaninov than of the actual 1907 com-

sound" which never quit until the final note

position date. One would not be fooled into

had died away. The CD version has afew seconds of vacuum-like silence between the

thinking aRussian orchestra was playing the
piece, and this performance does not resemble
the thickly impassioned Koussevitsky/Boston

second, third, and fourth movements, which

recording. There is, however, akinship with

environmental continuity. Fortunately, the

the recording conducted by the composer
with the Philadelphia Orchestra, made at

Chesky production has the continuous hall
sound and more, for audiophiles as well as

Stokowski's invitation during his reign there.

connoisseurs of distinguished music making.

Reiner powers this work by the controlled accumulation of layered textures of orchestra-

—Richard Schneider

tion. The dynamics always have somewhere
to go, so that when the brass arrive at their first
fortissimo C-minor resolution, they are loud
because they have arrived there naturally. Forced
dynamics were extremely rare during Reiner's
tenure.

utterly destroy the original's magnificent

SCHUBERT: String Quartets
No.13 in a, D.804, Op.29; No.1; No.8 in B-flat, D.I12, Op.168
The Lindsay String Quartet
Academy Sound and Vision ASV CD DCA 593 (CD). Martin
Haskell, eng.; Martin Compton, prod. DDD. rr 6537

This is avery promising and welcome issue of

With this recording, one is drawn into some

two Schubert quartets, one, No.8, aproduct
of the prodigy's seventeenth year (the manu-

of the most difficult and close calls of any of

script notes that the first movement was writ-

the Chesky Living Stereo releases thus far.

ten in 41
2 hours); the other, No.13, the first of
/

When the recording was new, the initial two-

his three mature quartets, dating from 1824,
when Schubert was aripe 24. As M.J.E. Brown

channel dub which RCA used to produce its
records was truly excellent, as, by all accounts,
were the records themselves. My copy, somewhat worn, certainly is. The aging of the

has remarked of No.13, this "is abeloved work,
in some ways we group it with the 'Unfinished'

original three-channel master tapes in years of

Symphony as giving us the heart of the composer." To put it in quick perspective: D.804

storage may account for the darkening of an

is asplendid, towering achievement, essential

already dark sound. Although there is aslight
loss of brilliance (where brilliance would be

is "merely" an exuberant, youthful masterpiece

for any chamber-music collection, while D.112

called for), there is again in clarity, both in the

The Lindsay Quartet, astill-young British

ability to hear and identify instrumental tex-

group with Beethoven and Bartok cycles
already behind them, are at present embarking

tures and entrances, as well as agreater feel-
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on Schubert and Haydn cycles, of which this

how much the acoustic of avenue and how

disk is an early installment. The Lindsay players
have clearly thought through the "Schu-

it is handled can lend afurther dimension to

bert problem" in afresh way, and avoid most
of the traps that have long disfigured Schubert
performance practice. They appear to have
retreated from the common notion that the
string quartet must be intellectual or "profound," if not anguished or neurotic, to be
respectable. Nor do they feel that to accredit
themselves as performers they must indulge
in some kind of systematic mannerism. (I well
remember a1930s recording of the Kolisch
Quartet, a"revelatory" performance if you
think of Schubert as musically related to
Kolisch's mentor, Arnold Schoenberg.) Rather,
they appear to want to find the right style for
Schubert, then let that style work its magic.
The Lindsay gets the songlike qualities just
right, letting the sections flow into each other
with the proper sense of proportion.
Thus they play with asweet, not overly
bright tone (the two fiddlers play Stradivari in-

the enjoyment of adisc.
This third issue in Jarvi's cycle is again
recorded in the Caird Hall, Dundee, Scotland.
Distance and anaturally warm ambience produce aveiled sound that does not offer the
finest clarity I've heard, yet there is awonderful sense of presence and, as volume increases,
the size of the hall, and the depth and spread
of the SNO within it, are perfectly captured.
This in turn creates an atmosphere of menacing expectancy, an air of slightly threatening
uncertainty at the opening, which is entirely
lacking in the Delos disc. There, instead, is a
clarity and immediacy of sound that seems to
revel in the flair and sensuousness of Strauss's
luxuriant orchestration. And so the performances continue: the first thoughtful, the second confident and single-minded. Both are
equally valid interpretations, both have similar
weak moments (the high string work and dot-

struments), and they play in tune, with aware-

ted rhythm dance in "Of Science and Learning," the impurities of tuning in the violin

ness of the music's vocal underpinnings. Phras-

solos, and ageneral lack of body from the

ing has idiomatic shape and contour, and is un-

string sections), both excel in the various

mannered. While finding the Schubertian long

passages of introspection and extroversion,
respectively. My choice lies marginally with

line, they still manage to vary their tone color
for each episode, and never sound ugly. All

the SNO/Jarvi, and each of the nine sections

this strikes me as very much on the mark. To

of this work can be separately accessed on

nitpick, their style is atad too Beethovian (this

their disc, but it's aclose thing.
It might be easier to allow choice of fillers

is still the great trap), while there could be a
more idiomatic and thoroughgoing integration

to force afinal decision. Don Juan is variable

of fine detail into the tapestry of singing phrase
and long line. And there are just a few

in quality, superb in its major theme stated by
the horns some way into the piece, less con-

moments of affectation, as in the suddenly

vincing in some scrappy string work in fast

dropping cello figure opening the Menuetto.

passages and arather matter-of-fact sounding
oboe solo in the love scene Two wonderfully

Yet, withal, this group is very close—to echo
Brown—to giving us the heart of Schubert. I,
for one, will keenly look forward to their new
releases.
—L. Hunter Kevil
STRAUSS: Also Sprocb Zaratbustra, Don Juan, Two
Songs
Felicity Lou, NeemeJarvi, Scottish National Orchestra
Chandos CHAN 8538 (CD). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian
Couzens. prod. DDD. TT, 55-01
STRAUSS: Thus Spike Zaratbustra, Dance of tbe Seven
Veils, Four Symphonic Interludes from Intermezzo
Gerard Schwan, Seattle Symphony Orchestra
Delos fl/CD 3052 (CD). John Fargle, mg.; Carol Rosenberger,
Bejun Mehta, Adam Stern, prods. ODD. TT, 7058

Being able to compare two such differing, but

contrasting songs round off Jarvi's disc: "Muttertandelei," joyous and impulsive, and "Camille," avoluptuous and ardent outpouring, more
characteristic of Strauss's orchestral songs.
Felicity Lott is excellent in both, but Ifind her
close miking creates astrange echo-chamber
effect in the reverberant hall.
Schwarz and the SSO include anicely paced
and dynamically graded Dance of the Seven
Veils, but an even finer account of the Four
Symphonic Interludes from Intermezzo, arranged for concert performance by Strauss.

excitingly characterful, performances and

The readings of all four readily conjure up the
world of opera with all its high drama and

recordings of the same work was not only a
pleasurable experience but also alesson in

colorful eccentricities. Although the fourth,
with its denser textures, is alittle congested,
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the recording of the first three captures

ty, and the beautiful nakedness of the indi-

beautifully the moments of intimacy and joy
to be had from this less well- known score.
— Barbara Jahn

vidual instruments is covered up. Jarvi does
give the piece more dynamic punch and athleticism, perhaps attempting to lend the music a

RICHARD STRAUSS: Enocb Arden

verve missing from the score, but it comes
off only as excess baggage. These problems are

Lucy Rowan, narrator; Stephen Hough, piano
Musical Heritage MHS 512077H (CD), MHS 912077W (LP).
Craig D Dory. eng. and prod. DDD. TT 40:25

ameliorated somewhat by the recording quality
of the LP, but more on that later.

STRAVINSKY: Le Balser de la fee (nee Fairy's Kiss)
TCHAIKOVSKY: "Bluebird" Pas de deux from The
Sleeping Beauty (arr. Stravinsky)
Neeme jarvi, Scottish National Orchestra

Stravinsky's arrangement of the "Bluebird"
Pas de deux is brief and adheres more strictly to Tchaikovslcy's style The differences in the

Musical Heritage MHS 512078A (CD), MHS 912078M (LP).

performances of Stravinsky and Jarvi are large-

Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT: 50:34

A devoted music fanatic could live an entire
lifetime never hearing (perhaps never even
hearing of) the minor works by major composers that Musical Heritage Society (MHS)
presents in these releases. That is too bad. Not
tragic; just too bad.
Le baiser de la fee is Stravinsky's homage to
Tchaikovsky, aballet based partially on themes
by the latter, while Enocb Arden is a long

ly the same as for Le baiser.
If Iwere to choose just one of the two discs
reviewed here, it would be the Enocb Arden.
This is astage melodrama, agenre hugely
popular around the turn of the century. In his
lifetime, Strauss was as widely known for this
piece as for any of his others.
The melodrama form is similar to the musical accompaniment to silent film. In Enoch,
when the narrator speaks of the sea, we hear

'Tennyson poem for which Strauss wrote apiano

rolling waves in the piano. When the "pealing

accompaniment in 1890, shortly after completion of 7bd und Verklarung.

of parish bells" appears in the poem, there it

Stravinsky is Stravinsky, no matter which of
his protean forms he assumes. That wry, rhyth-

is in the upper keyboard registers. It may
sound abit hokey to today's ears, but if you
can invoke awilling suspension of disfavor,

mic piquancy is ubiquitous, from his reworkings of Pergolesi in Pulcinella to that of

Enoch Arden is an absorbing, moving work.

Tchaikovsky in Le baiser. This ballet music,

Philip, three friends who grow up together in

however, has seldom seen the light of stage.

aseaside village Both boys love Annie, but she
chooses to marry Enoch, who eventually goes
off to sea and disappears for many years.

Though written for full orchestra, Le baiser's
textures are lean, relying heavily on polyphonic textures and wind timbres. khailcovsky's

The narrative is about Enoch, Annie, and

Philip's kindness toward Annie and her children

ideas are so successfully integrated with Stravin-

results in marriage after any hope of Enoch's

sky's own, and the work is so cohesively con-

return is gone. The much-changed seafarer
does eventually return, though, and after peer-

structed, that it bears the unmistakable mark
of aunique, singleminded individual.
The only problem is that it isn't very interesting. Pleasant? Yes. Beautiful? In places.

ing through awindow to find Annie and her
new family happy and comfortable, resolves
not to reveal himself until he is on his deathbed.

Compelling or provocative? Unfortunately, no.

This is an affecting story, and to it Strauss has

In avery old recording with Stravinsky on

added equally moving music, recommended
both for its intrinsic qualities and for its novel-

the podium, Le baiser is abit more successful
than it is here under Neeme Jarvi's direction.

ty. The performance is very good, though not

Stravinsky's performance is highly punctuated
rhythmically, and has alimpidity and buoy-

quite up to the triumph of the Glenn

ancy that seem the very essence of afairy's kiss.
Certainly the essence of the composer's neoclassicism, it is gutsy and serene at the same
time.
Jarvi's reading, however, rounds off all the
rhythmic and melodic angularity so characteristic of—and essential to—Stravinsky's music
The orchestra also bloats to aRomantic sonoriStereophile, June 1988

Gould/Claude Rains effort on CBS. Lucy
Rowan presents avery evocative narration and
Stephen Hough's playing is heartfelt, but
Gould and Rains, in an unabridged rendition
about 20 minutes longer than the MHS, create
averitable audio fireplace to curl up in front
of. Hough's playing is more reflective of the
romance of the story, Gould's of the tragedy
and irony.
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As Ihinted above, the sonic quality of the

scale is acapitalist eccentricity. The artistic

Le baiser LP invites amore forgiving assess-

advantages, however, are great. The singers and
players have long worked with each other, and
know each others' strengths and weaknesses.

ment of the performance The same is true for
the Strauss, albeit to alesser degree This opens
up athombush of aproblem for the reviewer.

Wages may be low, but group enthusiasm is

Both LP versions seem slightly more alive

high. This enthusiasm, together with adevo-

because of acleaner, clearer high end, more

tion to authenticity are what make this perfor-

realistic ambience, and agreater unveiling of

mance glisten.

textures. Both LPs, incidentally, use Teldec's

The Socrates of Jozsef Gregor is areal char-

Direct Metal Mastering technology. Le baiser,
on LP, sounds closer to the lightness and

fine singer delivering his best. In fact, all of

transparency of Stravinslcy's interpretation. On
the Arden LP, the piano technique sounds a

the singing is better than competent, and most
of it is excellent.

shade cleaner, and Rowan's voice sounds more
natural.
That these qualities influence the conscious
or subconscious critical assessment of aperformance diminishes the persuasiveness of any

acter with great vocal fluency; altogether a

The weaknesses of the recording are of
several kinds, and the prospective buyer must
make his choices. First, the opera lacks drama
and push, and it does last four hours. There is
much recitative and several scenes—especially

argument that recorded music can be judged

those of the two nagging wives—which are

by separate standards of sonics and interpreta-

very similar. The singers try to deal with this

tion. One influences the other. The inescapable

by being campy in the recitatives, aprocedure

conclusion is that the recording engineer and
all others who have anything to do with re-

which wears thin fairly soon. As for the length
of the opera, Imight suggest treating the work

corded sound are partners in (sometimes ac-

as if it were four one-hour Telemann concerts.

complices to) the performance. Musicians
should heed this well. A poor recording may

After all, the composer was agreat genius, and
there is plenty of inventive and delightful

not send agood performance to the trash heap

music here. The price would probably be

(Toscanini is still ahero), but it can tarnish
the gold.

another drawback. Four CDs at the prevailing

recommend both these recordings, the Strauss

inflated prices is alot of money so perhaps all
but the most confirmed Telemaniac would
wish to search out another format. Unfor-

with greater enthusiasm. If you have agood

tunately, there is none.

analog front end, the LPs should be preferred.

The authenticity of the performance takes
some interesting turns. The Capella Savaria
seems to be the Baroque house band at

For something out of the ordinary, Iwould

—Robert Hesson
TELEMANN: Der Geduldige Socrates Otte Patience of
Socrates)
Jozsef Gregot Socrates; Eva Vamossy and Katalin Farkas, Athenian Princesses; Eva Bartfai-Bartha, Julia Paszthy, wives of
Socrates; Guy dc Mcy, Paul Esswood, Athenian Princes; Istvan
Gad, NiCi2; Gabor ICallay, Aristophanes; Martin Klietmann,
Pitho; Attila Fulop, Csaba Red, Bela Szilagyi, disciples of
Socrates; Sebastian Krautner, Cupid; Nicholas McGegan,
Capella Savaria
Hungaroton HCD 12957-60 (4 CDs). Ferenc Pecsi, eng.;
Andras Szekely, prod. DOD. TT: 243:37

No effort has been spared to make this
historically important opera come alive in a
recording. The Patience of Socrates is the only
one of Telemann's many operas to have any
sort of life in our century; still, this is not only
the first commercial recording, but probably
the first uncut performance since Telemarm's
day It constitutes abrave effort from Hungaroton, and is the sort of recording probably
possible only in asocialist state. Most of the
performers are state employees, and union
Stereophile, June 1988

Hungaroton, and they are very fine indeed.
They all play period instruments and are more
than sensitive to the demands of this kind of
music In this recording they have arranged to
return not only to the lower pitch of the time,
but also to use the pre-Bach untempered tuning. This makes for differences of intonation
which most modern listeners can't hear, but
which should be an interesting challenge for
those readers of Stereopbile whose ears have
been fine-tuned by listening to almost identical pieces of equipment. —Harold Lynn
CLASSICAL COLLECTIONS
VLADIMIR FELTSMAN ON CBS
Vladimir Feltsman, piano
SCHUBERT: Wanderer Fantasy, Op.15 (D.760): 6
Moments Musicaux, Op.94 (D.780)
CBS M 42569 (LP), MK 42569 (CD). Georges Kisselhoff, mg..
Georges Kadar, prod. A-D. TT: 5746
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CHOPIN: 24 Preludes, Op.213
CBS M 39966 (LP); MK 39966 (CD). A-D. TT: 39:01
AMERICAN "1.1VE" DEBUT
Schubert: Sonata in A Major, Op.120 (D.664); Messiaen.
Vingt regards sur l'Enfant Jesus: Noel; Premiere communion
de la Vierge, Regards des prophetes, des bergers et des Mages;
Schumann. Etudes Symphoniques, Op.13 & Op. Posth.;
Rachmaninov: Prelude in G-sharp Minor, Op.32, No.12;
Beethoven: 6Variations on an original Theme, Op.76
CBS M2X 44589 (2 LPs); M2K 44589 (2 CDs). Tim Geelen,
Tom MacCluskey, Hank Altman, Leszek Wojcik, and Bud
Graham, engs.; Steven Epstein, prod. DDD. E 88:30

Vladimir Feltsman, born in Moscow in 1952,
is the latest cause celebre among Soviet
emigres, but, rather more than that, he is also
amost serious-minded performer with astunning, wide-ranging technique, which he uses
in ways that appear anything but self-serving.
As briefly as possible, his story is as follows:
After establishing himself through avariety of
competitions, including first prize at the
Marguerite Long Concours in Paris, Feltsman
was allowed to tour not only the Soviet Union
and other socialist countries but also Western
Europe At the age of 21, however, permission
for Western trips was revoked, a state that
lasted until 1977, when he married and again
was allowed to tour out of the Eastern bloc, including Japan; needless to say, his wife was not

analog tape of aportion of the concert, the 24
Preludes of Chopin, was surreptitiously taken
out of the country and offered to CBS, who
issued the recording in 1985. This is the second listed item above, now also available in
CD form.
With the implementation of glasnost and
the intervention of anumber of American officials, Feltsman, his wife, and young son were
finally, eight years after the initial attempt,
allowed to emigrate in the summer of 1987. In
fairly rapid order, he was offered ateaching
position at SUNY New Paltz, aWhite House
recital, a major manager, as well as a CBS
record contract, and his formal debut, which
Iwas fortunate enough to attend (tickets were
very, hard to obtain), took place at asold-out
Carnegie Hall on Nov. 11, 1987. That recital in
its entirety, recorded digitally by CBS, is the
third item in the listing.
Should this highly condensed succession of
biographical facts seem, at least in part, extraneous to the performances themselves, it
should be noted that nowhere in any of the annotations accompanying the three recordings
is this background provided. Not only is there

allowed to join him, a sure technique for

no biographical information of any kind (ex-

preventing defections. In Paris, in 1978, he

cept for pre-1978 material printed with the
Schubert disc), but the American "Live"

made his first non-Soviet recording, the allSchubert analog one listed first above.
With aburgeoning career and, seeking to rid
himself of the on-again off-again restrictions

Debut set does not even provide the date of
the concert other than avague "Recorded in

regularly placed in his path by Soviet authorities, he decided to apply, as other musicians

such an immaculately clean player, with such

had before him, for an emigration visa. At
that point, everything closed up for him; he
became, in so many words, anon-person with

New York City, 1987." Curious! Feltsman is
secure, error-free technique, that Iam certain
the only editing required must have had to do
with decisions as to the amount of applause
to leave in, as well as which audience coughs

all of his Soviet recordings removed from the

to leave out. It would hardly have been

stores and with all concert dates eradicated.
Afew years later, following reports of his situa-

necessary to intercut from any recorded rehearsal segments.

tion in the New Ibrk Times and on the Voice

That said, we can now apply ourselves to

of America, Feltsman was again allowed to
perform in the Soviet Union and make some

the various performances and Vladimir

form of living wage, but his venues were, for

Feltsman as pianist. There might be astrong
tendency to characterize the Paris-recorded

the most part, provincial. When Iperformed

Wanderer Fantasy and Moments Musicaux of

in Moscow at the American Ambassador's
residence, Spasso House, in 1983, Feltsman and

December, 1978 as Schubert slavic-style, for
the overall effect tends toward massiveness,

his wife were among the invited guests, and
Iactually had an opportunity after the concert

even violence in the faster sections, and
dangerously slow, deliberate tempi in any

to briefly chat and to learn firsthand of this

movements marked "moderate" or even

proud, immensely frustrated musician's plight.

slower. A keen, intelligent mind is at work

A year later, the pianist, who had been greatly
befriended by Ambassador Hartman and his

here, but the end result, as in the sixth Moment
Musical, seems unidiomatic, in spite of the

wife, gave arecital at Spasso House, and an

technical control evidenced in some remark-
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ably soft playing; and in No.5, as well as the

siaen's Vingt Regards, however, can only be

opening and closing sections of the Wanderer,

described as sensational. With the score's at-

Iam reminded of an angry tank bearing down
in portentous assault on the listener's ears. To

mospheric hues alternating between thundering cluster chords and the most delicate

be sure, the hard sound of the high end of the

filigree, these vivid interpretations are just

close-up piano is anything but ingratiating.
Although there are anumber of really beauti-

gorgeous. In the case of the Schumann, played
with four of the posthumously published extra

ful, touching moments—the second-move-

variations effectively wedged between Etudes

ment song section of the Wanderer, for example—this Schubert, for all its attention-

8 and 9, Feltsman's is a very serious, even
momentous account with much sense of continuity and many interesting, occasionally in-

getting force, lacks simplicity and spontaneity
With the relatively short Chopin disc, the
slow preludes are, as with the Schubert, very

dividualistic ideas to stimulate the listener. I

very slow and also incredibly moody the tempo

liked very much his ability to vary, by color,
dynamics, and even subtly by tempo, the

of the familiar one in A flat being virtually
astudy in brinksmanship. The faster pieces,

played, the first being Feltsman's only bow in

repeats of the Etudes. Two encores were

again, are stormy, hard-driven, and lacking to

the direction of Russia, atonally ravishing but

some extent in both elegance and dynamic
gradations at the loudest level. It's tempting,

again curiously unspontaneous and unemo-

of course, to consider the pianist's personal

amuch-overblown, alternately pounded and
whispered interpretation of Beethoven's Varia-

state of desperation at the time of this live con-

tional account of aRachmaninov Prelude, plus

cert; would he play the 24 Preludes the same

tions on the lbrIcish March from The Ruins of

way today? Isuspect that in ageneral way he

Athens, in which effect for effect's sake stood
paramount. But in the aggregate, this was a
remarkable debut by aremarkable pianist, a

might, for what at least underlies much of the
performances on all three of these disparate
recordings is afeeling of anger, mitigated, of

performer whose next appearances, recorded

course, by moments of extreme introspective

or live, we should keenly anticipate. If the
black disc seems alittle less rich in playback

reflection: an anger that manifests itself in a
state of highly controlled tension. Perhaps this
is why there so seldom is afeeling of genuine
spontaneity. But even if this is not my ideal for
the Chopin Preludes, I cannot deny that
Feltsrnan here, as with his Schubert, has something to say; his is aperformance to give one

to me than the CD, the two are nevertheless
very close, and, for the compact disc, CBS
commendably has provided cuing bands not
just for all movements but even for the
separate variations in the Schumann and
Beethoven works.

—Igor Kipnis

pause. Incidentally, there is little sonic difference between the black disc and the CD
(though my copy of the LP was slightly tick-

PROKOFIEV: Love for Three Oranges
RAVEL: La False

ridden). Twenty-four cues are provided on
the CD.

Barbara Geiser-Laborier, flute; Jeatmot A. Welt= Orchestre
Symphonique de Radio -Tele Luxembourg

The 1987 recital is overwhelmingly the bestsounding of all three recordings, and the really
lovely piano used is reproduced very much as
Irecall from my third-row orchestra seat at
Carnegie, albeit just alittle closer and atouch

GRIFFES: Porno for Flute and Orchestra

Disque 861 (LP). David Wilson, mg., Bruce leek, mastering
cog.; Felix Margue, prod. TT: approx. 37: 18

Such barren music—and so little of it! In these
three short pieces, Jeannot A. Welter dispels

drier. The harsh tone which detracts from the

forever the notion that conducting in meter
is the same as conducting in rhythm, and,

other discs at moments of highest decibels is
not at all apparent here, and in fact Feltsman's

mercifully, it takes him only 37 minutes to
do it.

wonderfully variegated dynamics and color-

Love for Three Oranges lopes along in clubfooted time, never breathing fire or chilling the

istic effects, so impressive in the hall, are fully
conveyed here. Yes, the opening two movements of the limpidly played Schubert are
indeed slow, but the pianistic skill is stag-

flesh as it does in Dorati's performance on the
old Mercury Living Presence album. La Valse
refuses to valse, thumping away relentlessly on

gering, even if the conception appears over-

the first beats and dragging its heels through

ly deliberate. The three excerpts from Mes-

the remainder of each measure. It could pos-
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sibly be argued that Welter intensifies Ravel's

The musicianship here is densely compas-

satire and parody by refusing to kick up his
heels and dance, but his liner notes suggest

sionate. The recording is the finest Ihave ever
heard in the small-ensemble category. It easily
surpasses the Francesco Trio's Dvorak effort

otherwise; besides, the score stands up without
that kind of enhancement.
The best of the three performances is Griffes's Impressionistic Poem, but even that is
rather cold and lethargic, despite GeiserLaborier's delicate solo work.
Perhaps amore transparent recording job

on Wilson and has an unequivocal edge on the
Mayorga/Steinhardt collaboration on Sheffield.
It is, in short, an answer to the prayers of the
music lover/audiophile.
Delmoni may not be ahousehold name, but
his playing is atribute to his teachers—Jascha

would have revealed something redeeming in

Heifetz, Josef Gingold, and Nathan Milstein.

these performances, but as it is, individual

There could be no finer pedigree, and if this

voices and melodic detail—especially in the

recording is an indication, Delmoni may be on

violins—are swallowed into the overstuffed

his way to joining their ranks.

orchestral fabric. One of the insidious by-

He has chosen 15 works ranging in playing

products of many recordings that attempt

time from 2:35 to 4:52. They are all from the

to preserve the ambience and perspective of
symphonic playing is aloss of the sheen and

Romantic repertoire, and, as presented here,
make up far more than acollection of encore
crowd- pleasers.

sparkle of the instruments. This liveliness—a
palpable physicality—is present in the concert
hall and must be heard unless asmothering of
the composer's thoughts is deemed acceptable, as in this recording. Add incoherence to

Delmoni eschews the pyrotechnics that dazzle in favor of awarm lyricism that, through
its judicious musicianship, lets the music stand

the faults of this disc.

on its own. There is no cheap virtuosity here—
Delmoni's bow is arapier, not abroadsword.

The Luxembourg ensemble sounds like a
good one, and is deserving of ahearing under

pieces as these is replaced with what comes

better circumstances. No information is given
on conductor, soloist, or orchestra, except that

technique.

Disque Records is adivision of Welter Music

plenty of technique here, but it isn't the reason

Enterprises of Salt Lake City. How aBelgian

Delmoni recorded this album.

The showmanship often employed in such
across as a loving respect for music over
Don't

misunderstand—there's

conductor in Utah got paired with aLuxem-

From the brightness of the Sarasate to the

bourg orchestra is amystery, but one senses
that Europe would have been better off if he

darkness of the Gluck to the turmoil of the

hadn't.

—Robert Hesson

SONGS MY MOTHER TAUGHT ME
Arturo Delmoni, violin; Meg Bachman Vas, piano
KreIslet.: Tempo di Menuetto; Brahms: Hungarian Dance
No I; Valdez: Gypsy Serenade; Paradla Sicilienne; Sammie:
Romanza Andaluza; Massenet: Meditation; Tartini: Variations on aTheme of Corelli; Smetana: From the Home Country; Gluck: Melodic; Vieurtemps: Romance "Desespoir";
Faure: Apres Un Reve; D'Ambrosio: Canzonetta; Mendelssohn: Song Without Words ("May Breeze); Kreisler:
Sicilienne et Rigaudon; Dvorak: Songs My Mother Ilaught Mc
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab MFCD 877 (CD), North Star DS
0004 (LP). David Hancock, eng.; Bruce Foulke, prod. A-D.
1-1.,52:51

Vieuxtemps, the music comes across as unfailingly right. Delmoni is amusician of sensitivity
and power.
Accompanist Meg Bachman Vas is of similar
temperament. Some other recordings of these
works put the pianist in amore prominent
role. But, like Delmoni, Vas seems intent on
presenting the music, not herself, and in doing
so speaks profusely for her own skills and
taste.
The recording gets it all down in almost
startling fidelity. A Studer A80 and Cambridge
C35 microphones were used in New York

Here, at last, is one huge exception to the

City's Church of the Holy Trinity. There was

"Rule": an outstanding musical performance
superbly recorded. Songs My Mother Taught

no equalization or noise reduction in the
chain.

Me is the product of a love affair between

The music simply is there in timbre, ensem-

violinist Arturo Delmoni and the almost
defunct practice of programming only short

ble, and ambience. You hear the wood of the
violin and the horsehair of the bow; you hear

pieces in recitals. Delmoni's aim was to

the piano sounding board—not in the garish

recreate that lost practice, and the result is
stunning.

bloom of the concert hall. It isn't the real thing
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detail of aclose-miked job, but in the lush
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Natural Sound

right there in your listening room, but it's
about as close as we've come so far.
All of these attributes are slightly more pronounced in the LP format, especially the ambience. The CD, by comparison, seems to box
up the soundstage, but that is its most severe
shortcoming.
This is arecording to own whether you have
aJapanese rack system or ano-limits-known

doesn't bite you. Spain remained in the Red
Seal catalog until 1976, when it appeared as a
reissue on the then-new Gold Seal mid-price
line, which got off to avery good start with
this one, even though they chose anew title
whose meaning would be clear to massmarket philistines; "Fritz Reiner Conducts
Great Music of Spain." (Thanks, Dave, for
restoring the original title) This Gold Seal edi-

setup. Both playing and sound are among the

tion took nothing away from the original, and

best you will ever have heard.

gave amore controlled and resinous quality
to the violins.

—Robert Hesson
SPAIN: Works of Granados, l'alla, and Albeitlz
Fritz Reiner, Chicago Symphony

The problem with RCA's CD production
(RCD1-5404) appears to be either EQ or lack

Chesky, RC9 (LP). Lewis Layton, mg.; Richard Mohr, prod.
4152

of intelligent EQ. Whatever was done or not
done, the CD is bass-shy, shrill, and utterly

The Chesky "Living Stereo" series thrives and
continues. Analog vinyl adherents have not

non-dimensional. At reasonable volume levels,

merely an alternative to high-priced "shaded
dog" originals, they have in these editions the

Hat and Albeniz's Fete-Dieu a Seville are
almost painful to hear. The CD also contains

the full tutti climaxes of Falla 's Three-Cornered

advantage of disc mastering from the original

the Reiner/Chicago recording of Falla's El

three-channel session =stets, transformerless,
mixerless, and ruthlessly accurate—no holds

Amor Brujo, with Leontyne Price, to carry it
into the 70-minute range Unfortunately it's no
bargain, as that work too is flawed by the same

barred. The disc-lathe operation is performed
by RCA's Jack Adelman, one of that company's
great old pros, whose personal interest and involvement in this series have been an essen-

poor quality of transfer. 11-yagain, RCA. You're
doing consistently better work on CD transfers

tial ingredient of its success.

and get it to sound almost as good as Dave's LP
To analog vinyl fundamentalists, all of the

Spain represents akind of early watershed
in this series with regard to vinyl vs CD. The
two preceding releases, Scbeherezade and
Pines and Fountains of Rome, are magnificent

than you did two years ago; do this one over

above will come as no surprise 'lb those who
enjoy CDs, but still maintain their vinyl collections on aselective basis, Chesky's Spain, with

on the whole, with Chesky's vinyl Scbeberazade gaining points on RCA's CD of the same

its warm, soft ambience and stunning clarity
of soundstage and detail, revealing the magical

performance in terms of subtlety of instrumental timbre. Pines and Fountains by

combination of spontaneity and precision that

Chesky is accurate to the original; the RCA CD

Chicago, is one piece of vinyl you can't afford
to miss
—Richard Schneider

has been "hot-rodded" abit in the bass, but
is otherwise avery listenable, unfatiguing CD,
and for me is frankly more fun.
With regard to Spain, there is absolutely no
contest between Chesky's vinyl and the RCA
CD; Chesky wins by miles. In away this is
maddening, because it reveals not the unquestioned superiority of vinyl over CD, but RCA's
poor job of digital transfer. But when Dave
Chesky and Jack Adelman got together to cut
this record, they did abeautiful job.
Spain was one of RCA's first stereo LP issues.
All of the works, recorded on April 26, 1958,
were released in the Fall of that year. The

were the hallmarks of the Reiner era in

JAZZ
MILES DAVIS/MARCUS MILLER: Siesta
Miles Davis. trumpet; Marcus Millen bass, keyboards, etc.
Warner Bros. 25655-1 (LP). Steven Strassrnan, eng.; Marcus
Miller, prod. 'IT 3808

"Dedicated to Gil Evans, The Master," it says
on the album cover, and aptly so. Twenty-eight
years ago, Davis and Evans recorded Sketches
of Spain, for which Miles played and Evans
wrote and/or arranged ahandful of ruminative
Spanish tunes. Now, for the soundtrack to

release was asensation despite early kinks in

Siesta, afilm of profound vacuity, bassist Marcus Miller writes, arranges, produces, and plays

pressing and quality control, recurrent problems for RCA, so beware the "shaded dog"

for aserious of melodies that bear marked
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similarity to Sketches, if arrived at through very

recorded both LPs. Kavi's philosophy is to of-

different means.

fer music with a message in a technically

The Siesta music was prefigured in "Portia,"
from last year's 714tu, also masterminded by

uncompromised fashion. Of course, music
should delight, inspire, sadden, and communicate amyriad of feelings impossible to
convey in written form. Yet some composers
suppress their inner selves and souls in favor
of commercial fashions. Kavi seeks truth, and

Miller and Miles's first non-CBS album in 30
years. The first thing Inoticed was that Siesta
is ten times better than the film itself. Largely modal balladeering on Spanish minor-key
changes, it contains Miles's most soulful playing in 20 years. Not alot of it, mind you—

in these two instances finds it in spades.
Technically, these recordings are quite

there's plenty of synthesized atmospherics, interesting enough in their own right—but

similar and follow aperfectionist scenario.

Miles's playing is good enough and extended

pression of any sort. A single pair of Milab

enough here to make it amust-have for serious
Davis fans. Particularly in "Theme for Augus-

W-25 transformerless line-level mics was used
in an ORTF configuration. These excellent

There's no limiting, noise-reduction, or com-

tine" (the only tune co-authored by Davis) and

condenser mics from Sweden (I should

"Claire" (reminiscent of "Blues for Pablo"),
Miles stretches out with apoignant tenderness

know-1 own apair) are capable of clean,
detailed sound but with liquid and natural har-

and an aching, breaking sound he hasn't allowed
himself in avery long time (We Want Miles's

are slightly soft and rolled-off. All in all, avery

monic textures. The extreme highs, however,

"My Man's Gone Now," 1982, is the only ex-

musical mic. Analog tape recorders were used

ception). Alternating straight horn with Har-

in both cases, and mastering was at the Sound

mon mute throughout, each switch of tonal

Clinic in London on acustom-built all-tube
cutting system designed by guru Tim de Para-

quality prepares perfectly for the next as Miles
worries each note with his big, monolithic
tone. For the many critics who wondered if,

vicini. As you can see, no expense was spared,
nor was there any post-production tampering,

after years of riff-rock and more years of

in order to faithfully capture the flavor of the

silence, Miles was still capable of structuring

original event.

asolo longer than abar or two: he can.
Marcus Miller, too, should be considered an
electronic composer of some ingenuity. He
barely repeats himself throughout Siesta, and
manages some wonderfully evocative mo-

Ustad Ah Akbar Khan (or Khansahib as I
shall refer to him from now on) is generally
recognized as one of the greatest instrumentalists ever produced by India, and has to his

"Conchita" and the freshly falling metal leaves
of "Afterglow," for example. Guitarists John

credit three decades of worldwide concerts
on the sarod. This stringed instrument features
adrone bass above which is constructed a
melodic line made up of standard melodic

Scofield and Earl Klugh make cameo appearances, and there is amusical bow to Gil Evans

matrices called ragas. There are about 200
ragas in common use in North Indian classical

ments: the punchy funk/flamenco mix of

in the openings of "Los Feliz" and "Lost in

music. The Kirvani raga is afairly recent addi-

Madrid Part IV." Recommended—Miles's most

tion to this repertoire, and Khansahib plays this
in the form of aragmala, in which are permit-

consistently interesting album since 1983's
Star People.
—Richard Lehnert

ted brief interpolations of other ragas or
melodies. After aslow free-time introduction,

USTAD ALI AKBAR KHAN: Raga Kirvani
Ali Akbar Khan, sarod. Swapan Chaudhuri, tabla
JOSE NETO: Mountains and tbe Sea'
Jose Neto, guitar; Aleto Moreira, berirnbau/percussion; Randy
Tico, bass guitar; Flora Purim, vocals
Both: Water Lily Acoustics (LPs). Kavi Alexander. eng. & prod.
AAA. TTS: 5300, 3116'
Available from Scandinavian Sounds, 5237 Mt. Aldan Dr, San
Diego, CA 92111.

the tabla joins in to provide rhythmic underpinning. At this point, Iwas mesmerized. I
closed my eyes and was swept away by the interplay of rhythm and melody. Khansahib is
avolcano of melodic inspiration. The lava-like
flow of consummate brilliance warmed my
heart. The music builds to arousing climax on

These two very fine LPs comprise Water Lily

side two; the intent, I'm told, is to lead the

Acoustic's inaugural catalog offering. Water Lily

listener to astate of ecstatic experience. Not
quite that for me, but very enjoyable nonetheless

Acoustic's star is in the hands of the radiant and
mystic Kavi Alexander, who produced and
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tinues unchanged—it is now merely contained

Brazilian guitarist Jose Neto and his original

guitar

music

by two separate solo careers. Even the album

compositions. Oh, sure, he has alittle help

cover of The Immigrants is arehash of all
those WR cover collages. When JZ and WS

from friends Airto Moreira and Randy Tico,
and there is even acameo appearance on one
cut by Flora Purim. But the real crux of this
album is Jose Neto, whose clearly Brazilian
music incorporates some jazz-fusion elements.
lèchnically, Mr. Neto is aconsummate guitarist,
capable of speed tempered with sensitivity and
delicacy of tone. Much of his music is urgent,

formed WR in 1971, they were two very different musicians with distinct, solid styles; 15
years later, they emerged as virtual clones of
one another. This leveling has made abetter,
more whole musician of Zawinul; Shorter, on
the other hand, seems to have lost his edgy

driving, evoking the restlessness of the sea and

hunger. It may be awhile yet before he fully
recovers from his 15 years as Zawinul's increas-

the wonder of mountains. Ifind cuts like "Sao
Felipe" and "Moonrise" immensely capti-

ingly silent partner.
Joy Ryder is very much acontinuation of

vating. In particular, the latter cut brings back
for me the sensation of amoonlit New Mexico night sky, the Milky Way clearly defined

Shorter's third entirely new band in as many
tours, years, and albums, this one sounds

and agiant moon hanging over the mountains.
The timbre of the nylon-string guitar is

remarkably similar to their predecessors, and
much like yet another late-update Weather

perfectly captured in the warm, spacious
acoustic of an adobe church. The balance is

Report, sans Zawinul. Shorter's looping,
oblique, bemusedly alien melodies are here in

quite to my liking on the solo guitar pieces,
with an intimate perspective allowing plenty

somewhat greater force than on Navigator,

of detail to come through, yet not to the point
of sacrificing the sense of hall. In this respect,

last year's less-than-stellar Phantom Navigator

though nowhere near Atlantis's modest
brilliance.
Shorter's compositional style is near-

the Neto album is more successful than the

formulaic: determinedly unswinging melodies

Khansahib release. Harmonic textures are

surrounded by lush funk arrangements in the

pristine and naturally liquid, the sound consistently dynamic and alive. The soundstaging

WR mold, with now and then aspare, breath-

on the ensemble pieces, however, is not entire-

taking soprano sax solo; as on "Over Shadow
Hill Way" and "Daredevil" here. But "Anthem"

ly successful. There's plenty of depth, but the
width is constricted while the balance is abit

and uninspired, as antiseptic as many of Chick

is a41
2 -minute head in search of abody, tired
/

too laid-back for my taste.

Coreas electric etudes. Only Herbie Hancock's

My most serious complaint is that the music
ends too abruptly. Only 31 minutes of Mr. Neto
is just not enough.

synthesizer adds life here. The 8½-minute
"Causeways" is much the same. Shorter here

In conclusion, here are two albums to
delight music lovers and audiophiles alike:
wonderful sonics in the service of worthwhile
music. Bravo Kavi!

—Dick Olsher

affects atechnique he first tried on "Nefertiti,"
back in the '60s: the simple restatement, over
and over with little or no variation, of a
Bolero-like theme. You can only do this so
many times.
Dianne Reeves sings "Someplace Called

WAYNE SHORTER:Joy Ryder
Wayne Shorter. saxes; Terri Lyme Carrington. drums; Nathan
East, bass; Patrice Rushen, keyboards; Dianne Reeves, vocal;
others
CBS FC 44110 (LP), CK 44110 (CD). K2, eng.; Wayne Shorter,
prod. AAD? Tr: 44:11
ZAWINUL SYNDICATE: The Immigrants
Joe Zawinul, keyboards, vocals. Korg Pepe; Scan
guitars; Abraham laboriel, bass; Alex Acuna, Cornell Rochester
Rudy Regalado, drums & percussion; others
CBS FC 40969 (LP), CK 40969 (CD). Paul Erickson, en& ;
..1 0c
Zawinul, prod. AAD? TT 38:01

Where" aballad that changes key at least once
abar, slipping in and out of hymnody. Though
it seems constantly on the brink of leveling out
on some triumphant harmonic plateau, it just
keeps building. Reeves has all she can do to
keep track of the difficult intervals and can't
really wail, but the tune is so striking this is
hardly missed. "Someplace" bears tribute to
one of Shorter's most important influences of

What's most important about these two

the last 15 years, Milton Nascimento, and sports

releases, the third each of Shorter's and Zawinul's albums since the breakup of Weather
Report', is that the Weather Report sound con-

1WR's last album. This Is This. was almost entirely aZawinul
production—Shorter barely put in an appearance at the sessions, and wrote nothing for them.
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silly little Philip Glass string arpeggios at the
end.

find much to like in both releases, and
technofrealcs should check out the Korg Pepe.

Putting on Zawinul's Immigrants right after
Joy Ryder, I barely noticed the change.
Zawinul's rhythms are more insistent, and

There is little to choose between LP and CD
for either heavily edited and multitracked
release (Shorter's CD bears the mystifying

there's no sax, but these two men have changed
their work not ajot since leaving Weather
Report. Zawinul indulges further here his pen-

ing"). The CDs seem to have abit more HF
air, but I'm sure better equipment than mine

chant for relentless march meters with slammed
backbeats, which always added arock drive

would do away with even that difference. Get
the LPs.
—Richard Lehnert

legend "Digitally Recorded Analog Record-

to WR albums. The Brazilian influence is
strong, too, particularly on "Criollo."
"Shadow and Light" would have been alot
better without Richard Page's Stevie Wonderstyle vocal and Scott Henderson's undistinguished guitar; otherwise it's asoaring ballad,
with Zawinul pouring forth cascading fills
on the Korg Pepe. Described as having "a
bassoon-like mouthpiece but which otherwise
resembles an accordion" (Zawinul's first instru-

JOHN ZORN: SpiHone
John Zcirn, alto sax. clarinet, Bill Frisa, Albert Collins. guitm.
The Kronos Quartet
Elektra/Nonesuch 97 9172-1 (LP). Don Hunerberg, Howard
Johnston, Ono Seigen, engs.; John Zorn, prod. Tr 53:50

John Zorn is an "organizer of sounds," a
description Edgar Varese once used to describe
his own work. In the liner notes to Spillane,
his latest recording, Zom states that he writes
"in moments, in disparate sound blocks," the
unifying concept being "not aset of pitches

ment), the Korg Pepe is fully interfaceable and,
as Zawinul states in the liner notes, is now his
main instrument. He solos on it throughout

group of images, ideas all drawn from the same

the album, often sounding like asoprano sax

source," all relating to one "dramatic subject."

crossed with aBrazilian sanfcma, or squeezebox.

Zom assembles these sound blocks into collages, painting an audio landscape from which

or aset of keys that modulate," but "instead a

"King Hip" is aclassic WR jungle stomp, like
much of Domino Theory, complete with

activity emerges at arapid pace His composi-

African-chorus-style vocalise. "The Devil
Never Sleeps" is not much different, though

tions are like short stories, which often seem
to move at right angles, full of radical timbrai

in double time, reminiscent of 8:30's "Brown

and tonal changes and juxtapositions of seem-

Street." Then, yet another Zawinul travelogue

ingly unrelated groups of sounds. The impor-

("From Venice to Vienna") with train-sound

tant issue for the listener is whether these
abstract concepts work as music, and the

ambience, aseries Zawinul began with "Arrival
in New York" on his 1971 Zawinul LP.

answer is yes, at least on this outing.

The Immigrants is the next cautious step

Spillane, the title track, sizzles with athrob-

along the well-crafted Weather Report Road:

bing, jazz-based undercurrent, which provides

meticulous, ornately rhythmed, beautifully
recorded, and somewhat labored. The excep-

the foundation for a 25-minute collage of
sound blocks evoking images of Mickey

tion to all this is "You Understand," on which
Zawinul does away with all the session singers
that otherwise overlay the album like so much
melted Velveeta. Here his non-voice's vocoded
scattings are more touching and poignant than
his keyboardings have been in years. He'd do
better to do more of this than overstate his case
with redundant lyrics sung by machine-like
choruses. After he sings, his Korg Pepe comes
in for asolo Wayne Shorter would be proud
of. A very impressive track.

Spillane's famous detective novels. One can
almost see the misty waterfronts, seedy bars,
and floating corpses as the music takes us on
apinball ride through the underworld. There
is an exuberance to the playing, especially that
of Zom and guitarist Frisell, and the recording
is wonderfully lush. Spillane is not for the
squeamish, but it bursts with vitality; amust
for the adventurous listener.
Side two begins with My° Lane Highway,
an "audio portrait" of bluesman Albert Collins.

What we've got here, then, is a double

By utilizing his sound-block structures of two-

Weather Report album that should have been

to four-minute segments, Zom treats us to Collins in awide variety of formats in abrief 18

edited down to asingle release of the usual WR
proportions: 76 Zawinul, 'A Shorter. Fans of
the last half of Weather Report's history will
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minutes. Collins never sounded so fresh and
invigorating, his powerful guitar playing soar-
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mg above the rapidly changing rhythmic foun-

The music inside, complex and arresting, is

dation. Blues lovers ought to purchase the

even better. Leaning heavily on his roots, Har-

record for this cut alone, though the second
of the two movements is confused by aSpil-

rison presents 20 songs that build upon a

lanesque narration by Collins which detracts
from the music.

familiar strong backbeat. On Casual Gods,
with some help from Chris Spedding, Alex

Forbidden Fruit, the final selection, is an

Weir, Robbie McIntosh, Bernie Worell, and
David Van Tieghem, Harrison has come up

homage to the great Japanese film star Ishihara

with music faintly reminiscent of the middle

Yujiro, who died last July. It features the strings
of the Kronos Quartet as well as the sensuous

"Heads" period (Speaking in Tongues, etc.),
but with aquality all his own. Listen to "Rev

voice of Ohta Hiromi. More meditative than
the other two pieces, it is still prone to jag-

It Up," "Song Of Angels," or "A.K.A. Love," and
you'll understand.

ged outbursts of sound. It is ahaunting work,

The album was recorded in Milwaukee and

compelling, but lacking the fire and excitement of the other selections.

New York City. There's no mention of the type
of recorder used, but the LP sounds great and

Zorn's work succeeds best when he works
with the improvisational excitement of the jazz
idiom, allowing the players to infuse his compositions with life This is an area he has worked
in for some time now, concerned with "creating
anew improvising tradition." He states that,
while "jazz feeling is essential. ..
improvisation needs to be combined more with composition in order to try creating something
new." Zorn clearly aspires to new forms of
music, and Spillane is an often exciting realization of his ideas.

—Jeff Sussmann

ROCK, Etc.
JERRY HARRISON: Casual Gods
Sire 25663. Jerry Harrison. prod. MD. TT: 4327

Jerry Harrison has been amember of Talking
Heads for 11 years now (it was atrio before
that). Seventeen years ago he was amember
of the Modern Lovers (as in Jonathan Richman

is recommended. So is the CD.
—Gary S. Krakow
THE KINKS: LIVE the Road
MCA 42017. Ray Davies, prod. AAD. TT: 49:34

The Kinks, one of Rock's greatest resources,
have been around almost forever. The group
is still led by singer/songwriter Ray Davies and
his brother Dave on lead guitar. Their band has
been aconstant source of intelligently written,
well-performed rock music Their new album
is no exception.
LIVE the Road starts out with abrand-new
studio cut, "The Road," asong Ray Davies says
is not autobiographical but does typify what
it means to go out on tour. The cut cleverly
segues into live versions of 10 compositions
from their most recent studio albums (say, the
last five years), and one brand-new live cut,
"It," all recorded on last summer's American
tour. Don't expect to find any of your '60s
favorites, except for afew instrumental teases

and ...
)while still at Harvard. He's produced
records with/for Nona Hendryx, Bootsy Col-

between songs. Do expect to find some of

lins, The Violent Femmes, Elliot Murphy, The
Fine Young Cannibals, the latest Bodeans

their newer hits —"Destroyer," "Apeman,"
"Come Dancing," "Around the Dial"—and ex-

record, and an album by anew band named
Semi "'Wang.

pect them to sound great.

Casual Gods is Harrison's second solo
album (The Red and the Black, 1981, was the
first). The black-and-white cover photos are
striking. The legend tells it all: "This is not a
scene from amovie These pictures were taken
last year in Brazil. 50,000 men are digging for
gold in ahole that was once amountain. They

The recording is better than Iremember live
recordings of the past—more dynamic, threedimensional, and naturally lifelike. And that
helps make the lyrics perfectly understandable,
something you strive for on aKinks album.
Ray Davies has always been akeen observer
of the world around him, and he's been able
to take seemingly inappropriate subjects for
rock'n'roll songs and make them appropriate

look like swarming ants or endless caravans of
pack animals; they are men, reduced to this

("Dedicated Follower of Fashion," "Well Re-

condition by poverty and the bewildering indifference of casual gods." You have to see this
to believe it.

spected Man," "Victoria," "Celluloid Heroes,"
"Lola," and lots more). That continues to be
true on this album; listen to "Art Lover" and
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Preview our new products during CES at
THE UNIVERSITY CLUB, 76 East Monroe, Chicago

DISCRETE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.

3254 Fifth Street, Oceanside, New York 11572

(516) 764-1121

What The Experts Say
ABOUT CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS CD PLAYERS
"...gets closer to the spirit of the music:
—John Atkinson
Stereopbile Vol.9, No.6. Sept. '86
widest stage curtain of any CD player, and
the richest ambience."
—j Peter Moncrieff
International Audio Review #q3-45

"... three-dimensionality and bass veracity
is truly revelatory."
—Ken Kessler
Hi-Fi News &Record Review Jan. '87
clearly CD-accurate and CD-transparent, while
maintaining awarmth and charm all its own:'
—Digital Audio Aug. '87

California Audio Labs

7231 Garden Grove Blvd., Suite F Garden Grove, CA 92641
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"Cliches of the World." Davies is currently
hard at work on the next Kinks album, music

like Dark Side of the Moon and The Wall. The
result may be less pretentious and more

for afilm, and astage musical based on the life
of Jules Verne called 80 Days (scheduled to

thoughtful, but is also undercharacterized and
ordinary. Even the obligatory Floyd sound-

premiere in San Diego next year).

effects—machine noises and dripping water

Altogether, LIVE The Road is an enjoyable
recording. It's not perfect (applause still

open the album—presage the music which

very, very enjoyable. MCA says this is the first

follows: mere ghosts and parodies of the great
bells and heartbeats of records come before.
A Momentary lapse is hardly awashout,

time some of these songs have made their way
onto CD, but remember: the album is analog

though; and Ithink that the album's greatest
successes come during those moments when

doesn't sound like it does in aconcert hall), but

all the way. Go for the LP—Gary S. Krakow

Gilmour is able to break away from the Roger
Waters vocabulary. "One Slip" is almost alove

PINK FLOYD: A Momentary Lapse of Reason
David Gilmour, vocals, guitar, keyboards; Nick Mason, percussion; Richard Wright, keyboards; Bob Ezrin, keyboards,
percussion; Tony Levin, bass guitar, stick; others
Columbia K40599 (CD). Andrew Jackson, mg.; Bob Ezrin,
David Gilmour, prods. ODD. TT: 51:16

song, though hardly one celebrating lasting
commitment, and one of the few times Pink
Floyd has portrayed asexually romantic situation. The song's refrain even exhibits aflowing, flaming musicality. (I suspect that Gilmour

Iwas abit surprised at how little, after seven

must like it, too, as the album's title is taken

years of silence, Pink Floyd has changed its
doom-and-gloom Weltanschauung, even with

from aline of this song.) "On the 'Riming
Away," beginning as aCeltic-tinged ballad,

Roger Waters gone and David Gilmour by all

lashes out in asmall way against the lack of

indications now running the show Remember

responsibility to one's brothers and sisters that
characterizes our time, and manages to avoid

the reports from the '70s—the time of Floyd's
greatest influence and popularity—about
Gilmour fighting bitterly with Waters over the
character of their music, wishing it to be less
apocalyptic and cynical? Maybe they were accurate, but the material on Momentary Lapse
of Reason is only alittle more positive, and
only in afew places. Most of it is, alas, apale
schematic of the earlier, nastier records, evidence that Gilmour and Nick Mason are having

the smug and theoretical middle-class detachment of similar efforts of the last two decades.
As abonus, the piece ends with the album's
only stretch of echt-Floyd music, guitar wailing
and electric bass rolling like everybody finally
agrees upon what they're playing.
Perhaps most disappointing to traditional
Floyd fans, whether audiophile or not, is the
paper-thin sound of this CD. Musical in-

arough go at establishing their own identities

struments, whether guitars, synthetic key-

as bandleaders. Sometimes they fail embarrass-

boards, or saxophones, are coated with akind

ingly, as in "The Dogs of War," which one can
almost imagine as an outtake from The Wall,

of dead aural sameness, robbing them of life.

excised certainly not for giddy optimism, but
rather poverty of imagery.
It's not so bad that most of the lyrics are
uninteresting. Literacy was hardly the strong
point even of great Pink Floyd records (though
the words on "Learning to Fly" are unevocative even by Floyd standards, and arancid pun
like "And still this ceaseless murmuring/The
babbling that Ibrook" would never have
found its way into aWaters-Gilmour collaboration). The great disappointment is the instrumental music, which knows not where it's
going. The lofty Wagnerisms of the earlier
albums have given way to stock metalloid

Sound is well-localized but not spacious.
While dynamics are subjectively very good
(after all, this is aCD), there is also congestion
on peaks. Worst of all is the distorted, out-ofphase treatment of Gilmour's voice. Rather
than contributing any eerie spatial quality,
this effect serves only to render many of the
lyrics almost indecipherable (I wonder if this
is intentional).
All in all, the sound is disappointing not
only by comparison with the old EMI/Harvest/
Capitol Floyd records, but also with Columbia's excellent The Wall. It's best, Ithink, to
stay with those classics, or at least memories

guitar riffs, bereft of the earlier symphonic

of them, unless you already own them all, and
have a nostalgic craving for even a low-

coherence. Also vanished is most of the fan-

potency dose of a drug hard to come by

tastically produced sound-concept of records

nowadays.
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For afree, color brochure, call us at
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1-800-448-8490
"The FM Specialists -

255 Great Arrow Ave., Buffalq NY 14207

(716) 873-9475

*MSL $429

nee upon ntime there tuns aking (rho bought a
nein suit barb on inhat he bias tolb not
inhat tie oath.
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suit into an amplifier, :nib finish it
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îake the time to listen to our complete
line of electronics nub iniv the steak
not the sizzle.
Studio SL pre-amp
Stuido IV Amplifier
Studio III FM Tuner

$680.00
$850.00
$595.00

Professional Systems Engineering.7401 Lyndale Ave. S..Mpls., MN 55423
612-866-4984
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RECOMMENDED BOOKS
We get asteady stream of letters from readers

The best of the "starter" books, offering read-

asking advice on what books they should read

able accounts of what every item in the hi-fi

to get ahandle on the whole business of sound
reproduction in general and the high end in

chain needs to do in order to best reproduce

particular. In response to this need, therefore,
Ihave compiled apreliminary list of the books
that Ihave found most useful and/or informative. Nearly all are in print: have afruitful
summer's reading.

—JA

Sound in general:
The Science of Musical Sound
by John R. Pierce
242 pages, hardcover, $29.95

music, as opposed to produce hi-fi sound.
Unlike other recent books on the subject,
accurately reflects current thinking on the
relative importance of front-end components,
amplification, and loudspeakers. The section
on amplifiers is particularly relevant. An essential buy for the beginner; an essential book
for experts to recommend to non-audiophile
friends.
Bluff Your Way in Hi -Fi
by Sue Hudson and John Crabbe

Scientific American Library, an imprint of
W.H. Freeman and Company, New York

62 pages, softcover

The best general introduction to the mechan-

able in the USA from Old Colony Book Service, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH 034580243

ics of sound and hearing. What would otherwise be dry facts and theories are often refer-

Ravette Ltd., Horsham, Sussex, England. Avail-

enced to musical reality; includes auseful

For those alittle weary of the intense serious-

appendix on computer-generated sound. Two

ness with which we pundits take the subject,
this well-written and amusing book gently

33rpm 7" discs contain sonic examples of
many of the phenomena discussed in the text.
Music, Physics and Engineering

pokes holes in our pretensions. And, as its title

by Harry F. Olsen

suggests, it painlessly educates the reader to
the level where he or she can at least hold their

460 pages, softcover, $4

own in the inevitable arguments over whether

Dover Publications Inc., 180 Varick St., New

MCs are better than MMs, whether 44.1kHz is

York, NY 10014

asufficiently high sampling rate, etc.

A classic work, covering the ground in amore
thorough, but less accessible (and less up-todate) manner than the Pierce book above. Con-

Amplifiers:
Audio IC Op-Amp Applications

tains awealth of information on the sounds of

by Walter G. Jung

individual musical instruments.
Stereophonic Techniques
compiled and edited by John Eargle
386 pages, softcover, $27 (AES Members), $30
(Nonmembers)

225 pages, softcover, $17.95
Howard W. Sams, 4300 W. 62nd St., Indianapolis, IN 46268
Although this book is exclusively about solidstate op-amps and their circuits, and thus

Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd St.,

might be seen as abook dedicated to soldering-

New York, NY 10165-0075.

iron-wielding audio nerds—among whom I
count myself—it contains awealth of wisdom

(212)661-2355

Stereophonic replay is amuch-misunderstood
phenomenon, which is surprising when you
consider that the basic groundwork was done

on what electronic circuits need to be capable

in the late '20s and early '30s. A thorough
reading of this superb collection of classic

of in order to amplify audio signals.
Understanding Tube Electronics
by Harvey Rosenberg

papers on the subject will clear up many misconceptions.

New York Audio Labs

Hi -Fi

in general:

142 pages, softcover, $6.95 (out of prim)
Although produced primarily to educate the

Good Sound, by Laura Dearborn

world about the Futterman OTL tube amplifiers, this collection of essays, papers, and

320 pages, softcover, $8.95

reviews encapsulates sufficient audio wisdom

Quill, William Morrow, New York, NY

to be recommended as general reading. Author
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". ..
set to become the choice for
audiophiles in 1988 •••
—Ken Kessler Hi Fi News &Record Review,

January 1988
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music with dynamics, imaging, transparency and detail
to challenge the very best analog front end
We can upgrade your Philips-based CD player to state-of-the-art performance.

EUPHONIC IM

technology

19 Danbury Rd, Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 431-6434
Avadabie Crect

or through selecied dealers

NEW!

NITTY
GRITTY
HYBRID

The first cleaning machine for
both records and compact discs

Tlonger. Now it is possible to achieve
perfect record cleaning and state of the art
he list ot Nifty Gritty "firsts" just got one

the 2.5Fi and the CD-1. The price, however,
represents adramatic savings over buying
two separate cleaners.
compact disc cleaning in one convenient
The Hybrid 1comes in an economical vinyland affordable unit,
wrapped wood box, while the Hybrid 2is fitted
with agorgeous, solid oak cabinet (pictured).
Introducing the "Hybrid."
Ahinged dust cover is built in to both.
The Hybrid incorporates all the features of
Call or write for afree brochure.
U.S.: Nifty Gritty, 4650 Arrow Hwy., #F4, Montclair, CA 91763
(714) 625-5525
Canada: May Audio, 646 Guimond BI., Longueuil, Quebec J4G 1P8
(514) 651-5707
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and editor Rosenberg doesn't lose sight of
the fact that the purpose of hi-fl is to listen
to music.
Th -be or Not 7h-be, by H.L. Eisenson

Loudspeakers, Vols. I& Il
edited by Raymond E. Cooke
Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd St.,
New York, NY 10165-0075. '1bl: (212)661-2355

230 pages, ring-binder format, third edition,

These collections of papers from the pages of

out of print

the JAES cover just about every aspect of

Audio Dimensions Inc., 8898K Clairemont
Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 92123

speaker performance and theory in rather
more detail than the above two books. Recommended mainly to the speaker fanatic.

Unrivalled as an expression of the state of the
art in tube amp design ca 1977, this looseleaf
book is an invaluable source of received audio
wisdom. (Whatever happened to H.L. Eisen-

CD & Digital Audio:

son, awriter who certainly had aformative in-

the Audio Engineering Society, VoL 26

fluence on my audio thinking?)

No.l0, by Barry A. Blesser
88 pages, softcover

Audio Anthology. Volume One: When
Audio was Young, by C.G. McProud
128 pages, softcover, $16.95

"The Digitization of Audio,"Journal of

Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd St.,
New York, NY 10163-0073.1d: (212)661-2355

Audio Amateur Publications. Distributed by

The October 1978 issue of the Journal of the

Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box 243, Peter-

Audio Engineering Society was devoted al-

borough, NH 03458-0243
A lovingly reproduced reprint of articles on
tube circuitry from the early days of Audio

most exclusively to the digitization of audio,
covering every aspect of its implementation.

Engineering, later to become just Audio, in the

ing, this collection of essays is essential reading

late '40s.

While the mathematics may be alittle dauntfor anyone who wants to understand why digital audio is fundamentally different from ana-

Loudspeakers:

log and possesses acompletely different set
of problems.

High Performance Loudspeakers
by Martin Colloms

Digital Audio, edited by Barry Blesser, Ban

313 pages, hardcover, Third Edition, $34.95

268 pages, softcover; collected papers from

Locanthi, Thomas G. Stocldiam, Jr.

Pentech Press, Plymouth, Devon, England.

the AES Conference on digital audio, Rye, New

Available in the USA from Old Colony Book
Service, PO Box 243, Peterborough, NH
03458-0243

York, June 1982
Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd St.,

The textbook on loudspeaker theory, covering in depth every aspect of performance, de-

If the above issue of theJAES covers the theory

New York, NY 10165-0075.

(212)661-2355

of digital audio, this later collection of papers

sign, and testing of individual drive-units and
complete loudspeaker systems.
The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook
by Vance Dickason

covers its practical implementation. Includes
the original Philips paper on their oversampiing- filter DAC combination, the Sony and

75 pages of text in magazine format, softcover,
Third Edition, $14.95

and papers on CD mastering and digital signal
processing, including equalization and filtering

Philips papers on CD error-correction schemes,

The Marshall Jones Co., Francestown, NH.

in the digital domain.

Distributor: Old Colony Sound Lab, PO Box
243, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243

Present and Future of Digital Audio
222 pages, softcover, collected papers from

"Everything you need to build the loudspeaker

the 3rd International AES Conference, Tokyo,

system you have always wanted but could not

Japan, June 1985

afford," says the blurb on this book's cover,

Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd St.,

and Icouldn't say it better myself. Thoroughly

New York, NY 10163-0073. 'Id: (212)661-2355

up to date, chapters cover sealed-box, reflex,
and transmission-line theory, cabinet construc-

This collection of papers mainly covers the
state of the digital art in Japan, the develop-

tion, mid- and high-frequency driver choice,
crossover design, and system testing. The prac-

Signetics paper on the design of the 16-bit DAC

tical companion to the Colloms book.

used in third-generation Philips players.
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"MADE FOR MUSIC"

HEYBROOK
POINT FIVES
You've heard of our loudspeakers. The award winning
HB-1's, the classic HB-2's,
and the powerful HB-3's.
Quality music reproduction
has never been more affordable. The new Point Fives
$279 pr. Audition them at the
Finest Audio Specialists.

"ON A BUDGET"

Imported and Distributed in North America by

D'ASCANIO AUDIO
USA-11450 Overseas Hwy., Marathon, FL 33050 (305) 743-7130
CANADA—P.O. Box 1160, Station B, Weston, Ontario CANADA M9L 2R9 (416) 738-9397
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In the last episode,

other CD players were still
trying to sound like analog turntables. They still are! We have something
different in mind. We want it all! The dynamics, clarity and silence of digital with the sweetness, openness and
ambience of analog. We've got it alit Starling with the new CD-lb at
$495, or the simply incomparable CD-2, both with full one year warranty.
We will modify your Philips based player. Available from our dealers or direct.
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Tbe Art of Digital Audio

Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., 115 Fifth Ave.,

by John Watkinson

New York, NY 10003

490 pages, hardcover

Basic but thorough treatment of every aspect

Focal Press, 80 Montvale Ave., Stoneham,
MA 02180

of the recording art, from audio fundamentals,
through microphones (how they work, how

The most recent textbook on digital audio
(published in early 1988), this thorough and

be used) to studio equipment and recorders

readable study covers just about every topic

(how they work, differ, should be used). Well

they differ from one another, how they should

related to the digitization of audio, including

worth reading for its coverage of the problems

how oversampling ADCs work and how com-

of classical recording.

puter hard discs can be used for audio data
storage. Full review to appear next month.

Postscript:

Recording:

This list is obviously preliminary. Toward the

Handbook of Recording Engineering
by John Eargle

end of the year, we will publish amore comprehensive reading list, perhaps even ventur-

405 pages, hardcover, $39.95

ing into the world of music.

You could pay more...

...for adiscrete FET Class A
preamp. But you wouldn't get
low distortion CMOS electronic
switching, premium German
polypropylene capacitors, gold
plated jacks and the sonic
excellence of the Parasound
P/FET-900.

But why

...for an AM/FM quartz synthesizer tuner. But you wouldn't get
such wide IF bandwidth for pure
audio response, high sensitivity
and the sleek fluorescent display
of the Parasound T/DQ-260.

? When Parasound offers you awhole range of extraordinary
n components with more quality for your money.
Parasound Products, Inc.
950 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94111
415 397-7100
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...for a2x90 watt high current
amp. But you wouldn't get
lightning-fast 60MHz outputs,
costly German polypropylene
capacitors, 260 watts in mono,
relay protection, level controls
and the rock solid imaging of
the Parasound HCA-8001I.

Canadlan 0,stributor
Pro Acoust,cs
227 GBrunsveck Blvd
Parure Claire. Quebec H9R 4X5
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Low Price Power
Line Conditioner/
Regulator

Webster defines
MAGUS (ma-jus)
as magician,
sorcerer.
You may
define it as
pure enjoyment.

Dramatically improves the sound of
hi-end components
We couldn't believe our ears. When we tried
the Tripplite LC-1800 power line conditioner
on several preamps the improvement we
heard was startling:
—smoother, less grainy
—the music had more body
—sweeter, more relaxing
—low and mid bass was tighter and had more
authority

Upgrade your preamp!
Every preamp we tested sounded like a dramatically upgraded model — both tube and
solid state — from the DH-101 to the SP-11.
Once we heard the improvement we didn't
want to listen without it!

Clean power for all your
critical components
No matter how dirty or irregular your home s
voltage the LC-1800's high current (1800 watt)
power supply delivers pure, noise-free power
tor up to six of your most critical components.
Each pair of outlets is independantly filtered
and isolated limiting interference between
components. Line noise is reduced by an incredible — 85db.
Best of all the LC-1800 is available for only
S269.95 plus $9.95 shipping. Satisfaction
guaranteed.
Charge It! Amex/Discover/MC/Visa

(616) 451-3868

Co"&audio
advisor inc

200kHz all-tube
circuitry.
Automatic output
muting.
Gold-plated
contacts.
Polystyrene
bypasses.
3db less noise.
Accepts
cartridges
to .3mv!
NOW ONLY $895.

For nearest
dealer contact:
MI Systems
3178 Fowler Road
San Jose
CA 95135
408-274-5679.

'

225 OAKES SW •GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Magnepan 2.5/R loudspeaker

the reviewer's implied conclusion, that as a

Editor:

complete system the Museatex system was as

As J. Gordon Holt said in his review of the

good as anything in the market, at any price,
is extremely rewarding to us; this endorsement
confirms that we are obtaining our design and

Magnepan 2.5/R, "Once thellibe Traps were
removed, the system really started to come to
life." Iwould always recommend users to
begin their system set-up with minimal room

corporate objectives.
There are afew minor comments we would

treatment. Room treatment should be additive,

like to clarify for your readers:

not subtractive.

1) There is some degree of confusion regarding "Museatex" and "Meitner" as used in the

JGH further comments that ". ..
listeners
who want
sound" should consider

review. Museatex Audio Inc is the corporation

something else. Iused to tell people who were

which manufactures audio equipment and ac-

into rock music that they shouldn't buy Mag-

cessories. The high-end products carry the
name of adesigner, Ed Meitner. Museatex also

neplanars, until quite afew of them informed
me that they loved rock music on their "Maggies." I now suggest that they judge for

manufactures high-end accessories under its
own name.

themselves.
Any speaker designer should feel good

phono modules—the moving-coil board or

when someone concludes his design is "for
the listener who craves suaveness and subtlety,

2) ‘W ship our preamplifier with one of two
the moving-magnet board. The module is
user-adjustable for gain and loading. A special

and the utmost in soundstage reproduction."

board called the negative impedance module

Ibelieve that if you have those things, you
have atruly satisfying system, especially at

is available on special order only, and is recom-

$1550/pair.

mended for the Shure V-15 cartridge.
We thank you for what is the first compre-

Regarding John Atkinson's review, Ifeel he
has done acreditable job of picking up on the
attributes of the MG2.5/R. Without exception,
the few shortcomings are the result of downdesigning the three-way MG1lIa to atwo-way

hensive review of high-end audio which takes
into account the definitive market push toward
an integrated system which amusic lover can
install, and whose sound we as amanufacturer
can guarantee.

design. We think this performance loss, al-

Kurien Jacob

President, Museatex Audio Inc.

though detectable in the MG2.5/R, is insignificant in comparison to its performance, especially at $1550/pair.
James M. Walley
President, Magnepan Inc.

Vendetta SCP-2
pre-preamplifier
Editor:
Iappreciate that a better understanding of

Meitner pre- and power
amplifiers

what is possible in audio design has been

Editor:

necessity of using either anoisy design or an
input transformer to produce ano-compro-

We appreciate the effort that the reviewer took
in, first of all, understanding the systems ap-

published, especially regarding the lack of

mise MC-to-line input stage. With today's

proach, and, secondly, in commenting on the

technology, it is practical to direct-couple

merits of this approach.

audio circuits from MC input to power-ampli-

We sincerely believe that each of our com-

fier output, thereby removing virtually all

ponents would compare well with any com-

coupling capacitors and transformers from the
signal path. It is equally important to have

petitor's product. Amis Balgalvis comments
on subjective differences between our indi-

circuit-board layout and grounding equal to

vidual components and two other products,

the sophistication of the design itself, afact

each from adifferent manufacturer. However,

that is still unfortunately overlooked in many
cases. Iwish to offer asuggestion of how to

IStands for certain anatonncal frat an., of thr male gender
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invert the polarity of the SCP-2 phono pre209

•quickest, tightest bass
•superbly uncolored
mid/high
•unprecedented
intertransient silence
•unparalleled dynamic
punch

•lead laminate
substructure/platter
•2.1 hz damped
suspension
•air gap isolation of
rumble/room feedback

Audio cables influence the
atu e of
a sound system. Our research and
development team combined aselect \
group of materials that resulted in
factors such as quality construction,\
and non-fatiguing sound. We believe
sound quality sells itself, and invitèlt
you to experience the

The New AR ES-1
Turntable.
Audio Advisor has it!
Complete with the right arm
At the right price!
The legendary AR ES-1 turntable is alive and
well. Audio Advisor has it, with the right
arm, at the right price. Introducing the AR
ES-1 turntable with the AQ PT-5 tonearm.
At the request of Audio Advisor, Inc. Acoustic Research has re-introduced their famous
"Legend" turntable. With the latest model AR
has made several major improvements including a tighter-tolerance, long-life sapphire
main bearing and an improved table mat.

Best Buy table.
Best Buy tonearm.
By general agreement amoung critics, the AR
ES-1 is the best buy in turntables. "This is one
low
heart 96.
ily
-cost
ment,"
Stereophile in Recommended
p
Compone says
nts, o.
be
eNc
o
a
.
n
4,
It's °
a1
"so
1one of the most beautiful turntables ever made
— real walnut veneer!
Audio Advisor pairs the ES-1 with the new
PT-5 arm from Audioquest — a straight,
medium mass arm with a rich champagne
finish and high quality bearings. The AQ PT-5
couples rigidly to the armboard, yet is easily
height-adjustable. The PT-5 comes with excellent internal wiring and features viscous
(fluid) damping for use with low-compliance
cartridges.

A more "musical" table
Audio Advisor offers an exclusive aluminum
armboard for the ES-1, predrilled for your
arm and custom-installed when you buy the
table with the arm. The metal board couples
the arm more rigidly to the suspension, resulting in more dynamic sound with tighter bass
and cleaner highs. At just $34.95 additional,
the improvement is phenomenal.

Professional installation included!
We fit the arm to the table — you don't have
to install it. We adjust & tweek each table too
— before we ship. No extra charge!
AR ES-1 turntable, with sapphire bearing, improved mat, and new AQ PT-5 tonearm professionally installed, only $639.95, plus $14.95
shipping and handling. Metal armboard
custom installed, add $34.95. AR ES-1 turn
table only $399.95. Satisfaction guaranteed.

amplifier without additional circuitry. Movingcoil cartridges in general are ungrounded with
respect to their electrical connections. Simply
reversing the input leads (+ to -)of each channel will reverse the absolute polarity to anoninverting output of the SCP-2 with no loss in
audio quality in audio systems that do not have
switchable polarity inversion.
At this time we do not offer the rack-mount
option; we hope to have it available, as well as
aline section (with the usual controls), by the
end of the year.

John Curl
Vendetta Research

Epos ES-14 loudspeaker
Editor:
The two drivers in the ES14 are indeed
manufactured to my specification. They are
also manufactured by Epos. Your term "custommanufactured" suggests that the units are
made for us by someone else. Not so.
It is interesting that your reviewer feels that
the ES14 deserves abi-wire option. Early production of the speaker had just this option (as
did our previous ES20). The bi-wire concept,
unfortunately, had no credibility in England
when we introduced the speaker. Dealers received the inclusion of more than just two input terminals on the speaker with hostility, and
buyers often expressed confusion. We therefore dropped the facility.
For what it is worth, Iwould mention that
bi-wiring an ES14 does not bring about quite
the improvement you might eicpect. The speaker
is fairly simple, of course, with adirect connection between the input terminals and the
bass driver and an almost direct connection
between the terminals and the tweeter. Bi wiring generally brings the greatest benefits
to speakers with aless simple path between
the input terminals and the drive units.
As far as our input terminals are concerned,
I'm afraid that Iwill stand firm. We have these
terminals specially made for us at acost rather
greater than most of the commercially available five-way binding posts. In my view, most
of the binding posts trade convenience for

Charge it! Amex Discover/MC/Visa

proper connection. Our sockets are machined

(616) 451-3868

to very close tolerance and are made from
good materials. With the correct plug they

audio
Qovisor, IflG

225 OAKES SW • GRANO RAMOS MI 49503

enable areally good electrical connection.
Thank you for avery fair appraisal of our
speaker.

Robin Marshall
Epos Acoustics
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Face the music
That is eAlat every

1110

audio product must
ultimately do because
the only true confirmation
of atechnology is done
by listening to the

MUSIC

That belief is *tat brings
the superb van den Hut
cables, the time-honored
Tiffany Connectors, and
the valued Vampire Wife
together at
Sound Connections
,

,

Snell Type Q loudspeaker
Editor:
Ihave debated whether to respond to areview
that concludes that The Qs are superb?' Ihave
decided to respond because of two impres-

(details on request). In addition, the simplest
crossovers would not allow for our adjustment
of each unit to achieve performance matched
to that of the original reference speaker. Without this process, you are left with frequency-

sions that Ifear TJN may inadvertently leave
with the reader, rather than allowing these
myths to be assimilated into pop audio lore,

response errors of often several dB with even
the best drivers.

eventually becoming "fact."

hopefully reduce the number of new audio
"facts" to be repeated in the audio community.

First, TJN's reference to "advanced" metal-

Iappreciate the opportunity to respond and

dome tweeters could leave the impression that

Kevin Voecks

metal-dome tweeters are an inherently superior technology Iassure you that if our listening

Snell Acoustics

tests and measurements had indicated that, we

Audio Control Industrial
SA-3050A
third-octave real-time analyzer

would have used ametal-dome tweeter in the
Q, and will use them in the future if asuperior
metal-dome unit becomes available. Let's just

Editor:

avoid falling into the trap which says acertain
technology is inherently superior to another.

SA-3050A due to their increased life in porta-

The second impression which could be got-

ble applications over Ni -Cad batteries. In ap-

Lead-acid gel cell batteries were chosen for the

ten from the review is that it is generally agreed,

plications where aunit is used for ashort time,

or even fact, that simpler crossovers are better than more complex (higher-order) cross-

charged, then used again, over a relatively

overs. Despite this latest British fad; the overwhelming body of scientific evidence and our
own double-blind listening tests indicate the

Ni -Cad cells. This memory effect severely
limits the discharge time of the Ni -Cad cells
and leads to the necessity of replacing batteries

audible superiority of higher-order crossovers

if proper care is not taken to fully discharge the

short time this will build up a"memory" in the

7 1&‘ied hsendr4_
needs to hear more than the subtle differences
between high quality components. As a salesperson,
a good listener needs to hear the subtle differences
between customers who are searching for the right
component to complement their system.
If you need to be heard, call us.
Carver
ConradJohnson
Electro
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Janis
Kef
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MIT
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Research
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cells before recharging. Lead-acid batteries, on
the other hand, do not mind repeated partial

Sound Lab A-3 loudspeaker

discharges, provided they are kept fully charged
most of the time. Deep discharging is the cause
of death for the lead-acid gel cell. In the SA-

We are pleased that the new A-3 interface
plates significantly improved the performance
and sensitivity of the Model A-3s. It was Gor-

3050A there is acutout relay to prevent this
discharging if aperson accidentally leaves their

don Holt's remarks concerning the relatively

analyzer turned on for an extended time. This
relay and circuit draws asmall amount of current from the battery at all times (approximately
50mA). Since the battery capacity of the SA-

Editor:

low sensitivity of the A-3 in his review in Vol.9
No.6 that prompted us to design the new power
supply. It should be mentioned that the new
power unit not only increases the bias voltage,
but also closely regulates the input line-voltage

3050 is 5amp/hour, you should have a100hour lifespan from afully charged battery pack.

the line-voltage fluctuates within this range,

This is more than enough time for aweekend
of use.

the performance of the speaker won't change.
Furthermore, the regulator protects the power

We are continually experimenting with various software revisions for the SA-3050A. One

supply from line-voltage surges and reduces
line-noise interference.

we are working with presently is to average the
readings during the "slow" display mode, as
Bill has suggested. At this time we do not have
ascheduled date for the release of this modification. We want to point out, though, that
stability and accuracy are not the same. When
the unit shows reaction to an input it is, in fact,
accurate if not stable.

level from 80VAC to 130VAC. If for any reason

Also, it should be mentioned that all of our
products are absolutely safe to touch on all exposed surfaces. However, as with any electrostatic loudspeaker, apotential shock hazard
exists underneath the interface plate. For this
reason we have not made the removal of the
interface overly convenient, in hopes that it
might tend to discourage those who would

In Mr. Sommerwerck's opinion, the averag-

remove units for the sake of curiosity. There

ing constants of the SA-3050A make it difficult
to obtain astable reading at all frequencies. On
what, then, does he base his comment that the

is asafe and simple procedure for the removal

analyzer is not flat using pink noise (which is

of the units that we normally explain to acustomer when alegitimate need for their removal
arises. We apologize for not passing this infor-

randomly fluctuating) into the display? To

mation on to the reviewer. Nevertheless, JGH

evaluate the accuracy of the filters properly, a
sweeping test tone or sinewave must be used.

devised away to accomplish the job in spite
of our oversight.

Either the proper test signal can be fed into the
unit and the reading on the display noted, or,

In designing the A-3, which is ascaleddown version of our Model A-1, we were faced
with the choice of raising the low-frequency

preferably, remove the top of the unit and,
using an x-y recorder, connect up individually

cutoff to permit higher-level outputs in the

to the different filters. This method will reveal
that the filters are easily within the ANSI class

maintain alower low-frequency cutoff which,

Ispecifications of ±ldB. On the matter of
pink-noise flatness, the SA-3050A does not
have the resolution to measure the specified

cause "bottoming out" at asomewhat lower
output level. We chose the latter approach

accuracy of ±0.25dB. The amplitude and spectral distribution of the pink-noise generator can
be verified by using an FFT type of analyzer.
There is acharge to the batteries at all times
when the unit is plugged in; even when the
SA-3050A is turned on. This trickle charge

bass region or, for the sake of spectral accuracy,
due to agreater diaphragm excursion, would

(greater bass dynamic range can be achieved
by simply cutting off frequencies below 40Hz).
Even though the bass response of the A-3 has
satisfied virtually all customers, we have de-

during use will eventually bring the pack to full

signed abass augmentation unit, the B-3, to
satisfy those who demand bass response at
earthshaking levels (the B-3 is acompound-

capacity, though definitely not as quickly as
the fast-charge mode when the analyzer is
turned off.

dynamic range is desired without the use of
subwoofers, we recommend our Model A-1 or

Thomas E. Walker
President, Audio Control
Stereophile, June 1988

diaphragm electrostatic subwoofer). If greater

Model A-6.
Roger West
President, Sound-Lab Corporation
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The Well-Tempered Arm

of an extraordinarily high level of musical

Editor:

recreation which is quite involving.

Of course LA blew out amidrange driver with
his Well-Tempered Arm arm rest. We specifi-

tion of the wording at the beginning of your

cally engineered LA's arm rest to accomplish

comment. "When polled, not one of our re-

that result.

Jack Sumner
Transparent Audio Marketing

Wilson Audio WHOW & WATT
Editor:

What disturbs me, however, is the connota-

viewers would recommend the WATT. .." This
statement suggests that all your reviewers were
polled, and that there was aunanimous condemnation of the product. A strange recom-

Accuracy, it would seem to me, is of fundamen-

mendation indeed! In fact, not all of your
reviewers were polled. Ken Kessler, listed in

tal importance to ajournal such as Stereophile,

your staff as acontributing editor along with

which must combine fact and opinion. When

Martin Colloms, ibm Norton, Dick Olsher, Bill
Sommerwerck, and others, was one who was

that principle accidentally slips, readers are
misled and, sometimes, the best efforts of manufacturers are slighted. If the inaccuracy is in-

not polled. A more accurate statement, then,

tentional, the soul of the magazine is corrupted.

would have been, "Of the reviewers polled,
not one would recommend the WATT.. ."

Iam therefore concerned regarding two er-

Fairness would dictate that the reviewer most

rors in recent Stereophiles which pertain to

familiar with the product, through long-term

Wilson Audio products.
The first involves J. Gordon Holt's CES re-

exposure to it, should be allowed to cast his
vote and make acomment.

port in the March 1988 issue, p.58. In describ-

Of the members of your staff, Kessler has
had the most listening experience of the WATT;

ing Wilson Audio's exhibit, the 18" driver for
the Wilson High Output Woofer (WHOW) is
erroneously reported to be aCTS unit. In fact,

and he recommends them highly. In contrast,

the driver used in the WHOW is the same 18"
(Magnat) driver used in the WAMM, and is de-

other reviewers have lived with the WATTs
at all.

scribed in Stereophile Vol.6 No.3. The Magnat

A journal of Stereophile's very high caliber
is capable of better syntax and greater accuracy

18" woofer is alovely, very-high-performance

with the exception of Colloms, none of your

driver which, unfortunately, is outrageously

David A. Wilson

expensive. On the other hand, it is well known

President, Wilson Audio Specialties

by many Stereophile readers that CTS was a
manufacturer of inexpensive stamped-frame

The substitution of "CIS" for "Magnat" was

drivers. The CTS allegation is particularly odd

agenuine mistake on Gordon's part And, yes,

in view of the fact that there is no precedent

we didforget to poll Ken Kessler KK not being

for our use of one of their drivers. In the ab-

one of Stereophile's loudspeaker reviewers. A

sence of fact, it is not reasonable to assume
that we would use aCTS. The erroneous implication, then, would be that the WHOW is an
expensive subwoofer with a cheap driver,

brief listen to the WA777WHOW combination
(with Gibraltar stands) leads me to think it a
Class-A contender

hence unconscionably overpriced. This re-

Colossus

flects negatively on Wilson Audio's business
ethics. Ido know that this type of inaccuracy
can injure amanufacturer.

Editor:
(V)l.11 No 4), he says, "The imaging is poor un-

The second inaccuracy is to be found in the

til the train arrives at the speaker positions, but

April 1988 Stereophile. On p.105, the Wilson

then is pinpoint precise. Isuspect that this is
due to the fact that Brad Miller has mixed the

Audio Tiny Tot (WATT) is recommended in
Class B. Ithank you for Stereophile's recognition of our efforts to produce high-performance loudspeakers, and acknowledge the
conditions of your recommendation. The
WATib are demanding loudspeakers, but used

In J. Gordon Holt's "Introducing Colossus"

two rear channels—the original recording was
on four tracks—into the front." (re: Sounds of
»wins, Vols. 1& 2.)
Gordon and Idiscussed another aspect with

properly, with high-quality associated equip-

regard to the imaging he noted on Sounds of
Duins: the stereo soundfield did not extend

ment and program sources, they are capable

beyond either the left or right loudspeaker
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position in his listening room. Would the 4channel mixdown cause this to occur as well?

as well. These releases are also available on

Idiscussed this further with Lou Dorren and

compact disc, but were not encoded through
the Colossus ADC system.

Leo KuIka and came away with the following
explanation. Images that extend beyond left

As an aside, Irecall my very first experience
with location stereo recording in 1958: two

or right loudspeakers are out-of-phase images.

directional Electro -Voice dynamics, pointed

The fact that the choo-choos do not exhibit

straight ahead, and separated by 15 to 20 feet.

that characteristic means that Colossus and the

You want to talk about lack of imaging and a
hole in the middle of the soundstage? That

MS-4 microphone are precisely in-phase, as
they should be in any accurate archival system.
Further, when working outdoors, Ido not
have the luxury of chopping down trees or

waslit!
Brad S. Miller
Mobile Fidelity Productions of Nevada

leveling buildings in order to create anon-

True Image at WGES

reflective sound field. Iappreciate the total ambience of the location to set the scene in mo-

We would like to thank JGH for his mention

tion, and allow the main attraction to creep in,

Editor:

with reflective sound creating depth and real-

of True Image Research Corporation in his Las
Vegas CES report ("Viva Las Vegas," Vol.11

ism. As the train approaches, but before pinpoint imaging takes over, the reflections continue to shift, including that captured in the

your readers' attentions some errors printed in
that article.

rear channels of the microphone.

No 3). However, Iwould like to bring to his and

1)On p.58, JGH listed us as aspeaker manu-

If Iwere to supply adocumentary photo file,

facturer when indeed we are not. Though it

you would see our locations taking advantage
of tunnels, forests, rock cuts, river gorges, grain
elevators, and so forth, all of which tend to

6.5 Monitor, our primary products are ampli-

reflect sound and shift images, particularly if

is true we did manufacture asmall speaker, the
fiers and preamplifiers. The speakers were
discbminued one year ago. 2

there is abreeze or wind, let alone if the pri-

2) It was also said that our sound has varied

mary subject of the recording is continually

markedly from show to show. We attribute this
to the fact that we have been using different

in motion. Each location is never the same
either, and Idare say uncontrollable from location to location. Therefore, the perception of
good or bad imaging would differ from track
to track. Each listener would need to judge for
himself.
However, Ido not subscribe to the view held
by Gordon, that the "imaging is poor until
...
and then is pinpoint precise." Since Iam
one of the few that can personally attest to
what the soundfield was at the moment of archival, Ihadn't noticed any discrepancy be-

manufacturers' speaker systems from show to
show to demonstrate our electronics' ability
to enhance any speaker system.
3) Most importantly, JGH goes on to say that
our sound was very good this year despite the
fact that our own small speakers always seem
inadequate for showing what our electronics
are capable of. Though we appreciate his compliment on our sound this year, Iwould like
to point out that we were not using our "small
speaker system" (nor did we have them with
us) but apair of Apogee Duetta Ils; we were

tween the "live" sound imaging and the recorded MS-4 digital imaging. During the re-

complimented many times for how our elec-

cording of such events, Ido alternate between
headphones on and completely removed, particularly when the subject being recorded is

tronics enhanced their sound considerably.
Bruce Ball
Director of Operations, Sales and Marketing

quite distant from the microphone location.
Imonitor in mixed stereo mode through the
cans, but also have the ability to monitor the

True Image Research Corporation

Kindel Purist LT loudspeaker

front or rear pair of the microphone inputs as
well, separately.

The picture shown with your review of the

.
The MS-4 prototype was also used in both
analog volumes of The Power And The Majesty
on Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab. Some comparisons by your readers might be of interest there
Stereophile, June 1988

Editor.
Purist LT (Vol.11 No.2, p.101) is causing some
confusion. We inadvertently sent aphoto of
2Following aIriiii•than•favorable review in Stereophile—JA
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aprototype, and by the time we replaced it

W-3" subwoofer in the spring of 1983. John

with aphoto of aproduction speaker the deadline for closing the issue had expired. The pas-

Marovskis, of John Marovskis Audio Systems,

sive radiator shown has alump of clay and a

ucts, informs me that this couldn't have been

label for its mass; production speakers cover

correct, as the W-3 was not introduced until

this mess with afoam disk. Also, current production speakers have a black ring on the

after that date. Iapologize to Mr. Marovskis
(and to readers for misleading them), as the

tweeter with a"Kindel" label in place of the

subwoofer Iauditioned in the UK was, in fact,

rather garish silver ring in the picture.
My only other problem with the review is

years ago. Unlike the W-2, Mr. Marovskis in-

the designer and manufacturer of Janis prod-

aJanis W-2, which was discontinued several

that all listening was evidently done with the

forms me, the W-3 is designed to offer the

grille removed. In the Purist LT design, the

same performance as his more costly W-1.

grille is part of the diffraction control system.

In his report from the WCES (Vol.11 No.3),

The system is smoother, more extended, and

J. Gordon Holt referred to aloudspeaker from

images better with the grille in place.
My thanks to Tom Norton and Stereopbile
for taking so much time with the Purist LT. The
critical comments will be taken into account

Onboard Monitor, the "Space-Drive SD-8," as
costing $489/pair. The manufacturer informs
us that the price is, in fact, $849/pair. Sorry!

for product development, and your positive
comments are always much appreciated.
William Kindel
Kindel Audio
Janis & Onboard Monitor errata
In the introduction to my review of the Sumo
Samson subwoofer (Vol.11 No.4), Ireferred to

SUBSCRIBE
TODAY

see page 101 for details

experiments Ihad carried out with a"Janis
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San Francisco
Civic Center Books
360 Golden Gate Ave
Harmony Audio Video
2238 Fillmore
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St
Uptown News
3920 24th St
San Jose
Books Inc
420 Town & Country Village
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
San Mateo
Mateo Hi Fidelity Inc
2199 S El Camino Real
San Rafael
Rafael Book & News
1114 4th St
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
360 S Hope Ave
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanade Ave
Santa Monica
Audio by John Dudley
1431 Ocean Ave, #400
Audio Shoppe
1322 2nd St, Ste 22B

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
2034 E Arapahoe
Victorville
Protech Audio
14153 Kentwood 01
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach BI
Woodland Hills
Sound Center
20044 Ventura BI
Cherry Creek
U S Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
Listen Up
999 S. Logan
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave

CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Fairfield
Audio Design
195 Trunxis Hill Rd
New Haven
Take 5
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St

Orange
Absolute Audio
1232 N Tustin
Palo Alto
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real

Jonas Miller Sound
2828 Wilshire BI

Stereo Lab
140 Bank St

Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica (by appt )
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire BI

DIST. OF COLUMBIA

Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado BI

Santa Rosa
Sawyer's News Inc
733 Fourth St

Riverside
SpeakerCraft
6282 Magnolia Ave

Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St

Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
3019 D St

Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
23232 Hawthorne BI

San Carlos
Manions Audio
1125 Laurel St
San Clemente
Audio Exposure
629 Camino de los
Mares #305

Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe BI

Serenade Records
1800 M S1 NW

FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Shack
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
11 Eglin Pkwy SE #6
Hollywood
Audio Encounters
523 S 21st Ave
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CANADAS PREMIERE SPECIALTY AUDIO DEALER
22164 Queen St E Toronto Ontario. Canada

(416)699-3060

GRADO • GARROTT • TALISMAN • CARNEGIE • KOETSU • GOLDMUND • VPI
SOTA • SME •EMINENT TECHNOLOGY • STJMIKO • CARDAS • MORRISON
PERKINS • AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS • COUNTERPOINT •QUICKSILVER • RAY LUMLEY
KLYNE • MFA • AUDIOQUEST • MONSTER CABLE • MIT • SPICA • BSC • ENTEC
TANNOY • ELECTRIC BLUE • MARTIN-LOGAN • WELL TEMPERED LABS
LUMINESCENCE • MAGNUM •TANDBERG • MOD SQUAD •TARGET • LAST
FEATURING
—MFA MAGUS PREAMPLIFIER & MFA 200 WATT MONOS-(COMPLETE LINE OF PREAMPLIFIERS & POWER AMPS)-MARTIN-LOGAN SEQUEL LOUDSPEAKER-WELL TEMPERED ARM & TURNTABLE- VPI DELUXE (TRIPLE-PULLEY) TURNTABLE —

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
it WE SHIP ANYWHERE IN CANADA*

Experience Excellence

We Bring 1)1.1: Audio Research, Magneplanal California_Au_dieRowland SarTA. Martin Logan, WATT, Spica, Velodyne,
.C_aryt_rN_AD,
f
Monster, MIT, Aragon, WavefonTLGrado; Kira
--f:Iiiicksilver, Athena, Focus, Heyibróokr:Nakairtic"

—

LuTe aucnti v

N. Tustin, Orange, CA 92667'- -

(714) 538-4434
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Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Bi #10
Jupiter
Sound Wave
4050 US #1
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
All the News Inc
19175-A S. Dixie Hwy
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy
Joe's News Inc.
1549 Sunset Dr
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy
Tampa
Audio Visions
14733 N. Dale Maybry
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
1579 N. Decatur Rd
Music, Music, Music
Buckhead and
N. Lake Tower Festival
Sounds of Distinction
3231 Paces Ferry Pi
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Llibum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Road
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
IDAHO
Boise
The Stereo Shoppe
5105 Overland Rd
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio Musicale
36 Country Club Plaza
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Absolute Audio
5211 S. Harper
Audio Video Option
141 W. Jackson BI
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W. Lincoln Hwy
Evanston
Chicago Main Newsstand
860 Chicago Ave
Highland Park
Ravinia Classical Music
493 Roger Williams Ave
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Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Route 53
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
Orland Park
Simply Stereo
14494 S. Lagrange Rd
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Drive
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton
Springfield
The King's Stereo
1275 W. Wabash, Ste S
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S. Gilbert
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Prairie Village
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Audio Video by Design
9409 Shelbyville Road
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
108 Bonnabel
New Orleans
°Diver's Newsstand
112 University Pl
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MAINE
Scarborough
New England Music
424 Paine Rd
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Ln
Buffalo
Audio Doctor
1518 W. Commercial
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu
180 Stoneybrook Ct

Laurel
C K Audio
11605 Basswood Drive
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd
10801 Tony Dr
Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgie Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Encore Audio
225 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0 Audio
95 Vassar St
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Custom Audio
183 Main St
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
MICHIGAN
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems. Ltd
112 S Port Crescent
Dewitt
Jemstone
603 Dartmouth Box 240
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Lansing
Great Lakes Audio
502 N Harrison
Muskegon
Stereo Showcase
3100 Hensy
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
Swartz Creek
Audio House
4304 Brayan Dr
MINNESOTA
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S
HiFi Sound Electronics
Shinder's Read More
628 Hennepin Ave
1226 Harmon Pl
St. Paul
Hi End Audio
1399 W 7th St
House of High Fidelity
157 N Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Kansas City
Sound Advice
8215 Grand Ave

St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Bi
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Natural Sound
233 N. 48th Si. Ste P
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S. Main St
Nashua
Re-Sound Inc.
402 Amherst St, Ste 310
NEW JERSEY
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 Route 41
East Brunswick
Atlantic Stereo
636 Route 18
Franklin Lakes
Franklin Lakes Stereo
792 Franklin Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Route 73
Miliburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
Northfield
Sound Inc
900 Tilton Rd
Paramus
Leonard Radio
160 Route 17 N.
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Trenton
Hat's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Ovation Audio
1310 Osage, Ste A
Santa Fe Audio Video
120 W. San Francisco
NEW YORK
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
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Simply, The Best.
The BEST Audio Equipment.
•AR •Adcom •Alphason
•Apogee •Audible Illusions
•Audio Research • Bang & Olufsen
• Belles • B&K • B&W •Counterpoint
• Dahlquist • Dual • Eminent Technology
•Grado • Hafler •Janis • Kinergetics
• Live Wire • Magnavox • Monitor Audio
. Monster/Genesis • NAD • NEC
. Nakamichl • Philips • Pioneer Elite
. Polk Audio • PS Audio •Shure Ultra
•Signet • Spendor •Stax
•Straight Wire •Systemdek •Target
.Thorens • Ultra •VPI •Yamaha
The BEST Video Equipment.
•Canon • Harman/Kardon •JVC
• Kloss Video • Magnavox • NAD
• NEC • Philips .Pioneer • Proton • Shure
•Sony •Yamaha
NOW CELEBRATING THE GRAND OPENING

The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom Installations are
available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in Manhattan.
The BEST Advice.
At Audio Breakthroughs, when you talk
to a salesperson, you'll be talking to a
long-time audiophile who loves music
as much as you do.
The BEST Quality.
Every piece of equipment sold at
Audio Breakthroughs must undergo an
exhaustive evaluation by members of
our staff before we agree to feature it.
The BEST Locations.
Easy to reach from anywhere in the tri state area. Open late Monday,
Thursday, Friday, all day Sunday.
OF OUR NEW WOODBURY STOREI

Audio Breakthroughs
•New York City -199 Amsterdam Ave
•Manhasset -1534 Northern Blvd.
•Woodbury -Turnbury Commons on Jericho Tpke

212-595-7157
516-627-7333
516 367-7171

THE•FINEST•PRODUCTS
SUPERIOR•SERVICE
Adcom •AKG •AR •Audio Research •Bang &Olufsen •Boston Acoustics
Bryston •California Audio Labs •Canton •Celestion SL •CWD •Dahlquist
Denon •Forte •Fosgate •Grado •Infinity •Janis •Kyocera •M &K
Magnepan •MIT •Monster •NAD •Nakamichi •NEC •Nitty Gritty
Oracle •Pioneer Video •Revox •SME •Snell •Sonographe •SOTA
Spica •Stax •Sumiko •Talisman •Tandberg •Threshold •Van den Hul
VPI •WATT •Yamaha
751 Amboy Avenue (Rt. 35)
Woodbridge, NJ 07095
(201) 636-7777
Paddock Plaza, Route 36
West Long Branch, NJ 07764
(201) 542-5255
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woodbrudge
steregy
center.
•

Major Credit Cards Accepted Finanany Available
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Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Stereo Emporium
3407 Delaware Ave
Colonie
Morn's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Goshen
Long Player Stereo
60 N Church St
Huntington Station
Audio Breakthrough
129 Route 110
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Auto-Sound Plus
947-949 Troy-Schenectady
Clark Music Audio
1075 Troy-Schenectady
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E. Boston Post Rd
Manhasset
Audio Breakthrough
1534 Northern BI
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 South Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Route 59
New York City
Audio Breakthroughs
199 Amsterdam Ave
Electronic Workshop
10 E 8th St
Leonard Radio
55 W 44th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc
1221 Lexington Ave
and 2005 Broadway
6th Ave Electronics
1024 6th Ave
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
165 E. 33rd
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Interior Images
317 S Broadway

Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
Woodbury
Audio Breakthroughs
Turnberry Commons
Woodside
Leonard Audio
69-34 51st Ave
NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte
Sound Systems
3748 E Independence BI
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Greensboro
The Book Collection
117 N. Greene St
Sound Systems
2148 Lawndale
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
Wilmington
Atlantic Audio
4127 Oleander Dr
OHIO
Cincinnati
Audible Elegance
9464 Montgomery Rd
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
and 4582 Montgomery
Columbus
Custom Stereo Electronics
1391 S Hamilton Rd
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col Glen Hwy
Findlay
Audio Specialties
229 N. Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
409 S 22nd St
Kettering
Hauer Music
3140 Far Hills Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
N. Olmsted
Maximum Compact
4755 Great Northern 01
Sandusky
Audio Force
521 E Perkins Ave

Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander

Toledo
Audio Center
1546 Alexis Rd

Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave

Jamiesons'
3417 Dorr St

Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Smithtown
Audio Enjoyment
11 Caroline Ave

University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ene 01 E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E. Post Rd
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OKLAHOMA
Tulsa
K-Labs Audio
2806 S Harvard
OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St
PENNSYLVANIA
Butler
Audiophile Accessories
119 E Wayne St

Hershey
Stereo Barn
251 W Chocolate Ave
Philadelphia
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Waynesburg
TC Audio Toys
RD 2 Box 1
PUERTO RICO
Puerto Nuevo
Laser Sound
de Diego Ave #272
Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pinero
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St
VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Alonso Book 8 Per Svcs
Ibll) Richmond Highway
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall

Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Road
Sound Source
941 Haywood Rd

Charlottesville
Preferred Sound
309 E Water St
Danville
Aeolian Products 8 Svcs
215 Main St
Fredericksburg
Contemporary Sounds
1236 Jefferson Davis Hwy
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St

West Columbia
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St

Virginia Beach
Digital Sound, Inc
6519 College Park Sq

TENNESSEE
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave

WASHINGTON

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd

Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio File
9041 Research BI #200
Cochran Corporation
2830 Real Street
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs
Preston Trail Audio
17390 Preston Rd #320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 10
Houston
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
San Antonio
Bill Case Sound
4319 Medical Dr #106
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd
UTAH
Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington BI
Salt Lake City
Accurate Audio Systems
3263 East 3300 South

Seattle
Bulldog News
4208 University Way NE
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
University Bookstore
4326 University Way NE
Spokane
Hal's Stereo
W 313 Sprague Ave
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Walla Walla
Tiger Todd Productions
1509 E Isaacs
WEST VIRGINIA
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St
WISCONSIN
Cudahy
Cudahy News 8 Hobby
4758 S Packard Ave
Glendale
Sound Investments Ltd
2500 W Silver Spring Dr
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2031 W Grand Ave

CANADA
National Distributor
F-enwick, Ontario
Ruehle Marketing
850 Roland Rd
ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17/h Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
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Known by the company we keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Accuphase
ADS

Duntech
Eminent Technology
Grado Signature

Mondial Designs
Monster/Alpha
MIT

SOTA
Spectrum
Stax-Kogyo

VPI
Well-Tempered Labs
Wilson WATT

Adcom
ASC

Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab

NAD
Nakamic hi

Surniko/Talisman
Target

Audioquest
Audio Research

Martin-Logan
Meitner

Niles
Oracle

Thiel
Thorens

Bryston
Cambridge Audio
CWD

Meridian
Mod Squad
Mission Electron i

Sennheser
Signet
SME

Threshold
Vandersteen
VPICIV rlP

Yamaha
VIDEO
Muitivision
Pioneer
Proton
Sony
Yamaha

Modern Demo Facility, Specialty Accessories, Records and CDs
In-store Service, Custom Design Service, No Mail Orders Please

105 Whitney Ave., New Haven, C7 06510
Mon ,Tue ,Wed.,Fn.,10-6,Thurs.,10-8,Sat.,10-5,

MC 'VLSAi AMEX/TAKE 5Charge

•

à1/171,C.

Amur

Coherent art made possible by: V.P.I. • Adcom •Boston •Bryston •California
Audio • Dahlquist • D.B. Systems •
Denon •Lux •McIntosh •Magnepan •
Monster •NAD •Polk •Rogers •Snell •
Systemdek •Straight Wire •Threshold •
Amrita •and others.

THE SOUNDING BOARD
75 FRANKLIN AVENUE
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RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450

201-445-5006
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Harold's Stereo
16612 109th Ave
9024 51st Ave
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Vancouver
Big Bird Audio Visual
740 Marine Dr
Book Warehouse
632 W. Broadway
Music Works
4740 Main St
Straight Gain Electronics
2220 W. Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St
MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S.
NEW BRUNSWICK
Fredricton
Magic Forest Music Store
546 Queen St
NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St
ONTARIO
Brampton
Eastmen Audio
295A Queen St E.
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Guelph
Guelph Hi Fi
5Speedvale Ave E.
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552V2 Upper James St
Globe Discount
217 King St E.
McMaster University
Bookroom
1280 Main St W.
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multi-Mag
116 Dundas St
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonics
687 Bank St
Saros
132 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank Si
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N.
Richmond Hill
Linear Sound
10176 Yonge St
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
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Great American Sound
402 Queen St W.
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W.
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Ring Audio
553 Queen St W.
Toronto Home of Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N.
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Better Audio
106 Eugenie St W.
Essex Audio Consultants
322 Pelissier

ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Suma -Ku, Kobe
Vente
3-6-1 Sekimon-Cho
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Ronstraat 142-150

QUEBEC
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

NORWAY
National Distributor
N-0134 Oslo 1
Audio Import Ltd
Box 9193 Vaterland

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio 0 Imports
649 Bunvood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Flair System
B1-03/04, Katong Peoples
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

AUSTRIA
National Distributor
Vienna
Club Hi Fi
Rennway 15
DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Bristol Stereo Center
Frederiksberggade 28
Fona
Ostergade 47
Hi -Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvej 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Veil.
SK. Sound
Vissinggade 7
Aalborg
AC Radiohuset
Boulevarden 16
KT Radio
Norregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilla Hi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
HONG KONG
Aeropiax Limited
Rm 201 Canton House
54-56 Queen's Rd Central
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sarte Audio Elite
Padre Jofre. 22
SWITZERLAND
National Distributor
Zurich
Ensemble AG SA LTD
H Annoni-Strasse 23
Ch-4132 Muttenz
TAIWAN
National Distributor
Taipei
Taifu Electronics
Chung Chung S Rd

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
388 U-Chareon Village
Rachada Rd
Huay-Kwang BKK 10310
Future Land Ltd
496-502 Amami Plaza
Ploenchit Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
WIlatead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Newstand Distributor
London
Periodicals in Particular
1Prince of Wales Passage
Hampstead Road
Glasgow G2
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Ln
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Berke
Reading Hi Fi
Harris Arcade, Friar St
WEST GERMANY
National Distributor
6 Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Sir 2b
WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dateline Equipment
& Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

ORDER
STEREOPHILE
BACK ISSUES
TODAY
see page 102

PRCHBURrle

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
The cites of recording industry, archives and collectors
around Me world
Three processors for reduction of transient led steady-state
nases Plus special features for optimum reproduction of old
records, lateral or vertical
Model 3234: 12.650
Write tor literature to
P0 Elov 335, Dewitt. HY USA 13214-0335
Tel 13151 472.5644
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better bottoms

The octaves down there at the two digit frequency range
are coming into their own today. And Speaker Builder has
every bit of information you need to design for yourself or buy the best available system that does full
justice to all the music you love. For eight years now Speaker Builder, the loudspeaker-design bimonthly,
has been publishing authoritative information for the music aficionado, whether it's software for FFT
analysis of room performance, or the smallest, best, transmission line with the newest multi-driver complement. Crossovers get full and excellent treatment in SB's pages. Whether it's electrostatics, ribbons,
vented or closed boxes, subwoofers, horns, T-lines, or infinite baffles, Speaker Builder does it all.
Use the coupon below to order six issues with our absolute guarantee of satisfaction—or your money
back—whenever, whyever. Or call with your credit card order for faster service. You will not be
disappointed.
E

Enter my subscription to Speaker Builder for two years @ $35.

E

Send me one year (six issues) for $20.

Ienclose $

in aCheck/MO

Please charge to my E Master Card /Visa Ei
EXP.

NUMBER
NAME
STREET
ST

CITY

SPEAKER BUILDER,

ZIP

PO Box 494. Dept. K77. Peterborough, NH 03458

Charge Card Telephone Orders (603) 924-9464, Monday-Friday, 9-4

ALIDIOPHILNALIA
WITHOUT EGOMANIA
ADCOM, APATURE, ARCICI, ASC, CELESTION,
CARDAS, CHICAGO, CWD, EMINENT
TECHNOLOGY, GRADO, JANIS, KINDEL, LAZARUS,
PS AUDIO, RANDALL, SON EX, SPICA,
STRAIGHTWIRE, SUMIKO, TARGET, TIPTOES,
MAGNUM DYNALAB, MAPLEKNOLL, MEITNER, WI,
VACUUM TUBE LOGIC, & MORE.

AteS 4,

Iy

•, °41

41e) /

1431 OCEAN AVE. #400, SANTA MONICA, CA 10401
(213) 3'S-0S11
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AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word, no minimum; Commercial, $1.65 per word, $80 minimum per insertion.
Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. MC, Visa and American Express accepted;
send card number and expiration date with ad. Send classified ads to: Steroophlle, Classified Ad Department,
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502. Ms must be received for Volume 11, No. 8by June 7, 1988; for Volume
11, No. 9by July 7, 1988.

FOR SALE
GYRODEC MK. II FACDDRY UPGRADES. Latest black
acrylic concave platter and 3tefion-bushed springs
fits all GyroDec turntables. Uses your old weights,
$199. 33-45-78 pulley, $19. High-current Inouye
"electronic flywheel" power supply provides aquantum improvement, $339. Send certified check or
money order to: Artecb Electronics Ltd., PO Box
1165, Champlain, NY 12919. (514)631-6448. CODs
add $7. We ship UPS prepaid.
VPI HW-19, MK.II TURNTABLE, piano black acrylic,
ET tonearm, VPI PLC (power line conditioner),
Audioquest B-100m cartridge 11
2 yeaas old, originally
/
$2400, will sell for $1500. (919)636-5769.
LURNE WLP-I UNIPIVCIT PONEARM, (608)233-4799.
AFFORDABLE HIGH END: Spica, B&K, Musical Concepts, Merlin, Kinergetics, Straight Wire, Chicago
Stand, Spectrum, Echo Muffs, Cardas, & others. Ariel
(formerly Mobile Recording Company), Cannel, IN
46032. (317)846-9766, (317)841-7154 Eves &
weekends.
MOTIF MC-8, 11750; PS 2000C, $1575; Acoustat
Spectra 33, 11750; all like new. And much more.
(714)997-7941, leave message.
MCINTOSH #4100 RECEIVER, 1979 model, $900.
(305)481-9166, evenings.
CASH FOR USED PWR/PREAMPS: ARC, Levinson,
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, & Counterpoint,
in good condition. Collect amps from your home or
just ship UPS/COD. Call CA (213)257-6726, Sennie
HAFLER DH-110, $175; DH-500 with Musical Concepts GX mod, $575; $700 both. Wanted: Apature
interconnects,
old
style.
(216)771-4304(W),
(216)341-2949(H).
SYSTEMDEK IIX TURNTABLE with Linn and MMT
armboards, 1175. (312)280-8786.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...We must be doing
something right! Long Island, New York to Long
Beach, California, we have the audiophile product
you want for immediate shipment at an irresistible
price. Consult with our quiet experts or just order
US-warranteed components like Nalcarnichi, Carver,
NAD, Tandberg, Hafler, Harman-Kardon, JBL, Allison,
Perreaux, ADS, Sony ES, B&W, Mod Squad, Monster
Cable...and that's just the tip of the iceberg!
Visa/MC. Square Deal, 456 Waverly Ave, Patchogue
NY 11772. (516)475-1857, ask for Mark Allen.
TOP DOLLAR FOR AUDIO RESEARCH, Krell KMA
& KRS, Conrad-Johnson, Mark Levinson 20 & 23,
Threshold, Marantz/Maclntosh tube gear. For sale:
Motif MC-8 preamp, mint, 11500. Call Bobby,
(718)459-7236 evenings, NY
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QUAD ESL 63s, $1475; Janis WI, $475; Dahlquist
CP-I, $325. Stu, (215)860-9015.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
STAX, Nakamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumilco,
Grace, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court
Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816. No mail
orders, please.
FOR SALE: AUDIO RESEARCH SP-7 PREAMP, $475;
Luxman PD-300 belt-drive TT, 1375; Premier FT-3
lbnearm, $250; Yamaha B-2X power amplifiez $575:
Sumo Nine power amp, $350; Denon PRA-1000
preamp, $200; Yamaha CD-2 CD player, $190;
Magnavox 150 CD player, 195. Call Tom,
(702)452-3644 after 6PST
VISHAY INTERTECHNOLOGY precision custommade metal-foil S102K resistors and trimming pots.
Quite possibly the finest for audio worldwide. $2 for
information pack. Palter Specialty Audio, 8203
Walsh, River Grove, IL 60171-1115, USA.
AUDIOPHILE WAREHOUSE LIQUIDATION! Directto-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II recordings. 2000 available
Great prices—example: Dark Side of Moon, 145.
Elusive Disc, 733 Met Naomi, Unit!, #106, Arcadia,
CA 91006. (213)388-7176.
LEVINSON ML-12A/PLS-124, $1500; Micro Seiki
RX-1500/Goldmund T-3, $2900; Dennessen ABLT-1
arm, $950; Rowland Model 5, latest, $3500.
Everything perfect, serious inquiries only.
(213)858-8112, Michael.
MERIDIAN M-100 IN WALNUT, 4months old, perfect
condition, asking $4500. (213)858-8112, Roger
SAN DIEGO AREA: The Convergent Audio SL-1 tube
preamp. Music lovers will want to hear this
"marvelous CAT." and other high-value, high-end
products, including Wingate, Merlin, Vortex. Audio
Archives, (619)455-6326.
dbx-ENCODED RECORDS. Many titles, all factory
sealed. $8 each, 10 for $70. Send for complete list.
Larry 53 Bellefontaine, Framingham, MA 01701.
AFFORDABLE HI-END: B&K, SUPERPHON, Magnum DynaLab, Audio Pro, JPW, QED, Chicago Stands,
Echo Muffs, more. Authorized dealer, competitive
prices. Serving mid-north Indiana and areas without
representation. Stereo Consultants, Lafayette, IN.
Phone hours, 3-11pm EST Mon.-Sat., (317) 474-9004.
ACCUPHASE CD 80/81, $6500; preamplifier C-280,
$5000; amplifier P-600, $6000; Mark Levinson ML-1,
ML-2, $6000; Quad 63, $2200 B.O. (408)737-2980.
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ProAc

4111
G old Aero Wishes to
extend best wishes and
best of
luck to

Ron Reznick*

in whatever future
endeavors he should
pursue... from all of
us at
Gold Aero
EitSt:

Modern Audio Coringliana
112 Swan Hill Court
Baltimore, MI) 21208
(301) 486-5975
Welt:

Modern Audio Cortadtants
2888 Bluff St.
Boulder, CO 80301
1303) 449-1440
Canada:
Artech Electronics Ltd.
699 Me!oche Ave.
Dorval, Quebec H9P 254
(514) 631-6448

cialeoJr,e
/eaTECHNOLOGY

GROUP

2129 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90006
FAX (213) 737-2401
CA (800) 556-6700
Outside CA
(800) 421 -4219
Telex 6831218
•Ron Resnick. former 0aff
engineer u of Apr .
.1 let. 1988.
Please Direct all further
correspond.. to Bill Johnson.
Director of Marketing.

Announcing:

Belles 50 Series
Amplifiers & Preamplifiers
... utilizing new audio
technology to give you
the sound performance
of the 90's.
Write for literature or see
your local Belles dealer.

Rochester, NY 14609

Integrated Amplifiers
•Tuners •Compact Disc
Players •Outboard D to A
Converters •Phono
Cartridges •Loudspeakers.

(716) 482-8850

Call or write for your nearest dealer

Belles Research Corp.
1237 East Main St.
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WANT TO HEAR what your system can really do?
RMS Solid-Core Speaker Cables and Interconnects
now offers revolutionary sonic value with our lowcapacitance, 100% shielded, double Teflon cables:
T100 interconnects, $58 per meter pair; TFC speaker
cables, $2.50 per foot (prepared bare-wire ends).
Write for more information and price list or send
check or money order to: RAIS Stereo, R170/2 Box
120A, Moundsvilk IVV 26041. Free shipping. Dealer
inquiries invited.
ARIZONA, ESOTERIC AUDIO'S ULTIMATE REFERENCE SYSTEM is the best in the Southwest. New Arrival: Conrad-Johnson PV-8 preamp, glorious sound,
$1685. Demos: Magnavox 471 & 472 CD players, call;
Velodyne ULD-15 subwoofer $1095; SOTA Sapphire
w/Supermat, $859.95. Trades: Apogee Calipers,
$1475; Contad -Johnson 1W-IA pre-pre w/new tubes,
$300; Klyne SK-2A MC, $375; Rama TYR w/stands,
$400; Harman ¡Cardon PM-665 100W receiver $345.
Call for appointment or shipping information. In
Scottsdale, AZ. Esoteric Audio, (602)946-8128.
DF.NON DRA-750 RECEIVER, $275. Call (718)8976073 evenings.
SHADED DOG RCAs. Identify the great recordings.
Send for latest edition "Golden Era of RCA Records"
with complete listing of early stereo classics, sound
evaluations, meaning of bbels/numben. 34pp. of info
for $10./ Mitchell, Box 843, Kingsport, TN 37662.
INTERCONNECT CABLES 1or 11
2 meter/pair MIT
/
MI330, $107 or $132; Shotgun, $368 or $428; vc1Hul
D102 MK.II, $67 or $74; WBT 0101 RCA plug,
$34 /pair. 7kbe Sound, (604)594-3046.

WHAT PRICE
HIGH END?
Incredible Imaging.
Room Audibility.
Dynamic Capability.
Spectral Accuracy.
$450.00 Per Pair.
The Audiophile-File'" says 'I can
say with all honesty that I have
never - and Imean never - heard
any dynamic or other monopolar
speaker with such a sense of room
audibility" (JFT -10/87)

Find out for yourself.
Lantana tads.

Lantana

P.O. Box 1958 •Garden Grove, CA 92642
714 530-4993
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THE BEATLES THE COLLECTION, Mobile Fidelity
#51. Still sealed in original shipping carton. UHQR,
The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper, sealed. Price negotiable.
Contact GeorgeJohnson, (919)288-4541.
APOGEE, ARAGON, CLASSE, DNM, EPOS, Hanson,
Klyne, MFA, Mod Squad, Straight Wire, Sumo, Unity,
VTL, and much more! Serving Michigan and areas
without representation. Inquiries welcome. Practical
audio advice. Performance Audio Systems,
(313)342-2475, ask for Gil.
ELECTRON TUBE SALE: Matched pairs, 12AX7,
12BH7, 6FQ7, 6L6GC, EL34, KT-88, 6550A. 4000
types stocked, since 1947. GE, Amperac, itlefunken,
Gold Lion (original), Sylvania. Military grade, sameday shipping. Write or call for prices: ARS Electronic;
7110 DeCelis PL, PO Box 7323-Dept S1 Van Nuys,
CA 91406, In California, (800)422-4277. Outside
California, (800)422-4250.
READ THE STEREOPHILE REVIEW, then hear for
yourself just how excellent the MSB CD player is.
Modify your existing Magnavox for $500, or buy a
complete new 472 modified for $749. Satisfaction
guaranteed on the completed unit. 'lb find out more,
call (800)346-9183. Audio Concepts Inc, 1631 Caledonia St., La Crosse, WI 54602.
AUDIO DESIGNS SPECIALIZES in the finest previously owned audio components plus custom termination
by Esoteric Audio Call or write 5115 Red Fox,
Brighton, MI 48116. Phone (313)229-5191.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stacicable,
portable oak units hold LPs, CDs, and tapa. Free mailorder brochure (please mention Stereopbile). Per
Madsen Design, (415)928-4509, PO Barr 330101, San
Francisco, CA 94133.
CARVER C-1 PREAMP, $300. (313)582-3573 (evenings).
ROWLAND RESEARCH, SOUND LAB, Wilson Audio,
Enter, Mirror Image, Well-ltmpered 'table and arm,
Sonographe, VPI, Eminent lèchnology, Acoustat Spectra series, PS Audio, van den Hul, Magnum Dynalab,
Respons, Kindel, JSE, Spica, MIT, Kimber Great Jalees
Audio, 502 N. Harrison, E. ['rasing MI 48823.
(517)332-8577. MC/Visa, auditions by appointment.
B&K COMPONENTS, AMPS, PREAMPS; Audiolab
8000A mt. Amp; Cramolin; Kimber 'Cable; Kevek
speakers; Kinergetics tuner, CD players; Michell
Gyrodec, Syncrodec turntables; Namiki AC direction
finder; Sheffield Lab; Sonar; Technics stylus-force
gauge; alit tonearm. ibbes: Amperes 6DJ8/ECC88,
GE 6550A/KT88 MPrs, India 12AX7A/ECC83. {War
Electronics, Portland, OR. Call: (503)233-2603.
Visa/MC/Amex.
THIEL CS2 LOUDSPEAKERS, brand new, full warranty, $1300. Call evenings, (718)897-6073.
MERIDIAN PRO MCD, $550, (415)525-6861.
CLASSICAL COLLECTOR SELLING RCA "SHADED
DOGS," early-pressing Mercury stereos, blue-black
Londons, EMIs, Lyritas, half-track and quarter-track
prerecorded open-reel tapes. Excellent condition.
Free list. Roger Jones, 5122 East Shea Blvd.,
Townbouse #1009, Scottsdale, AZ 85254.
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EASY UPGRADES
BY TWEAKING
Ihe sanple replacement or my preamplifier's power cord with the new MAS POWERMASTER AC Power Cord brought out a distinct improvement in my system. Idid not have
to upgrade to amore expensive unit. The entire
sound spectrum became smoother and more
detailed."
-Ron Lee. Los Angeles audiophile
Join the other audiophiles who are discovering they do not have to buy expensive new
equipment to upgrade. For an investment far
less than the cost of new components, MAS
Power Cords, Interconnects and Speaker Cable
will reveal sonic improvements you neser
dreamed were in your system. You have our 30
day money back guarantee on it!

MAS POWER-MASTER
AC Power Cord
MAS Silver/Teflon Interconnects
Imeter pair
MAS Multi-Strand Speaker Cable
8' pair

70
180
'400

MasterCard & Visa Accepted

Call Toll Free 1-800-331-4315 or
(215) 357-7858

MUSIC & SOUND IMPORTS

Sno, flake Road. Huntingdon Valle>, l'A I
Y(Xt6

Model 8-02/8

"Highly recommended"

As advised by Bill Sommerwerck
of "Stereophile"

"Rush right down to your
nearest STAX dealer and
audition these, before STAX
discovers its pricing error!"
Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 9(Dec 1987)
For a full line brochure send S5.00 to:
STAX Kogyo, Inc., 940 E. Dominguez St
Carson, CA 90746

THE ACCURATE LOUDSPEAKER
Music is an expression of emotion, communicated between the composer and the
listener. By allowing the true dynamics and
clarity of the music to reach the listener,
Nelson- Reed Loudspeakers actually
accent the communication which is music.

15810 Blossom Hill Rd, Los Gatos, CA 95032
408-356-3633
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FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogarni cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 2435 Peterborough, NH 03458.

A LA\ S
BASS SYST 1

LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Reduce wear and static, improve tracking. See Audio
Cheapskate review December 1986. 421.95 per kit.

V

Check or MO to Romil Lubricant Co., Box 19003,
las Vegas, NV 89132.

ITS THE CHOICE
WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

THE AFFORDABLE GREATS! Alphason, Angstrom,
Audioquest, Chicago, Dark Star, Kindel, Maplenoll,
Melos, MFA, Monitor Audio, Meitner, Musical Concepts, Sonata, Stax, Sumo, Superphon, Straight Wife,
& more. Demo sale. Second Opinion Audio Call for
newsletter, (818)242-4535.

AN INDUSTRY
RECOGNIZED STANDARD
FOR
TOTAL BASS PERFORMANCE
I
John Marovskis Audio Systems, Inc
2889 Roebling Avenue
Bronx, New York 10461 (212) 892-7419

SAVINGS TO 40%. MID -FI 113 HIGH END, over 100
brands, nobody beats our prices. Full warranty, free
shipping. Quality Audio, (902)582-3990, 7-10pm
EST
AUDIOPHILE ALBUMS AT WHOLESALE! Mobile
Fidelity, Nautilus, Sweet Thunder; Century, Japanese;
also Reference, Sheffield, Chesky, Proprius, M&K,
Crystal Clear; Umbrella, Super Disk, Wilson, special
MFSL collections: MFSL Stones collection (11 discs),
$175; MFSL Sinatra collection (16 discs), $200; MFSL
Wr.iodstock (out of print, 5discs), $75; MFSL UHQlts,
$25. Postage included on the above items. Accessories
by Audioquest, record-cleaning machine by Nitty
Gritty, and last record-care products. Chad Kassem,
PO Box 2043, Salina, KS 67402-2043- (913) 825-86W.

›4›••••••#
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KIMBER KABLETM
ACCLAIMED AS A LEADING CABLE PRODUCT
LINE. SEE OUR NEW LPC (LOW PROFILE
CABLE) wrm No% TEFLON CONSTRUCTION SUITABLE FOR UNDER CARPET INSTALLATIONS. KC 14NTERCONNECTS ARE
NOW AVAILABLE!! ASK YOUR KIMBER
KABLE DEALER.
Musical •Accurate •Dynamic •Flexible •Stable
Valuable (but not too expensive)
4PR.$1.00/FT •4VS-$2.00/FF •4TC-$4.40 /FE
81t-57.80/ FT •KCl-568.00/Meter Pair
8LPC-$6.00 /FT •16LPC-S10.00/FT •4AG-8100.00/FE
SAG-$180.00/FT •KCAG-$350.00 /Meter Pair
DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
KIMBER KABLE
2675 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE -OGDEN,
UT 84401
(801) 621-5530

FAX(801) 627-6980

BRISSON/MIT CABLES, CUSTOMIZED ATHENA
POLYPHASORS, MI-330/Shotgun custom interconnects, the only hi-flexibility all-MIT tonearm sets.
Camacs for Levinson, XLR balanced, meticulous
workmanship! Brisson hookup wire for internal
rewiring, Vacuum 'Mix Logic, Clements Speakers, MIT
wiring harness & mods for Infinitys, custom-threaded
Tiptoes, ASC Thbe naps, Chateauroux, Sidereal,
Wonder Caps & solder, Resistas, WBT & Tiffany connectors, many accessories, f1catalog. Michael Percy,
Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937. (415)669-7181.
SONIC FRONTIERS—CAPACITORS: Aseko, Chateauroux, Rd-Cap, WonderCap. Resistors: Resista, Holco,
Vishay. Wire/Cable: van den Hid, MIT, Cardas. Connectors: Royce, Tiffany, WBT. Many other products.
Custom modifications. Call/write for catalog. 181
Kenilworth Ave, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M4L
3S7. (416)691-7877.
AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNARDINO,
California. Hot components on display: Counterpoint
SA3.I, SA12; PS4.6, 100C; Conrad-Johnson PV8
(replaces PV5), DF1 CD; Audible Illusions 2C; Mod
Squad Prism CD (IAR la rating); Acoustat Spectra
22&33; Spica Angelus; Well-ièmpered 'table;
Velodyne subwoofers; Magnum tuner; Fosgate
surround-sound; Beyer, MIT, Motif, Sonographe, Adcorn, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Vortex,
Palantir, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound Lab, VPI, Maplenoll,
Systemdek, Surniko, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, vdHul,
Monster, Randall, Straight Wire. (714)861-5413,
appointment.
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TERPSICHORE QT SPEAKERS
REFERENCE
SOUNO
featuring
SOUND—LAB
phenomenal electrostatic loudspeakers
exceptionally transparent
VMPS
outstanding dynamic loudspeakers
Elegant in form, this range of three loudspeakers embodies as
many technical advances as could be assembled together to
achieve one primary objective LIVE PERFORMANCE AC
CURACY IN THE HOME To this end we have designed atrans
mission line baffle of three vertical paths, terminated at aport
near the speaker's bottom This design, property implemented,
eliminated urmranted coloration produced by standing wets &
reradiated rear waves of more common speakers of the ported
or sealed enclosure variety We control these unwanted distor
lions by continually "draining" them away from the speaker
chamber The sound emanating from the port is designed to
be in phase or "tuned" to the motion of the drivers, producing
amore natural bass response and aquicker mid range attack,
bringing you closer to alive listening experience

1LRPSICHORE TM
'Etegance in 'jorrn -Accuracy in 5014/1à
HERCEE 24 • CHESTER MALL • CHESTER

i07 4 ‘,

COUNTERPOINT
wonderfully musical tube electronics
revealing and accurate
Lantana, Aural Symphonies, Angstrom,
Enlightened Audio, and more
Auditions by appointment
(213)25E1-4624
2211 Laverna Avenue
Los Angeles CA 90041
we ship anywhere

OWN Inquiries Invited

201-674.4000

K1NERGETICS KCD-30
GOLD SERIES
COMPACT DISC PLAYER
IntroducIng

The State-of-the-Art
in compact disc players

THE ULTIMATE IN 16 BIT
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY WITH
THE AIR AND OPENNESS OF
THE FINEST ANALOG DISCS.

tria

with unequalled bass
and a natural tonal balance

The Most Effective
Pain Reliever
Money Can Buy
Try our prescription for fast relief
from earaches caused by
poor stereo performance.
• SOYA Sapphire & Star
Sapphire turntables
• COUNTERPOINT tube pre-amplifiers
& hybrid amplifiers
• VANDERSTEEN classic, timecoherent loudspeakers
Alphason •Apogee •Ariston •Audioguest • BEL
B 8. K • British Fidelity •CJ Walker •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology • Fried •Grace •JSE
Kimber liable • Kiseki • Klyne • Melos
Meridian • Merlin • MIT •Monster Cable/Alpha
Nitty Gritty • Plexus • Premier • PS Audio • Rauna
Robertson • Rotel • Rowland Research
SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Spectrum
Stax •Systemdek •Talisman/Alchemist •1Lbe Traps
Van Den Nui •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research

AUDIO NEXUS
KINERGETICS
INCORPORATED

6029 RESEDA BLVD • TARZANA CA 9356 • we) 349-2951

CALL US FOR THE EXTRA-SPECIAL
TREATMENT YOU DESERVE
201-277-0333
33 Union Place. Summit, NJ 07901
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mark levinson

MERRILL "HEIRLOOM" TURNTABLE, featuring
acrylic lead platter, periphery clamping ring, fluiddamped motor, constant-resonance tuning system,
and screw-down center clamp. Underground Sounst
2125 Central Ave,
Memphis,
TN 38104.
(901)272-1410.

hosted by a factory representative

NAD 7600 RECEIVER, brand new, full warranty,
$1275. Call (718)897-6073 evenings.

SEMINAR
june 22nd,7:30 pm
Mark LevInson •Conrad Johnson •Th,e1
Mott! •Meitner •Sota •Bang d Olufsen
Talisman •Monster-Alpha Series •Sumko
Velodyne •Nakarnichi •Rote' •Klipsch
KEF •a/cVs •Yamaha •Denon •CWD

HAL'S
STERE 0 8t VIDE it
Alt. Route 1and Texas Ave.
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08648
(1 hr. away from NYC and Phila.)
R.S.V.P.

609/883-6338

HI-FI SUPPLIES. We pay highest price to buy all used
high-end hi-fl equipment. Special price for Krell,
Spectral, ARC, Mark-L., C-J, Threshold. (212) 2193352. We buy, sell, trade. 11-6pm.
AUDIO RESEARCH DI15 MK.II power amplifier, with
VPI brick and extra set of tubes, 9months old, mint,
$2250. (617)877-7830.
PS AUDIO IV H PREAMP, purchased new 9/86, excellent condition, $250. (215)860-2067.
MAGNEPAN SMGa, black, hardly used, 8325/pair;
Soundcraftsmen 1t3044-R Si -octave equalizez $275;
Nitty Gritty record-cleaning machine, $95. Call
(717)421-2884.
STAX DA -80M 90W CLASS-A DC MONOBLOCKS,
$1000/pair; PS Audio Model 2amplifier, $200; luxman TA-1 tonearm, $75; Magnepan Unitrac tonearm,
$75; IVIE IE-10A real-time analyzer, $700; IVIE
IE-20/1 noise generator, $100; Kenwood KT-52B
tuner, $150. (619)284-0181, John.
THE STEP LADDER, 23-position attenuator, I% MF
resistors, silver contacts, wonder solder. Replacement
controls for older prearnps or new construction, eg

ST. LOUIS AUDIOPHILES
AUDIO GROUP

is your exclusive

area dealer for
ALPHASON • B&K • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE • DUAL • DNM
HEYBROOK • JA MICHELL • JPW
MISSION • NITTY GRITTY
ORTOFON • QED • REVOLVER
RATA • SUPERPHON
SYSTEMDEK • SUMO • TARGET
WHARFEDALE • WBT and more
By appointment only. Call 768-5610.
Free catalog and advice.

DNM (BRITISH) SOLID
CORE INTERCONNECTS
With Gold Phono Plugs. /
2 Meter Pair -$40.
1
1Meter Pair -$50, 2 Meter Pair -$60.
DNM SOLID CORE Speaker Wire 52.50/ft.
GOLD LION (INDIA) I2AX7/ECC83 tubes.
Freshly imported, limited quantity -511.
Call AUDIO GROUP at (314)768-5610.
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passive control for CD players. Write for details.
Itingsram 12AX7 tubes @ $7.50, limited quantities.
Quickline products, 518 Palo Alto Dr, Vancouver;
WA 98661. (206)693-3628.
DUETS'. US, $2100; Calipers, $1250; Mission Cyrus
1, $250; Cyrus tuner, $275. (313)247-6006.
MARYLAND. AUDIO CEU OF FREDERICK introduces
The Audio Shop in historic Ellicott City for the DC
and Baltimore shoppers. We still offer "the costeffective approach" to high end with vn., Audible
Illusions, B&K, ProAc, Janis, Musical Concepts,
Maplenoll, Regs, Straight Wire, and more. Home
demos and private auditions by appointment.
(301)695- 7083.
THE AUDIO CRITIC IS BACK! Fed up with strong
opinions based on weak knowledge? The Audio
Critic is the quarterly journal that restores scientific
credibility to high-end equipment reviewing. Start
your one-year, four-issue subscription with No. 10,
which explains the ground rules, and No. II, with
emphasis on speakers. Lots of reviews in each. Send
$22 (no Canadian dollars, $10 for overseas delivery)
to The Audio Critic, Bar 302, Bronxville NY 10708.
SONOGRAPHE SD-1, 1year old, excellent condition,
$420. (914)472-8061.
LANDLORD ACCEPTED STEREO COMPONENTS for
rental space. From dealer's cost sheet: Nakamichi
Dragon, OMS 7, B&W 801, ADS 1290, Yamaha R9,
Kyocera DA610, Denon DCD1500, NAD 2600, one
each of several models. Call (913)842-0304, ask
for Tiro
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SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
SPECTRAL

•

SOTA

•

BOSTON

MAGNEPAN •MONSTER •XYLOPHILE
NAKAMICHI

• GRADO

SIGNATURE

LAST • NITTY GRITTY • MADRIGAL
CARNEGIE 1 • STAX • KYOCERA
THIEL • M & K • ONKYO GRAND
INTEGRA • PS AUDIO

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

• ADCOM

VANDERSTEEN moirtu. MPRTIrl LOGPfl

B & W •VELODYNE •PIERRE LURNE

COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

SME •MIT • SUMIKO • SHURE ULTRA

Threshold

F.s.a.uoun

SIDICO

SINCE 1968

MIT

... Phone for evening

ET

conrad iohnson

'relit)/
appointment.

sierem
SHCPPE
TI E

.401CUS1111N11

¡IlMONIES
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

21 N. Market Si., Selinsgrove. PA •717.374-0150

IT'S ALL HERE
DALLAS
WON'T
BELIEVE
ITS EARS

ELECTRONICS: Krell. Cello. Audio Research, Meitner. PS Audio.
Aragon. Electrocompanet. Acoustic Electronics, Ram Labs, Haber
Tandberg. Carver, RAO, Kyocera, Denon, Accuphase
SPEAKERS: Duntech Thiel ProAc. Sota. Acoustat. Rauna. Linn
Darnguist. ITC. ESB. Carver Acoustic Electronics, Veiodyne. ADS
Boston Acoustics. Mission. PSB
TURNTABLES: Versa Dynamics, Lurne, Sota. Well-Temperec
VPI. Linn CP12. Dark Star, Denon, Linn Axis. Dual
TONE ARMS: SME IV 8. V, Well-Tempered, Lino Ittok. Odyssey
Premier. Dark Star JSE, Linn Basik

P
RESTON TRAIL AUDIO

CARTRIDGES: Koetsu, Cello. Carnige, Krell. Audio Dues!, Linn
Van Den Hul, Talisman. Monster. Grado. Signet

INTRODUCES
AR •.ASC •APOGEE •AUDIOQUEST
UN •CAL •CARNEGIE •CARVER
CONRAD-JOHNSON •C1VD •DOI
DENON •HAFLER •KRELL
LAST* UNMAN •MARK LEVINSON
MEITNER •MOD SQUAD •MONSTER
PIERRE LUNE •SME •SONOGRAPHE
SOTA •SUNIIKO •VPI

CD PLAYERS: Accuphase. Stu, Analogic. Kyocera. Mission

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO
17 mpRi-.10\ Rii
11h1.1.\•,. IL\ 55 7.2. -,2121fi

120
1
,
,91111

HAD Denon, Carver
CABLES: Krell, MIT, sillech. Distech. Museatex. Line tiMre. CS
Monster Duntech
ACOUSTIC TREATMENTS: BPS Diffusors, Sonex. Distech, ASC
MEDIA COMPONENTS: Harman lardon. Sound Concepts
Shure,

Muttrvision

Sonance.

NAO Video.

Synergex.

Ptonee-

Video, JVC Video & Super VHS
Trade-Ins Accented •Memories •CWD Furniture

(81 AO
193 Bellevue Ave

701

Upper Montclair . NJ
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Celestion
Counterpoint
SME
Virtuoso
Well Tempered
PC from MIT
van den Hul
Maplenoll
Aragon
British Fidelity
Musical Concepts

Kimber
Magnavox
CD video
B&K
Grado
Spectrum
Superphon
Thorens
Chesky
Onkyo
Siefert

VPI
Tube Traps

LAST

VTL
MFA
g

-

.1

g Jo
i ......i
_____

_--...-

NAICAMICHI OMS -7A COMPACT DISC PLAYER,
$1100; CA-7A Perfectionist Control preamp, $1700.
(809)778-5821, Wayne.
FOR SALE OR TRADE: MCINTOSH A-116 amplifiers,
1pair, circa 1953, re-capacitored, re-tubed, sound
great, about 30W. $500 or trade for Koval Quads.
(504)522-1400.
IN GOOD CONDITION, DCD-1500, $400; Eagle 2,
$600. Evenings, (915)598-4333.

7«i.

t

e

DAHLQUIST DQ20 SPEAKERS, hardly used, mint,
$1200. (617)877-7830.

11
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•
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AUDIOPHILES, AUDITION JSE INFINITE SLOPE
loudspeakers on our 30-day no-risk auditioning program. Authorized JSE, Fried, Spectrum, Counterpoint,
Superphon, B&K, Kinergetics, Hailer, Magnum
Dynalab, Thorens, Audioquest, Parasound, Apature
dealers. Est. 1959. Sound Unlimited, 169 Church St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. (203)584-0131. We pay shipping.
ANNOUNCING MODIFICATIONS TO B&K amps &
preamps: most sonic improvement for 1$ invested!
Improved detailing, depth of soundstage, increased
transparency, deeper, tighter bass!! State-of-the-art
technology!! Sound Unlimited, 169 Cburcb St.,
Bristol, CT 06010. Est. 1959. We pay shipping.
(203)584-0131.
FOR THE ULTIMATE IN CD-PLAYER MODIFICATIONS, call toll-free (800)648-MODS. With our innovative circuits you can transform your player into
one that can retrieve the most delicate nuances and
dimensionality. Call or write for literature. Soloist
Audio, 332 ?little, S.A., TX 78209.

Why Do
the Most
Intelligent
People
Choose the
Speaker Shop?
Audio Research •Apogee •B&K
Bryston •Counterpoint •DEA Ovation
Dahlquist DQ-20 •KEF •Koetsu
KRELL •QUAD •Nakamachi
Magnum •MIT •Monster
Sony ES •SME •Oracle
Sumiko •Well Tempered •V.P.I.
We're Known for Our Quality,
Service & Friendly Advice

SPESIINER} SHIOP
UNCOMPROMISED STEREO VIDEO
Established 1977

1 3604 Main St., Buffalo, NY 14226
716-837-1557
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NEC 705E CD PLAYER, former top of line ($1000 list),
Stereopbile Class "C" recommended. Excellent condition, $325. (213)839-4378 or (213)395-0511, Los
Angeles.
PREAMP—THRESHOLD FET 1OHL. Purchased 9/87
for $1800. Flawless, 3-year warranty, $1375.
(813)896-1228, Langston.
CARVER, NAICAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Revox, Tandberg, Hailer, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harman/Kardon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxman,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infufity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound Sales, Inc, Jacksonville, FL 32241. East:
(904)262-4000. West: (818)243-1168.
THE FINEST EQUIPMENT EXPERT ADVICE, outstanding prices! Krell, SOTA, Apogee, Quad, Counterpoint, Wilson Audio, Maplenoll, Eminent lèchnology,
VPI, Meitner, Audible Illusions, Entec, California
Audio, Quicksilver, more! Virtually all cartridge and
cable lines. Free newsletter. Galen Carol Audio,
(512)494-3551.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9, $1195; Counterpoint SA7,
$299; PS5.0, $549; PS200C, $1295; Conrad-Johnson
MV-50, $1099; PV7, $499; Magneplanar MG1, $499;
Acoustat 1+1, $995; Palantir Pilot, $299; QED
Headamp, $49; Itehnies arm, $59; AR remote, $89;
MIT 18', $499; Adcom, Audible Illusions, B&K.
("14)861-4830 evenings.
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audio technica

YOUR SEARCH
IS OVER!

11.

NUM ihmr1971

egliam

AUDIO

1.1

We specialize in hard to find
phono cartridges and original replacement Styli.

ig (800) 221-0906 e°
CALL TOLL.FREE FOR
11110.1
,«A
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISAJMC ORDERS
N.Y. STATE (516) 599-1112
SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

r
Let -

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Dept. S. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

in
21

15102 Bolsa Chica Rd.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

714/897-0166

Phones Open Mon -Sat 9am-8 pm

orrofon «WM

STaNT01 .
1

M USIC BY DESIGN
CUSTOM

HOME

SYSTEMS

Havens & Hardesty Audio
Systems is arefreshing alternative
to the confusing proliferation of
mediocre audio consultation given
in most stores.
We sell only those products that
produce exceptional performance
for their price; such as Audio
Research, Linn Sondek, MartinLogan, Vandersteen and others.
Our store offers the finest demonstration facilities in Orange County
so you can hear the difference between components. We also provide
a professional repair service, a
custom modification service, and a
custom installation service.

Enjoy

STEREO)

the

WhenYou'reReadyToOwnThe Best.
The most exciting and revolutionary components in

Music...

the world, selected and matched to suit your needs.

EXCLUSIVE MARIN COUNTY DEALER FOR:
Audio Research •Vandersteen •Counterpoint
Eminent Technology •Spica •Infinity
Oracle •Well Tempered •Mod Squad
Vacuum Tube Logic •SME •Athena
Audible Illusions •B+K•NAD
MIT "Shotgun" •Monster "Genesis"
Talisman •Kinergetics •Magnum Dynalab
PS Audio •Audioquest •Grado

DI

Spectrum •and many others

European Holophone System
Roksan Xerxes
DNM Design
Onix Audio
Heybrook
Revolver
Rote)
Kindel
Target
Basle
and more.

at
SELECT
SOUND

VACUUM TIME SPECIALISTS

415 332-2142

%116.7.m.iàm,107 Caledonia Street, Sausalito, California 94965

DI

1845 OLD NORTHERN BLVD.

ROSLYN, LONG ISLAND NEW YORK 11756
(516)484-9299
t=1
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FINALLY...

ASERVICE CENTER FOR MUSIC LOVERS
USIC

TECHNOLOGY

MAINTENANCE,

A $50,000 SOUND FOR LESS THAN $10,000? You'll
be surprised how close we come with help from Mod
Squad, Well-ltmpered, Conrad-Johnson, Threshold,
Dahlquist, MIT. Our under-$2000 Spendor/B&K
system is unbeatable, too. Also AR, Entec, Forte, Fried,
Grado, Haller, Magnum Dynalab, Magnavox, Target,
van den Hul, VPI. Champagne Audio, 723 South
Neil, Champaign, IL 61820. Weekdays 3 to 5:30,
Saturday 10 to 5, commercially located.

RESTORATION

KRELL KMA-100 MK.II POWER AMPLIFIER. "In

FORMERLY EXCALIBLIR TECHNICAL SERVICES

If Music is Important

SPECIALIZING IN THE

11

AFFORDABLE HIGH END—ASC, Audible Illusions,
Audioquest, B&K, Celestion, Chicago Stands, Kimber
Kahle, Kindel, Magnum Dynalab, Mod Squad, PSE,
Sonrise, CD players, and more. For more information
or audition, please call (301)890-3232. J.S. Audio,
One Childress Ct., Burtonsville, MD 20866. Monday through Friday, 10am to 7pm; Saturday 11 to 5.
MC/ Visa.

AND IMPROVEMENT
OF QUALITY AUDIO
COMPONENTS
2817N DORR AVE.
FAIRFAX, VA 22031
703-698-7181

most real-world installations they are likely to be as
good as anyone can get," Stereophile, Von° No.2
(March 1987). Brand new, mint condition, with
covers, less than 30 hours playing time. Cost $6000,
best offer. Call evenings, (219)447-6204, Gary.
SHEFFIELD LAB Colleagues (lbwer label), Houston,
Grusin. $75 for all. (503)344-2667.
RCA LSC SHADED DOGS, MERCURIES. 90,000. New
large list. Send SASE, pig 160 Walnut St., Nutley, NJ
07110.
MERRILL MODS. For the AR turntable. Call
Underground Sound, 2125 Central Ave, Memphis,
TN 38104. (901)272-1275.
SENNHEISER UNIPOLAR 2000 & 2002 electrostatic
headphones with supply unit (2 pairs), $750. Hardly
used. Julian, (619)483-5407.

The Audio
Enthusiast
Specumsts ,n the natural and unconnin
reoroducten of muse
SatellIterSubwoofer speaker systems by
Nestoronc. Bennett Sound
Speakers from
Nestoronc, ProAc., Symdea. Kindel. Essence, Foliate

HIGH-END AUDIO IN SALT LAKE CITY. Speaker
systems by Magneplanar, Vandersteen, B&W, Spica,
Infinity IRS. Electronics by Audio Research (SP-9 &
the new D-125 in stock), Mark Levinson, Aragon, PS
Audio, Rotel Adcom, Ltuunan. Front ends by SOTA,
Well-lèmpered, SME, AR, Accuphase CD players. Also
Sumiko, MIT, Monster, etc. Two hard-wired sound
11301115. 2144 Highland Dr, Suite 125, SW, UT 84109.
(801)467- 5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.

Tube electronics from
Semen, Nestorone Muse Reference

Buy -Serf -Trade

Solid state electronics from
PSE Knegeuce, Raw
Turntables from
Mann. Revoteer, YP1. Michell
Tonearrne from
Souther. Altdhason
Cartridges from
Clearaurao (Yentas 8 Owens), Green
Garrott. Auchratiest
Interconnect cable and speaker wire

from

Peterson. Audloquest, Kimber, Pnsma
Compact disc players from
)(Integra:ft. Mod Squad
Much Morel

By Appointment
Los Angeles, Ca.
(213)541-8177
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...your stereo equipment like you never could
before...v.1th SOUND MARTI An Independent
MONTHLY NATIONWIDE NEWSLETTER that puts
buyers and sellers together. We are NOT a
dealer. You deal direct. You make your best
deal! There are never any commissions or fees.
Get more for that hard-to-sell speaker.., pay
less for that hard-to-find preamp. SOUND
MART helps
the audiophile find what he
needs...sell or trade what he no longer wants.
Member/subscribers receive FREE ad placement
every month...for a year.
A one year
subscription is only $24. You can even include
your first ad...lndicate whether It's For Scde
...Wanted...or For linde. but you don't need an
ad to subscribe. Mall your check or money
order for $24 to: MART Publications Inc.. 2901
Dorchester Lane. Cooper City, FL 33026 IFL
residents add 5% sales tax) Visa/MasterCard.
Or call 1-800.942-MART In FL 1305) 432-8788
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CONFLAD-JOHNSON PV-5 PREAMP, new C-Jprepped tubes, warranteed through Jan. '89. Getting
married and $850 will help. (617)641-3823.

FEAT, RINC.

Ql.'Al) ESL 63 I.'SA

AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS MODULUS II, Excellent, 4310
obo, retubed. Eves., (718)776-6246, Dominick.

ELECTROCOMPANIET EC.1
PRE AMP AND ANZ50 AMP

WANTED
KOVAL QUADS, excellent condition, (504)522-1400.

MORflA

•

oNic 1111 • SSE Iv à V • nnto..,,tt

AIR TA.NIIIINT • PINK 11116561E • 1*.A.T. 51.1• CELESTIIIN
111..A(' • .1,1 , • It n I, • KoTEL • VAN lIEN HI I. l'AIILKS

CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO EQUIPMENT We buy
and sell by phone—paying mer blue book prices. The
Stem Buding Outlet, 320 Oki }bra RcL ,
Jenkintown,

KNELL c 11411.18 • AltrICI
ARIA
1. .11

RIC IBus 310

Seccrktm, NJ cl.cl'éc

J.n11 11.1 Priam EVENINGS à WEEKEN1b1.0.1..; 2116

PA 19046. Ca11 for highest quote. (215)886-1650.
WANTED: ADVENT MODEL 350 RECEIVER: powered
Advent speakers. Very good condition or better.
(319)393-4303, eves.

BILAY II Passive Pre Amp

WANTED: NAIM NAP 135 MONO AMPS; Sumiko
FB -1; 2Sound Organization tables. (602)840-2741.
WANTED TO BUY: ALWAYS PAYING TOP US for
McIntosh, M. Levinson, Krell, C-Johnson, and similar
high-quality products. Call or write Jobrt Whiff, 5115
Red Fox, Brighton, MI 48116. (313)229-5191.
AUDIOPHILE STORE SEEKS SALES AND SUPPORT
PERSONNEL. Growing NY Metro area hi-end audio
and video retailer is interested in motivated people
who love music and want to sell. Excellent pay and
benefits. Training provided. Callionatban Svezia at
(201)467-1950.

•Four Inputs, tape out with gold plated lacks.
•Separate record and listen selector switches.
•Top quality CERMET POT.
•Minimalist high gain design with finest parts.
•Enclosure designed by Michael Jantzen,
internationally acclaimed designer.
•Priced at $150, half the norm; considering the
quality and cost of parts.
Available exclusively thru AUDIO GROUP.
Call (314) 768-5610.

I

INTRODUCING...
Our SpeakOr Cdb105
and

Quantum
Cable...

e

olerconnects bmg

the mu« back lo you.

1-1..1 1.11=.:
REBUILDS AVAILABLE FOR:
•All Gas Co. Products
•CJ PV2 MV45-75
•ARC SP3 SP6A-E 076 •ADCOM GFA555
•SUMO 9 & ELECTRA
•HK CITATION 16, 19
•MARANTZ 7C & 8B
•MAC MC30 250 275
•DYNA 400 410 150
•P.S. Audio 2C-4H and
PAS3 & ST70
many others.

se ceeP

Write or call for brochure.
400If
Dept

ICAtIOÇK46.

S. 1925 Massechusens Avenue,

5563 Kendall Street •Boise. Idaho 83706 •U.S.A.
12081323-0861

Gamboge. MA (617) 354.6933

A&S SPEAKERS has moved to San Francisco.
We are now open to the public.
We will continue to provide our mail order customers with
the widest selection of high-end speaker kits, systems and
drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
Write, call or come in for our free 1988 catalog.

A&S SPEAKERS
3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, Ca 94110
(415) 641-4573
240
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write . Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers. NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
A & S Speakers
Absolute Audio
Adcom
Amrita Audio
Apogee Acoustics, Inc.
Arcici
Aria
Ariston
Artech Electronics
Audio Advisor, Inc
Audio Breakthroughs
Audio By John Dudley
Audio Enthusiast
Audio Group
Audio Influx
Audio Nexus
Audio Research Corporation
Audio Resource
Audio Stream
Audio Today
Audioguest
Aural Symphonics
Avalon Acoustics
B & K Components
B &W Loudspeakers
Belles Research Corporation
Both Vidikron USA
Boulder Amplifiers
British Fidelity
CSA Audio
California Audio Labs
Cello
Chadwick Modifications
Chesky Records
Chicago Speaker Stand
Cogan Hall Instruments
Conrad-Johnson Design
Cumberland Audio Group
Custom Electronics
D'Ascanio Audio
Dbx
Definitive Hi -Fi
Denon
Discrete Technology
Energy
Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
Fosgate
Gala Sound
Gasworks
Gold Aero
Hal's Stereo
Christopher Hansen Ud
Havens & Hardesty
Hi Fi Answers
Hi Fi News & Record Review
High End Audio
Hills Products
Infinity Systems, Inc
Janis
KEF
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Krell
Lantana
Leonard's Radio
Mark Levinson
Lux man
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THE FINAL WORD
Showing Off in Santa Monica

(most of the time I'm running around organiz-

Despite the lack of editorial preview for the sec-

ing details), and it really fries me. After all, why

ond High End Hi -Fi Show put on in Santa

put out money to exhibit your products to the

Monica (by Stereophde and Nelson & Associates), the Show was ahuge success. More

public if all you're going to do is stand in the

than 5000 people attended the exhibits of

hallway and talk to your exhibitor colleagues?
Isn't paying attention to the customer the sine

more than 70 manufacturers and dealers, and
our Show survey forms revealed ahigh level

qua non of successful sales? Iwent in one exhibit and commented on the wretched sound

of satisfaction compared to last year—a pleas-

to the exhibitor. His response? "That's why I'm

ing result because last year's Show, the first of
its kind in over ten years, had been so stirring.

standing in the hall!" And why can't exhibitors

Not that everything, our respondents were

then it wouldn't all be the same, plus it would

quick to point out, was perfect! Probably most

give the attendees adeeper insight into the

irritating was the lack of nearby parking, a

love of music that the manufacturer brings to
his product—to my mind, that's what these

problem exacerbated by amap directing holders
of presold tickets to parking where there was
none—due to the Bayview Plaza Holiday Inn's
failure to keep track of what was happening

play the music they personally love? Surely

Shows are all about.
While I'm criticizing, let me say Ithink
Stereopbile's reporting on the Show it sponsors

at the nearby Civic Auditorium. Also high on

is not that great. JGH's report makes the Show

the list of complaints was the problem of

sound like amini -CES —where's the flavor of
people in the hallways, the guys who subscribed
to Stereopbile in 1962 and have read every

transporting attendees from the mezzanine
floor to the other exhibit floors, the wrong address given for the hotel (my fault!), the slow
elevators, and the small exhibit rooms.

issue since, the helpful critics who assault us
(since we're standing right there with identi-

Believe me, we appreciate these comments.

fying badges) for disliking their favorite

All of our next Shows will have adequate park-

speaker or insulting ahero of theirs? And why
no write-up on Jack Mullins's "Museum of

ing (except, we regret, in locations like midtown Manhattan), and we will carefully avoid
internal traffic tie-ups. Some problems will
remain, though: we try to get hotels with the

Sound Reproduction," which, to judge from
the comments, was one of the most popular
exhibits at the Show, and always packed?

largest possible rooms, but inevitably, with the

Maybe JGH just wanted to give me something

exception of afew suites, they're not very big.
And, no matter how hopeful Imight be for fast

to write about.
Ialso feel the "Best Sound at the Show"

elevators, my guess is that all hotel elevators
will bog down under the load of 5000 audio
enthusiasts. My request, then, for the Washing-

contest is overrated in importance—a problem
tising their victory ad nauseam. A number of

ton/Baltimore High End Hi -Fi Show coming

survey respondees agreed with me, feeling un-

up Oct. 21-23 (and all future Shows), is for

comfortable at having to make such achoice.
Not to take anything away from the "winner,"
Ifeel the point of the Show is that alot of in-

patience and perseverance; we will do our best
to attend to the most serious problems.
Some areas of concern, which came up on
questionnaire after questionnaire, require attention not from the Show Organizers but
from the exhibitors themselves: the same (boring) demonstration music in room after room,
too much mid -fi equipment, and an all-toopervasive air of shocking disinterest in the con-

compounded by the winning exhibitor adver-

teresting exhibits are there, you can meet
manufacturers you've read about for years and
will meet nowhere else, and a significant
number of exhibitors make excellent sounds
(as JA points out in afootnote). It's an event
with many victors, not just one.

sumer on the part of the exhibitor. This last
criticism Iwould have made based even on my
own limited contact with the actual exhibits
242
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"A runaway bargain
and astellar perfor mer"
HERETIC, FALL 86

"B&K products are among the finest values on the market today."
"...one of the most musical power amps on the market...sounds better
than many other amps selling for twice the price."
STEREOPHILE
VOL 8, NO. 8, JAN 86

B()
PRE-AMPLIFIERS AND
POWER AMPLIFIERS

t"er s

COMPP.p,*POIVEz -

Available from selected dealers.
Write or call for complete specifications:
& KComponents, Ltd., 1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, NY 14218 .1-800-543-5252 (NY: 1-716-822-8488)

THE
ONKYO
INTEGRA T-9090MK II
Our award winning tuner gets even better.
When an FM tuner is as critically acclaimed as was
Onkyo's original T-9090, you'd think there was no room for improvement.
Onkyo engineers thought differently.
Our new T-9090MK II features aredesigned front end that
substantially increases channel selectivity-95dB for alternate channels,
80dB for adjacent. A more sophisticated APR tuning system has been
created that provides user fixed programming of specific reception modes
(Local/DX, IF wide/narrow/super-narrow, high blend, antenna A/B) for
specific stations, with stability insured by separate, dedicated power
supplies for each function. Dual antenna capability and FM cable
compatibility are built-in, and the entire tuner can be controlled by the
full function, 31 key, wireless remote.
Even the best can get better. Just listen to the Onkyo Integra T-9090MK II.

•••••••
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Artistry in Sound

CINK‘re
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.107446. (201) 825-7950

